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Collagenase Histolyticum use in Scleroderma

Purpose: Scleroderma is a chronic autoimmune disease caused by 
excessive growth of connective tissue, which manifests as a hardening 
or thickening of the affected areas including skin and/or various internal 
organs  Pathologically, it is characterized by the excessive accumulation of 
extracellular matrix proteins, including type I and type III collagen  Clinically, 
these changes are most notable on the face with patients reporting a 
decreased quality of life due to orofacial manifestations such as loss of 
facial volume, microstomia, xerostomia, and tongue rigidity  As a result, 
patients with scleroderma often have difficulty with oral competence, 
swallowing and speaking  Collagenase clostridium histolyticum, or CCH, 
is a fairly new injectable medication FDA approved to treat cellulite  It is 
a bacteria-made enzyme with a mechanism of action that involves the 
degradation of collagen chains  Collagenase clostridium has been used 
to treat conditions such as Peyronie’s disease, cellulite, and contractures  
Herein, we describe our experience with the use of CCH to treat facial 
scleroderma involvement 

Design: A 34-year-old female with a history of diffuse systemic 
scleroderma since her mid-20s was seen in consultation for lip 
augmentation  She reported extreme thinning and tightening of her lips, 
mouth, and mid cheeks and found it difficult to keep food and fluids in her 
mouth given the stiffening of her lips  She additionally noted an issue with 
salivation associated with the progression of her scleroderma  She reported 
a history of multiple treatments with hyaluronic-acid-based fillers used in 
her lips with rapid degradation of the filler and an issue with the amount 
of filler that could be injected into the lip before the filler “leaked out” from 
injection points  Of note, the patient’s scleroderma was being managed 
on a stable dose of mycophenolate mofetil  A step-wise treatment plan 
was made with the goal of first softening the tissue of the mucosal and 
cutaneous lip, followed by volumization with filler  The decision was made 
to also target the cheeks as the patient felt that this tightness impacted 
her ability to open her mouth  At the time of consultation, the patient had 
thin upper and lower vermillion lips with a palpable stiffness of the skin 
on her mid cheeks, chin and the oral commissures, as well as a limited 
ability to open her mouth  Her vertical oral aperture measured 3 5cm at 
that time  The patient’s first treatment session involved injection of 16U of 
incobotulinumtoxin A to the orbicularis oris with an additional 15U into the 
superficial subcutaneous tissue of the mid cheeks and chin  An additional 
20U was applied topically after microneedling radiofrequency (RF) to the 
same areas  Given increased tolerability, this treatment was repeated 
with a CO2 laser instead of microneedling RF at two additional sessions 
separated by 4 weeks  After this series of treatments, 0 25cc of calcium 
hydroxyapatite filler was used to the lips however the lips were still found 
to be fairly stiff and not accommodating to the filler  Additionally, there 
was only minimal improvement in the skin texture and softening of tissue  
Following a discussion of risks with the patient, the decision was made to 
trial Collagenase Clostridium histolyticum  The cheeks, chin and mucosal 
and cutaneous lips were treated with a total of 4 cc of CCH, evenly 
distributed over the area in boluses and threads of approximately 0 25cc 
injection per site 

Findings: Treatment with CCH resulted in a dramatic softening of the 
skin of the face in this patient  She additionally reported a significant 
improvement in the ability to open her mouth, with a 5mm increase in 
the vertical aperture on follow-up after treatment with CCH  Interestingly, 
she also experienced a dramatic improvement in salivation with the 
improvement of the recurrent parotid gland swelling (sialadenitis) that 
she previously experienced with eating  As a major cause of recurrent 
sialadenitis in patients with autoimmune diseases is stenosis, we 
hypothesize this was likely secondary to decreased sclerosis around her 
parotid duct  The patient experienced swelling bilateral cheek swelling that 
largely resolved over the course of 48 hours with only mild ecchymosis  

There was no post-inflammatory pigmentation seen after resolution of 
ecchymosis 

Summary: This case demonstrates that Collagenase Clostridium 
histolyticum can be used effectively and safely in the symptomatic 
treatment of scleroderma- leading to improvements in general skin stiffness 
as well as microstomia and improvement in any xerostomia that we 
theorize is secondary to stenosis of the salivary ducts  Dermatologists have 
successfully used botulinum toxin and filler to improve microstomia and 
oral competence in scleroderma  This case demonstrates that the addition 
of CCH to this treatment regimen is a valuable consideration that should be 
further studied 

 

Primary Author: Glynis Ablon, MD, Director, Ablon Skin Institute, 
Manhattan Beach, CA

Co-Authors: Joel Cohen, MD; Sue Ellen Cox, MD; Steven Dayan, MD; 
Daniel P  Friedman, MD; Paul Lorenc, MD, FACS

Improvement in At-Rest Glabellar Lines After Treatment with 
AbobotulinumtoxinA

Purpose: Treatment with AbobotulinumtoxinA (aboBoNTA) minimizes 
the animation muscles in the glabella responsible for creating frown 
lines  However, the effect of treatment on lines visible at rest is less well 
described  With patients turning to neuromodulator treatment to improve 
their appearance, it is important to consider the effect of botulinum toxin on 
glabellar lines at rest, as these lines are highly visible and may have a large 
influence on subject satisfaction 

Design: Data on at-rest glabellar lines after aboBoNTA treatment from two 
recent studies [NCT03736928, double-blind, Phase 2, dose-escalating 
study 50-125 U (N=399); NCT03960957, double-blind, Phase 3, 3 mL 
dilution study 50 U (N=301)] were assessed for up to 24 weeks post-
treatment  Data from an open-label phase 3 extension study on long-term 
safety (N=1200), which included up to 5 retreatments with 50 U aboBoNTA, 
was also assessed  Assessments included glabellar line severity scale 
(GLSS) at maximum frown and at rest, as well as subject satisfaction 

Findings: For the dose-escalating (50U dose only; n=80) and the 3 
mL dilution study (N=301), 46% and 48% of subjects had a score of 
none-or-mild at rest at baseline, increasing to 89% and 91% at week 4, 
respectively, both P< 0 001 vs  placebo  At 24 weeks after treatment, most 
still reported a none-or-mild score at rest: 70% (P=0 009 vs  placebo) 
and 75% (P< 0 001 vs  placebo), respectively  In comparison, for the 50U 
dose at maximum frown, 13-21% of subjects had a score of none-or-mild 
by week 24 (P< 0 001 vs  placebo)  In the dose-escalating study, for the 
75 U (n=80), 100 U (n=80), 125 U (n=81) doses, respectively, 45%, 53%, 
and 64% of subjects had a baseline score of none-or-mild at rest which 
increased to 73% (P=0 003 vs  placebo), 71% (P=0 006 vs  placebo), and 
84% (P< 0 001 vs  placebo) by week 24  At maximum frown, 21-36% of 
subjects in these dose groups were none-or-mild responders by week 24  
Across the two studies, subject satisfaction remained high through week 
24 on the FACE-Q Appraisal of Lines, with 59% (dose-escalating) and 65% 
(3 mL) of subjects agreeing their glabellar lines were “not at all” or only “a 
little” noticeable in the 50 U group, and 63%, 65% and 81% agreeing in 
the 75, 100, and 125 U groups, respectively  In the repeat treatment study 
(N=1200), 37% had a score of none-or-mild at rest at baseline after one 
treatment cycle, which increased to 57% before receiving treatment again, 
with this trend continuing for the next three cycles (64-67%) 

Summary: AboBoNT treatment with 50 U up to 125 U results in an 
increased score of none-or-mild in glabellar lines at rest, which is 
maintained through week 24 and improves with repeat treatment  These 
data suggest that none-or-mild efficacy at rest is sustained in most 
subjects, even when efficacy at maximum frown might be decreasing, 
and may partially explain the sustained high subject satisfaction despite a 
decrease in efficacy at maximum frown 
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Improvement in the Appearance of Periorbital Wrinkles with a New 
Topical System Containing an Enhanced Concentration of Alpha 
Defensin 5 and Beta Defensin 3

Purpose: The periorbital region is a difficult area to treat because of its 
delicate nature and has been an area of increased interest in recent years  
Alpha and beta defensins are natural immune peptides that have been 
shown to activate an LGR6-positive stem cell locus in the hair follicle, 
identified as the source of most new epidermal cells during acute wound 
healing  We are investigating the safety and efficacy of topical system 
containing alpha defensin 5 and beta defensin 3 molecules supplemented 
with supportive cosmetic ingredients at improving periorbital wrinkles, 
laxity, pigmentation, erythema, texture, and radiance 

Design: This 12-week investigator- blinded prospective, clinical trial 
enrolled 10 subjects 30 years and older with moderate to severe periorbital 
wrinkles (at least a grade II in wrinkles and score of 4 in elastosis on 
the Fitzpatrick-Goldman wrinkle scale)  Subjects were instructed to 
use the topical system on the entire face including the periorbital area 
twice daily for 12 weeks  Subjects were assessed by the investigators 
using Fitzpatrick-Goldman Classification of Wrinkling and Degree of 
Elastosis Scale and Global Aesthetic Improvement Score at days 30, 60, 
& 120  Furthermore, percent improvement in periorbital wrinkles, laxity, 
pigmentation, erythema, texture, and radiance were assessed by the 
investigators  Images were captured at baseline, days 30, 60, and 90 using 
Canfield VECTRA 3D Photography and VISIA system  Subjects reported 
Global Aesthetic Improvement Score at days 30, 60, &120  Erythema, 
burning/ stinging, dryness, peeling, tenderness and any additional adverse 
events were assessed by investigators at each follow up visit using a 
4-point scale 

Findings: To be reported  Results are pending the last subject visit which 
will be completed in Mid-May 

Summary: This is the first clinical trial to assess the safety and efficacy 
of a twice daily application of a novel alpha and beta defensin containing 
topical system used for 12 weeks on improving periorbital wrinkles, laxity, 
pigmentation, erythema, texture, and radiance 

 

Primary Author: Olabola Awosika, MD, MS, Staff Dermatologist, Pinnacle 
Dermatology, Detroit, MI

Co-Authors: Paula Pearlman, MD; Naissan O  Wessley, MD

Laser Tattoo Removal in Darker Skin Types: A Service to Marginalized 
and Underserved Populations and Review of the Literature

Purpose: As tattoos have been found to contribute to police profiling in 
legal systems, branding in human trafficking, and inability to disengage 
from gang culture, tattoo removal for marginalized individuals can be 
highly impactful in improving health, social, and economic outcomes for 
the individual, the community and the world at large  Tattoo removal for 
gang-related or visible tattoos located on the hands, neck, or face is a 
free service offered by some non-profit organizations, including Homeboy 
Industries in Los Angeles, CA  Notably at this clinic, non-Caucasian 
patients represent a vast majority of the thousands of patients who seek 
laser tattoo removal each year  However, there remains a paucity of data 
on standardization of laser tattoo removal in Fitzpatrick Skin Type (FST) 
III to VI  Concerns about laser tattoo removal in darker skin types are 
chiefly dyspigmentation and scarring  Consequently, the laser treatments 
in this population tend to be less aggressive leading to additional painful 
treatments due to concerns over safety and adverse events; additional 
consequences include loss to follow up, incomplete treatment, ghost 
or shadow tattoos, and the health, social and economic risks of those 
outcomes  We sought to review the current literature for further insight into 
safe and efficacious tattoo removal in darker skin types 

Design: A systematic literature search was conducted utilizing the PubMed 
(US National Library of Medicine) database  The search terms “laser”, 
“tattoo”, “tattoo removal”, “Fitzpatrick skin type”, “skin of color”, and 
“pigmented” were used to identify all relevant articles up to April 2022  
Non-English language articles were excluded 

Findings: A total of 15 studies were found to be relevant and included 
in our review  Q-switched neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet 
lasers (QS Nd:YAG) demonstrated the greatest safety and efficacy profile 
of treatment of blue and black tattoos with little published evidence 
of adverse effects in darker skin  Q-switched ruby lasers presented a 
promising adjunct to QS Nd:YAG in treatment of multicolored tattoos, 
yielding significant clearance, but also leading to transient or long-term 
hypo- or hyperpigmentation and occasional textural changes in FST V to 
VI  For abrasive, explosive, and penetrant tattoos in Asian skin, Q-switched 
alexandrite lasers were shown to be safe and effective in removal of blue, 
black, green ? and brown tattoo pigment  Regarding red and green tattoos, 
picosecond neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet lasers have 
demonstrated superiority in efficacy in Asian skin but adverse effects of 
transient dyspigmentation and paradoxical darkening have occurred in FST 
III-IV  No randomized controlled trials comparing laser types or settings in 
darker skin types or high powered (N) studies were published 

Summary: Ultimately, there is a great need for efficient and safe tattoo 
laser removal for marginalized communities, particularly Fitzpatrick Skin 
Types III-VI  For many in this population, tattoo removal is a matter of 
life and death  Further studies are needed to increase efficacy, reduce 
harm, and optimize settings and treatment outcomes for darker skinned 
populations 

 

Primary Author: Cheryl Burgess, MD, Medical Director, Center for 
Dermatology and Dermatologic Surgery, Washington, DC

Co-Authors: David Bank, MD; Smita Chawla, PhD; Steven Dayan, MD; 
Terrence Keaney, MD; Marta Sartor, PhD; Susan Weinkle, MD 

Hyaluronic Acid Filler VYC-25L for Jawline Restoration Yields High 
Satisfaction, Improved Jawline Measurements, and Sustained Effect 
Across Age, Gender, and Skin Types for up to 12 Months

Purpose: Age-related loss of jawline definition can negatively affect 
perceptions of attractiveness  Injectable hyaluronic acid (HA) fillers are a 
nonsurgical option to lift and shape the jawline  A pre-approval study in 
adults with moderate to severe loss of jawline definition demonstrated that 
the HA injectable gel, VYC-25L, is safe and effective for restoring jawline 
definition  This analysis reports other effectiveness measures from this 
study, including patient-reported outcomes, objective measurements, 
and subgroup analyses of select endpoints by gender, age group, and 
Fitzpatrick skin type (FST) 

Design: In this evaluator-blinded, multicenter, randomized trial, adults 
with a baseline grade 2 (moderate) or 3 (severe) Allergan Loss of Jawline 
Definition Scale (ALJDS) score were randomized 3:1 to receive VYC-25L 
(treatment) or delayed treatment at 6 months from study onset (control)  
Assessments occurred at months 1, 3, 6 (primary timepoint), 9, and 12  
Participants’ level of treatment satisfaction was measured on the Global 
Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS), direct questions on treatment 
satisfaction (overall, natural look, and natural feel), the validated FACE-Q 
Satisfaction with Lower Face and Jawline, and if treated in the marionette 
line, the FACE-Q Appraisal of Lines: Marionette questionnaire  Objective 
measurements of linear depth changes and volumetric changes on jawline 
profile were calculated by 3D digital image analysis (Canfield Scientific, 
Parsippany, NJ)  Subgroup analysis by gender, age, and FST was 
conducted for ALJDS responders (participants with ≥1-point improvement 
from baseline on the ALJDS), investigator- and participant-assessed 
GAIS, FACE-Q Satisfaction with Lower Face and Jawline, and injection 
site responses (ISRs)  Descriptive statistics and 2-sided 95% confidence 
intervals were used 
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Findings: At month 6, the participant GAIS responder rate (improved or 
much improved) was 88 4% in the treatment group (n=146)  From baseline 
to month 6, the FACE-Q Satisfaction with Lower Face and Jawline overall 
score significantly improved by a mean of 45 9 in the treatment group (21 9 
vs 67 8, respectively; P< 0 0001)  Participants treated in the marionette 
lines improved by a mean of 32 6 at month 6 versus baseline (63 5 vs 31 2, 
respectively) on the FACE-Q Appraisal of Lines: Marionette questionnaire  
At month 6, 78 8% of participants in the treatment group were satisfied 
with treatment overall  Linear depth of the prejowl sulcus had an overall 
mean change from baseline of 4 6 mm and 2 5 mm in the treatment group 
and no-treatment group, respectively  Mean volume change of the jawline 
profile was 6 0 cc and −2 6 cc for the treatment and no-treatment group, 
respectively  The proportion of ALJDS responders was similar regardless 
of gender (female: 68 9%; male: 78 6%), age (GenerationX/Millennial: 
89 3%; Baby Boomer and older: 65 3%), or FST (FST I–III: 66 3%; FST 
IV–VI: 76 5%)  Similar subanalyses results were observed for investigator- 
and participant-assessed GAIS and FACE-Q Satisfaction with Lower Face 
and Jawline  ISR trends were similar across subgroups, although a higher 
incidence was seen in females versus males (87 4% vs 68 2%), likely 
attributable to small sample size 

Summary: Measurements taken 6 months after treatment with VYC-25L 
showed high patient satisfaction, improvements in jawline profile, and 
comparable effectiveness across various participant demographics 

 

Primary Author: Cheryl Burgess, MD, Medical Director, Center for 
Dermatology and Dermatologic Surgery, Washington, DC

Co-Authors: Charles Boyd, MD; Jessica Brown, PharmD; Valerie Callender, 
MD; Conor J  Gallagher, MD

DaxibotulinumtoxinA for Injection Demonstrates Consistent Safety and 
Efficacy in Black Subjects: Subgroup Analysis from a Large, Open-
Label, Repeat-Dose Study

Purpose: African American individuals account for 9% of cosmetic 
procedures in the USA (ASAPS, Aesthet Surg J  2019;39(S4):1-27)  
DaxibotulinumtoxinA for Injection (DAXI) is a novel botulinum toxin type 
A in clinical development for moderate-to-severe glabellar lines (GL)  We 
compare the safety and efficacy of DAXI in Black vs  White subjects 

Design: SAKURA 3 was a multicenter, 84-week, prospective, open-label, 
repeat-dose study in subjects with moderate-to-severe GL  The study 
included rollover subjects (both active and placebo) from the preceding 
double-blind studies (SAKURA 1 and 2) as well as de-novo subjects  
Subjects received ≤3 treatments with DAXI 40U 

Findings: The study enrolled 2691 subjects (477 from SAKURA 1/2; 2214 
de-novo)  In treatment cycle 1 (n=2380), 119 (5%) subjects in the Black 
subgroup and 2130 (89 5%) subjects in the White subgroup received DAXI, 
and 98 3% of Black vs  95 7% of White subjects achieved none/mild GL 
(investigator assessment) at Week 4  Median time to loss of none/mild 
GL (investigator and subject assessment) for Black and White subgroups 
was 25 7 and 24 0 weeks, respectively, and median time to return to 
baseline GL status (investigator and subject assessment) was 28 3 and 
28 0 weeks, respectively  Common treatment-related adverse events in the 
Black subgroup were similar to those observed in the White subgroup and 
included injection site pain, headache, facial paresis (reported as “forehead 
muscle weakness”), erythema, and edema  There were no treatment-
related cases of brow ptosis or dyschromia  DAXI demonstrated a high 
degree of efficacy and a duration of effect in Black subjects similar to that 
observed in White subjects 

Summary: These data demonstrate the safety and efficacy of DAXI in 
Black subjects 

 

Primary Author: Jean Carruthers, MD, FRCSC, FRC (Ophth) Professor, 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

Co-Authors: Rui Avelar, MD; Derek H  Jones, MD; Anneke Jonker, MSc; 
Rose Munroe, BA; Patricia Ogilvie, MD

PrabotulinumtoxinA for Treatment of Millennials with Moderate to 
Severe Glabellar Lines: Post Hoc Analyses of the Phase III Clinical 
Study Data

Purpose: To compare the efficacy and safety of the minimally invasive 
neuromodulator, prabotulinumtoxinA, for the treatment of moderate to 
severe glabellar lines in millennial and non-millennial patients

Design: Post-hoc analyses were performed on the pooled population of 
all patients treated with 20U prabotulinumtoxinA in the three single-dose 
Phase III glabellar line clinical studies Patients were grouped by age: 
millennials (born 1982-2000) versus non-millennials (born ≤1981) One 
key efficacy endpoint was the proportion of responders with a ≥1point 
improvement from baseline at maximum frown on the 4-point Glabellar Line 
Scale (0=none, 1=mild, 2=moderate, 3=severe) Adverse events were also 
summarized

Findings: Millennials (N=67) Non-Millennials (N=670) Age in years, mean 
(range) 28 2 (21-33) 52 4 (33-81) Female / Male, n (%) 61 (91 0%) / 6 
(9 0%) 606 (90 5%) / 64 (9 6%) GLS Score at Maximum Frown, n (%)    
Moderate by investigator assessment 19 (28 4%) 163 (24 3%)    Severe by 
investigator assessment 48 (71 6%) 507 (75 7%) GLS Score at Rest, n (%)    
Moderate by investigator assessment 10 (14 9%) 272 (40 6%)    Severe by 
investigator assessment 2 (3 0%) 157 (23 4%

Summary: As evident from the results of our post-hoc analyses, 20 U 
prabotulinumtoxinA was a highly effective treatment for moderate to 
severe glabellar lines in the millennial population  A single dose of 20U 
prabotulinumtoxinA administered for the treatment of glabellar lines was 
similarly well-tolerated by both millennials and non-millennials Despite 
similarities in the severity of glabellar lines at baseline, prabotulinumtoxinA 
was more efficacious in millennials Satisfaction among millennials remained 
very high throughout the study, with 100% feeling satisfied with their 
treatment by Day 7, and 78 7% or more feeling satisfied throughout the 
remainder of the study 

 

Primary Author: Neha Chandan, MD, MPH, University of Illinois at 
Chicago, Chicago, IL

Co-Authors: Roger Haber, MD; Carolina Puyana, MD, MSPH

Combination Approach to Hand Rejuvenation: A Review of the 
Literature and Discussion

Purpose: Various noninvasive/minimally invasive modalities for hand 
rejuvenation exist and the efficacy and safety of these procedures as both 
monotherapy and same-day procedures is increasingly being studied  
Additionally, guidelines for a combination approach to hand rejuvenation 
have not been reported and no widely accepted algorithm exists  The 
purpose of this study is to review data on the efficacy and safety of hand 
rejuvenation modalities and suggest a practical combination approach for 
these procedures 

Design: The MEDLINE database was searched using the PubMed search 
engine to identify relevant studies  The following search terms were 
utilized: ‘‘hand rejuvenation’’ or ‘‘hand aging’’ or “aging hand” and “dermal 
filler” or “chemical peel” or “lasers” or “sclerotherapy” or “fat transfer”  
Peer-reviewed articles regarding hand rejuvenation techniques including 
chemical peels, intense pulsed light, ablative fractional and resurfacing 
lasers, nonablative fractional and resurfacing lasers, sclerotherapy, 
autologous fat transfer, and injectable volumetric fillers, including hyaluronic 
acid, calcium hydroxylapatite, and poly-L-lactic acid dermal fillers, were 
considered  Studies published from 2000-2022 were utilized  Randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs), case series, case reports, and prospective and 
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retrospective studies were included, with higher level of evidence being 
given to RCTs (1b, 1c, 2b) and lower evidence to case-controls (3b) and 
case series (4) 

Findings: Chemical peels have been studied the least with the majority 
of studies evaluating the use of fillers and laser/light based devices  
Most studies reported overall good results with high patient satisfaction  
Satisfaction rates were lower in laser/light-based treatments compared with 
other modalities  Transient erythema, edema, or pain following procedures 
was common; most studies did not report serious post-procedure 
complications  Importantly, there was no significant increase in adverse 
effects following same-day procedures  Additionally, there are no studies 
reported in the literature to date that support the theoretical concern that 
when doing same-day procedures, energy based devices such as lasers 
may possibly degrade any previously injected filler and/or stimulate an 
inflammatory process that could potentially lead to foreign body reactions 
or change in filler appearance or characteristics after being heated 

Summary: Combination approaches can address different facets of 
hand aging, including pigmentary changes, loss of collagen, and loss of 
soft tissue volume, thus increasing patient satisfaction  While there is a 
theoretical concern for greater side effects, this has not been reported in 
the literature  Additionally, these are typically transient and examination 
of the patient at each step along with close follow up can mitigate this 
risk  While no studies supported the concern of energy based devices 
degrading injectable material, larger controlled studies are needed  
Therefore, the authors recommend that epidermal and dermal procedures 
be performed first, followed by injection into the subcutis to mitigate any 
theoretical risk of inflammation or degradation  Additionally, if combining 
dermal fillers with chemical peels, it is preferential to perform filler prior to 
peeling to reduce the risk of epidermal abrasion and possible infection  
Overall, incorporating a combination strategy that utilizes the above 
methods to address hand rejuvenation appears to improve outcomes and 
remains a promising area for clinical impact in cosmetic dermatology 

 

Primary Author: Rishi Chopra, MD, MS, Laser & Cosmetic Dermatology 
Surgery Fellow, Harvard / Massachusetts General Hospital, Jericho, NY

Co-Authors: Sabrina G  Fabi, MD; Nicole Kanaris, MBBCh

Do Minimally Invasive Cosmetic Procedures Make Us Happier? A 
Multicenter Experience During the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Featured at the Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: The COVID-19 pandemic’s adverse impact on mental health 
is well documented, and may have disproportionately affected patients 
seeking cosmetic procedures, who at baseline are at greater risk for 
anxiety and depression  There is increasing evidence which supports the 
role of psychological motivations in pursuing cosmetic interventions to 
improve happiness and quality of life  However, the results of previous 
studies evaluating their impact are mixed  The objective of this study is to 
prospectively evaluate the effect of minimally invasive cosmetic procedures 
on validated measures of happiness and life satisfaction in the context of 
the pandemic 

Design: Sixty subjects across two cosmetic dermatology practices in San 
Diego, California and Johannesburg, South Africa who regularly undergo 
cosmetic interventions (termed “treatment non-naïve”) were surveyed 
from November 2021-January 2022, during the Omicron variant outbreak  
Prior to treatment, patients completed the Subjective Happiness Scale 
(SHS) and Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS), and investigators evaluated 
patient happiness using a Likert Happiness Scale (LHS)  Three weeks 
later, patients completed the SHS, SWLS, Global Aesthetic Improvement 
Scale (SGAIS) and a 5-point satisfaction score  Statistical analysis was 
conducted using paired and unpaired t-tests, independent sample t-tests, 
and Spearman rank correlations 

Findings: Forty-two patients (San Diego=18, Johannesburg=24; average 
age=47 3 years old) completed the study  There were no statistically 
significant improvements in SHS or SWLS after treatment (SHS=5 87 vs 
5 61, p= 634; SWLS=29 62 vs  29 1, p= 709)  There was strong correlation 
between final SHS vs  SWLS (ρ= 716, p= 001), and SGAIS vs  satisfaction 
score (ρ= 739, p= 001)  There was moderate correlation between baseline 
SHS vs  SWLS (ρ= 589, p= 001)  Higher or lower SHS (or SWLS) scores at 
baseline were not associated with significant differences in ΔSHS, ΔSWLS, 
SGAIS, or satisfaction scores  Undergoing 1 vs  >1 treatment, treatment 
at 1 vs  >1 anatomic sites, or a mild treatment vs more aggressive 
combination of treatments were not associated with significant differences 
in ΔSHS, ΔSWLS, SGAIS, or satisfaction scores  Although there was 
strong correlation between the LHS scores of separate investigators 
(ρ=0 764, p= 001), there was no correlation between LHS and either 
baseline SHS, baseline SWLS, ΔSHS, ΔSWLS, final SHS, or final SWLS  
However, higher vs  lower LHS scores at baseline were associated with 
statistically significant differences in final patient satisfaction scores (mean 
difference=0 45 [out of 5], p=0 018) 

Summary: To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate a) the 
impact of minimally invasive cosmetic procedures on the happiness of 
patients who are treatment non-naïve and b) whether aesthetic providers 
can accurately predict patient happiness  Overall, patients that regularly 
pursue cosmetic procedures demonstrate greater happiness and life 
satisfaction than the general population  Although treatment non-naive 
subjects reported high post-treatment satisfaction and improvement, there 
was no improvement in happiness or life satisfaction, even with more 
aggressive treatments  In contrast, previous studies have documented 
a positive impact on happiness, but were performed on treatment-naïve 
patients who may respond differently than those who routinely undergo 
treatment  Finally, we demonstrate that aesthetic providers were poor 
evaluators of their patients’ happiness but were better able to predict post-
procedure satisfaction via LHS  This simple instrument may be clinically 
useful to individualize treatment recommendations and planning 

Primary Author: Joel L  Cohen, MD, Director, AboutSkin Dermatology, 
Centennial, CO

Co-Authors: Jessica Hicks, PhD

Ten-year Global Post-market Safety Surveillance of Delayed 
Complications with a Flexible Cheek Filler

Purpose: There has been extensive use of Hyaluronic Acid (HA)-based 
dermal fillers in recent years owing to their immediate predictable results, 
safety, and minimal downtime post-procedure  Despite having a great 
safety profile, rare adverse events (AEs) still occur  Delayed-onset nodules, 
granulomas and hypersensitivity are concerning to healthcare providers 
because they are difficult to treat  This study is focused on delayed onset 
AEs (14 days post-treatment) for HA-CON, a flexible HA filler for cheek 
augmentation  A short-term safety profile has been established for HA-
CON, with no delayed-onset events captured in clinical studies involving 
319 subjects followed-up for up to 18 months  The objective of this review 
is to establish a long-term safety profile for HA-CON 

Design: Post-marketing safety surveillance (PMS) data for HA-CON 
(10-years post-approval ex-US) was analyzed with the primary focus 
being delayed-onset nodules (non-inflammatory and inflammatory) and 
inflammatory reactions (hypersensitivity and granulomas) 

Findings: The most frequent delayed events of interest (EOI) for HA-CON 
were nodule formation (30; 0 002%) with 17 inflammatory nodules (0 001%) 
and 13 non-inflammatory nodules (0 0008%)  The remaining EOIs were 
hypersensitivity reactions (22; 0 001%) with no reports of delayed-onset 
histologically confirmed granulomas  Time to onset ranged from 2 weeks - 
2 years, with a mean of 4 2 months

Summary: This review demonstrates HA-CON has a low reporting 
frequency of delayed EOIs during a 10-year post-market surveillance  
These data align with previous safety reports and establish a long-
term safety profile for HA-CON, supporting continued use for cheek 
augmentation in the US 
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Primary Author: Hany Deirawan, MD, Resident, Wayne State University 
School of Medicine, Dearborn, MI

Co-Authors: Faris Alkhouri, BS; Fatima M  Alnwaije, MD; Michael Carron, 
MD; Camilla Cascardo, BS; Richard Gentile, MD, MBA; Geoffrey Potts, MD

Cadaveric Dissection Using Plastic Surgery Techniques Improves 
Anatomy Proficiency and Procedural Confidence of Dermatology 
Residents

Purpose: Dermatology is a dynamic medical and surgical discipline 
that encompasses a substantial number of elective surgical procedures  
Surgical training during residency varies from program to program, though 
mastery of fundamental skills and competencies in cutaneous surgery 
remains a commonality  Most dermatologists provide medical and surgical 
care to their patients and many subspecialize or expand their training to 
include complex procedures including cosmetic facial surgery  Acquiring 
an in-depth knowledge of surgical anatomy and technique is imperative 
to patient safety and evolving surgically post-residency  Simulation-based 
training on advanced procedures is a validated tool employed by some 
surgical residencies  Thus, we proposed introducing interdisciplinary 
surgical didactics in combination with cadaver dissections to dermatology 
residents as a means of improving anatomical proficiency and surgical 
confidence 

Design: First through final-year residents completed a surgical simulation 
course in Spring 2022 with a focus on facial surgical anatomy  Four 
fresh cadavers were utilized to simulate different operative techniques 
emphasizing proper dissection of different surgical planes and identification 
of critical structures and danger zones  Pre- and post-simulation 
knowledge assessment and surgical aptitude survey were evaluated 

Findings: Prior to participating in the dissection course, resident 
anatomical knowledge of the scalp, upper, mid, and lower face varied from 
“very low” to “intermediate”  Most did not feel comfortable performing 
a comprehensive exam of the facial, soft tissue and skeleton exam, or 
diagnosing various facial aging and cosmetic complaints  Additionally, the 
majority of residents felt uncomfortable managing these complaints with 
minimally invasive and invasive techniques  Overall anatomical proficiency 
and surgical confidence increased amongst residents after participating in 
the facial dissection course 

Summary: Surgical simulation using fresh cadaver may be an underutilized 
adjunct to conventional surgical training in Dermatology residency that 
leads to improving anatomical proficiency, as well as surgical confidence in 
residents 

 

Primary Author: Hany Deirawan, MD, Resident, Wayne State University 
School of Medicine, Dearborn, MI

Co-Authors: Faris Alkhouri, BS; Fatima M  Alnwaije, MD; Michael Carron, 
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Surgical simulation increases knowledge and confidence levels of 
dermatology residents in liposuction and body contouring

Purpose: Demand for liposuction and non-invasive body contouring 
procedures has increased dramatically since the COVID19 pandemic  
Dermatologic surgeons are uniquely poised to inform patients and provide 
safe treatment options The scope of surgical training during dermatology 
residency varies from program to program, with some residents receiving 
little to no training in advanced cosmetic procedures, like liposuction  This 
study aims to address gaps in procedural knowledge by providing residents 
with a lecture series followed by a hands-on cadaveric practice session 

Design: A one day surgical symposium for residents was created to 
provide training in liposuction  The workshop in Spring 2022 consisted 
of lectures covering liposuction and body contouring followed by a live 
demonstration by experienced surgeons outlining the details of the marking 
and surgical technique  A hands-on training session on fresh cadavers 
followed  To assess the knowledge and confidence levels of the residents, 
a survey on self-perception was administered pre- and post-workshop 
to evaluate the confidence levels of residents along with a knowledge 
assessment test to gauge the impact of the workshop 

Findings: Most residents have not had prior training in liposuction and 
felt unprepared to assess, examine, and perform procedures on patients 
presenting with body contouring concerns  Overall trends post-workshop 
show an increase in self-perception levels in knowledge about liposuction 
techniques and an increase in confidence level in assessing patients for 
and performing a liposuction procedure  Trends also show an increase in 
the scores on the knowledge assessment questionnaire  The overwhelming 
majority of residents found the simulation course highly valuable 

Summary: This pilot study demonstrates that the use of a combination 
of lecture-based and experiential learning could greatly improve the 
confidence and surgical skills of dermatology residents in assessing and 
treating patients with body contouring concerns 

 

Primary Author: Hany Deirawan, MD, Resident, Wayne State University 
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Co-Authors: Mohamad A  Bazzi, BS, MS; Steven Daveluy, MD; Victoria 
Dekany, Medical Student; Henry Zou, BS

Structured training of dermatology residents in the management of 
dermal fillers vascular complications

Purpose: Ensure adequate preparedness of dermatologic residents for the 
identification and management of vascular complications of dermatologic 
fillers  Establish an evidence-based protocol in all the clinical sites of an 
academic dermatology practice 

Design: The current study was a quality improvement initiative that 
included observation of resident physicians performing dermal filler 
injections and related documentation  We then assessed the resident 
knowledge of filler complications, availability of emergency kits, safety 
protocols, and awareness of the clinic support staff  A series of didactic 
lectures for the residents was initiated  A practical demonstration and drill 
protocol was included  Additionally, simulation using fresh cadavers was 
conducted 

Findings: None of the residents performed a basic visual exam prior to 
dermal filler injection in the periorbital region and other high-risk areas  
With regards to the availability of emergency kits, only hyaluronidase 
was available  Furthermore, only the attendings and 25% of residents 
knew of its location in the clinic  The support staff were not aware of 
emergency kits or safety protocols  Only 18 2%, or 2/11, residents were 
confident in performing a retrobulbar injection in the case of a vision 
loss  No ophthalmologist on-call was readily available or known to the 
staff and residents in the case of a vision threatening complication  A 
series of didactics was completed  Additionally, cadaveric simulation of 
critical injections techniques were performed  A majority of the residents 
expressed high satisfaction with the training and high confidence in their 
ability to manage a catastrophic event 

Summary: We identified knowledge and practice gaps in fillers emergency 
preparedness training  Here, we propose a model of structured training 
and evidence-based practices to ensure the highest safety levels during 
procedures employing dermal filler 
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to undergoing a planned vaginoplasty  Prior to each treatment, a topical 
combination of tetracaine, lidocaine and benzocaine was applied for 30 
minutes to provide anesthesia  The patient underwent 10 sessions of 
laser hair removal with the 1064-nm Nd-YAG q-switch laser to the entire 
scrotum  The following settings were applied: fluence: 18-20J/cm2, pulse 
duration: 10 msec, spot size: 18mm, cooling: 20/40  Following 10 treatment 
sessions, she had near complete reduction of hair loss and was able to 
proceed with her planned vaginoplasty after a 3-month observation period 
to ensure no hair regrowth occurred 

Summary: Male-to-female GAS involves vaginoplasty and the creation 
of a neovaginal cavity using a pedicled scrotal skin flap or scrotal full-
thickness skin graft  Therefore, it is vital to undergo laser hair removal 
prior to GAS to prevent long term complications from intravaginal hair 
growth  Hair within the neovaginal cavity can trap secretions, ejaculate, 
lubricants, and moisture, which can lead to skin irritation and infections  
As such, GAS has become a recognized indication for laser hair removal  
Prior to photoepilation, it is important to confirm with the patient’s GAS 
surgeon which flap donor sites should be treated, as this varies based on 
the planned procedure  For example, male-to-female GAS often recruits 
tissue from the scrotum, while female-to-male GAS requires tissue from 
the forearm or anterior thigh  Confirmation of the donor site can prevent 
surgery delays and unnecessary costly treatment  Appropriate lasers 
for this indication include 755nm alexandrite, 800nm diode, or 1064nm 
Nd:YAG, which are able to target the chromophore melanin which is 
present in the hair bulb  The endpoint for destruction of the bulb is 
perifollicular erythema  Treatments are spaced at least 6 weeks apart to 
allow for hair cycling and the average number of treatments necessary 
are two to six based on the American Academy of Dermatology (AAD) 
recommendations, although additional treatments may be necessary  
Adequate time should be given after concluding treatments to ensure 
no regrowth occurs, in our case, 3 months  Finally, patients should be 
informed that hair regrowth may occur years later, however regrowth is 
generally finer, lighter, and sparser  In summary, dermatologists play an 
important role in the care of transgender patients  Awareness of laser hair 
removal needs in this population can reduce healthcare disparities in this 
vulnerable population and prevent delays in obtaining surgery for gender 
dysphoria 

 

Primary Author: Jeremy Green, MD, Skin Associates of South Florida, 
Miami Beach, FL
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A Multicenter Pivotal Study Establishes Safety and Efficacy of a New 
Cellulite Procedure: Final Results at One Year

Purpose: It was hypothesized that the appearance of cellulite could be 
durably improved through targeted and verifiable release of fibrous septa 
using a novel device in a single in-office procedure  The device consists 
of a handle with an actuator used to deploy a hook  The device shaft 
contains a light to provide transillumination through the skin for navigation  
The focal release of septa is conducted in three standardized steps: 1) 
identify; 2) release; 3) verify  Septa responsible for the cellulite depression 
are identified by engaging the septa with the hook and visualizing a 
recreated depression on the skin surface  If pulling the septa recreates the 
appearance of a depression in the target area, the device is used to release 
the septa  Release of the contributing septa is verified by passing through 
the area again with the hook deployed  The length of the device permits 
treatment of multiple cellulite depressions from a single insertion site  
The CONtrolled Focal Fibrous Band Release Method (CONFFIRM) study 
assessed this novel, advanced minimally-invasive one-time procedure 
(Targeted Verifiable Subcision), using the precision cellulite release device  
The goal of the study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of the device 
for the long-term reduction of cellulite in the buttock and thigh areas of 
adult females 

Primary Author: Lisa Donofrio, MD, Associate Clinical Professor, Yale 
University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA

Co-Authors: Michael Gold, Tennessee Clinical Research Center; Sachin 
Shridharani, MD, Associate Clinical Professor of Plastic Surgery at 
Washington University-St  Louis School of Medicine; Amir Moradi, Moradi 
MD; Brian Biesman, MD; Melissa Chiang, Integrated Aesthetics; Rosalyn 
George, Wilmington Dermatology Center; Kristal Polder, Dallas Center for 
Dermatology & Aesthetics; Nowell Solish, Assistant Professor of 
Dermatology, University of Toronto; Robert Schwarcz, MD; Xiaoming Lin, 
Galderma; Alessandra Torres Nogueira, Galderma

High rates of subject-reported improvement and satisfaction after 
glabellar line treatment with relabotulinumtoxinA, a novel ready-to-use 
liquid botulinum toxin (READY-1 Phase III trial)

Purpose: RelabotulinumtoxinA (relaBoNT-A) is an innovative, highly active, 
ready-to-use liquid botulinum toxin A, manufactured using a unique 
process1 that maintains an active toxin conformation throughout  We 
present subject-assessed parameters from a Phase III study in glabellar 
lines (GLs) (NCT04249583) 

Design: Subjects with moderate-to-severe GLs at maximum frown were 
randomized to relaBoNT-A 50U (N=225) or placebo (N=75)  Assessments 
included: wrinkle severity live assessment by investigator (ILA) and 
subject (SLA); subject-reported aesthetic improvement (GAIS), well-being 
(FACE-Q), and satisfaction questionnaires; and adverse events  Primary 
endpoint was Month-1 composite ILA and SLA 2-grade response 

Findings: Month-1 composite 2-grade responder rate at maximum frown 
(primary endpoint) was higher for relaBoNT-A, 83%, than placebo, 0%, 
p< 0 001  At Month 1, 98% of relaBoNT-A-treated subjects reported 
a ≥1-grade GL improvement  At Month 6, 71% continued to report a 
≥1-grade improvement, p< 0 001 vs  placebo  Subject-reported aesthetic 
improvement followed a similar pattern  In the FLTSQ questionnaire at 
Month 1, relaBoNT-A-treated subjects reported high satisfaction with both 
appearance (total scores: 77 vs  49 [placebo]) and treatment (total scores: 
91 vs  30)  Most were happy with the results of their treatment (≥87%), 
satisfied with how natural they looked (≥88%), and reported looking great 
for their age (≥80%) through Month 6  Well-being (FACE-Q) also remained 
improved over baseline (+11 0 or higher)  Treatment-related adverse events 
were mild-to-moderate and non-serious 

Summary: Subjects reported high satisfaction (≥87% happy with results) 
and improved well-being for 6 months after relaBoNT-A treatment  GL 
treatment was effective through 6 months  The primary endpoint was met 
and the treatment was safe 

 

Primary Author: May Elgash, MD, Resident, Oregon Health & Science 
University, Portland, OR

Co-Authors: Anna Bar, MD; Heather Onoday, NP

Pre-operative laser hair removal with 1064-nm Nd:YAG q-switch laser 
prior to male-to-female gender affirming surgery

Purpose: Gender affirming surgery (GAS) is increasingly being performed 
as a treatment for gender dysphoria and involves the reconstruction of 
an individual’s genitals to match their identified sex  GAS requires the use 
of hair-bearing flaps which must be made permanently hairless prior to 
surgery to prevent complications  It is important for dermatologists to be 
familiar with the unique needs of transgender individuals undergoing GAS 

Design: A case report of successful permanent hair removal using 1064-
nm Nd:YAG q-switch laser in a patient undergoing male-to-female GAS 

Findings: A 47-year-old woman with Fitzpatrick skin type III presented to 
dermatology with a life-long history of gender dysphoria  In consultation 
with her GAS surgeon, she required laser hair removal of the scrotum prior 
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Design: This single arm, multicenter, open-label pivotal study was open 
to women between 21 to 55 years with moderate to severe cellulite and a 
body mass index of < 30 0  Post-treatment assessments were performed at 
1 and 7 days, 1, 3, 6 and 12 months  Outcome measures included blinded 
assessments of patient photographs by 3 independent physicians using 
the Cellulite Severity Scale (CSS) and Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale 
(GAIS)  The primary outcome measurements were a mean ≥1 point CSS 
change (improvement) at 3 months from baseline and no device related 
SAEs at 30 days after this one-time procedure  Patient-reported outcomes 
included satisfaction and procedure pain using a Visual Analog Scale [VAS], 
score of 0-10)  Safety was monitored via adverse event (AE) reporting 
throughout the entire study 

Findings: Seventy-four female patients (68 modified intent-to-treat and 
6 roll-ins), with a median age of 41 5 years and BMI of 25 0 participated 
across 9 investigational sites in the United States (7 sites) and Australia 
(2 sites)  An average of 20 cellulite depressions were treated (range, 
6-45) in the buttocks and posterior, lateral thighs with this one-time study 
procedure  The primary endpoint was met at 3 months and sustained at 
12 months  The mean improvement in CSS was 1 50 ± 0 87 at 3-months 
(N=68, p< 0 0001), 1 54 ± 0 82 (N=65) at 6 months and 1 48 ± 0 87 (N=65) 
at 12-months  The GAIS improvement rate was 95 6% (N=68, p< 0 0001) 
at 3 months and 93 8% (N=65) at 12 months  The primary safety endpoint 
was also met with no device-related serious AEs at 30 days  The most 
common AEs were ecchymosis (59, 86 8%), tenderness (35, 51 5%), pain 
(26, 38 2%) and induration (25, 36 8%)  Of the most common AEs, only 
1 4% (2/145) were ongoing at 12 months and were evaluated as grade 1, 
induration events  Pain scores were collected 15 minutes after anesthesia 
administration, 5 minutes after device insertion, and immediately after 
the procedure were assessed  All participants found the study procedure 
tolerable with mean VAS pain procedure scores ≤1 1 at all 3 timepoints  
Patients were satisfied with their results, and the majority of patients (75%) 
returned to normal activities within 1 day 

Summary: The results from this CONFFIRM pivotal study demonstrate that 
the precision cellulite release device is safe and effective in significantly 
reducing cellulite appearance in the buttocks and thighs in a single 
procedure with clinical results sustained at 1 year 
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Liberating More Than Light: Laser Removal of Branding Tattoos is 
Impactful in the Recovery of Sex Trafficking Survivors

Purpose: Sex trafficking involves the use of force, fraud, or coercion to 
compel another person to engage in commercial sex acts  In the United 
States in 2020, 16,658 individuals were identified as sex trafficked persons, 
with thousands more not reported  Exact and thorough data collection 
regarding human trafficking is challenging given the inherent underground 
nature of this crime  Many victims are branded by their traffickers with 
tattoos conveying ownership, including names, symbols, and barcodes  We 
have partnered with local non-profits in Houston supporting sex trafficking 
survivors by providing pro bono laser tattoo removal, however we believe 
there is a greater need at a national level to support these survivors, 
allowing them to reclaim their bodies 

Design: An eight-question online needs and impact survey aimed at 
assessing the need for pro bono branding tattoo laser removal services 
was distributed to 97 United States organizations that support sex 
trafficking survivors  Participating organizations were identified through 
collaboration with the National Trafficking Sheltered Alliance as well as 
locally known programs 

Findings: Forty organizations based in the Northeast (15%), Midwest 
(20%), South (45%), and West (20%) responded (41% response rate)  

Organizations support on average 81 survivors annually, ranging from 
3-600 survivors, and estimate that 47% of survivors have branding tattoos  
Among survivors with branding tattoos, approximately 67% were identified 
at an appropriate recovery stage to undergo laser removal  Based on these 
numbers, we can estimate that there are approximately 1,020 survivors 
yearly across the United States that could benefit from laser removal of 
branding tattoos  On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the most need, pro 
bono services for laser removal received an average need score of 9 1  
On a scale of 1-10 with 10 being the most impactful on recovery, removal 
of branding tattoos received an average impact score of 9 2  Qualitative 
responses provided several insights; laser removal may be associated with 
enhanced healing compared to tattoo cover-up, and survivors frequently 
move during their recovery process thus a successful removal campaign 
would require a nationwide network of partnering laser surgeons 

Summary: Approximately 1 in 2 sex trafficking survivors are estimated 
to have branding tattoos and the removal of these tattoos is recognized 
as highly impactful on recovery  Given that sex trafficking survivors 
have already endured considerable trauma, identifying board-certified 
physicians with expertise in the safety and efficacy of laser tattoo removal 
is paramount in the treatment of branding tattoos  We plan to launch a 
national directory to connect sex trafficking survivors seeking removal of 
branding tattoos with interested board-certified laser physicians 
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#CoreCosmetic Specialties: An Analysis of Non-Surgical Cosmetic 
Procedure Hashtags on Instagram

Purpose: In recent years, social media has emerged as a prominent 
source of health information that influences patients’ health-related 
behavior  Social media has also contributed to increased interest in 
noninvasive cosmetic procedures  Concerns about the source and validity 
of content on social media are apparent  A prior analysis of medical and 
procedural dermatology hashtags on Instagram by Park et al  revealed that 
dermatologists were responsible for only 16% of top posts, indicating that 
high-quality educational content from experts is scarce  Among physicians, 
the core cosmetic specialties include dermatology, plastic surgery, facial 
plastic surgery, and oculoplastics  In this study, we seek to characterize 
the account credentials for posts among the most popular non-surgical 
cosmetic procedure hashtags on Instagram to determine whether the 
general public is exposed to information from core cosmetic physicians 

Design: Twenty-five hashtags related to non-surgical cosmetic procedures 
were identified with over 250,000 posts each, ranging from 256,000 to 12 1 
million posts per hashtag  The first ten posts displayed under the “Top” 
section for each hashtag, as sorted by Instagram’s proprietary algorithm, 
were analyzed by authors TNM and ELG on January 2-3, 2022 for account 
type and content type  Posts unrelated to the given cosmetic procedure or 
posts with non-English captions were excluded  In total, 680 posts were 
queried with 250 posts meeting inclusion criteria 

Findings: Content creators included non-physician provider (68%), 
core cosmetic physician (12%), non-core cosmetic physician (8%) and 
consumer or other (13%)  Content type included before and after (45%), 
self-promotional (23%), educational (17%), personal (5%), entertainment 
(5%) and promotional (5%)  Among the different content creator types, 
core cosmetic physicians had the largest proportion of educational content 
at 38%  In further analysis of content type within each creator type, core 
cosmetic physicians created the largest proportion of educational posts at 
38% and personal posts at 10%  Non-physician providers had the largest 
proportion of self-promotional (28%) and before-and-after posts (49%)  
Non-core cosmetic physicians had the largest proportion of entertainment 
posts (25%), and consumer or other had the largest proportion of 
promotional posts (31%) 
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Summary: Given that patients are influenced by information on social 
media, reputable sources are imperative  By increasing their presence 
on Instagram, core cosmetic physicians can provide patient education 
and counteract misinformation regarding cosmetic procedures  Beyond 
content creation and posting on social media, core cosmetic physicians 
can help encourage and foster factual information by liking, commenting, 
and sharing posts from others within the core cosmetic specialties, which 
will help boost this content in social media algorithms  The American 
Society of Dermatologic Surgery (ASDS) has been successful in promoting 
increased social media presence among dermatologists through the Own 
Your Expertise campaign and should continue to foster dermatologic 
representation among the core cosmetic physicians on social media 
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A randomized, controlled study to assess effectiveness and safety of 
correction of cheek wrinkles using a biostimulatory poly-L-lactic acid 
injectable implant

Purpose: To evaluate effectiveness and safety of a poly-L-lactic acid 
(PLLA) injectable implant for correction of cheek wrinkles versus a no-
treatment control to support an expansion of the current indications  The 
PLLA injectable implant used in the study is currently FDA-approved 
for use in immune-competent people as a single regimen for correction 
of shallow to deep nasolabial fold contour deficiencies and other facial 
wrinkles  A new reconstitution method for PLLA was used in this study, 
which included adding 8 mL of sterile water for injection (SWFI) instead of 5 
mL, 1 mL 2% lidocaine, and immediate use after reconstitution 

Design: This was a randomized, controlled study (NCT04124692), in which 
subjects received PLLA injections in both cheeks at up to 4 treatment 
sessions, until optimal results were achieved  Untreated subjects were 
used as controls  Blinded evaluators assessed at rest and dynamic cheek 
wrinkles, using two 5-point Galderma Cheek Wrinkles Scales (GCWS) 
up to 12 months after the first treatment  The primary endpoint was 
≥1-grade improvement in GCWS at rest in both cheeks at Month 12  Other 
assessments included aesthetic improvement by investigators, subject 
satisfaction and adverse events 

Findings: 97 subjects received PLLA and 52 were controls  GCWS 
responder rate at rest was significantly higher for PLLA vs  controls at 
Month 12, 71 6% vs  26 1%, p< 0 0001  At Month 7, 66 2% were improved 
at rest, indicating greater improvement with time  At Months 7-12, dynamic 
wrinkles were improved in 65-71% of PLLA-treated, aesthetic appearance 
in ≥93%, radiance, skin tightness, and jawline contour in ≥86% and 
FACE-Q satisfaction with cheeks was ≥38 points higher than baseline  
Adverse events related to study treatment occurred in 21% of subjects in 
the PLLA group and were mostly mild and transient 

Summary: Long-lasting effectiveness and safe use of PLLA for correction 
of cheek wrinkles was shown in this study  The effectiveness was 
supported by high aesthetic improvement and high subject satisfaction 
with cheek appearance after treatment with PLLA, reconstituted with 8 mL 
of SWFI 
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Combined Treatment with Nonablative Fractional Laser and 
Radiofrequency Microneedling for the Treatment of Acne Scars: A 
Prospective, Randomized, Split-Face Study

Purpose: Atrophic acne scars are broadly classified into three basic types 
– icepick, rolling, and boxcar scars – based on the natural biology and 
physical characteristics with implications on susceptibility to therapy  The 
vast majority of patients have more than one scar type thus multimodal 
treatment is posited to be superior to monotherapy  When compared in 
head-to-head trials, nonablative fractional laser (NAFL) and microneedling 
with radiofrequency (MNRF) were similarly effective in the treatment of 
atrophic acne scars, but data investigating the benefits from combining 
these modalities is lacking  The purpose of our study is to quantify and 
compare the effectiveness of NAFL alone to NAFL alternating with MNRF 
for the treatment of atrophic, facial acne scars in all skin types 

Design: This is a prospective, randomized, split-face, evaluator-blinded 
study in which 20 subjects’ facial halves are randomized to receive NAFL 
alone or NAFL alternating with MNRF for a total of four sessions at four-
week intervals  Improvement in acne scarring is assessed 3-months after 
the final treatment by a blinded evaluator 

Findings: Preliminary data reveals that combination therapy with NAFL 
alternating with MNRF is superior to NAFL alone for the treatment of 
atrophic acne scars  Adverse effects are rare with no significant differences 
among the two groups 

Summary: A multimodal approach to the treatment of acne scars involving 
NAFL alternating with MNRF is superior to NAFL alone without any 
increased risk of adverse events 
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A Retrospective Review of the Use of Shockwave Therapy after 
Cryolipolysis for the Prevention of Paradoxical Adipose Hyperplasia

Purpose: Non-surgical fat reduction treatments, including cryolipolysis, 
continue to grow in popularity with 217,277 procedures performed in 2021 
– a 58% increase since just 2020  Cryolipolysis is a generally well-tolerated 
procedure although paradoxical adipose hyperplasia (PAH) has been 
increasingly recognized as a rare, but serious complication  PAH presents 
as well-demarcated hyperplasia of subcutaneous fat at the treatment site 
that fails to resolve spontaneously or with further cryolipolysis treatments  
The purpose of our study is to evaluate the rate of PAH at a single center 
and determine if the use of shockwave therapy after treatment is helpful in 
preventing PAH 

Design: A retrospective chart review was performed at a single cosmetic 
dermatology practice (Cosmetic Laser Dermatology, San Diego, CA) from 
December 2010 to March 2022 of patients undergoing cryolipolysis  The 
electronic medical record (EMR) for all patients who underwent cryolipolysis 
were reviewed for treatment characteristics and post-treatment adverse 
events including PAH 

Findings: Retrospective chart review revealed 1,203 patients treated with 
cryolipolysis with a total of 7,085 cycles  All patients received shockwave 
therapy immediately to the treatment areas, rather than manual massage  
Preliminary data reveals that of the 7,085 cryolipolysis treatment cycles, 
only 3 (n=1, 0 04%) cases of PAH were documented  All three cases were 
successfully treated with tumescent liposuction 

Summary: The incidence of PAH at a high-volume, cosmetic dermatology 
was found to be 0 04%  The authors pustulate that the low incidence, 
which is below most reported numbers in the literature, is due to the use 
of shockwave therapy immediately after each treatment cycle instead of 
manual massage 
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Primary Author: Nina Hartman, MD, Lupo Center for Aesthetics and 
General Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Sabrina Fabi, MD; Jameson Loyal, MD

An Update on Exosomes in Aesthetics

Purpose: Exosomes are nano-sized, extracellular vesicles containing 
bioactive cargo that have crucial roles in intercellular communication  
In dermatology, exosomes have been leveraged given their roles in 
wound healing, cell migration, extracellular matrix reconstruction, and 
angiogenesis  The purpose of this article is to review the literature 
investigating the use of exosomes in skin rejuvenation and hair 
regeneration 

Design: The PubMed database was searched for studies published 
through October 2021 regarding the use of exosomes in aesthetics 

Findings: Early pre-clinical studies in aesthetics have demonstrated 
promising effects of exosomes on skin rejuvenation and hair growth in in 
vitro and murine models  Despite this, only one clinical study has been 
published to date, and there are no FDA-approved products on the market 

Summary: The utilization of exosomes in aesthetics remains in its infancy  
Variation in purification techniques and practical issues surrounding 
isolation, storage, scalability and reproducibility of an exosome product 
represent ongoing hindrances to the movement of exosomes into the 
clinical sphere 

 

Primary Author: Lauren Hoffman, MD, Fellow, Union Derm, New York, NY

Co-Authors: Sabrina Fabi, MD

Look Better, Feel Better, Live Better? – The Impact of Minimally 
Invasive Aesthetic Procedures on Satisfaction with Appearance and 
Psychosocial Wellbeing

Purpose: Patients pursue cosmetic procedures to improve physical 
appearance as well as self-esteem and confidence, which translates into 
better quality of life  As aesthetic providers, it is important to understand 
the improvement in quality of life that can be achieved from various 
aesthetic procedures, best measured by patient reported outcomes 
(PROs), such as the validated FACE-Q 

Design: This review summarizes FACE-Q outcomes after nonsurgical 
dermatologic facial cosmetic procedures  A review of relevant clinical terms 
was performed on the PUBMED database  All abstracts were reviewed; 
articles were included based on relevancy; bibliographies of selected 
articles were reviewed; and supplemental articles were added accordingly  
Because of the study design heterogeneity, a qualitative review was 
completed 

Findings: The search yielded 46 articles, of which 31 articles used 
the FACE-Q to measure quality of life, focusing on satisfaction with 
appearance, psychological wellbeing, social wellbeing, age appraisal, 
and recovery early life impact (i e  disruption of the procedure on daily 
life activities) after minimally invasive aesthetic facial procedures  Clinical 
studies focused on treatment with dermal fillers for mid-face rejuvenation, 
chin/lower-face enhancement, lip enhancement, botulinum toxin-A for 
glabellar lines, combined filler and botulinum toxin-A, and other (i e  Platelet 
Rich Plasma, Platelet Rich Fibrin, threads, etc)  Nearly all FACE-Q domains 
improved following minimally invasive cosmetic procedures  Absolute 
changes in FACE-Q psychological wellbeing and age appraisal were 
greatest with combined treatments compared to single treatments alone  
Limitations included varying follow-up times, lack of control groups, and 
publication bias for positive findings 

Summary: To maximize patient satisfaction and retention, providers should 
consider a combined treatment approach, to improve patient psychological 

wellbeing and age appraisal, and ultimately quality of life  Providers can 
also use these results to analyze and provide tangible feedback on the 
entire patient treatment experience 

 

Primary Author: Sara Holt, DO, Resident, Largo Medical Center, Seminole, 
FL

Co-Authors: Lisa Fronek, MD; Kristin Witfill, DO

Nonsurgical Augmentation of the Chin Using a Lateral to Medial 
Approach with Hyaluronic Acid Based Filler

Purpose: The authors’ objective is to describe a modified injection 
technique of the chin with hyaluronic acid-based filler using a lateral to 
medial approach  As opposed to treating the chin as an isolated subunit, 
the technique utilizes the lower face as a whole unit with the goal of 
restoring age-related volume losses in chin shape and projection while 
respecting facial symmetry and gender-specific anatomy 

Design: Two female patients underwent one treatment session for chin 
regression with hyaluronic acid-based filler using the following abbreviated 
injection technique: After proper cleansing of the skin, a sterile marker 
was used to demarcate the boundaries of the chin compartment, the 
prejowl sulcus and the infraoral creases laterally (marionette lines)  The 
most anteriorly projected point of the chin was identified by locating 
the pogonion  The injection technique focused on restoring this anterior 
projection by first placing low volume injections lateral to the chin 
compartment, followed by larger volume injections within the chin 
compartment with the greatest volume at the pogonion itself  Each site 
was injected with HA 20 mg/mL with lidocaine 3 mg/mL using a 27-gauge 
½ needle in a supraperiosteal plane  Injections of 0 05 mL were placed at 
points lateral to the chin compartment, while 0 1 mL paramedian and 0 2 
- 0 3 mL midline injections were placed within the chin compartment itself  
Total filler volume ranged from 1 1 - 1 5 mL per treatment 

Findings: The aesthetic improvement in appearance, compared to 
pretreatment, was measured by the investigators using the Global 
Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS)  The GAIS is a five-point scale: −1 
= worse, 0 = no change, 1 = improved, 2 = much improved, 3 = very 
much improved  Both patients received ratings of ‘very much improved’, 
indicating achievement of an optimal corrective result requiring no further 
treatment 

Summary: Using a lateral to medial approach with focus on treating the 
lower face as a whole unit, the injector is able to re-mold and restore 
age-related losses in projection and shape while maintaining facial 
symmetry and gender-specific anatomy  In doing so, minimal total filler 
volume is needed to achieve optimal corrective results  While this report 
demonstrates promising results in aesthetic outcomes following a lateral 
to medial approach of the chin, further research is required to demonstrate 
reproducible results and long-term efficacy 

 

Primary Author: Christina Huang, MD, Resident, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, ON

Co-Authors: Malika Ladha, MD; Kucy Pon, MD; Matt Sandre, MD

YouTube as a Source of Patient Information for Dermal Filler

Purpose: YouTube is becoming a dominant information source for 
patients  Given its impact on patient education, studies have evaluated the 
content and accuracy of YouTube videos on various medical and cosmetic 
procedures  While dermal filler is a commonly utilized cosmetic procedure, 
there is a lack of literature regarding filler content on the YouTube platform  
The purpose of this project was to assess the accuracy, quality, and 
completeness of YouTube videos on dermal filler  This will help inform 
dermatologists and other cosmetic injectors about the utility of YouTube for 
patient education 
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Design: The keyworks “filler,” “dermal filler,” “cheek injectables,” “lip 
injectables,” “cosmetic filler,” and “facial filler” were searched on Youtube 
and the first 100 videos were assessed  Duplicates, non-filler related, 
non-English videos were excluded  Video metrics, upload source, nature 
of video content, and objective measures of quality were documented  The 
primary outcomes were quality, usability, and reliability of videos, assessed 
using the DISCERN score, Global Quality Scale (GQS), and Filler Scoring 
System (FSS)  The secondary outcome was popularity of videos, analysed 
using the video power index (VPI) 

Findings: Of the 100 videos assessed, 98 were included totaling 
47,634,824 views and 70,246,621 subscribers  Video engagement was 
high, with a total of 581, 387 likes (mean: 5,933; SD: 17,506; range: 
1-126,000), 35, 914 dislikes (mean: 366; SD: 1923; range: 0-1900), and 60, 
068 comments (mean: 613; SD 2347; range: 0-22,15)  Of all videos, 43% 
(42/98), 18% (18/98), 34% (33/98) and 5% (5/98) were uploaded by non-
dermatology physicians, non-physician healthcare workers, independent 
users/influencers/media, and dermatologists, respectively  Forty-one 
percent (40/98) of videos were classified as patient demonstration, 34% 
(33/98) were educational, 24% (24/98) were patient experiences, and 1% 
(1/98) was promotional  Among all videos, mean DISCERN (1 47/5; SD: 
0 94; range: 0-4), FSS (1 47/5; SD: 1 21; range: 0-5), and GQS (1 82/5; 
SD: 1 05; range: 1-5) scores were low  Videos uploaded by dermatologists 
scored significantly higher in all content quality indexes: DISCERN (p=0 03), 
FSS (p=0 05), and GQS (p=0 004)  VPI of all videos was 771 66 (SD: 
1819 14; range: 6 15-11333 83)  There were no significant differences in 
video popularity between YouTube uploader groups (p=0 133) or video type 
(p=0 248) 

Summary: Although YouTube videos on dermal filler reached over 47 
million viewers with high engagement rates, most were poor quality, as 
demonstrated by the DISCERN, FSS, and GQS scores  Furthermore, most 
videos were uploaded by non-dermatologists and non-physicians, which 
may contribute to the inaccuracy of available videos  While online videos 
can be a valuable educational tool, information on the Internet is not always 
reliable, may come from unqualified sources, and could set inappropriate 
patient expectations  This highlights the need for high-quality filler videos 
on the YouTube platform 

 

Primary Author: Jeffrey Hsu, MD, Co-Founder, Oak Dermatology, Assistant 
Professor, University of Illinois, Itasca, IL

Randomized, Double-Blind Split-Face Study Comparing Cannabidiol 
(CBD) Recovery Cream vs Bland Petrolatum Emollient Following 
Ablative CO2 Laser Resurfacing

Purpose: Ablative laser resurfacing is an established method for 
skin rejuvenation  However, the recovery process can be lengthy and 
uncomfortable  Conventionally, topical petrolatum-based emollient is 
used after CO2 resurfacing to enhance healing  Topical cannabidiol (CBD) 
have shown anti-inflammatory and anti-pruritic properties in various 
dermatologic conditions, but currently there are no reports of its use for 
post-resurfacing recovery  This study compares the use of a topical cream 
containing CBD to a petrolatum-based emollient following fractionated 
CO2 laser resurfacing and outcomes in patient recovery and preference 

Design: 10 subjects with photoaging enrolled in a 30-day double-blinded 
split-face trial  After fractionated CO2 full-face treatment, subjects applied 
CBD cream to one side of the face and petrolatum emollient on the 
other side 4 times a day for 7 days  The two sides were randomized, and 
the subjects were blinded to the products used on each side  Subjects 
were photographed on Days 0, 2, 4, 7, 14, and 30 and gave subjective 
assessment on the appearance and symptoms of recovery at each time 
point  A blinded investigator reviewed the photographs at the end of the 
study to offer objective assessment 

Findings: 9/10 subjects reported either equivalent or less erythema and 
crusting at least one time point on the CBD side  8/10 subjects reported 
either equivalent or less itch and pain at all time points on the CBD side  

8/10 subjects preferred CDB cream at the end of the study  A blinded 
investigator rated less erythema and crusting on the CBD side in 7/10 
subjects on Day 4 and Day 7, while 3/10 showed no difference  At Day 
30, 10/10 subjects and the blinded investigator rated equivalent improved 
to very much improved appearance of photoaging on the two sides  No 
adverse events were reported with application of either topical agents 

Summary: Post-resurfacing use of CBD cream was either equivalent 
or more effective in reducing postoperative erythema, crusting, and 
symptoms, without compromising the effectiveness of the resurfacing 
procedure  Our findings support the use of CBD cream in providing a better 
patient experience compared to petrolatum-based emollient following 
ablative CO2 resurfacing of the face 

 

Primary Author: Kimberly Huerth, MD, Gateway Aesthetic Institute and 
Laser Center, Salt Lake City, UT

Co-Authors: Christianah Ademuwagun, MS; Mark B  Taylor, MD

Cutaneous Pantoea Agglomerans Infection following Fully Ablative 
Er:YAG Laser Resurfacing

Purpose: Pantoea agglomerans is a yellow-pigmented, aerobic, gram-
negative bacillus that is a member of the Enterobacteriaceae family  It is 
ubiquitous in various aquatic and terrestrial environments, and may also 
be found in certain animals as well as humans  We report a case of P 
agglomerans infection that appeared 14-days after fully ablative Er:YAG 
laser resurfacing on the face, after full re-epithelialization had occurred  
Because this causative pathogen had not been previously encountered 
in our practice, we performed a literature search to determine whether P 
agglomerans had been reported to cause cutaneous infections following 
fully or fractionally ablative laser resurfacing, and to identify potential 
sources of inoculation as well as host risk factors 

Design: A literature search was conducted in PubMed using search terms 
“Pantoea agglomerans” or “pantoea laser resurfacing” or “pantoea skin 
infection” or “pantoea wound infection” or “pantoea infection” or “pantoea 
infectious complications” from December 1, 2021 through December 30, 
2021 

Findings: Pantoea agglomerans has not previously been reported 
in the literature to cause infectious complications following laser 
resurfacing, nor has it been reported to cause superficial skin infections in 
immunocompetent hosts  Cutaneous infections caused by P agglomerans 
in general are rare, but have been reported, often with associated joint 
infections, following penetrating trauma by vegetation or objects encrusted 
with dust or soil, in both immunocompetent and immunocompromised 
hosts  P agglomerans nosocomial infections are relatively more common, 
and tend to occur in immunocompromised hosts who have in-dwelling 
devices, or who have received contaminated intravenous fluids 

Summary: Aftercare regimens for fully ablative laser resurfacing 
procedures largely focus on preventing infectious complications caused 
by the most frequently encountered pathogens, including Staphylococcus, 
Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, Klebsiella, Candida species, as well as 
herpes simplex virus, with a focus on washing procedures, emollients, 
and topical and oral antimicrobial agents to accomplish this aim  Given 
the widespread distribution of P agglomerans in the environment, as well 
as the timeline of this patient’s presentation, guidance on daily habits and 
exposure avoidance, both in the immediate post-procedural period and 
beyond when re-epithelialization has occurred, may be a prudent addition 
to aftercare instructions for laser resurfacing  To specifically protect against 
post-procedural complications caused by P agglomerans, patients should 
be counseled to avoid activities that will bring the treated area into contact 
with plant matter, organic dusts (from grain, cotton, wood, or other such 
materials), soil, and aquatic environments, until skin re-epithelialization is 
fully complete, and ideally for at least one month afterward, given that our 
patient began to manifest signs of infection after full re-epithelialization 
had occurred  Activities to avoid may include, among others, gardening, 
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landscaping, woodworking, home renovation, hiking, or swimming in 
natural outdoor water sources  Additionally, as the majority of reported P 
agglomerans infections have been nosocomial, occurring in those with 
in-dwelling devices who are immunocompromised, laser-resurfacing 
patients who return to work in healthcare settings with these populations 
should be advised to take extra precautions to protect tenuously re-
epithelialized skin, such as wearing a protective non-abrasive mask, using 
high quality emollients to promote restoration of normal barrier function, 
avoiding touching the face with contaminated hands, surfaces, or objects, 
and misting the face several times daily with a gentle hypochlorous acid 
containing spray  Culture proven P agglomerans skin infections should be 
anticipated to respond to synthetic penicillin’s, fluoroquinolones, third-
generation cephalosporins, and cotrimoxazole, while the pathogen has 
exhibited resistance to ampicillin, as well as first- and second-generation 
cephalosporins, by virtue of beta-lactamase production  Our patient 
improved on ciprofloxacin 500 mg PO BID, though she required an 
extended course 

 

Primary Author: Shannon Humphrey, MD, Humphrey Cosmetic 
Dermatology, Vancouver, BC

Co-Authors: Sabrina Fabi, MD; Connor Gallagher, MD; Todd M  Gross, 
PhD; Derek Jones, MD; Roman G  Rubio, MD

Desirability and Consistency of Elimination of Glabellar Lines 
Following Treatment with DaxibotulinumtoxinA for Injection

Purpose: DaxibotulinumtoxinA for Injection (DAXI) is a novel botulinum 
toxin product in clinical development for the treatment of glabellar lines 
(GL)  Phase 3 studies have demonstrated that 98% of subjects were rated 
as “None” or “Mild” by investigators at Week 4 (a commonly reported 
endpoint for GL treatment), and this status was maintained for a median 
duration of 24 weeks  As previously reported (ASDS Annual Meeting 2021), 
80% of subjects achieved elimination of glabellar lines, as evidenced by 
a rating of “None” at Week 4  While the elimination of glabellar lines can 
be an appropriate treatment goal, we must ensure that we do not produce 
undesirable aesthetic outcomes in the process of achieving it  We present 
here evidence that subjects who achieved elimination of glabellar lines 
following treatment were also satisfied with the outcome, and that the 
degree of satisfaction was consistent across various subgroups 

Design: In two Phase 3 pivotal trials (N=303 and 306), subjects with 
moderate or severe GL were randomized (2:1) to receive DAXI (40U) or 
placebo  GL severity was assessed up to 36 weeks after treatment via the 
4-point Investigator Global Assessment-Frown Wrinkle Severity scale (where 
“None” indicates absence of GL while frowning)  At Week 4, subjects also 
completed the Subject Global Satisfaction with Treatment Questionnaire, 
which assessed their satisfaction with the results of their treatment and the 
appearance of their frown lines  Using pooled data, the satisfaction rates 
were summarized, overall, and within various subgroups based on age, prior 
experience with botulinum toxin A (BoNTA), and baseline GL severity 

Findings: Among the 80% of subjects rated by the Investigator as “None” 
at Week 4, 96% reported being “Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” with the 
results of treatment  The proportion of satisfied subjects (among those with 
GL ratings of “None”) was consistently high within subgroups (98%, 94%, 
and 97% in the age groups 18-45, 46-55, and 56-75 years, respectively; 
96% for both BoNTA-experienced and BoNTA-naïve subjects; and 95% 
and 98% for subjects with baseline GL severity rated “Moderate” and 
“Severe”, respectively) 

Summary: These results confirm that subjects who achieved the 
elimination of GL wrinkles were highly satisfied with the aesthetic outcome 
of the treatment  The degree of satisfaction remained consistently high 
across subgroups based on age, prior BoNTA experience, and baseline 
severity 

 

Primary Author: Carolyn Jacob, MD, Director, Chicago Cosmetic Surgery 
and Dermatology, Chicago, IL

Co-Authors: Young Cho, MD; Joel Cohen, MD; Barry DiBernardo, MD; 
Suzanne Kilmer, MD; Stanley Okoro, MD

The Simultaneous Application of HIFEM plus Synchronized 
Radiofrequency on Lateral Abdomen for Fat Reduction and Muscle 
Strengthening

Purpose: The contour of the lateral abdomen (also referred to as flanks or 
love handles) is formed by the muscles, which stabilize the core and spine, 
and also by the depots of fat tissue, which increase with age  Excess fat 
tissue and deconditioned muscles result in displeasing abdominal contour 
and difficulty to find fitting clothes  The simultaneous application of HIFEM 
and synchronized radiofrequency (RF) has been shown to be safe and 
effective in both muscle strengthening and fat reduction in the front part of 
the abdominal area  Therefore, the study aims to investigate the efficiency 
and safety of the HIFEM+RF procedure for the sculpting of the lateral 
abdomen 

Design: This prospective, multi-center, open-label, single-arm study is 
enrolling up to 60 participants  All patients are scheduled to undergo four 
30-minutes treatments spaced once a week, with planned 1-month and 
3-month follow-up visits after the last treatment  The primary evaluation 
includes the assessment of changes in the oblique muscle and adipose 
tissue thickness by magnetic resonance images (MRI) taken at baseline and 
respective follow-ups  The secondary outcomes include the circumference 
measurements, digital photographs of the treated area, Subject Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (5-point Liker scale), and Therapy Comfort Questionnaire 
(5-point Liker scale and 10-point visual analogue pain scale)  Finally, the 
study will document any possible adverse events and side effects 

Findings: The prefatory evaluation of obtained MRI data indicates that 
the simultaneous application of the HIFEM+RF procedure promotes 
the favorable changes in both measured tissues leading to a reduction 
in adipose tissue thickness and strengthening of muscles through a 
noticeable increase in density  The secondary outcomes also indicate 
a measurable change in waist circumference, together with overall 
satisfaction with the treatment results stemming from the visual 
improvement of the treated area  Additionally, patients found the treatment 
comfortable and virtually painless while no adverse effects were seen 

Summary: Based on the interim evaluation, the study suggests that the 
simultaneous application of HIFEM and synchronized radiofrequency 
is safe and effective for the reduction of adipose tissue and muscle 
strengthening in the area of the lateral abdomen

 

Primary Author: Carolyn Jacob, MD, Director, Chicago Cosmetic Surgery 
and Dermatology, Chicago, IL

Co-Author: Robert Weiss, MD

Upper Arm Toning and Strengthening with Simultaneous Application of 
HIFEM and Synchronized RF

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Many patients are concerned about the appearance and shape 
of upper arm muscles and excess fat  Self-esteem is linked to body image, 
as women and men strive to achieve ideal body types  Simultaneous use of 
High-intensity Focused Electromagnetic Field (HIFEM) and Radiofrequency 
(RF) has shown the safety and effectiveness for fat reduction and muscle 
toning in various body parts  Thus, this study aims to investigate the effect 
of the HIFEM+RF procedure on muscle toning and adipose tissue in the 
upper arms 

Design: Thirty-four subjects were enrolled (23-72 years old, average BMI 
18 5-33 9 kg/m2) in this two-site MRI study  Study was IRB approved  
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Subjects underwent four 30-minute bilateral procedures over the upper 
arms spaced one week apart, with the device simultaneously delivering 
HIFEM and RF energies  The changes in fat and m  triceps muscle tissue 
were measured via magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) carried out at 
baseline, 1-month, and 3-month follow-up visits  Additionally, digital 
photographs, patient comfort, and satisfaction questionnaires were 
obtained, and safety of the subjects was monitored

Findings: The analysis of MRI images showed significant improvement 
at both follow-up visits  At the 1-month follow-up (n=28) patients showed 
22 3% (- 4 0±1 2 mm, p< 0 01) decrease in fat tissue on average, with 
21 5% (+ 8 2±2 3 mm, p< 0 001) average increase in muscle mass  The 
changes were found to be highly consistent when 20 and 19 patients, 
respectively, showed a fat reduction and muscle increase above 21%  
Twenty-five patients completed the 3-month follow-up visit, with the 
average decrease in fat tissue by 25 5% (- 4 9±1 5 mm, p< 0 01) and the 
average increase in muscle mass by 23 9% (+ 8 9±2 0 mm, p< 0 001)  
The analysis of questionnaires revealed high satisfaction with the results 
(87 1%), high comfort during the treatment (91 2%), and low VAS score 
(1 6±2 0), indicating painless procedure 

Summary: Obtained results demonstrate the safety and effectiveness of 
the HIFEM+RF procedure for muscle toning and fat reduction in the upper 
arm area  These findings correspond with the outcomes seen in other body 
parts 

 

Primary Author: Bruce Katz, MD, Juva Skin & Laser Ctr, New York, NY

The Non-invasive Enhancement of Gluteal Muscles by HIFEM 
Procedure Synchronized with Radiofrequency Heating

Purpose: Aesthetically pleasing buttocks are considered an essential 
attribute of beauty  It has been shown that the standalone High Intensity 
Focused Electromagnetic (HIFEM) procedure effectively tones and shapes 
the buttocks   This research aims to investigate and compare the efficacy 
of simultaneous application of HIFEM procedure with radiofrequency (RF) 
heating versus HIFEM standalone procedure on the buttocks 

Design: Sixty-seven subjects (67) were recruited  Two groups were 
established, group A received simultaneous HIFEM+RF therapy, and group 
B received standalone HIFEM treatments  All participants underwent four 
30-minute bilateral treatments on the buttocks, delivered 5-10 days apart  
HIFEM intensity was set to a maximum tolerable level in both groups  Only 
in Group A, the RF energy was applied simultaneously with HIFEM  The 
thickness of the gluteal muscles and the adjacent fat layer was evaluated 
by magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) 

Findings: MRI scans of 32 subjects from group A (21-57 years, 18 4-34 0 
kg·m2) and 31 subjects from group B (23-67 years, 17 4-31 7 kg·m2) 
were reviewed at 1-month follow-up  The evaluation showed a significant 
increase in the thickness of all three studied muscles  The average 
improvement rate was +18 77% in group A, compared to +12 91% in 
group B  The thickness of assessed gluteal muscles continued to grow and 
peaked at a 3-month follow-up, wherein 27 patients have been evaluated 
by MRI in both groups  Group A showed on average +24 68% (gluteus 
maximus muscle +8 47±1 90 mm, medius +6 00±1 10 mm, minimus 
+2 88±0 75 mm) increase, while group B exhibited a +15 97% (gluteus 
maximus muscle +5 23±1 12 mm, medius +3 61±0 99 mm, minimus 
+1 62±0 37 mm) increase in muscle mass  On average, group A showed 
a 35 61% higher increase in measured muscles  Changes in fat tissue 
were clinically insignificant in both groups  Treatments were safe and 
comfortable with high satisfaction rates 

Summary: The results suggest greater efficiency of simultaneous 
application of HIFEM+RF in terms of superior increase in gluteal muscle 
thickness  There was found no significant effect on gluteal adipose tissue 
as well as no adverse events that emerged 

 

Primary Author: Bruce Katz, MD, Juva Skin & Laser Ctr, New York, NY

A Prospective 2-Year Extension Study to Evaluate the Safety and 
Effectiveness of PMMA-collagen Gel for the Correction of Mid-Facial 
Volume Loss

Purpose: The safety and efficacy of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)-
collagen gel for long-lasting correction of mid-face volume deficit was 
established for 12 months in our previous published study  To determine 
the long-term safety, efficacy, and durability of PMMA-collagen gel for 
midface volume restoration at 24 and 36 months 

Design: This prospective, single-center, 2-year extension study enrolled 
22 patients treated with PMMA-collagen gel in the initial study  The primary 
endpoint was a 2-point improvement from baseline at 24 and 36 months on 
the Midface Volume Deficit Scale (MFVDS)  Secondary endpoints included 
improvement from baseline to 24 and 36 months on the Physician- and 
Subject-rated Global Aesthetic Improvement Scales (PGAIS and SGAIS, 
respectively) 

Findings: The primary endpoint was met in 100% of the subjects, and the 
improvement in MFVDS score from baseline was significant at both 24 and 
36 months (P< 0 0001)  PGAIS scores were rated as at least improved in 
100% of subjects at 24 months and in 95% at 36 months  Similarly, 91% 
of participants at 24 months and 95% at 36 months reported enhanced 
appearance as measured by SGAIS  No additional adverse events were 
reported over the extension study 

Summary: PMMA-collagen gel is a safe, effective, and durable treatment 
for restoring mid-face volume for up to 36 months 

 

Primary Author: David Kent, MD, Founding Partner, Skin Care Physicians 
of Georgia, Macon, GA

Co-Author: Jan Bernardy, MD

Effect of synchronized radiofrequency and novel soft tissue 
stimulation: Histological analysis of connective tissue structural 
proteins in skin

Purpose: The skin is the largest organ in the body  Its composition 
includes connective tissues with elastin and collagen  These contribute 
to and determine the structural and mechanical functions of the skin, 
including elasticity  Over time, these structural qualities deteriorate due 
to intrinsic aging and exposure to environmental elements  This results 
in noticeable changes to the organization of connective tissue structural 
proteins  The objective of this veterinary study was to evaluate the effects 
of synchronized radiofrequency (RF) and novel soft tissue stimulation on 
collagen and elastin fibers to infer the impact of such treatment on the 
improvement and maintenance of skin properties 

Design: Upon ethical approval, this study was conducted on eight 
Large White female pigs weighing between 60-80 kg  The study had 2 
groups: active (6) and control (2)  The synchronized RF and soft tissue 
stimulation were delivered to the ventrolateral abdomen of the swine 
through a self-adhesive electrode connected to the study device  The 
active group received four 20-minute treatments spaced one week apart  
Punch biopsies in the treatment area were obtained at baseline, 1-month, 
and 2-months post-treatment for all animals  The treated animals were 
anesthetized during handling and throughout the therapy procedure  
All animals received local pain anesthetic and wounds were closed and 
disinfected  Biopsy samples (6mm diameter) underwent histological 
processing  Orcein and Trichrome staining was performed to specifically 
visualize Collagen and Elastin fibers along with a bright-field microscopic 
visualization  Subsequently, the density of collagen and elastin fibers in the 
stained tissue slices was evaluated in pre-defined regions of interest (ROI) 
sized 1800x1200µm  Data were analyzed statistically (ANOVA and T-test) at 
ρ=0 05 significance value 
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Findings: In the Active group, at baseline the average area occupied 
by collagen was 1 12±0 09x106 µm2 of the ROI, this area increased by 
19 6% (p< 0 001) at 1-month and 26 3% (p< 0 001) at 2-month post-
treatment  In the Active group, the average area made up by elastin in the 
ROI at baseline was 0 11±0 03x106µm2  On average, elastin occupied 
area increased by 75 9% (p< 0 001) at 1 month and 110 8% (p< 0 001) 
at 2-month follow-up visits  Comparing values obtained from Active 
and Control samples, there was a significant difference (p< 0 001) in the 
average area occupied by both collagen and elastin 

Summary: We have observed through histological analysis that 
simultaneous RF and soft tissue stimulation therapy significantly increases 
collagen and elastin levels in the porcine skin  There was denser connective 
tissue in the treatment area up to 2-months post-treatment  The veterinary 
evidence collected may be further researched for noninvasive skin 
rejuvenation and antiaging benefits in human studies 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

Buttock Augmentation with Poly-L Lactic Acid and Hyperdilute 
Calcium Hydroxylapatite

Purpose: Body augmentation with injectable fillers is a growing segment 
of the aesthetic industry  However, anatomic sites below the waist have 
unique injection characteristics that are important to understand to safely 
and effectively achieve collagen synthesis and volumization of a large 
anatomic site such as the buttock  In this lecture we will highlight the 
relevant anatomy, dosing strategy, and injection techniques for buttock 
augmentation with hyperdilute Calcium Hydroxylapatite (CaHA) and Poly-L 
Lactic Acid (PLLA), and compare this with other modalities for buttock 
augmentation 

Design: Review of gluteal anatomy, assessment, patient consultation 
and indications, product characteristics, and specific dilution and 
injection strategies for CaHA or PLLA  Review of the underlying concept 
of biostimulation with injectable fillers, adverse events, complication 
management, and comparison to more invasive buttock augmentation 
procedures 

Findings: Aging, weight loss, and disease can cause undesirable changes 
to the buttocks, including decreased volume and projection, loss of the 
ideal waist-to-hip ratio, loss of contour and extension of the infragluteal 
folds, and development of striae and cellulite-derived indentations  Each 
of these indications have unique injection strategies that will be reviewed 
including planes of injection and relevant anatomy, as well as dosing and 
dilution of specific products for a given indication 

Summary: Buttock augmentation with injectable fillers is becoming 
increasingly popular as a treatment modality to improve skin quality, 
cellulite dimples, and to improve the contour, size, and shape of the 
buttock  An anatomically-based approach to treatment is therefore 
paramount to achieve safe, effective buttock augmentation 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

Diluted calcium hydroxylapatite for biostimulation of neocollagenesis 
to treat wrinkles in the décolleté

Purpose: Calcium hydroxylapatite is an effective biostimulator of 
neocollagenesis and has increasingly been used to treat extrafacial regions  
As patients have sought treatment to diminish signs of aging on the face, 
the tell-tale sign of aging has shifted to the neck and décolleté  These 

sites often have thin skin with high amounts of cumulative, unprotected 
sun exposure  Therefore, the décolleté often has advanced photoaging 
and wrinkles that contribute to an aged appearance with limited treatment 
options available for rejuvenation  The objective of this abstract is to 
illustrate a safe and effective treatment approach for the rejuvenation of the 
décolleté with diluted Calcium hydroxylapatite 

Design: Calcium hydroxylapatite (1 5 mL) was diluted 1:2 with 
bacteriostatic saline (3 mL) for a total injected volume of 4 5 mL per 
treatment  The decollete is cleansed prior to the creation of a cannula port 
using a 18 G needle and subdermal injection with a 22 G 2” rigid cannula  
Three to five injection sites are used with a fanning technique to create a 
thin layer of dilute Calcium hydroxylapatite in a zone demarcated superiorly 
by the clavicular border and suprasternal notch, inferiorly by the xiphoid 
process, and laterally by the transition zone of the chest wall to breast 
tissue as no Calcium hydroxylapatite is to be injected overlying any breast 
tissue  Treatment is to be carried out over three sessions separated by 4 
weeks between each session 

Findings: With each session, patients can expect to see subtle and 
immediate improvement of the décolleté wrinkles that continue to improve 
over the next few weeks to months as the biostimulatory effect of Calcium 
hydroxylapatite induces neocollagenesis  Therefore, the final result is 
several months after the third treatment session 

Summary: Dilute Calcium hydroxylapatite is a safe and effective treatment 
option for rejuvenation of the décolleté – an area that has very limited 
treatment options available to improve the signs of aging  This treatment 
modality has significant promise for rapid consumer uptake and HCP 
utilization as many patients are bothered by the appearance of an aged 
décolleté which is incongruous with a more youthful facial aesthetic 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

Diluted calcium hydroxylapatite for biostimulation of neocollagenesis 
to treat wrinkles in the neck

Purpose: In its diluted form, Calcium hydroxylapatite is an effective 
biostimulator of neocollagenesis that addresses skin quality and firmness, 
rather than as a volumizing filler  The neck is a challenging area for 
rejuvenation, as the thin skin is at risk for cutaneous injury from energy-
based devices, and volumizing fillers often appear obvious and unnatural in 
this location  The neck also typically has high amounts of cumulative, often 
unprotected sun exposure, that contributes to a photoaged appearance 
and significant wrinkles  The objective of this abstract is to illustrate a safe 
and effective treatment approach for the rejuvenation of the neck with 
diluted Calcium hydroxylapatite 

Design: Calcium hydroxylapatite (1 5 mL) was diluted 1:2 with 
bacteriostatic saline (3 mL) for a total injected volume of 4 5 mL per 
treatment  The neck is cleansed prior to the creation of a cannula port 
using a 18 G needle and subdermal injection with a 22 G 1 5” rigid cannula  
Three to five injection sites are used with a fanning technique to create a 
thin layer of dilute Calcium hydroxylapatite in a zone demarcated superiorly 
by the hyoid bone, inferiorly by the suprasternal notch, and laterally by a 
line drawn down from the angle of the mandible to the clavicle with the 
neck in a neutral position  Treatment is to be carried out over three sessions 
separated by 4 weeks between each session 

Findings: With each session, patients can expect to see subtle and 
immediate improvement of the neck wrinkles that continue to improve 
over the next few weeks to months as the biostimulatory effect of Calcium 
hydroxylapatite induces neocollagenesis  Therefore, the final result is 
several months after the third treatment session 
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Summary: Dilute Calcium hydroxylapatite is a safe and effective treatment 
option for rejuvenation of the neck – an area that has very limited treatment 
options available to improve the signs of aging  This treatment modality 
has significant promise for rapid consumer uptake and HCP utilization as 
many patients are bothered by the appearance of an aged neck which is 
incongruous with a more youthful facial aesthetic 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

A Single Center, Double Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study to Evaluate 
the Safety and Efficacy of OnabotulinumtoxinA to the Depressor Anguli 
Oris

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: The depressor anguli oris (DAO) contributes to facial aging 
by pulling the oral commissure inferolaterally thereby intensifying the 
appearance of the Marionette lines  While OnabotulinumtoxinA (ONA) is 
frequently used to treat upper facial lines, there is no on-label indication 
for ONA in the lower face  Furthermore, improper placement of ONA in 
the lower face may lead to smile asymmetry  The aim of this study was to 
evaluate the safety and efficacy of ONA injections to the DAO to reduce 
downturned corners of the mouth 

Design: This prospective, placebo-controlled study enrolled men and 
women aged 18-65 years that sought improvement in the appearance of 
their downturned mouth  Exclusion criteria included any neuromodulator 
or other aesthetic treatment to the lower face in the preceding 6 months  
ONA or placebo injections were performed using a novel three-point 
technique in the upper half of the DAO (1 5 U per injection site)  Follow-up 
visits were scheduled at 2, 4 and 12 weeks  The primary endpoint was a 1 
grade improvement on a DAO contraction scale assessed by independent 
blinded live or photographic evaluators  Subjective evaluation using 
the Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS) was also performed by 
the independent live evaluator as well as the subjects themselves  The 
presence of any complications was assessed at each visit 

Findings: Twenty subjects were enrolled, 10 received ONA and 10 received 
placebo injections to the DAO; one placebo subject was lost to follow 
up after Visit 1  In ONA-treated subjects, both blinded live evaluator and 
photographic evaluator DAO scores showed significant improvements 
when comparing baseline to Week 4 and Week 12 (P< 0 001)  In contrast, 
there was no significant difference between visits for placebo-injected 
subjects  Live evaluator GAIS scores showed that the proportions of 
subjects whose appearance was improved compared with baseline were 
100% at 4 weeks, and 90% at 12 weeks  In contrast, they considered 90% 
and 80% of placebo-treated subjects to have ‘no change’ in their DAO 
appearance at 4 and 12 weeks, respectively  Subject assessments were 
in line with the live evaluator at 4 weeks, with 60% continuing to report 
improvement at 12 weeks  Treatment was well tolerated with no reports of 
asymmetries, sensory changes or difficulties speaking or chewing 

Summary: ONA injections to the DAO using a 3-point injection technique 
provide clinically meaningful improvements in appearance as rated by 
blinded evaluators and subjects by objective and subjective methods  
Treatment was well tolerated and in the majority of individuals lasted at 
least 12 weeks 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

Anatomic considerations for the use of fillers in the jawline

Purpose: Augmentation of the jawline has become an increasingly popular 
treatment area with patients and providers seeking to create facial harmony 
by addressing age-related changes that affect the lower face or intrinsic 
facial anatomy that blunts the appearance of the jawline  The ability for 
HCPs to artistically identify the proper position of the mandibular angle 
and its three-dimensional relationship to surrounding structures is integral 
to creating a healthy, youthful aesthetic that is in balance with the rest of 
a patient’s facial features  The objective of this abstract is to identify the 
anatomic zones and features that will allow HCPs to treat the jawline safely 
and effectively 

Design: Cadaveric dissections were performed to highlight important 
landmarks and danger zones, and to create a topographic map of injection 
planes based on these findings that can be used to guide clinical injection 
of fillers with serial, small-volume injections 

Findings: The jawline is subdivided into three distinct zones that have 
unique injection patterns and safety considerations  These zones 
include the masseteric, buccal, and mental zones, with the mental zone 
encompassing parts of the chin  Notably the three-dimensional position 
of the projection of the mandibular angle is on a line that follows the axis 
of the ear downwards and intersects a straight line drawn backwards 
from the anterior projection of the chin  For men, this angle is typically 
more acute (~100 degrees) and for women this angle is often more obtuse 
(~110 – 120 degrees), thereby creating a more chiseled look for men and 
a more delicate jawline for women  Notably, there are several important 
considerations when addressing jawline anatomy  These include: the 
antegonial notch where the facial artery and vein emerge; the mandibular 
cutaneous ligament, which may be strongly adherent to the skin at the 
transition between the buccal and mental zones; and the presence or 
absence of the jowl which may preclude injection of the filler in the jowl 
area if present 

Summary: The shape and angle of the jawline has a profound effect 
on facial aesthetics and the perception of beauty  By considering the 
jawline as a single aesthetic unit, the mandibular angle can be effectively 
positioned to straighten the contour of the jawline and fill the pre- and post-
jowl hollows to create a visibly pleasing effect that is in harmony with the 
rest of a patient’s facial features 

 

Primary Author: Saami Khalifian, MD, Director, Dermatology Department; 
Clinical Investigator, Moradi MD & Grossmont Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Amir Moradi, MD

Temporal augmentation with injectables: an anatomic approach

Purpose: As patients increasingly seek out minimally invasive procedures 
to improve age-related soft tissue changes, it is important for clinicians 
to be aware of indications for soft tissue augmentation of the temple, 
proper injection techniques, and how to manage complications that may 
occur  The temporal fossa is a location that may be initially overlooked by 
patients as an area needing improvement but when treated appropriately, 
it can make a significant difference in facial aesthetics and contribute 
to a more youthful appearance  As the temporal fossa contains many 
complex compartments, vasculature, and nerves, it is important for 
clinicians working in this area to have a comprehensive understanding of 
the underlying anatomy and how tissue responds to different augmentation 
agents, e g  hyaluronic acid, PLLA, or hyperdilute calcium hydroxylapatite 
in order to minimize complications and optimize results 

Design: Cadaveric dissections were performed to highlight important 
landmarks and danger zones, and to create a topographic map of injection 
planes based on these findings that can be used to guide clinical injection 
of fillers with needle or cannula  Additionally, a survey was developed and 
circulated to plastic surgeons, dermatologists, oculoplastic surgeons, and 
facial plastic surgeons to determine preferred volumization agents and 
injection planes for temporal augmentation in their practices 
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Findings: Age-related changes of the temporal region contribute to 
more concave temporal bone, atrophy of the temporalis muscle and fat, 
loss of skin thickness, and demarcation of bony temporal line, zygoma, 
and lateral orbital wall  Current treatments include hyaluronic acid 
fillers, Ca-hydroxylapatite, Poly-L-Lactic acid, and autologous fat  Each 
treatment approach has unique characteristics and injection techniques 
that will be reviewed with didactic, photos, and videos  Deep injection, 
mid-plane injection above the temporoparietal fascia, and superficial 
injection anatomy is reviewed including with angiographic CT scan 
imaging  Retrospective chart review of a single center injection above the 
temporoparietal fascia is presented with 20 patients, blinded investigator 
and subject-reported ratings, adverse events, and 12 month follow up is 
presented to support injection schema 

Summary: The use of facial fillers has continued to increase, and more 
aesthetic units are being treated with various fillers  Each volumizing agent 
has unique characteristics and injection schema that are important to 
understand to achieve harmony in the upper face, while also mitigating 
risks and keeping patients safe  Therefore an anatomically-based, 
agent-specific injection strategy is the fundamental principle underlying 
aesthetically pleasing, safe outcomes for temporal augmentation 

 

Primary Author: Kseniya Kobets, MD, MHS, Director of Dermatology, 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY

Co-Authors: Eliza Balazic, BS; Joel Cohen, MD; Yana Kost, BA; Ahava 
Muskat, BA

Laser-Assisted Drug Delivery for the Treatment of Scars, Rhytides, 
Alopecia, and Melasma: A Review

Purpose: While broad reviews on LADD have been published in the past, 
an updated focused examination of its utility in the context of common, 
but often treatment-resistant dermatologic conditions such as scars, 
rhytides, alopecia, and melasma has not been published  We conducted a 
comprehensive scoping review of the potential benefits of LADD compared 
to laser or drug monotherapy in the treatment of these conditions 

Design: A comprehensive PubMed and EMBASE search was conducted 
in March 2022 using keywords including “laser-assisted drug delivery”, 
“scar”, “rhytid”, “melasma”, and “alopecia”  Non-English and out-of-scope 
studies were excluded 

Findings: To evaluate the efficacy of LADD in treating scars, we 
categorized relevant articles by scar type; hypertrophic/keloid, atrophic, 
and hypopigmented  LADD, with both ablative and non-ablative laser 
types, was studied in combination with corticosteroids, Botulinum Toxin-A 
(BTX-A), 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU), verapamil, and 5-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) 
photodynamic therapy (PDT)  LADD with corticosteroids was not superior 
to laser monotherapy based on randomized controlled trials (RCT), but 
many one-armed studies showed significant improvement compared to 
baseline  On the other hand, almost all RCTs show that LADD is superior 
to corticosteroid monotherapy  All the studies we found suggest that 
LADD is superior to monotherapy when combined with BTX-A, 5-FU, and 
verapamil  While one trial suggests the superiority of LADD with ALA-PDT 
for hypertrophic scars, a recent RCT showed no difference  Platelet-rich 
plasma (PRP), stem cells, poly-l-lactic acid (PLLA), and percutaneous 
collagen induction (PCI) were administered using LADD to treat atrophic 
scars  PRP combined with laser has the most evidence supporting its 
efficacy compared to monotherapy, with certain scar types (ice-pick 
scars), being more resistant to LADD than other types  In the treatment 
of hypopigmented scars, prostaglandin analogs appear to be effective 
and superior to laser monotherapy  With respect to rhytides, laser has 
been combined with varying cosmeceuticals, PLLA, topical retinaldehyde, 
and topical BTX-A  All RCTs reviewed supported the use of LADD with 
cosmeceuticals, PLLA, topical retinaldehyde, and topical BTX-A compared 
to monotherapy  Regarding alopecia, multiple studies support topical 
minoxidil or topical triamcinolone combined with ablative or non-ablative 
fractional laser (NAFL), while one study showed superiority of fractional 

CO2 laser therapy combined with foreskin-derived growth factors 
compared to monotherapy  Several trials suggested improved melasma 
outcomes with LADD  Six trials showed improvement when combining 
NAFL with tranexamic acid (TXA) alone or with other compounds, while 
similar improvement was observed in six trials that used ablative fractional 
laser (AFL) with either TXA, kojic acid, or hydroxyquinone (HQ)  Of note, 
several trials suggested that LADD is not more efficacious, including four 
trials using AFL and TXA, one trial using AFL and HQ, and one using NAFL 
with TXA  Taken together, there is most evidence to suggest that NAFL with 
TXA is more effective than other treatments 

Summary: Because different laser types impact skin differently, it is 
important to assess LADD’s effects using varying lasers  Of all the laser 
types, AFLs were the most commonly studied lasers, but many studies 
also showed the superiority of LADD with NAFL compared to monotherapy  
AFLs produce long-lasting microscopic treatment zones (MTZ) which 
are comprised of vertical channels that run deep through the dermis, 
surrounded by thin layers of coagulated tissue, allowing for deeper and 
more uniform drug administration  The areas of intact skin that surround 
the channels contain cytokines and growth factors for rapid healing after 
laser administration  NAFL also produce MTZs but with an intact stratum 
corneum overlaying them and this disruption of the skin’s barrier function 
permits enhanced cutaneous drug delivery in some cases  Conversely, 
in-vitro studies of radio-frequency-micro-needling indicate that no channels 
are produced which would make them less effective for LADD  Overall, our 
review suggests that LADD, with varying laser types, is mostly superior to 
monotherapy in the treatment of scars, rhytides, melasma, and alopecia 
but future, high-quality RCT’s are required 

 

Primary Author: Shelby Kubicki, MD, Resident, McGovern Medical School 
at UTHealth Houston, Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Paul Friedman, MD; Emily L  Guo, MD; Heather Richmond, 
MD

Treatment of Nevus of Ota in Black Patients with the 1064-NM QS or 
Picosecond Laser and Nonablative Fractional Photothermolysis 

Purpose: Nevus of Ota is a benign melanocytic lesion that presents as a 
unilateral blue gray to brown facial patch favoring the distribution of the 
first two branches of the trigeminal nerve  Incidence is highest in Asian 
and Black populations, however, the overwhelming majority of studies are 
limited to diagnosis and treatment in Asian patients  We herein present ten 
Black patients with Fitzpatrick skin types V and VI who underwent laser 
treatment for Nevus of Ota 

Design: We performed a retrospective review of Black patients presenting 
with Nevus of Ota  Race was self-designated by all patients and 
documented in the medical record at the time of initial consultation  Primary 
outcomes were based on improvement using before and after photographs 
which were graded by three independent board-certified dermatologists 
using a 5-point visual analog scale 

Findings: Ten Fitzpatrick skin type V or VI patients with an age range of 
9 months to 45 years were treated for Nevus of Ota  All patients were 
treated with the 1,064 nm Q-switched Nd:YAG and on average received 
4 8 treatments at 2 to 10 month intervals  Fluence ranged from 1 8 to 2 3 
J/cm2, and total pulse count ranged from 510 9 to 776 6  2/9 patients 
were additionally treated with 1,550 nm non-ablative fractional resurfacing, 
and 1/9 patients underwent combination therapy with both non-ablative 
fractional resurfacing and 1,064 nm picosecond laser therapy  Overall, 
patients saw a mean improvement of 51-75% at follow-up 5-254 weeks 
(mean 49 1 weeks) after treatment  Three patients experienced mild guttate 
hypopigmentation in treated areas  No other long term adverse events were 
encountered 

Summary: 1,064 nm QS Nd:YAG laser therapy is a safe and efficacious 
treatment for Nevus of Ota in patients with Fitzpatrick skin types V and VI  
When patient improvement plateaus, combining therapy with 1,550 nm 
non-ablative fractional resurfacing or transitioning to 1,064nm picosecond 
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laser may be of benefit  Patients should be counseled on the risk of 
guttate hypopigmentation  This is the largest case series to date of Black 
patients with Nevus of Ota, highlighting the need for further investigation 
to determine optimal device settings and treatment parameters for this 
population 

 

Primary Author: Shelby Kubicki, MD, Resident, McGovern Medical School 
at UTHealth Houston, Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Emily Guo, MD; Paul Friedman, MD; Heather Richmond, MD; 
Pooja Sodha, MD

Combination 1550 NM Non-Ablative Fractional Resurfacing and Laser 
Hair Removal for Treatment Removal for Treatment of Hypertrichotic 
Becker’s NEVI in Skin Types III-VI

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Becker’s nevus is a cosmetically bothersome benign hamartoma 
typically associated with basal layer hyperpigmentation and hypertrichosis  
We herein present the largest case series characterizing treatment 
parameters and clinical outcomes of combined 1550 nm non-ablative 
fractional resurfacing and laser hair removal (long-pulsed neodymium-
doped yttrium aluminum garnet or alexandrite) in the treatment of Becker’s 
nevus  This is also the largest case series of laser treatment of Becker’s 
nevus in Fitzpatrick skin types V and VI 

Design: We performed a retrospective review of patients treated between 
2016 and 2021  Clinical photographs were graded by 3 independent 
physicians on global improvement using a 5-point visual analog scale 

Findings: Twelve patients (mean age: 24 8 years, Fitzpatrick skin types 
III-VI) were treated for Becker’s nevus on the face (4) or the trunk and/
or extremities (8)  Four patients were Fitzpatrick skin types V or VI  On 
average, patients received 5 3 treatments in 1-to-4-month intervals  Ten 
of the 12 patients had concomitant laser hair removal preceding same-
day non-ablative fractional resurfacing (n=7 with long-pulsed 1064 nm 
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet and n=3 with long-pulsed 
755 nm alexandrite)  Treatment endpoints were determined by patient 
satisfaction with improvement in hyperpigmentation and hypertrichosis  At 
follow-up, which ranged from 6-32 weeks (mean 9 8 weeks), patients were 
given mean improvement scores of 51-75%  No long-term adverse events 
were encountered in either group  Limitations include a small sample size 

Summary: Same-day combination therapy with 1550 nm non-
ablative fractional resurfacing and laser hair removal addresses both 
hyperpigmentation and hypertrichosis in Becker’s nevi  In addition, laser 
hair removal likely prevents recurrence of hyperpigmentation by targeting 
follicular melanocytes  Combination 1550 nm non-ablative fractional 
resurfacing and laser hair removal is safe and efficacious in the cosmetic 
reduction of hypertrichotic Becker’s nevi, including in patients with 
Fitzpatrick skin types V and VI 

 

Primary Author: Jessica Labadie, MD, Cosmetic Dermatologic Surgery 
Fellow, SkinCare Physicians, Chestnut Hill, MA

Co-Authors: Jeffrey S  Dover, MD, FRCPC; Supriya Immaneni, MD

#Laser Surgery: How Lasers are Portrayed on Instagram

Purpose: Instagram has become one of the primary means by which 
the public accesses information, specifically content about minimally 
invasive cosmetic procedures such as laser surgery  While this content 
can be helpful in terms of patient education as well as advertising, social 
media posts carry a risk of misinformation  The goals of this study were 
to 1) determine how skin laser surgery is discussed on social media, 2) 
determine the credentials of those posting content about skin laser surgery, 
3) determine if skin laser surgery is accurately portrayed on Instagram 

Design: A single Instagram search using the term #lasersurgery was 
performed on April 7, 2022  All English-language posts within Instagram’s 
“top post” section were included  Duplicate posts and those that did not 
show or discuss laser surgery were excluded  Data was collected on author 
demographics and post details, along with the number of views/likes and 
the date posted 

Findings: The hashtag #lasersurgery had 26,691 total Instagram posts 
with an average of 270 likes  Almost all posts were created by physicians 
in a doctor’s office setting (48/50, 96%) versus a MedSpa (2/50, 4%)  
Dermatology was the most frequently cited specialty, followed by 
oculoplastic surgery, plastic surgery, dentistry, and family medicine  The 
majority of posts were generated in the United Kingdom, followed by the 
United States, Australia, Canada, the Czech Republic, and the Philippines  
Post content consisted mainly of before and after pictures (44/50, 88%) 
and addressed a variety of topics such as acne scarring, port wine stains, 
nevus of Ota, and photodamage  Laser-induced complications and laser 
safety considerations were addressed only in a minority of posts 

Summary: This study suggests that laser surgery may be adequately 
portrayed on Instagram, however laser safety specifically is not  Adverse 
events from laser surgery range from minimal and reversible to severe 
and irreversible  Recently, efforts have been proposed to help mitigate 
these errors by incorporating procedural checklists  If laser safety is not 
adequately portrayed on social media, patients may inaccurately presume 
that laser procedures are without risk and capable of being performed by 
any provider regardless of expertise 

 

Primary Author: Karan Lal, DO, MS, Affiliated Dermatology, Scottsdale, AZ

Co-Author: David Goldberg, MD, JD

Safety and Efficacy of electrical muscle stimulation combined with 
1064 nm diode laser, pulsed electromagnetic field and vacuum 
assisted radio frequency for body contouring and fat reduction

Purpose: There is a population of patients who are interested in not only 
reducing subcutaneous fat for body contouring, but also have a desire 
to tone the underlying musculature  The purpose was to evaluate safety, 
efficacy and patient satisfaction of 1064 nm diode laser, combined with 
electrical muscle stimulation (EMS), vacuum assisted radio frequency and 
pulsed electromagnetic field (RF and PEMF) energies, for non-invasive 
abdominal fat reduction and body contouring 

Design: The abdomens of 12 subjects were treated in a study with 3 
Arms: Laser + EMS + RF/PEMF in combination (Arm A), EMS + RF/
PEMF (Arm B), and EMS alone (Arm C)  The combination group received 
3 monthly laser + 5 bi-weekly EMS + RF/PEMF treatments; the EMS + 
RF/PEMF group received 5 bi-weekly treatments, and the EMS alone 
group received 6 weekly treatments  Efficacy was assessed by physician 
Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS), circumferential measurement, 
skinfold measurement, Body Satisfaction Questionnaire (BSQ) and Subject 
Satisfaction Survey (SSS) 

Findings: Data was available for 10 subjects, as one subject was excluded 
from analysis due to multiple confounding protocol aberrations and one 
subject had not yet completed the first follow-up visit  Physician evaluation 
at the first follow-up visit amongst all groups showed a mean GAIS score 
of ‘Improved’: 30% of subjects scored ‘Very Much Improved’; 10% of 
subjects scored ‘Much Improved’, and 50% of subjects scored ‘Improved’ 
over baseline  Combined circumference and skinfold scores decreased 
at follow-up measurements by 2 2% and 9 0% from pre-treatment, 
respectively  The average subject BSQ score for all groups improved by 2 
score points from ‘dissatisfied’ at baseline to ‘satisfied’ at follow-up; the 
mean baseline score was 2 4±0 48 (±SE) and improved post-treatment to a 
mean score of 4 4±0 22 (±SE), with 50% of subjects scoring ‘very satisfied’  
Safety was demonstrated for all study arms with no device- or procedure-
related adverse events 
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Summary: Improvement in both objective and subjective endpoints was 
shown in the combined data of all study Arms  Circumference and skinfold 
were both reduced  There was a clear overall improvement at follow-up 
compared to baseline photographs, as evaluated by the study physician  
Due to the current small sample size of available data for both Arms B and 
C (2 and 3 subjects, respectively), only the combined results for all groups 
could be reported at this time  Further sub-group data will be available for 
analysis at 3 months post-treatment thereby determining the true effect of 
each of the treatment combinations 

 

Primary Author: Karan Lal, DO, MS, Affiliated Dermatology, Scottsdale, AZ

Co-Author: David Goldberg, MD, JD

Histological Analysis of Human Skin after Radiofrequency 
Synchronized with Facial Muscle Stimulation for Treatment of Wrinkles 
and Laxity

Purpose: UV exposure is a major causative factor for age-related changes  
Everyday UV light gradually leads to decreased skin thickness and lower 
amounts of the basic building proteins in the skin  These changes appear 
faster on exposed parts of the body, most notably the face  Nonetheless, 
aging is a complex process involving all layers of facial anatomy  Facial 
muscle tissues slowly deteriorate due to repetitive contractions and 
these changes affect facial contour and wrinkling as well  Considering 
the multifactorial nature of facial rejuvenation, addressing both skin and 
muscle tissue is of great importance when it comes to overall enhancement 
of facial skin appearance  This study aimed to investigate the effects of a 
novel non-invasive treatment procedure utilizing radiofrequency heating 
synchronized with facial muscle stimulation to evaluate changes in the 
skin’s connective tissue 

Design: This was a prospective, single-center, two-arm, open-label 
study that recruited 7 human subjects allocated into the active (6) and 
control (1) groups  Four 20-minute facial (forehead and cheeks) treatment 
sessions were scheduled for the participants from the active group, while 
control subject received no treatment  Treatments were repeated once a 
week for four weeks in total and consisted of simultaneous application of 
radiofrequency energy and facial muscle stimulation, modulated based 
on patient feedback(on a scale 0-100%)  Primary outcome measure was 
histological evaluation of skin biopsies (3 mm in diameter) obtained at 
baseline, 1-month and 3-month follow-up from all subjects  Secondary 
outcomes included assessment of overall visual appearance based on 
digital photographs, patient satisfaction, therapy comfort and safety 

Findings: Following routine histological procedure, obtained biopsies were 
fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin wax, sliced to 
a few micrometers in thickness, stained for the visualization of connective 
tissue structural proteins (collagen and elastin) and examined under the 
microscope  The interim findings indicate that radiofrequency combined 
with facial muscle stimulation induces favorable changes to connective 
tissue composition and density, increasing the amount of collagen and 
elastin fibers  Additionally, digital photographs further document the 
gradual advancement of the facial appearance post-treatment, coinciding 
with the histological findings  Performed treatments caused no serious 
discomfort or side effects 

Summary: The interim analysis of obtained data shows noticeable 
improvement in facial appearance with paralleled increase in production 
of connective tissue structural proteins after simultaneous use of 
radiofrequency and facial muscle stimulation in humans  The final results 
and conclusions are yet to be determined 

 

Primary Author: Karan Lal, DO, MS, Affiliated Dermatology, Scottsdale, AZ

Co-Author: David Goldberg, MD, JD

Human Fat Apoptosis Induced by Radiofrequency Synchronized with 
High-Intensity Focused Electromagnetic Procedure

Purpose: With the growing demand for safer and more effective fat 
reduction techniques, a combination of radiofrequency (RF) synchronized 
with high intensity focused electromagnetic procedure (HIFEM) has been 
introduced  Preceding studies evidenced the ability of HIFEM+RF to 
maintain the fat tissue temperature at the levels necessary for adipocyte 
apoptosis while documenting the induced changes to the fat tissue during 
the several weeks after the therapy  This study aims to demonstrate 
the induction of apoptosis by HIFEM+RF technology in the early stages 
through assessment of Caspase-3 protein, one of the apoptosis executing 
proteases 

Design: In this two-arm, single-center, randomized trial seven human 
subjects were enrolled and assigned into two groups, either Active group 
(N=5) treated with both HIFEM+RF set at the highest tolerated levels or 
Sham group (N=2) treated with 5% of the maximum HIFEM+RF power, 
serving as a control  All patients were scheduled to undergo one treatment 
visit, two follow-up visits at 8 hours and 24 hours, and one safety visit 7 
days after the treatment  A punch biopsy (5 mm in diameter, approximately 
10 mm in depth) was obtained at baseline and consecutive follow-up 
visits from the abdominal area  Samples were fixed, cut into thick slices, 
and immunohistochemical staining was used for the visualization of the 
Caspase-3, revealing the adipocyte nuclei where apoptosis processes 
began 

Findings: Documented findings suggest that the temperature threshold of 
42-45°C required for initiation of fat apoptosis and consequent reduction 
in adipocyte’s number was achieved during the combined therapy with 
HIFEM+RF  Preliminary data from Active group (N=3) showed the elevated 
ratio of positively stained nuclei versus all adipocyte nuclei found on the 
evaluated slices - referred to as apoptotic index (AI)  The AI was increased 
most at 8 hours post-treatment, averaging on 47 6±2 4%  The activation 
of Caspase-3 in early hours post-treatment links to the recently published 
findings documenting the morphological changes in both nucleus and 
cytoplasmic membrane of adipocytes as a response to the synergistic 
effect of HIFEM+RF technologies 

Summary: This study underlines the previously published evidence on fat 
reduction, documenting the safe initiation of adipocyte programmed cell 
death post HIFEM+RF therapy 

 

Primary Author: Young Lim, MD, PhD, Resident, Harvard Combined 
Dermatology Program, Boston, MA

Co-Authors: Mathew M  Avram, MD, JD; Adam J  Wulkan, MD

FDA MAUDE database reported adverse events on non-invasive body 
contouring, cellulite treatment, and muscle stimulation from 2015-2021

Purpose: Non-invasive cosmetic procedures have continued to gain 
popularity, owing to their short, in-office treatments combined with little to 
no downtime  These procedures are also highly accessible, even offered 
at medical spas by non-physician operators  The COVID-19 pandemic 
also saw heightened interest in all cosmetic procedures, presumably as 
social distancing and stay-at-home orders allotted time and space for 
post-op recovery  As the market for these procedures expand, a thorough 
understanding of potential adverse events is critical for providers to better 
counsel their patients on risks and expectations when obtaining informed 
consent 

Design: We employed the FDA’s Manufacturer and User Facility Device 
Experience (MAUDE) database (http://www accessdata fda gov/scripts/
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cdrh/cfdocs/cfmaude/search cfm), which compiles medical device reports 
(MDRs) for suspected injuries from device use or malfunction, submitted 
by manufactures and operators  We focused our query on three main 
categories: non-invasive body contouring, cellulite treatments, and muscle 
stimulation therapy  The query was performed in February 2022 using a 
comprehensive list of product names and manufacturers 

Findings: The initial search yielded 827 MDRs, which were individually 
reviewed for duplicate reports or insufficient data  Ultimately, 723 MDRs 
were analyzed (660 for non-invasive body contouring, 55 for cellulite 
treatment, and 8 for muscle stimulation)  Paradoxical hyperplasia 
accounted for the majority of MDRs for non-invasive body contouring, 
while burns and scars were most common for muscle stimulation and 
cellulite treatments, respectively  Of the seven year span we surveyed, 2021 
accounted for 515 of the 723 total assessed MDRs (71 2%), the majority of 
which were from cryolipolysis procedures 

Summary: The MAUDE database remains an essential tool to monitor 
potential adverse events of medical devices, including those utilized for 
non-invasive, cosmetic procedures  2021 saw a significant increase in 
MDRs for many treatment modalities, providing a better understanding of 
their associated risks  Insight from the MAUDE database can be clinically 
translated when discussing treatment options with patients, helping to 
optimize patient safety and satisfaction 

 

Primary Author: Lais Lopes Almeida Gomes, MD, Fellow, MGH, Exton, PA

Co-Authors: Joshua Glahn, Massachusetts General Hospital; Daniel 
Karasik, MGH; Dieter Manstein, Massachusetts General Hospital; Haley 
Marks, Massachusetts General Hospital; Neera Nathan, Massachusetts 
General Hospital; Michael Wang-Evers, PhD, MGH

Thermal imaging for detecting vascular occlusion and improving the 
safety of dermal fillers injections

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Vascular occlusion as a side effect of dermal fillers is rare but 
potentially devastating, as it can lead to tissue necrosis or retinal branch 
arterial occlusion and cause blindness or stroke  Still, due to dermal fillers’ 
increasing popularity, the number of procedures performed is high and 
trained physicians should be aware of complications  The primary objective 
of our study is to mitigate this adverse event at the time of the dermal filler 
injection rather than after symptoms of occlusion present  This study aimed 
to assess the use of a thermal camera in the diagnosis and treatment of 
arterial occlusion after using dermal filler in an animal model 

Design: A rabbit model previously developed by Nie et al has been used as 
the rabbits’ ear vasculature can be easily visualized using transillumination 
photography  The animals were anesthetized, and transillumination assisted 
and confirmed the dermal filler injection (0 25 cc filler/ear, inside each ear’s 
main vessel)  After ~ 45 minutes, hyaluronidase treatment was performed to 
reverse the occlusion  A livestream from the FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared 
Thermal Imaging) thermal camera images was visible throughout the 
procedure, and still images were obtained before the occlusion, after the 
occlusion, and after hyaluronidase treatment (reperfusion was documented 
by visualization and transillumination imaging)  The mean ear temperatures 
represented by the photographs were analyzed as a function of time, 
shown in 2 graphics (one for each ear) 

Findings: Temperature images were collected while monitoring occlusion/
reperfusion following intravascular injection of HA filler into both ears  After 
~45 minutes, the temperature of the left ear returned to baseline, indicating 
the occlusion resolved on its own  At the same time, by transillumination, 
it was possible to see the HA embolus moving, and the obstruction 
disappeared  Conversely, the temperature images collected of the right 
ear continued to drop, implying the occlusion remained in the vasculature 
(which was confirmed by transillumination)  Then, after hyaluronidase was 

injected, the temperature started to increase in the right ear  Reperfusion 
was confirmed by transillumination monitoring 

Summary: We believe that the FLIR Thermal camera may help clinicians 
monitor risky injection areas and determine if occlusion is happening 
prior to the onset of symptoms  The thermal photographs can also guide 
hyaluronidase intervention and can analyze in real-time whether the 
occlusion is resolving when the treatment is performed  Further, this study 
demonstrates a new use for a widely available, cost-effective, imaging tool 
that can be used to increase safety during dermal filler procedures in areas 
more prone to arterial occlusion  Additional clinical studies with human 
patients are still needed to validate and further refine these findings 

 

Primary Author: Jameson Loyal, MD, Cosmetic Laser Dermatology, San 
Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Sabrina Fabi, MD; Nina Hartman, MD; Rawaa Almukhtar, MD; 
Emily Carr, MD

A Randomized, Single-center, Double Blinded, Split-body Clinical Trial 
of Poly-L-Lactic Acid for the Treatment of Cellulite of the Buttocks and 
Thighs

Purpose: Cellulite and skin laxity of the buttocks and thighs is distressing 
to many patients resulting in many consultations with cosmetic 
dermatologists  Frequently patients desire non-invasive procedures with 
minimal to no-downtime  Poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) is an injectable implant 
approved by the U S  Food and Drug Administration (FDA), for facial 
lipoatrophy for cosmetic use and for facial lipoatrophy in patients with 
HIV, that has since gained popularity for off-face uses  PLLA can be used 
to improve dermal depressions caused by cellulite and also improve skin 
laxity  The primary objective of this clinical trial was to assess the safety, 
efficacy, and patient satisfaction of the use of PLLA for treatment of cellulite 
of the buttocks and thighs 

Design: This is a prospective, single-site, double-blinded, split-
body, randomized clinical trial that was conducted over the course of 
approximately 11 months (2 months of treatments and 9 months of 
follow-up status-post the last treatment)  Female subjects aged 30 to 60 
with mild to moderate cellulite and slight to moderate laxity of the buttocks 
and/or thighs according to the Hexsel, Dal’Forno, Hexsel Cellulite Severity 
Scale were enrolled  The right and left buttocks and/or thighs were then 
randomized to receive up to 2 vials (32cc) of PLLA per treatment area 
(buttocks and thighs classified as two separate treatment areas)  The side 
not randomized to receive PLLA was treated with the same volume of 
bacteriostatic water  Between 0 05-0 1mL/cm2 of PLLA or bacteriostatic 
water was then injected into the treatment area using a 22G cannula or 
needle  Subjects underwent a total of three treatment sessions during 
the course of the study  2-D and 3-D standardized photography of the 
treatment zone was obtained throughout the trial  Primary endpoints 
of the study included: blinded investigator evaluation of the buttocks 
and thighs utilizing the Hexsel, Dal’Forno, Hexsel Cellulite Severity 
Scale; blinded investigator evaluating the thighs (if treated) utilizing the 
Galderma Posterior Thigh Cellulite Scale at Rest; blinded physician global 
aesthetic improvement scale (PGAIS); and blinded evaluator identifying 
the correct treatment side at the end of the trial  Secondary endpoints 
included: subject global aesthetic improvement scale (SGIAS) and subject 
satisfaction  Safety of the procedure and potential side effects were 
evaluated throughout the entire trial 

Findings: 19 female subjects between the ages of 31 and 53 completed 
the study  4 patients withdrew from the study or were non-complaint  
Preliminary data reveals improvement in discrete cellulite dimples 
of the buttocks and thighs  Improvement in overall skin texture was 
also observed  Lifting of laxed skin of the treated zones also showed 
improvement  Consistent, standardized medical photography is absolutely 
necessary for evaluation of cellulite treatments 
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Summary: Cellulite is a difficult condition to treat  It is imperative for 
clinicians to examine patients properly in the initial consultation as cellulite 
is often seen in association with skin laxity  PLLA can help address discrete 
cellulite-causing dimples as well as help thicken the skin to provide lifting 
to address skin laxity and provide an overall smoother quality to the treated 
areas  PLLA can be easily added to the armamentarium of the cosmetic 
dermatologist for this difficult to treat condition  Further studies are needed 
to determine how best to combine the use of PLLA with other treatment 
modalities to further address cellulite and skin laxity 

 

Primary Author: Jameson Loyal, MD, Cosmetic Laser Dermatology, San 
Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Kunal Angra, MD; Sabrina Fabi, MD, FAACS; Leysin Fletcher, 
PA-C; Nina Hartman, MD; Michael B  Lipp, DO

Prospective, Randomized, Trial Evaluating the Safety and Efficacy of 
Microfocused Ultrasound Using a Standard versus Targeted Tissue 
Protocol for Lifting and Tightening the Lower Face and Neck

Purpose: Laxity of the lower face and neck with the formation of jowling 
and loss of the mandibular angle is a common concern of patients seeking 
cosmetic procedures  Often patients presenting for this cosmetic concern 
request non-invasive, no-downtime treatment modalities that will provide 
results and allow them to resume their busy routines without interruption  
Microfocused ultrasound with visualization delivers ultrasound energy 
in focal 1mm3 microthermal columns at approximately 65°C to induce 
contraction of collagen fibers and subsequent remodeling to lift and tighten 
the skin  The standard treatment protocol for this FDA cleared device calls 
for 360 lines with the 4MHz-4 5mm transducer followed by 310 lines with 
the 7MHz-3 0mm transducer delivered to the lower face and neck  Treating 
all patients with this one size fits all model does not take into consideration 
variances in facial anatomy and skin tissue thickness and may result in 
suboptimal results and poor patient satisfaction  Customizing the dual 
depth treatment protocol to the anatomy of each individual patient by 
visualizing the superficial muscular aponeurotic system (SMAS) and fibrous 
septae of the lower face and neck and then choosing the appropriate depth 
transducers (4MHz-4 5mm, 7MHz-3 0mm, 10MHz-1 5mm) may result in a 
more efficacious treatment with higher patient satisfaction 

Design: This is a prospective, randomized, single-center, open-label 
clinical trial  Female subjects aged 35-65 with moderate to severe 
sagging of the jawline area were randomized to receive one microfocused 
ultrasound treatment of the lower face and upper neck utilizing the 
standard dual depth treatment protocol or the custom dual depth treatment 
protocol based on the subject’s unique anatomy of the treatment zone  3D 
photography measuring submental and neck lift, blinded evaluation of the 
jawline area, investigator and subject global aesthetic improvement scales, 
subject visual pain scale, masked evaluation of before and after photos, 
and subject satisfaction questionnaires were utilized for this trial 

Findings: 51 subjects were initially enrolled  22 subjects randomized to the 
standard treatment protocol completed the trial  24 subjects randomized 
to the custom treatment protocol completed the trail  5 patients either 
withdrew from the trial or were lost to follow-up  Subjects enrolled in 
the custom treatment protocol had more improvement in skin laxity 
according to the jawline scale as well as a greater degree of improvement 
in submental reduction  Additionally, subjects enrolled in the custom 
treatment protocol demonstrated greater satisfaction 

Summary: Microfocused ultrasound is a powerful tool to lift and tighten 
the skin on the face and neck  This trial demonstrates the importance of 
utilizing the ultrasound visualization of the device to customize a treatment 
protocol to each individual patient  By correctly targeting the ultrasound 
energy to the SMAS and fibrous septae one can target the correct tissue 
plane for maximal neocollagenesis and patient satisfaction 

 

Primary Author: Jameson Loyal, MD, Cosmetic Laser Dermatology, San 
Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Kimberly J  Butterwick, MD; Nina Hartman, MD; Mitchel P  
Goldman, MD

Improving Safety of Dermal Filler Injections – Implementation of 
Ultrasonography

Purpose: Dermal filler injections are a common cosmetic procedure that 
carries risk of intravascular injection even with expert knowledge of relevant 
anatomy  Additionally, some injection techniques such as the temples, 
nasolabial folds, and pyriform involve more risk than others due to critical 
vascular structures with varying anatomic paths  The authors provide 
guidance on implementation of ultrasonography for dermal filler injections 
as well as use for diagnosing and treating vascular occlusions in a busy, 
multi-physician, cosmetic dermatology practice 

Design: A retrospective review was performed at a multi-physician, 
cosmetic dermatology practice that implemented the use of 
ultrasonography from late 2021 through 2022  Patients undergoing 
dermal filler injections with the aid of ultrasonography were identified and 
the specific anatomic region injected was noted  Any aberrant anatomy 
seen on ultrasound imaging described in the clinical note was tabulated  
Clinicians implementing ultrasonography within the practice were queried 
regarding ease of use of ultrasonography, expected learning curve, 
and amount of time for image-guided dermal filler injections  Use of 
this imaging technology to localize, diagnose, inject hyaluronidase, and 
visualize resolution of a vascular occlusion was also investigated 

Findings: Use of image-guided dermal filler injections allowed the clinician 
to more confidently ensure safe injections; however, the implementation 
of this technology required a steep learning curve, longer injection 
appointment times, and assistance of more support staff  Temples were 
the common anatomic area in which this image modality was implemented  
Use of ultrasound during a vascular occlusion event allowed for more 
precise injection of hyaluronidase and real-time visualization of reperfusion  
The authors provide guidelines to best implement this technology for both 
dermal filler injection and diagnosis/treatment of vascular occlusions 

Summary: The use of ultrasonography has the potential to increase safety 
of dermal filler injections for high-risk anatomic areas  Expert baseline 
knowledge of relevant anatomy is imperative and will make implementing 
ultrasound technology easier as this imaging modality tends to have a 
steep learning curve  Use of ultrasound during vascular occlusion events 
can help the clinician ensure vascular flow as clinical signs can often be 
confusing with concomitant bruising and swelling 

 

Primary Author: Jameson Loyal, MD, Cosmetic Laser Dermatology, San 
Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Mitchel P  Goldman, MD; Nina Hartman, MD

A Retrospective Evaluation of the Safety of Subsurface Monopolar 
Radiofrequency for Skin Tightening of the Face and Body – A Focus on 
Common and Rare Complications

Purpose: Subsurface monopolar radiofrequency is a minimally invasive 
surgical procedure that can help tighten loose and/or crepey skin on the 
face and body  The procedure can be done alone or in combination with 
other surgical procedures such as liposuction  We report two cases of a 
liposeroma, a rare complication of this procedure, and provide guidance 
for recognition and treatment  Additionally, we report a thorough review 
on all complications seen with this procedure at our large, multi-physician, 
cosmetic dermatology practice 

Design: A retrospective chart review of all patients who underwent 
subsurface monopolar radiofrequency on the face or body from 2014 to 
early 2022 at a large, multi-physician cosmetic dermatology practice was 
analyzed  Operative reports and follow-up clinic notes were analyzed for 
complications, treatment of the complication, and other relevant information 
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Findings: 1018 unique subsurface monopolar radiofrequency procedures 
were performed between 2014 and early 2022 at a large, multi-physician 
cosmetic dermatology practice  The submentum and jawline areas were 
the most common treatment zones  Subsurface monopolar radiofrequency 
was most commonly performed in combination with liposuction  Use of the 
device for tightening loose skin on the body gradually fell out of favor due 
to lack of significant long-term improvement  Overall, complications from 
this procedure are infrequent; however, the most common complication 
seen in this patient cohort was temporary marginal mandibular nerve 
palsy when the submentum and/or jawline was treated  Two cases of 
liposeromas after this procedure are highlighted as this has never been 
reported in the literature 

Summary: Subsurface monopolar radiofrequency is a safe procedure when 
performed by an experienced surgeon  This procedure provides optimal 
results when used in combination with liposuction  Optimal skin tightening 
was seen on the face  Although complications are infrequent, it is 
imperative for the surgeon to recognize early clinical signs of common and 
rare complications  Finally, the authors provide guidance for recognizing 
and treating complications from subsurface monopolar radiofrequency 

  

Primary Author: Jamie Manning, MD, Montefiore Medical Center, New 
York, NY

Co-Author: David Ciocon, MD

Use of injectable poly-L-lactic acid filler for atrophic scarring: a case 
report

Purpose: Treatment of cutaneous atrophic scarring following surgery or 
trauma remains a therapeutic challenge  Second intention wound healing, 
especially in concave areas of the face, can be beneficial for many defects 
following Mohs micrographic surgery(MMS) given that granulating wounds 
are rarely infected, have decreased intraoperative morbidity, reduced 
post-operative pain and bleeding, decreased procedure costs and post-
operative wound care can be simplified  However, atrophic scarring is a 
potential complication  Treatment options for atrophic scarring include 
light and laser resurfacing, dermabrasion, subcision and surgical excision  
All of these approaches have varying degrees of success depending on 
the depth of the scar and can involve significant patient downtime and 
discomfort  Poly-L-Lactic acid (PLLA) is an injectable semi-permanent 
filler that is typically injected in the subcutaneous or supraperiostal plane 
to restore volume and stimulate collagen production  The combination 
of topical PLLA with fractional ablative lasers and microneedle fractional 
radiofrequency has been effective in the treatment of atrophic scarring and 
upper lip rhytides  One study examined the use of injectable PLLA for acne 
scarring using a 5- and 10-mL dilution, with nodule formation noted in 1 of 
22 patients 

Design: Here we report a novel case of atrophic scarring due to second 
intention healing of the left nasal sidewall following MMS of a squamous 
cell carcinoma in situ that was successfully treated with injectable 
hyperdilute PLLA 

Findings: The patient was treated with 0 1 to 0 3 cc of PLLA, reconstituted 
to a total dilution of 18cc, injected with a 25-gauge needle with significant 
improvement noted following 4 sessions over a 5-month period 

Summary: The delayed appearance of subcutaneous nodules or papules 
has been an ongoing concern in the use of superficially injected PLLA  
However, this was mitigated in our patient by use of hyperdilute PLLA 
and by use of a low volume, serial puncture technique, which allows a 
more uniform and small volume distribution of the product throughout the 
treatment area  Although limited by the small sample size, this case report 
suggests the safety and efficacy of PLLA in the novel treatment of post-
surgical atrophic scarring following MMS  

 

Primary Author: Gilly Munavalli, MD, Medical Director, Dermatology, Laser, 
& Vein Specialists of the Carolinas, Charlotte, NC

Single Treatment Protocol with Microneedle Fractional Bipolar 
Radiofrequency for Nonsurgical Eyebrow Lift 

Purpose: Eyebrow position is a critical aspect of facial aesthetics, but it 
is often inadequately addressed with non-invasive procedures, due to a 
lack of safe and effective treatment options  A case series using treatment 
with a bipolar fractionated radiofrequency device demonstrated brow 
elevation that continued to improve for 6-12 months  This was a pilot study 
to evaluate if patients can achieve a non-surgical eyebrow lift with minimal 
side effects and downtime, using a bipolar fractionated radiofrequency 
device, as an alternative to other non-surgical modalities, such as 
neurotoxins, fillers, and micro-focused ultrasound 

Design: Subjects with a desire to have an elevated brow position or a 
more open appearance of their eyes underwent a single treatment with 
the bipolar fractionated radiofrequency (FRF) device using a dermal 
cartridge  Complete anesthesia of the forehead was performed with 
bilateral supraorbital and supratrochlear lidocaine with epinephrine blocks 
and injection of lidocaine in the dermis  Approximately 60 to 100 FRF 
microneedle insertions, spaced 4 mm apart, were done laterally to the 
bilateral temporal fusion lines, with the inferior limit the upper aspect of the 
brow to the hairline superiorly  Two extra insertions were performed over 
the optimal apex of the eyebrow at the level of the lateral limbus  Electronic 
measurements were taken to the top of the eyebrows from the medial 
and lateral canthus and from the medial and lateral limbus at baseline 
and follow-ups  Average eyebrow height at the 6-month follow-up was 
compared to baseline

Findings: Ten females (mean age 52±6 years) with Fitzpatrick Skin Types 
II-III received treatment  Average eyebrow height at baseline was 21 1 
mm  Mean change in brow position was highly statistically significant (p< 
0 01) at both the 2-month and 6-month follow-ups, with an average lift of 
0 69 mm at the 6-month follow-up  Subject assessments were positive 
with 70% of subjects reporting moderate to excellent improvement at the 
6-month follow-up  Treatments were well tolerated and associated with 1 
week of mild periorbital edema

Summary: The results from this novel treatment indication with 
microneedle-based FRF demonstrated safe and effective eyebrow elevation 
that continued to improve to the 6-month follow-up after a single treatment  
Study in a larger population is warranted  Use of FRF in an asymmetric 
treatment pattern to compensate for preexisting brow position or treatment 
to one side of the forehead to improve brow symmetry should be explored

Primary Author: Morgan Murphrey, MD, MS, Resident, UC Davis 
Dermatology, Sacramento, CA

Co-Author: Sabrina Fabi, MD

Patient preferences and perceptions concerning aesthetic providers 
and social media

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: With the rise of social media, many aesthetic providers have 
established a presence on social media, and many patients are following 
along  However, there has been little research to evaluate how patients 
perceive aesthetic providers on social media and what they desire to see 
on professional accounts  This study aimed to evaluate the social media 
preferences and perceptions of patients who undergo aesthetic procedures 

Design: A survey was sent to a random sample of 2063 respondents in 
the United States via SurveyMonkey® (San Mateo, CA), and 651 (32%) 
individuals identified that they underwent medical aesthetic procedures 
(i e  botulinum toxin injections, fillers, laser procedures, etc)  Descriptive 
statistics were used to analyze the characteristics and preferences of 
subjects 
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Findings: The majority of respondents identified as female, but a large 
portion (43%) of individuals that underwent cosmetic procedures identified 
as male  Respondents used multiple social media outlets, with Facebook 
the most popular (n=455, 70%), followed by Instagram (n=423, 65%), 
YouTube (n=410, 63%), and TikTok (n=296, 45%)  The least common 
platform was Snapchat (n=186, 29%)  When considering if an aesthetic 
medical provider’s social media presence positively impacted their desire 
to see the provider, 41% indicated “yes, if on any social media platform”, 
while 48% of respondents indicated “neutral or no opinion ” A minority of 
respondents (9%) preferred their provider not to be on social media at all  
Respondents were not necessarily influenced by the number of followers: 
43% of respondents indicated the number of followers did not influence 
their perception of the provider as an expert  However, the majority of 
respondents (55%) indicated they would prefer to see a provider with a 
blue checkmark  With regard to content published, 70% of respondents 
found it very important (36%) or important (34%) that a provider show 
before & after photos on their social media page  One-third of respondents 
indicated they would prefer not to see personal content, and of those who 
indicated they would like to see personal content, family and interpersonal 
relationship content were most preferred (n=236, 36%) 

Summary: Amongst aesthetic patients in the United States, Facebook, 
Instagram, and YouTube were the most common social media outlets  
A social media presence is not a strict requirement for success  Many 
respondents felt neutral or had no opinion regarding aesthetic providers 
on social media, although 41% reported an aesthetic provider’s social 
media presence positively impacted their desire to see the provider as a 
patient  Additionally, patients preferred a provider with certain social media 
characteristics, such as verification as indicated by a blue checkmark, as 
well as before and after photos  Aesthetic providers who opt to have a 
professional social media account should take care when determining what 
content to publish to their social accounts and should consider focusing on 
educational, promotional, and family and interpersonal content 

Primary Author: Elaine Otchere, MD, Resident, Duke University Medical 
Center, Durham, NC

Co-Authors: Claude S  Burton, MD; Carrie Diamond, BA; Lily Guo, BS; 
Courtney Powers, PA; Chandler Rundle, MD; Amanda Suggs, MD

Long-term Pulsed Dye Laser Treatment for Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus with Cutaneous Features in Fitzpatrick Skin Type V: A 
Case Report

Purpose: Cutaneous lupus erythematosus (CLE) can be difficult to 
treat cosmetically  Recently, there has been an expansion of literature 
documenting the use of various cosmetic procedures, including lasers, in 
the treatment of CLE  These reports predominately focus on treatments 
in lighter skin (Fitzpatrick skin types I and II), compared to darker skin  
Reports of treatments in patients with Fitzpatrick skin types V and VI 
are rare despite CLE variants, such as DLE, having higher prevalence, 
incidence, and disease severity in this population of patients  We describe 
the efficacy and safety of long-term pulsed dye laser (PDL) treatment in a 
Fitzpatrick skin type V patient with DLE in the setting of SLE 

Design: A 29-year-old Black woman, with history of SLE and mixed CTD 
(+ANA/RF/RNP/Ro), interstitial lung disease, nephrotic range proteinuria, 
serositis, sicca symptoms, discoid lupus lesions, and Raynaud’s syndrome, 
first presented to our dermatology clinic at the age of 23 years with 
bilateral malar dyschromic atrophic plaques with background of significant 
erythema  Her lesions were associated with pruritus, burning, and 
soreness  Systemic medications included hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice 
daily and mycophenolate mofetil 3 grams daily  Topically, she was applying 
tacrolimus twice daily and desonide every other day to the affected areas 
on her face  She had also undergone intralesional kenalog injections for her 
discoid lesions  She exercised fastidious sun protection and avoidance  
Her cutaneous symptoms were not adequately controlled with her systemic 
and topical treatments and she was referred to laser clinic  Initial treatment 
with a 1064-nm laser was unsuccessful and PDL was subsequently trialed  
A 595-nm PDL (Candela Vbeam Perfecta, CandelaMedical, Wayland, MA) 

was used on a test area with a pulse width of 10 ms for the left medial 
cheek and 1 5 ms for the left lateral cheek, 7-mm spot size set to a fluence 
of 8 J/cm2, and a 30/20 ms surface cooling spray/delay  She tolerated the 
test spot well and continued treatment with 595-nm PDL every 2-3 months  
Photos were obtained at every visit prior to treatment 

Findings: After two sessions with the 595nm laser, it was noted that 
patient was no longer having active lesions  Improvement in the scarring 
and dyschromia was documented after three sessions  Over 6 years, the 
patient underwent a total of 24 sessions of PDL treatment  Overall, she 
achieved satisfactory response with PDL treatment including decreased 
erythema, decreased scarring, re-pigmentation, attenuation of the burning 
and pruritus, and decreased flares of active disease of her facial lesions  
She continues to undergo laser treatment and has endorsed satisfaction 
with her treatment  There have been no associated complications with her 
PDL treatments 

Summary: Despite the emergent use of laser treatments in CLE, there are 
few reports of laser treatment in patients with Fitzpatrick skin type V or 
greater  This case serves as a reminder that PDL treatment in darker skin 
types can be safe and effective when clinically indicated  Further studies 
are warranted to help determine effectiveness, specific parameters, and 
possible long-term effects of PDL in DLE patients with darker skin types  
Such cosmetic procedures can significantly help in improving the overall 
well-being and quality of life outcomes in this patient population 
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High subject satisfaction and natural-looking results after treatment of 
lateral canthal lines with relabotulinumtoxinA, a new liquid botulinum 
toxin (READY-2 Phase III trial)

Purpose: RelabotulinumtoxinA (relaBoNT-A) is an innovative, highly active, 
ready-to-use liquid botulinum toxin A, manufactured using a unique 
process1 that maintains an active toxin conformation throughout  Here we 
present results from the READY-2 Phase III study in lateral canthal lines 
(LCLs) (NCT04249687), focusing on subject-reported parameters 

Design: Subjects with moderate-to-severe LCLs at maximum smile 
(N=303) were randomized 3:1 to relaBoNT A 60U:placebo  Assessments 
included: wrinkle severity investigator live assessment (ILA) and subject 
live assessment (SLA); subject-reported aesthetic improvement, well-being 
(FACE-Q), naturalness and treatment satisfaction questionnaires; and 
adverse events  Primary endpoint was composite 2-grade improvement 
(both ILA and SLA) at Month 1 

Findings: Month-1 composite 2-grade responder rate was higher for 
relaBoNT-A, 52%, than placebo, 1 4%, p< 0 001 (primary endpoint)  Almost 
all subjects (>90%) reported ≥1-grade LCL improvement (SLA, p< 0 001 
vs placebo) and aesthetic improvement at maximum smile, 1 month after 
relaBoNT-A treatment  This was accompanied by high subject satisfaction 
with appearance (total scores: 72 vs  47 [placebo]) and treatment (total 
scores: 81 vs  34) in the Month-1 FLTSQ questionnaire  Throughout 6 
months after relaBoNT-A treatment, ≥84% of subjects reported satisfaction 
with treatment outcome, ≥82% looking natural when smiling, and had 
improved psychological well-being total scores (FACE-Q) over baseline 
(+9 7 or higher)  Treatment-related adverse events were mild-to-moderate 
and non-serious 

Summary: LCL treatment with relaBoNT-A was effective and associated 
with high subject satisfaction, including satisfaction with treatment 
outcome (≥84%), natural results (≥82%), and positive effects on 
psychological well-being up to 6 months after treatment  The primary 
endpoint was met and the treatment was safe 
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Primary Author: Dharmik Patel, MD, Resident, Medical College of 
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Co-Author: Travis Kuemmet, MD

Combined Pulsed Dye Laser and Intense Pulsed Light For The 
Treatment Of A Port-wine Stain Capillary Malformation Of The Face 
And Neck

Purpose: To describe the use of 595 nm pulsed dye laser (PDL) and 
intense pulsed light (IPL) for a successful treatment of port-wine stain 

Design: Case report

Findings: A 51-year-old-female presented to the dermatology clinic 
for a treatment of a port-wine stain capillary malformation (PWS)  The 
lesion was present since childhood and located on the left face and neck 
measuring 15 0 cm x 5 0 cm  Our patient noted in the several years prior 
to presentation that the affected area began to darken in color, prompting 
referral for treatment  She initially had four treatments with PDL at a pulse 
width of 1 5 milliseconds and purpuric endpoint from 5/2021 to 8/2021  
Although progressive lightening and improvement of the PWS was noted, 
she had somewhat stalled in her progress, and had mild hemosiderin 
staining in the treated areas secondary to resolved purpura  The patient 
also expressed her desire to avoid prolonged purpura during recovery  At 
this time, it was decided to change management plan and implement PDL 
with sub-purpuric settings and slightly longer pulse widths of 6 millisecond 
and 3 milliseconds with two passes, and IPL tuned for vascular indications 
over the course of treatment from 9/2021 to 3/2022  The patient reported 
minimal purpura after that was quick to resolve and very tolerable after 
each treatment  During this time frame the brown hemosiderin staining and 
remaining red patches improved nicely with each subsequent treatment 

Summary: We describe the role of using augmenting PDL using IPL 
devices during a single treatment session of PWS to improve the lesion 
clearance rates, and decrease patient downtime from bruising  Usage of 
IPL based devices have been noted in the literature and used for PDL-
resistant PWS  A more recent prospective study by Yu et al  demonstrated 
efficacy of a combined approach in 33 PWS lesions  In this study, statistical 
differences were not found when comparing combination approach vs PDL 
alone, but only had evaluation after a total of three treatment sessions in 
this study  In our case, given the stall in progression, we propose that IPL 
may allow for further improvement in resistant lesions when combined with 
more traditional treatment methods  IPL may allow for multiple passes with 
greater cumulative heating in the dermal capillaries without damaging the 
epidermis, especially with a contact epidermal cooling system  Our patient 
was able to achieve satisfactory clearance of the lesion with minimal 
downtime utilizing this combined approach 

 

Primary Author: Sydney Proffer, MS, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, 
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Prospective Longitudinal Clinical Trial Evaluating Efficacy and 
Tolerability of Topical Platelet Exosomes for Skin Rejuvenation

Purpose: To determine the effect of topical platelet-derived exosome 
product, or human platelet extract ( plated )TM on skin health  This study 
evaluated 56 subjects over 12 weeks with twice daily topical platelet 
exosome application  Sub-cohort analysis included quantitative facial 
skin aging parameters using VISIA-CR Gen 5 3D PRIMOS in addition to 
histology for neocollagenesis and elastogenesis 

Design: Fifty-six patients (age 40-85 years, Fitzpatrick skin types I-VI, with 
mild to moderate global face wrinkles and moderate global fine lines based 
on modified Griffiths’ 10-point scale) were enrolled  Patients were excluded 

if they had prior anti-aging or aesthetic treatment within the last 6 months, 
active skin disease, intense UV exposure, or allergy/skin hypersensitivity  
Vitamin A acid or derivative wash-out period was 3 months prior to study 
initiation  Patients followed a standardized skin care regimen  Evaluation 
at baseline, 6-weeks, and 12-weeks included patient questionnaires 
(Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale and Modified Cosmetic Improvement 
Scale), adverse effects reporting, VISIA-CR Gen 5 3D PRIMOS (Canfield, 
Parsippany, NJ), standard photography, and histological analysis for 
collagen and elastin at 12 weeks  Paired, two-tailed, Student’s t-test was 
utilized (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA) to analyze specific sub-
cohorts, variables, and parameters within the study population 

Findings: Global skin health analysis evaluated facial skin rejuvenation 
in two phases: 1) skin health induction, occurring at 4-6 weeks, and 2) 
skin health maintenance, occurring at 6 weeks and beyond  For skin 
health induction phase (baseline to 6 weeks), there was a statistically 
significant mean delta reduction of -2 39 ± 2 68 (mean ± SD, p=0 005) 
in erythema fractional area  Similarly, there was a statistically significant 
mean delta reduction of -0 0161 ± 0 005 (mean ± SD, p ≤ 0 0001) in brown 
spot fractional area  For skin health maintenance (6 to 12 weeks), 87 3% 
of patients had slight to exceptional improvement in overall cosmetic 
improvement  Individuals at 12 weeks noticed minimal to significant 
improvement in the skin texture (90 9%), wrinkle reduction (85 5%), 
skin tone (94 6%), and redness (67 3%)  No significant adverse events  
Histological analysis revealed improvement in collagen and elastin, most 
notably in the papillary dermis  It further correlated with improvement 
in collagen bundle thickness (p ≤ 0 0001) on transmission electron 
microscopy 

Summary: This study demonstrates safety and efficacy of a novel topical 
regenerative platelet-derived exosome product, human platelet extract 
(plated )TM with improvement in skin health parameters after 12 weeks  It 
is a promising new, standardized, shelf-stable, and validated product to 
achieve the goals of regenerative aesthetics in improving form and function 
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A Novel Regenerative Skin Health Score for Facial Aging using VISIA-
CR 3D PRIMOS Technology – Implications for Fitzpatrick Skin Types I 
to VI

Purpose: Defines a new methodology for determining overall skin health 
in the field of regenerative aesthetics  Herein we create an integrated and 
data-driven skin health score that combines multimodal facial imaging 
parameters (wrinkles, luminosity, color evenness, brown spots, and 
redness) to analyze the effect of topical platelet exosomes on facial skin 
rejuvenation 

Design: Topical platelet exosome product, or human platelet extract ( 
plated )TM is a leukocyte-depleted allogeneic product from U S  sourced 
pooled apheresed platelets with consistent batch purity and potency  
Herein we hypothesize that topical platelet exosomes, based on their 
intrinsic propensity for regenerative health, will improve wrinkle count, 
pigmentation, erythema, and skin tone  The skin health score (SHS) was 
generated using VISIA-CR quantitative data examining multidimensional 
skin aging parameters  This equation is calculated analyzing mean delta 
improvement in (color evenness multiplied by luminosity) divided by 
(erythema multiplied by wrinkle fractional area multiplied by brown spot) 
mean delta reduction to assess the effect of topical platelet exosomes on 
skin health 

Findings: Fifty-six subjects, 8 males and 48 females, were enrolled in this 
study, aged 40 to 80 years with a mean age of 54 (± 11) years  Fitzpatrick 
skin types and races were represented: 82% (n=46) Fitzpatrick I-II, 16% 
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(n=9) Fitzpatrick III, 2% (n=1) Fitzpatrick IV-V  The skin health score 
(SHS) equation was created [(mean delta improvement in color evenness 
x luminosity) / (mean delta reduction in wrinkles x erythema x brown 
pigmentation)], which allowed for an integrated evaluation of facial aging 
parameters across the entire study cohort and specific sub-cohort skin of 
color patient analysis  Baseline skin health scores were calculated for all 
subjects (mean ± SD = 145 2 ± 131 5), and at 6-weeks (mean ± SD = 206 5 
± 134 1)  Paired, two-tailed, Student’s t-test (GraphPad Software Inc, San 
Diego, CA) demonstrated statistically significant improvement in skin health 
scores from baseline over just 6 weeks across the entire study cohort 
(p=0 0005) with an average improvement in 61 3 points  Skin of color sub-
cohort analysis included 9 subjects [ages 41 to 71 years, Fitzpatrick III-V 
skin, and majority female (n=7)]  When reviewing skin health scores, there 
was a nonsignificant change in baseline versus 6 weeks using the skin 
health score, which could be attributed to low enrollment  Baseline skin 
health scores for skin of color patients demonstrated (mean ± SD = 180 8 ± 
150 7), and at 6-weeks (mean ± SD = 183 ± 134 0) with a mean change in 
2 5 points between time points 

Summary: Skin rejuvenation should be viewed holistically  Creation of a 
multidimensional skin health score allows for quantitative assessment and 
analysis of interaction between photoaging parameters (color evenness, 
luminosity, wrinkles, erythema, and brown spots)  The skin health score 
should be used as a metric to analyze normalization of skin health, with 
higher scores demonstrating greater overall skin health  To the authors 
knowledge, this is the first description of an overall skin health score using 
quantifiable data in an effort to elevate current subjective standard of skin 
age grading 

 

Primary Author: Carolina Puyana, MD, MSPH, Resident, University of 
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Applications of Bakuchiol in Dermatology; Systematic Review of the 
Literature

Purpose: Bakuchiol (BAK), a meroterpene phenol abundant in the plant 
Psoralea Corylifolia, is an emerging cosmeceutical agent with promising 
antiaging, anti-inflammatory, and antibacterial properties  The trend for 
“clean” skincare products and search for anti-aging retinoid alternatives 
have poised BAK as a “must-have” ingredient in skincare  The purpose 
of this study was to review the data for the applications of BAK in 
dermatology 

Design: A systematic review of studies describing the use of BAK in 
dermatology was performed  We performed an electronic literature search 
of PubMed database November 2021 utilizing search terms [“Bakuchiol” 
and “Dermatology”] or [“Bakuchiol” and “Skin”] 

Findings: Thirty articles matched our search terms  One was excluded 
due to language other than english  Sixteen were pre-clinical studies, 
seven clinical studies, three commentaries, two narrative reviews, and 
one report on adverse events  BAK has been mostly studied for its effects 
on photoaging, acne, and post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH), 
showing beneficial results comparable to those achieved by topical 
retinoids  While having no structural resemblance to retinoids, BAK 
can function as a retinol analog, through retinol-like regulation of gene 
expression  In in-vivo studies, BAK was used alone or in combination 
with other products resulting in a significant reduction in photodamage, 
hyperpigmentation, wrinkle scores, and acne severity  Additionally, in vitro 
studies hinted at its anti-cancer properties by inhibiting epidermal growth 
factor induced neoplastic cell transformation  Also, demonstrated potential 
applications in psoriasis by normalizing keratinocyte activity and in 
pigmentary disorders through inhibition of melanogenesis  There was one 
adverse event case reported of contact dermatitis in the literature 

Summary: BAK has been poised in the skin-care market as a retinol 
alternative with proven anti-aging, antibacterial, and anti-inflammatory 
properties  To our satisfaction, research methods in cosmetic studies have 
evolved to involve highly sophisticated and objective grading mechanisms 
in comparison to old studies which relied mostly on in-person evaluations 
subject to bias  Additional studies are warranted to better understand and 
maximize BAK applications in dermatology 
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Muscle Stimulation for Aesthetic Body Shaping: A Comprehensive and 
Critical Review

Purpose: Aesthetic muscle stimulation (AMS) via high-intensity focused 
electromagnetic (HIFEM) treatments target skeletal muscle neurons, 
causing muscle hypertrophy and loss of adipose tissue, thereby cultivating 
a desired sculpted physique  Many studies have evaluated AMS for non-
invasive body contouring, however, the efficacy, safety, long-term data, and 
clinical guidelines for use remain unclear  The purpose of this study was to 
critically evaluate the current literature on use of electromagnetic muscle 
stimulation for body contouring, and provide a consensus on patient 
selection and long-term efficacy 

Design: PubMed and Embase were searched using the terms: “HIFEM,” 
“Electromagnetic therapy” and “muscle,” or “Electrical stimulation muscle 
treatments” and “aesthetics”  Studies involving use of muscle stimulation 
for non-aesthetic/dermatologic, in-vitro studies or studies involving animals 
were excluded  The quality of evidence for each study was determined 
according to modified Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, 
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) scale 

Findings: Twenty studies in total were included [9 moderate-quality, 8 low-
quality, 3 very-low quality studies] based on the GRADE scale, representing 
521 patients  Body sites evaluated included the abdomen (378 patients), 
buttock (156 patients), arms (22 patients), and calves (15 patients)  There 
were no studies investigating the use of AMS in thigh contouring  Based 
on the evidence reviewed, the authors propose a strong recommendation 
for use of HIFEM for abdominal remodeling, and weak recommendations 
for buttock, calf, and arm remodeling  These data also suggest that 
muscle stimulation has longer-term efficacy beyond the treatment window, 
however, some studies demonstrating a slight reduction in efficacy ranging 
from three months to one-year post-treatment suggest that there is utility 
in maintenance treatments  As such, the authors recommend patient re-
evaluation three to six months following initial treatment set to assess for 
need of maintenance treatments  This may vary based on individualized 
aesthetic goals 

Summary: HIFEM represents an effective therapeutic intervention for 
abdominal contouring that yields increased muscle thickness, reduced 
abdominal fat thickness, and reduced diastasis recti for up to one year 
following treatment  There is also some evidence to suggest HIFEM may 
be a useful adjunctive tool in the body remodeling toolbox, where it can be 
used in conjunction with cryolipolysis and radiofrequency to yield superior 
outcomes through targeting various aspects of body contouring with 
distinct mechanisms of action  Larger, controlled studies are needed to 
determine the efficacy of EMMS for contouring of buttocks, arms, calves, 
and thighs 
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How Does Laser-Assisted Drug Delivery Compare to Intralesional 
Injections for the Treatment of Pathological Scars?

Purpose: Hypertrophic scars (HTS) and keloids represent a therapeutic 
challenge  The large number of available treatment options reflects 
the complexity of their management  First-line options often include 
scar injection, performed with triamcinolone acetonide (TAC) or other 
agents such as 5-fluorouracil, verapamil and botulinum toxin A (BTX-A)  
Additionally, ablative fractional laser (AFXL) has also been shown to 
be effective in scar resurfacing  In recent years, laser-assisted drug 
delivery (LADD) has shown improved outcomes when compared to AFXL 
resurfacing alone  LADD consists of topical application of an active agent 
immediately after AFXL treatment of a scar, to enhance its penetration 
through the microablation zones  While numerous publications compare 
AFXL alone to LADD, data comparing intralesional (IL) injections and LADD 
remains sparse  We aimed to summarize available evidence on this topic 
by reviewing split-scar studies comparing IL injections to LADD of a given 
medication 

Design: We performed a PubMed and Clinicaltrials.gov literature search 
(terms: hypertrophic scars, keloids, laser-assisted drug delivery and split-
scar) and cross-referenced articles to specifically include split-scar studies 
comparing IL injection to LADD of any agent for the treatment of HTS or 
keloids 

Findings: Only two studies met our criteria  Abd El-Dayem et al  compared 
four monthly IL TAC to fractional Er:YAG-assisted delivery of topical 
betamethasone on 30 keloids  While both sides showed significant 
improvement compared to baseline, there was no significant difference 
between the respective Vancouver Scar Scale scores  However, there 
was a trend towards more corticosteroid-related adverse effects on the 
IL side, with more telangiectasia, dermal atrophy and dyspigmentation  
Furthermore, IL TAC caused significantly more pain during treatment 
than LADD  The second study, by Sabry et al  compared four monthly 
treatments of IL BTX-A to fractional CO2 laser-assisted delivery of BTX-A 
on 10 keloids and 10 HTS  LADD was significantly superior to IL injections 
in the HTS group, but this difference was not overall significant for the 
keloid group  Moreover, vascularity and pliability of the keloids were 
significantly more improved on the IL injections side  For both studies, 
small sample size and unblinded outcome assessment limit the quality of 
the evidence 

Summary: Only two studies with a split-scar design compare IL injection 
to LADD of a given agent for the treatment of pathological scars  Overall, 
while these two articles help support the role of LADD of corticosteroids 
and BTX-A in the management of HTS/keloids and potentially suggest 
a better safety profile compared to IL corticosteroids injections, they do 
not obviate the role of accessible and affordable IL injections  Striking 
the balance between intralesional injection versus a more elaborate 
device-based treatment remains a resource allocation challenge that more 
research may help solve 

 

Primary Author: Patricia Richey, MD, Lecturer, Harvard School of 
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Psychiatric Comorbidity and Pharmacology in a Cosmetic 
Dermatology Setting: A Retrospective Cohort Study

Purpose: A possible association between psychiatric disorder and 
the motivation for cosmetic procedures is critical to understand given 
increasing procedure rates and the need for clear communication and 
appropriate consultation visits with these patients 

Design: We hypothesized that patients presenting with cosmetic concerns 
would have higher rates of psychiatric medication use/psychiatric 
comorbidity and that the average number of medications would be higher 
than in medical dermatology patients  This retrospective study included 
2000 patients from two clinics (medical dermatology and cosmetic 
dermatology) within a single center  The rate of psychiatric diagnoses and/
or psychiatric medications between the two groups was compared 

Findings: A significantly higher percentage of cosmetic patients carried 
a psychiatric diagnosis (49 2% versus 33 1%) and were on a psychiatric 
medication  Of the patients on psychiatric medications, those in the 
cosmetic group had a significantly higher average number of medications  
The most common medications in the cosmetic group were lorazepam (127 
patients), bupropion (61 patients), escitalopram (49 patients) and sertraline 
(46 patients)  In the medical group, the most common medications were 
lorazepam (51 patients), bupropion (34 patients), trazodone (34 patients) 
and sertraline (34 patients)  When the medications were grouped by drug 
class (Table 4), the cosmetic group displayed higher percentages of use 
amongst all classes but antipsychotics, with significant differences noted in 
the antidepressant, anxiolytic and stimulant groups 

Summary: Patient presenting to cosmetic dermatology are more likely to 
be on a psychiatric medication and/or carry a psychiatric diagnosis  As 
the rate of cosmetic procedures continues to increase, it is crucial that 
physicians understand that many patients with a psychiatric disorder 
require clear communication (and possibly longer consultation visits) 
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Social Media in Aesthetic Dermatology: Analysis of the Users Behind 
the Top Filler Posts

Purpose: Within the aesthetic realm, the influence of social media is quite 
prominent, with a growing percentage of patients using this technology to 
seek out healthcare recommendations and education  In order to ascertain 
the most accurate representation of what our patients may encounter on 
social media, we sought to characterize the top posts on the most popular 
visually-based social media platform (Instagram) 

Design: We queried Instagram with variations of hashtags related to filler 
to determine which hashtags had the greatest number of posts associated 
with them  We then reviewed the top 100 posts associated with the top 
nine hashtags, making note of whether the poster was a physician or non-
physician and whether an off-label procedure was performed or discussed 

Findings: The vast majority (85 6%) of the 900 posts (100 posts per 
hashtag) reviewed were posted by non-physicians or medical spas with 
non-physician injectors  Of the 130 posts focused on off-label procedures, 
84 6% were posted by non-physicians  Only 19 of the 900 posts (2 1%) 
were posted by dermatologists  The most common off-label procedures 
were soft tissue augmentation of the jawline and tear troughs, followed 
by soft tissue augmentation of the nose (often referred to as a “liquid 
rhinoplasty” on social media) and threads for facial rejuvenation  Of the off-
label uses of soft tissue augmentation, over half (61 8%) were in “high risk” 
areas (glabella, forehead, tear trough)  Of the posts written by physicians 
or physician groups, the most common specialties featured were Plastic 
Surgery (35 posts) and Family Medicine (24 posts)  Dermatology ranked 
third with 19 posts  Three users had the abbreviation “dr ” or “dr” as part 
of their Instagram title but were not physicians  An additional three posters 
described themselves as either doctors or physicians in their Instagram 
biographies but were not physicians  One non-physician poster stated in 
her biography that she was a “board-certified” injector 
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Summary: Our study displays several concerning findings  In an age in 
which patients seek out healthcare recommendations on social media, 
the vast majority of the “top” content related to soft tissue augmentation 
is being provided by non-physicians, many of whom are performing 
off-label procedures  One must consider the confusion a patient faces 
when viewing these posts, which often do not detail the risks associated 
with a given procedure  This is even more treacherous when posters are 
mischaracterizing themselves as physicians  Physicians, and in particular 
dermatologists, are the most equipped and qualified to not only perform 
these procedures but also to educate the public  As always, keeping 
patients safe is and should be our first priority, and the current state 
of aesthetics on social media does not seem to reflect a safe world for 
patients 
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Treating Severe Rhinophyma: A Stepwise Method

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Rhinophyma remains enigmatic in its etiology, and treatment 
of this disfiguring and progressive process has been elusive and 
disappointing  Rhinophyma is considered the end stage of severe rosacea 
and is characterized by tumor-like growth related to sebaceous gland 
hypertrophy, resulting in inflammation and fibrosis  In its most cosmetically 
disfiguring state, it can result in psychological stress, embarrassment 
and social reclusion  While we have found our treatment method to be 
efficacious, well-tolerated and predictable, it most importantly results in 
high patient satisfaction and improved quality of life 

Design: Here, we present three patients treated with our stepwise monthly 
method, which features a combination of surgical debulk and fractionated 
ablative laser  These patients presented to our clinic in the 6th to 7th 
decade of life with severe rhinophyma, characterized by marked sebaceous 
hypertrophy and loss of the cosmetic nasal subunits 

Findings: The first step in all patients is surgical debulk  Following 
infiltration of local anesthesia, we carefully excise (via razor blade or 
15-blade) the most prominent lobules of hypertrophied sebaceous tissue 
(down to the fibrofatty layer of the nose as a partial thickness excision that 
does not reach the level of the perichondrium or cartilage)  Hemostasis 
is achieved with electrocoagulation  Petrolatum ointment, followed by 
a pressure dressing, is then applied  Patients are given wound care 
instructions, which includes frequent emollient and daily dressing changes 
for the week following treatment  The location of the debulk varies by 
patient (Figure 1)  On Patient 1, we focused our debulk on the dorsum and 
tip, while Patient 2’s most noted hypertrophy was located on the nasal 
sidewalls and Patient 3’s on the alae  In each case, the deformities were 
severe  Four weeks following the initial surgical debulk, repeat surgical 
debulk can be considered if significant hypertrophy is still present, but 
in most patients we move on to fractionated ablative laser, either carbon 
dioxide (CO2) or Erbium:YAG (2940nm)  Regarding our settings for 
fractionated CO2, we typically treat the patients at a high fluence of 70mJ/
cm2 and a high density, performing 6 out of 4 passes with 60 seconds 
between each pass, though these settings may vary based on the patient 
presentation  Our treatment level ranges from 5 (14% density) to 10 (70% 
density, for our most severe cases, i e  Patient 1)  If a certain portion of the 
nose is recently healed following surgical debulk four weeks prior, we may 
perform only two passes in this region  We have also treated patients with 
the ablative fractionated Erbium:YAG 2940nm laser (Patient 3, settings: 

250 microns, no coagulation, 5 5% density, 1 pass)  If a second surgical 
debulk is performed on the same day as ablative laser treatment, the sites 
of shave removal are typically avoided with the laser  Following ablative 
laser treatment, we recommend gauze soaks three times daily (followed 
by petrolatum ointment) for three days, then petrolatum ointment alone 
three times daily for three days  At any of these monthly appointments 
(an average of 3-4 monthly treatments), additional treatments can be 
considered  If a patient has well-demarcated papules of sebaceous 
hyperplasia, we perform low voltage electrodesiccation at a setting of 1 8 
watts  For instance, we performed electrodesiccation at every treatment for 
Patient 3  If telangiectasias are prominent, as was the case in Patient 2, we 
consider the addition of a vascular laser such as the pulsed dye laser  This 
can be performed on the same day as the ablative laser  The vascular laser 
should always be performed first, given the vessel disturbance that follows 
epidermal ablation 

Summary: In the past, fully ablative lasers have been utilized for treatment 
of varying degrees of rhinophyma but with a prolonged healing time and 
higher rates of scarring and pigment or textural alterations 1-3 Many 
dermatologists also may not possess full-field ablative lasers in their 
practices  These undesired side effects are seen much less frequently with 
the use of fractionated ablative lasers (likely due to the uninjured tissue 
reservoir surrounding the columns of delivered energy), which are still highly 
efficacious, promoting collagen induction and improved healing and re-
epithelization 2,4 Fractionated ablative lasers have been utilized in the past 
for mild to moderate rhinophyma, but they cannot ablate to 100% density, 
which would be necessary to debulk the marked hypertrophy present 
in our patients 2,5 For this reason, fully ablative lasers have traditionally 
been the mainstay of surgical treatment for severe rhinophyma 1 With our 
method, we are able to avoid the undesired pigment/textural abnormalities 
(and sometimes contraction that can be difficult to predict) that may follow 
fully ablative laser  While we do produce a scar with our surgical debulk, 
it is very rarely noticeable if carefully performed, likely due to fractionated 
ablative laser use during the scar remodeling period  As with any surgical 
procedure, there are limitations  At our initial consult with patients 
presenting with severe rhinophyma, we make sure to discuss treatment 
goals, specifically that while we aim to produce the most desirable 
cosmetic outcome through this surgical contouring, the nose will always 
be left with rhinophymatous changes  However, following proper execution 
of our method, these changes should no longer be disfiguring  References 
1  Madan V, Ferguson JE, August PJ  Carbon dioxide laser treatment of 
rhinophyma: a review of 124 patients  Br J Dermatol  2009 Oct;161(4):814-
8  2  Serowka KL, Saedi N, Dover JS, Zachary CB  Fractionated ablative 
carbon dioxide laser for the treatment of rhinophyma  Lasers Surg Med  
2014 Jan;46(1):8-12  3  Nanni CA, Alster TS  Complications of carbon 
dioxide laser resurfacing  An evaluation of 500 patients  Dermatol Surg  
1998 Mar;24(3):315-20  4  Manstein D, Herron GS, Sink RK, Tanner H, 
Anderson RR  Fractional photothermolysis: a new concept for cutaneous 
remodeling using microscopic patterns of thermal injury  Lasers Surg 
Med  2004;34(5):426-38  5  Meesters AA, van der Linden MM, De Rie MA, 
Wolkerstorfer A  Fractionated carbon dioxide laser therapy as treatment 
of mild rhinophyma: report of three cases  Dermatol Ther  2015 May-
Jun;28(3):147-50  Figure 1: Patient presentations and outcomes Patient 
1 (initial presentation A,B) was treated with surgical debulk (C following 
debulk), followed by two rounds of ablative fractionated CO2 laser (D 
following laser treatment)  Patient 2 (initial presentation E) was treated with 
surgical debulk, ablative fractionated CO2 laser (F following debulk and 
two cycles of ablative laser), as well as pulsed dye laser (G at completion of 
treatment)  Patient 3 (initial presentation H) was treated with surgical debulk 
and low voltage electrodesiccation of sebaceous hyperplasia, as well as 
ablative fractionated Erbium:YAG (2940nm) laser (I following treatment) 
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Primary Author: E  Victor Ross, MD, Director of Laser and Cosmetic 
Dermatology, Scripps Clinic, San Diego, CA

Co-Author: Briana M  Wischnack, NP

Use of a 755 NM / 1064 NM Long Pulse Laser Equipped with Pigmen 
Meter Guidance in the Treatment of Psuedofolliculitis Barbae, Vascular 
Lesions and Epidermal Pigmented Lesions 

Purpose: We investigated a 755/1064 nm laser with pigment meter 
guidance to optimize outcomes for pseudofolliculitis barbae, and benign 
vascular and pigmented lesions 

Design: This IRB approved prospective randomized study included 20 
subjects  A laser system emitting 755 or 1064 nm was used  The focus 
was on benign pigmented lesions, facial telangiectasia, leg telangiectasia, 
and pseudofolliculitis barbae  For PFB, skin types were 5 and 6, for 
benign pigmented lesions, skin types ranged from 2-4  For blood vessels 
on the legs and abdomen, skin types ranged from 2-3  In general, 2-4 
treatments were applied 4 weeks apart, with a 1 month and 3-month 
follow-up  A global improvement scale was used for rating by blinded 
evaluators  For this portion of the study the range was from -1, which was 
“worse”, through 3 which was “very much improved”  Also, a subjective 
evaluation was performed at the end of the study by each patient  For this 
portion the 6 category ranges were from -3 (extremely unsatisfied) to 3 
(extremely satisfied)  Spot sizes ranged from 2 5 to 18 mm depending on 
the application  For vessels on the face, only 1064 nm was applied, and 
the mean fluence was 150 J/cm², 2 5 mm spot size, and 30 ms  For leg 
telangiectasias both the 2 5 and 5 mm spot sizes were used  Fluences 
ranged from 80 J/cm2 to approximately 170 J/cm² for the 2 spot sizes, 
respectively  Refrigerated air cooling was used for pseudofolliculitis 
barbae and vascular lesions  For benign pigmented lesions, the 755 nm 
wavelength was used, typically with cooling level 1, and with a 2 ms pulse 
duration, 5-7 mm spot for discrete lesions, with fluences ranging from 
approximately 15 to 40 J/cm²  For full face rejuvenation typical settings 
were 12 to 16 J/cm2, 5 ms pulse duration and 18 mm spot size  For every 
indication and anatomic location on every visit, a melanin index was 
obtained and, particularly for the pigmented lesions, guided us as far as 
optimal settings 

Findings: Over 24 areas were treated among 20 patients  This included 
patients with leg veins, 1 set of angiomas on the abdomen, 2 patients with 
lentigines on the hand, 4 patients with lentigos on the chest, 3 cases of 
pseudofolliculitis barbae on the neck, and 9 facial treatments including 
pigment and telangiectasia  Dividing the results into 4 sections, facial 
telangiectasia, leg telangiectasia, pseudofolliculitis barbae, and chest and 
face rejuvenation, the following were observed: For facial telangiectasia in 
3 patients, after 4 treatments, there was approximately 90% reduction at 3 
months  For general benign pigmented lesion reduction on the chest and 
face, and hands, there was approximately a mean of 80% improvement 
after 4 treatments  Patient satisfaction survey near the clinical findings 
showed overall improvement was approximately 70% 

Summary: A 1064/755 nm long pulse laser, equipped with integrated 
fluence guidance via a melanin density meter, proved effective in treating 
leg telangiectasia, facial telangiectasia, pseudofolliculitis barbae, and 
reduction of brown dyschromia 

 

Primary Author: Neil Sadick, MD, Clinical Professor of Dermatology, Weill 
Cornell Medical College, New York, NY

Co-Authors: Nadia Abidi, MD; Suleima Arruda, MD; Sukhmani Pannu, MD

Advanced Surgical Treatment Paradigms for Hair Loss

Purpose: Hair loss commonly manifests in the form of androgenetic 
alopecia  The advent of follicular unit extraction (FUE) has revolutionized 
the surgical treatment of hair loss  Recently, automated FEU with the use of 
robot or specialized tool with artificial intelligence (AI) has been introduced  
However, indications to use these newer modalities instead of manual FEU 

are elusive  Thus, the purpose is to describe the indications for robotic-
assisted hair transplantation and the specialized tool technique for the 
treatment of hair loss 

Design: We intended to describe the selection criteria for treatment with 
newer modalities, including robotic-assisted hair transplantation and use 
of specialized-tool assisted hair transplant  These indications are based on 
20 patients with androgenetic alopecia treated with these techniques in our 
clinic over a span of 1 year (2021 to present) 

Findings: In our clinical practice, the indications for robotic-assisted FUE 
with AI are men with dark and straight hair, whereas the selection criteria 
for tool-assisted FUE includes both men and women, with dark, blonde, 
straight, or curly hair  Curly hair is in fact a contra-indication for robotic-
assisted FUE  The newer AI-assisted techniques help shorten surgical 
time as well as healing time with improved surgical outcomes, owing 
to increased precision  Fewer physicians and technicians are required 
for these techniques, easing the financial cost and providing potential 
superiority over the manual technique 

Summary: AI-assisted robotic techniques and specialized tools are 
shaping the future of hair transplantation by making it more affordable and 
accessible to the population at large  To appropriately utilize these new 
technologies and continue to improve upon them, it is imperative that as 
practitioners we have an understanding of their scope and limitations 

 

Primary Author: Sami Saikaly, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor, University 
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Microneedling in the Nickel-Allergic Patient: The Role of Pre-Treatment 
Screening with Patch Testing

Purpose: Microneedling is a common therapeutic modality which utilizes 
sterilized microneedles to repetitively puncture the skin and induce a 
wound healing cascade that increases collagen and elastin production  
Microneedling is used to treat a variety of dermatologic conditions, 
including scarring  Despite the high prevalence of nickel allergy in men and 
women, there are currently no guidelines regarding prescreening for nickel 
allergy in patients who plan to undergo microneedling treatment  This is 
especially relevant for those patients who endorse a questionable history 
of nickel allergy  The aim of this study was to determine the components 
of microneedles and whether or not prescreening for nickel allergy is 
indicated 

Design: A review of the relevant literature was completed to investigate 
the types of metal contained in various types of surgical stainless steel, 
as well as the potential of this nickel to leak out of the microneedling 
device needles  In addition, microneedling tips from an FDA-approved 
microneedling device, as well as a positive nickel control, were tested with 
two different dimethylglyoxime tests  Finally, a comprehensive review of the 
literature was performed to investigate previous cases of allergic reactions 
to metals in patients who have undergone microneedling treatment 

Findings: Given the currently available literature, it is unclear if nickel 
leaks out of microneedling devices  When testing the microneedling tips 
(needles contained 10-14% nickel) with two different dimethylglyoxime 
tests, the results were negative on two separate instances with each test  
Comparatively, a nickel-containing U S  minted nickel, utilized as a positive 
control, tested with the same tests showed positive results both times  In 
addition, the comprehensive literature review resulted in one reported case 
of a patient experiencing allergic contact dermatitis to nickel after using a 
microneedling device which contained titanium coated tips of stainless-
steel needles, as well as two cases of allergic contact dermatitis to nickel 
after contact with hypodermic needles 

Summary: In patients with a questionable history of metal allergies, we 
recommend a referral for patch testing  A positive patch testing result should 
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result in extreme caution prior to microneedling, as the amount of nickel ion 
release from surgical grade stainless steel is unknown to date  This caution 
may redirect patients to a treatment modality which contains less risk, and 
may prevent an avoidable and potentially significant adverse effect 

 

Primary Author: Nicole Salame, MD, Resident, Emory University School of 
Medicine, Department of Dermatology, Atlanta, GA

Co-Author: Harold J  Brody, MD

Highly Purified Microdroplet Liquid Injectable Silicone for the 
Treatment of Acne Scars in All Skin Types: A Retrospective Review

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Treatment of acne scarring in darker skin types (Fitzpatrick skin 
types IV-VI) is fraught with challenges  Highly purified liquid injectable 
silicone (LIS) is FDA approved for human injection and may be legally 
used off-label for skin augmentation in accordance with the 1997 Food 
and Drug Administration Modernization Act  LIS is also very effective in 
the treatment of acne scarring  Although long-term complications such as 
granulomatous reactions have been reported, claims are largely based on 
anecdotal evidence with uncertainties regarding product purity, volume, 
and injection technique and are claimed for indications other than scarring  
A previous study with 30-year follow up of LIS for treatment of acne 
scarring showed preservation of precision and permanence of product 
without complications [1]  The use of highly purified LIS in acne scars for 
patients with darker skin types has yet to be studied  The objective was to 
retrospectively evaluate the safety and efficacy of highly purified LIS for the 
treatment of acne scars in all skin types 

Design: A retrospective chart review of 96 patients, including 31 patients 
with darker skin types, who received highly purified LIS for the treatment of 
acne scars between July 2010 and March 2021 

Findings: A total of 206 treatments in 96 patients with depressed and 
both broad-based and shallow acne scarring, 32% (n=31) of whom were 
Fitzpatrick skin type IV (n=20, 21%) and V (n=11, 11%), were reviewed  A 
strict definition of Fitzpatrick skin type VI as black skin categorized most 
dark brown African American skin as type V  Mean age was 51 years (SD 
14 60) and 83% (n=80) were female  All treatments were performed by 
the same injector (HJB)  Complications such as granuloma formation, 
migration, extrusion of silicone, hyperpigmentation, hematoma, or infection 
were not observed in any patients along the course of their treatment  
The average time of follow up was 6 31 years (SD 3 02); 19 patients had 
1-3 year follow up, 25 patients had 3-5 year follow up, and 52 patients 
had greater than 5 year follow up  No patients reported complications or 
dissatisfaction with treatment 

Summary: Acne scarring has a detrimental impact on patients of all skin 
types  Although numerous treatment modalities have been used in the 
management of acne scars, therapies vary in efficacy, durability, and 
side effect profile, especially in patients with darker skin types  Highly 
purified LIS is a safe and effective permanent treatment for acne scars 
in all skin types  In this study, injection of medical grade, FDA approved 
highly purified LIS utilizing small volume microdroplet technique at 4- to 
8-week intervals did not yield any complications, including in patients with 
Fitzpatrick skin type IV and V  This research contributes to the literature 
as it demonstrates satisfaction and longevity of a permanent filler without 
side effects in darker skin types, a patient population in which alternative 
chemical, laser, and abrasive resurfacing procedures have traditionally 
been met with significant challenges and complications  This study also 
confirms the efficacy and absence of complications published in a previous 
study specifically treating acne scars with LIS [1]  References: 1  Barnett 
and Barnett  Treatment of acne scars with liquid silicone injections: 30-year 
perspective  Dermatologic Surgery 2005; 31:1542-1549

 

Primary Author: Paul Salmon, FRACP, FACD, Hon FACMS, SkinCentre, 
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Reclaiming an Ectodermal Organ: Autologous Fat Transfer to the 
Breast, single cohort prospective study

Purpose: A prospective single cohort study was undertaken to see whether 
autologous fat transfer to the breast could be safely undertaken entirely 
under local anesthesia

Design: Institutional Review Board consent having been given, in this 
single cohort prospective study of 24 patients seeking breast enlargement 
and /or rejuvenation; enrolled subjects were photographed with standard 
views, breasts radiologically examined and breast volumes measured  
Patients were instructed to pre-operatively treat the breasts with external 
expansion, the number of hours and weeks of expansion were recorded  
Intraoperatively, milliliters of fat transferred, sites of donor fat and any 
adverse events were recorded  All patients had follow up to 6 months 
including adverse events, breast volumes, post-operative pain scores, 
radiology and standardized photographs 

Findings: The number of weeks of pre-operative expansion was strongly 
related with the percentage of successful graft p>0 05 but the number of 
hours was not  There were no unexpected adverse events  Bruising and 
pain at the donor site was well tolerated and the graft site discomfort was 
minimal  There were no adverse radiological features at 6 month follow up 

Summary: Breast autologous fat transfer entirely under tumescent 
anesthesia with pre-operative external expansion is a safe treatment for 
rejuvenation of the breast after breast feeding and primary augmentation  
Post operative pain was minimal, patients were mostly very satisfied with 
the results and there were no adverse radiology findings  The technique is 
most effective with 12-14 weeks of pre-operative expansion 

 

Primary Author: Rohini Shantharam, MD, Behr Laser and Skin Care 
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A Split Body Evaluation of a Topical Applied Pre and Post Liposuction 
with Helium Plasma and Radio Frequency

Purpose: Evaluate recovery outcomes between a topical body product 
with TriHex Technology® and a bland moisturizer, used 2 weeks prior 
and 12 weeks post liposuction to the arms with helium plasma and radio 
frequency 

Design: Patients undergoing liposuction of the arms with helium plasma 
and radiofrequency applied 2 randomized blinded topicals to the 
designated right or left arm for approximately 2 weeks prior and 12 weeks 
post procedure  Follow-up visits occurred at days 1-3, 5-7, 10-14, 21-25, 
28-30, 42-50, and week 12  At every follow-up visit, a blinded physician 
assessed the right and left arms independently, using a 5-point scale 
(0-none, 1-barely perceptible, visually or palpably, 2-mild, 3-moderate, 
4-severe) for ecchymosis, edema, skin discoloration, induration, and 
subcutaneous fibrous banding  Pain/Discomfort was assessed using the 
VAS, 0-10 pain scale  Patients completed a questionnaire designating 
either right side, left side or no difference for the following; less sensitivity 
to the touch, less swelling, less numbness, less bruising/discoloration, less 
pain/discomfort, feels softer and more flexible, and better skin texture  
Photography was taken at every visit 

Findings: Blinded Investigator assessments of induration and 
subcutaneous fibrous banding were consistently lower for the topical 
active side with statistical significance over the bland moisturizer post 
procedure at week 6 for subcutaneous fibrous banding  Edema was 
relatively equivalent until week 4 (mean score 1 5 for the active and 2 17 for 
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the control) which trended until week 12  Skin discoloration from week 3 
through week 6 mean graded scores were lower than the control and pain/
discomfort was graded lower on the active side at each follow-up visit post 
day 4  A majority of patients assessed the topical active side as softer and 
more flexible, less sensitive to the touch, less pain/discomfort and less 
swelling 

Summary: Use of a topical body product with TriHex Technology® has 
demonstrated decreased induration, subcutaneous fibrous banding, 
edema, skin discoloration and less patient discomfort when used pre and 
post liposuction with helium plasma and radio frequency 
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Symptomatic Nodular Scleroderma Successfully Treated with 
Continuous Wave CO2

Purpose: Nodular scleroderma is a rare form of scleroderma which can 
be associated with systemic sclerosis  Clinically, it presents as firm, raised 
nodules or plaques on the neck, trunk or proximal arms that can be pruritic, 
painful or asymptomatic  Even when asymptomatic, they can be physically 
disfiguring and psychologically distressing to the patient  Given the rarity 
of nodular scleroderma, there is currently no consensus on the best 
therapeutic approach to resolve nodules or alleviate symptoms  Various 
treatment modalities have been reported but have been unsatisfactory in 
the resolution of extensive numbers of nodules or reasonable resolution of 
symptoms  We present a patient with generalized nodular scleroderma on 
the neck, upper back and shoulder treated with continuous wave carbon 
dioxide (CO2) laser which successfully treated his pain and provided a 
more cosmetically appealing contour 

Design: Clinical Case Report  Treatment of a single patient with three 
sessions of CO2 laser treatment, continuous wave mode (60 0 watt, 10-25 
ms, 0 10-0 30 RD), spaced two months apart and followed for six months 
to monitor clinical response  Due to a concern for the potential of atypical 
scarring or exacerbation of his condition, we performed a literature search 
and found no articles on treatment of nodular scleroderma with CO2 
laser  However, there was a single article on three patients with systemic 
scleroderma treated with CO2 laser resurfacing of peri-oral rhytids on the 
face that demonstrated success without adverse events  Informed consent 
was obtained and treatment initiated 

Findings: A 66-year-old male with a twelve-year history of systemic 
scleroderma, Raynaud’s, and sclerodactyly over his hands and feet was 
referred to our clinic for diagnosis and management of stubborn nodules 
that appeared eight months after his initial diagnosis over the trunk and 
proximal arms which began causing pain, especially under his shirt collar  
Treatment with mycophenolate mofetil as well as nintedanib for progressive 
interstitial lung fibrosis stabilized his condition but failed to correct 
the nodules  He also expressed embarrassment due to disfigurement, 
and elected excision of visible lesions  Two nodules were excised, and 
pathology was compatible with nodular scleroderma  Given the extent 
of the nodules, an alternative therapy was discussed using CO2 laser  
Patient identified the most symptomatically bothersome lesion at the 
apex of his right shoulder, which was then treated only to the level of the 
mid-dermis  Two-month follow-up showed near complete obliteration of 
contour irregularities with expected post-inflammatory erythema, but no 
other adverse sequelae or exacerbation of his scleroderma  The patient 
endorsed improvement of the pain from a seven out of ten to a three out of 
ten  Two additional sessions treating twelve additional nodules at a deeper 
level to the base of the dermis / superficial fat located on the apexes of 
the neck and bilateral upper shoulders were performed with complete 
resolution of symptoms at follow-up  He rated the pain at zero out of ten for 

the lesions treated and was satisfied with the restoration of normal contour  
During the follow-up period no adverse events were reported, including 
no development of hypertrophy, recurrence of pain, or exacerbation of 
nodular scleroderma  Repeat punch biopsies of treated sites demonstrated 
resolution of sclerosis, thickened collagen bundles and prominent elastic 
fibers to the level where the dermis was treated 

Summary: To our knowledge, this is the first reported case of a patient with 
nodular scleroderma treated with continuous wave CO2 laser  Furthermore, 
it is potentially a successful treatment for nodular scleroderma in resolving 
the symptom of pain, as well as an option for resolution of contour 
irregularities that can be perceived as disfiguring to patients  Scarring was 
minimal, with an expected post-inflammatory erythema and progression to 
supple tissue without firmness  No other adverse events were reported  Re-
growth of sclerotic tissue was not observed upon clinical or pathological 
re-evaluation, but further long-term follow-up may be beneficial 
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A Virtual Reality Experience to Improve Pain, Anxiety, and Overall 
Patient Well-Being and Satisfaction During Dermatologic Cosmetic 
Procedures

Purpose: Proof of concept using virtual reality (VR) experiences to mitigate 
anxiety due to health care experiences has already been demonstrated in 
various medical settings, including Mohs micrographic surgery  Patients 
undergoing outpatient dermatologic cosmetic treatments may experience 
anxiety due to the procedural process  This makes patients receiving 
cosmetic procedures requiring topical anesthetic an apt audience for digital 
escapism provided by a VR experience during their wait 

Design: In an IRB-approved clinical study, participating patients 
undergoing outpatient dermatologic cosmetic procedures requiring topical 
anesthetic were asked to complete two separate surveys interrupted 
by viewing a 6-minute 360-degree scenic video suited for VR goggles  
The pre-VR survey asked patients to complete questionnaires rating 
their general health, a portion of the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), and 
their confidence level in the health care team  The post-VR survey 
was composed of the same questions as the pre-VR survey as well as 
questions gauging their immersion in the VR experience  The primary 
endpoint analyzed anxiety levels, with procedural pain and overall 
satisfaction being secondary endpoints 

Findings: Thirteen patients were included in this study  The average 
age of respondents was 52  Subject’s pre-VR BAI values averaged 2 8, 
with post-VR values averaging 1 1 for a reduction of 1 7 (P = 0 009)  
Additionally, 77% of patients reported the VR experience at least somewhat 
improved their anxiety  60% of patients reported the VR experience at least 
somewhat improved any procedural pain they may have experienced, and 
85% reported improvement in their overall satisfaction with the day due to 
the VR experience 

Summary: Results suggest completing a VR experience during the 
wait time necessitated by topical anesthetics used for many outpatient 
dermatologic cosmetic procedures is a promising method for improving 
anxiety and overall procedural day satisfaction  As the sample size 
increases, the results are expected to continue to show an improvement of 
anxiety after the VR experience 
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Novel Brow Lift Technique

Purpose: The position of a youthful brow varies between races and 
genders  A masculine brow is more flat located over the upper part of the 
superior orbital rim  A feminine brow while tracking medially along the 
upper portion of the orbital rim, has its outer lateral third arching above the 
upper lateral orbital rim  When evaluating the face, the brow plays a key 
role in the upper and middle third of the face as both the base in the former 
and the roof of the latter  Its role is not only as a marker that highlights and 
frames the lateral face but also as a matched accessory to the upper eyelid 
and especially the lateral upper eyelid where redundant lateral eyelid skin 
folds over itself appearing to drag the lateral brow down  A downturned 
drooping lateral eyebrow can be a result of loss of muscle, fat, and bone 
related to aging or over-frequent neurotoxin injection in the frontalis muscle  
It can also be an iatrogenic result following an upper blepharoplasty 
where skin is removed, and pull is exerted on the lateral brow skin  A few 
techniques have been described to help lift the eyebrow to its youthful 
position and thus maintain the proper balanced appearance of the upper 
two-thirds of the face over the last twenty years  In this report, a simple 
and easily reproducible technique that was developed by Dr  Levit will be 
described 

Design: Description of a novel brow lift technique will be done 

Findings: Technique: Once the proper brow positioning is assessed 
with the patient in an upright sitting position, the new brow position is 
marked and measured paying specific attention to eyebrow and eyelid 
symmetry  An elliptical skin is excised above the lateral eyebrow down to 
the periosteum  After adequate hemostasis is achieved, two to three 4-0 
Vicryl (Ethicon®) sutures are used in order to secure the brow to its new 
predetermined location  The dermis is then closed using a 5-0 or 4-0 Vicryl 
(Ethicon®) interrupted or subcuticular suture  The skin is finally closed 
using 5-0 Ethilon (Ethicon®) running suture 

Summary: This lateral brow technique adopted from Dr  Levit’s mentor Dr  
Coburn and improved upon by his periosteal tacking sutures allows for a 
long-lasting result with an imperceptible incision site at the superior edge of 
the lateral brow hair and usually leaves an imperceptible line that fades in 
1-3 months  The brow position is maintained and has an additional benefit 
of addressing any lateral eyelid hooding by eliminating the redundant lateral 
eyelid skin without leaving a visible scar in the area of the crow’s feet 
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Improvement of the Jowl after Injection of High G Prime Filler: Lateral 
Jawline Injection vs. Lateral Jawline Plus Lateral Cheek Injection

Purpose: The development of jowls is a common esthetic complaint in 
aging individuals  Non-surgical treatments for jowls aren’t optimized but 
include threads, tissue tightening/lifting and fillers, as well as off-label 
permanent fat reduction  The primary author hypothesized that high 
G prime fillers placed at the mandibular angle and mandibular ramus 
could improve the appearance of jowls  However, it wasn’t known if this 
improvement could be achieved with only injections at the lateral jawline, 
or whether concurrent injection of the lateral cheeks would be necessary 
as well 

Design: 15 women with grade 2-3 jowls (Merz Jawline Scale) were enrolled 
to receive 20 mg/cc, 0 3% filler in either the lateral cheek and mandibular 
angle/ramus OR in just the mandibular angle/ramus alone for correction 
of the jowl  Patients were evaluated by a blinded cosmetic dermatologist, 
the treating dermatologist and the patients at week, 2,4,8 and 16 if no 

touch-up was elected by the patient or at weeks 2,4,8,12 and 16if touch 
up was elected  Safety evaluations were performed at each of these visits, 
including visual acuity and cranial nerve exams as well as virtual safety 
visits at 6 and 12 months 

Findings: A statistically significant improvement was noted in the jawline 
scale for both groups, the jawline injected only as well as the jawline and 
cheek injected group  There was no significant difference between the 
groups  No unexpected adverse events were noted  Jawline tenderness 
when chewing lasted for a few days to a week for most participants 

Summary: Injecting the jawline with a high g prime 20mg/cc hyaluronic 
acid at the mandibular angle and man ramus leads to a measurable, 
statically significant improvement in jowl rating at all time points 

 

Primary Author: Nkemjika Ugonabo, MD, MPH, Unionderm, New York, NY

Co-Authors: Paul Cardarelli, BSEE; Anne Chapas, MD; Omar Ibrahimi, MD, 
PhD

Prospective Study to Assess the Efficacy and Safety of a Non-Invasive 
Electro-Muscular Stimulation for Improvement of Muscle Strength and 
Muscle Toning of the Extremities

Purpose: We sought to evaluate the safety and efficacy of an unique 
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) device in the improvement of muscle 
strength and toning of the upper extremities  This device, which is FDA-
cleared as a two-channel muscle stimulator, provides up to 8 electrodes 
with unique waveforms for muscle stimulation  Although a prior study 
demonstrated it is safe and effective for use in the abdomen, this system, 
which has electrodes specifically designed for the extremities, has not been 
evaluated in the upper extremities 

Design: 45 subjects enrolled for the study to assess improvement in arm 
(i e , bicep and tricep muscle) strength, circumference, and appearance 
following a protocol of treatments with this Bioelectric Muscle Activation 
(BMA) device  Two electrodes were placed anteriorly on each bicep 
on disposable contact pads, and 2 additional electrodes were placed 
posteriorly on each tricep (i e , 4 electrodes per arm, 8 electrodes total)  All 
subjects received four 30-min EMS treatment sessions in Arm mode - twice 
weekly for 2 weeks and at least 48 hours apart  Follow up visits were also 
scheduled 30- and 90 - days after treatment  Strength was measured with 
a unique validated dynamometer device at baseline, at the final treatment 
session, and at the post treatment 30- and 90-day assessment  Arm 
circumference was also measured at this device using photography in 
order to ensure consistency with the measurement  Subjects satisfaction 
was assessed at each follow up visit with a questionnaire gauging 
overall comfort of the treatment and satisfaction including willingness to 
recommend to others  The changes in strength as well as circumference 
between initial treatment and final treatment, as well as 30 and 90-day 
assessment were assessed  Clinical photography at these visits was also 
assessed for each patient  Patients were instructed to not modify their 
normal exercise routine while participating in this study 

Findings: All 45 subjects completed the treatment protocol  The final study 
population consisted of: 39 Caucasians, 2 Asian, 1 African-American/
Black and 3 Other  Ages ranged from 22 - 62 yrs, median age 42, and 
mean age 41 4 years  Thirty-two patients identified as female and 13 as 
males  The majority of patients showed an improvement in muscle strength 
from the initial to final treatment (i e , the fourth treatment)  Specifically, 
the maximum bicep strength increased by a mean of 7 48 lbs, while the 
average increased by a mean of 8 19 lbs during this period  Similarly, the 
maximum tricep strength from initial to final treatment increased by a mean 
of 10 04 lbs, while the average increased by a mean of 9 59 lbs  Thirty days 
after the last treatment, the maximum bicep strength increased by a mean 
of 9 41 lbs, while the average increased by a mean of 10 08 lbs during 
this period  Similarly, the maximum tricep strength from initial to 30 days 
post final treatment increased by a mean of 7 29 lbs, while the average 
increased by a mean of 6 81 lbs  Finally, 90 days after the last treatment, 
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the maximum bicep strength increased by a mean of 22 2 lbs, while the 
average increased by a mean of 20 3 lbs during this period  Similarly, 
the maximum tricep strength from initial to 90 days post final treatment 
increased by a mean of 11 21 lbs, while the average increased by a mean 
of 9 83 lbs 

Summary: This device was well tolerated and resulted in increased 
strength measurements in the upper extremities, as assessed by a 
dynamometer, which were sustained at 30 and 90 days 

 

Primary Author: Jordan Wang, MD, MBE, MBA, Medical Research Director, 
Laser & Skin Surgery Center of New York, New York, NY

Co-Author: Shirin Bajaj, MD; Sabrina Fabi, MD; Roy G  Geronemus, MD; 
Deanne Mraz Robinson, MD; David Orbuch, MD 

Multi-Center, Blinded, Randomized Evaluation of a Novel Topical 
Product with TriHex Technology for Facial Dyschromia

Purpose: Dyschromia can represent abnormalities in the increased 
production and reduced clearance of pigmentation in the skin  Causes of 
hyperpigmentation include excessive sun exposure, medications, hormonal 
changes, post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH), and medical 
pigmentary disorders, such as melasma  A novel topical product was 
developed, which contains actives that have been validated through in vitro 
studies to counteract various steps in pigmentation pathways, including 
photodamage, PIH and melasma  This study evaluates the efficacy and 
safety of this product for facial dyschromia 

Design: Subjects with mild to moderate facial dyschromia were enrolled 
and received either the novel topical product with TriHex Technology 
(Alastin, Carlsbad, CA) or hydroquinone 4% to apply twice daily  Both 
cohorts received the same cleanser, sunscreen, and moisturizer and 
returned for follow-up  Blinded investigators used the mMASI and modified 
Griffiths scales at baseline and week 12  Tolerability assessments and 
subject questionnaires were completed at follow-up  Photographs were 
taken at all visits 

Findings: 43 subjects were enrolled and randomized to either the novel 
topical product (n=22) or hydroquinone 4% (n=21) cohort  At 12-week 
follow-up, subjects using the novel topical product had significant 
improvements in mMASI scores for the right cheek (p=0 0097), left cheek 
(p=0 0123), combined cheeks (p=0 0019), and total facial area (p=0 0046  In 
contrast, subjects using hydroquinone 4% had no significant improvements 
in any of these areas  Although both cohorts demonstrated improvements 
in dyschromia and skin tone, the novel topical product also offered 
significant improvements in skin radiance (p=0 0015) and skin texture 
(p=0 0058), which the hydroquinone 4% cohort did not demonstrate  The 
hydroquinone 4% cohort experienced 5 adverse events, including contact 
dermatitis, erythema, and acne  In contrast, there were no adverse events 
associated with the novel topical product  Subjects in the hydroquinone 
4% cohort also more frequently experienced burning/stinging, tingling, 
itching, erythema, and dryness 

Summary: A novel topical product with TriHex Technology, which was 
designed to counteract various steps in pigmentation pathways, has been 
demonstrated to be safe and effective in the treatment of facial dyschromia 

 

Primary Author: Jordan Wang, MD, MBE, MBA, Medical Research Director, 
Laser & Skin Surgery Center of New York, New York, NY

Co-Authors: Shirin Bajaj, MD; David Orbuch, MD, MBA; Roy G  
Geronemus, MD; Elizabeth J  Kream, MD

Thermomechanical Fractional Injury for Perioral Fine Lines and Wrinkles 

Purpose: Perioral rejuvenation is a common cosmetic concern by patients  
A fractional thermomechanical skin rejuvenation system was recently 
developed to offer clinical improvements through neocollagenesis from 

direct heat transfer by pyramidal tips, which causes large volumes of 
dermal coagulation  The technology has been shown to be well tolerated 
and safe in various treatment areas  This study evaluates the efficacy and 
safety of the device for perioral fine lines and wrinkles 

Design: Subjects with moderate to severe perioral rhytides were 
enrolled and underwent 4 monthly treatments with a novel device using 
thermomechanical fractional injury (Tixel 2, Novoxel, Netanya, Israel)  
Clinical outcomes and safety data were recorded during the study  
Photographs were taken at all visits 

Findings: 20 subjects completed the 4 monthly treatments and returned for 
1-month and 3-month follow-up evaluation  The mean age was 63 0 years 
(R: 53-70), and 100% of subjects were women  For Fitzpatrick skin type, 
25% were type I, 70% were type II, and 5% were type IV  For Fitzpatrick 
Wrinkle Classification System (FWCS), the mean score was 7 0 (R: 6-7)  
All (100%) treatments were completed at 800um protrusion, with the 
majority (98 8%) at 12 msec pulse duration  There was a mean number of 
94 5 (R: 50-130) pulses using the standard tip (1cm2) and 96 2 (R: 62-140) 
pulses using the small tip (0 3cm2)  The mean pain score was 3 1 out of 10 
during the treatment using only forced air cooling  At follow-up, all (100%) 
subjects had clinical improvement at 1 month and at 3 months  For FWCS 
score at 3 months, 5% had a 3-grade improvement, 75% had a 2-grade 
improvement, and 20% had a 1-grade improvement  There was a mean 
reduction in FWCS score of 1 9  There were no unexpected or severe 
adverse events observed throughout the study  Subjects experienced 
minimal post-procedural downtime with each treatment 

Summary: A novel device using thermomechanical fractional injury has been 
demonstrated to be safe and effective in the treatment of perioral rhytides 

 

Primary Author: Jordan Wang, MD, MBE, MBA, Medical Research Director, 
Laser & Skin Surgery Center of New York, New York, NY

Co-Author: Yael Agmon, DVM; Shirin Bajaj, MD; David Orbuch, MD, MBA; 
Roy Geronemus, MD; Ifat Klein, PhD; Moshe Lapidoth, MD, MPH; Assi 
Levi, MD

Thermomechanical Fractional Injury for Periorbital Fine Lines and 
Wrinkles 

Purpose: Periorbital rejuvenation is a common cosmetic concern by 
patients  A fractional thermomechanical skin rejuvenation system was 
recently developed to offer clinical improvements through neocollagenesis 
from direct heat transfer by pyramidal tips, which causes large volumes of 
dermal coagulation  The technology has been shown to be well tolerated 
and safe in various treatment areas  This study evaluates the efficacy and 
safety of the device for periorbital fine lines and wrinkles 

Design: Subjects with moderate to severe periorbital rhytides were 
enrolled and underwent 4 monthly treatments with a novel device using 
thermomechanical fractional injury (Tixel 2, Novoxel, Netanya, Israel)  
Clinical outcomes and safety data were recorded during the study  
Photographs were taken at all visits 

Findings: 51 subjects were enrolled, and 48 subjects completed the 
4 monthly treatments and returned for 1-month and 3-month follow-
up evaluation  The mean age was 56 8 years (R: 38-70), and 88 2% of 
subjects were women  For Fitzpatrick skin type, 25 5% were type I, 37 2% 
were type II, 25 5% were type III, and11 8% were type IV  For Fitzpatrick 
Wrinkle Classification System (FWCS), the mean score was 5 7 (R: 3-7)  
Most treatments were completed at 600um protrusion and 12 msec pulse 
duration using a double-pass method  There were a mean number of 75 9, 
92 7, 102 0, and 98 6 pulses using the standard tip (1cm2) and 77 2, 85 3, 
89 4, and 87 8 pulses using the small tip (0 3cm2) during the 4 treatments, 
respectively  Mean pain scores were 2 98, 2 94, 2 82, and 2 81 out of 10 
during the 4 treatments respectively, using optional forced air cooling  Per 
investigator, there was a mean 2 0-grade improvement in FWCS score 
at 3-month follow-up (p< 0 0001)  Per 3 blinded physician raters, there 
was a mean improvement of 2 2 (p< 0 0001), 2 0 (p< 0 0001), and 1 2 (p< 
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0 0001) in FWCS score at 3-month follow-up  Each of the raters correctly 
identified post-treatment images for 87 5%, 77 1%, and 75 0% of subjects  
At least 2 raters agreed on grading 83 3% of subjects as responders  There 
were no severe adverse events observed throughout the study  Subjects 
experienced minimal post-procedural downtime with each treatment 

Summary: A novel device using thermomechanical fractional injury has been 
demonstrated to be safe and effective in the treatment of periorbital rhytides 

 

Primary Author: Robert Weiss, MD, Director, Maryland Dermatology Laser 
Skin and Vein, Baltimore, MD

Safety Assessment of 3 Same Day Consecutive Applications of HIFEM 
Procedure and Synchronized RF for Fat Reduction: blood plasma 
analysis

Purpose: The simultaneous application of HIFEM and synchronized 
radiofrequency (RF) has been shown to be safe and effective on multiple 
body parts  This study aims to verify the safety of such combined therapy 
when multiple therapies on several body parts are delivered consecutively 
on the same day 

Design: Eight women and two men (24-59 years, BMI 22 4-30 6 kg/
m2) underwent three 30-minute consecutive HIFEM+RF procedures  The 
treated area differed according to gender (Females: abdomen, lateral and 
inner thighs; Males: abdomen, front and back thighs)  A maximum tolerable 
level of HIFEM was used with RF set to 100%  Liver function (AST, ALT, 
GGT, ALP) and lipid profile (cholesterol, HDL, LDL, TG) were assessed 
from blood plasma samples drawn before the treatment, 1 hour, 24-48 
hours, and at 1-month post-treatment  Additionally, digital photographs of 
the treated body parts were taken, together with satisfaction and comfort 
questionnaires 

Findings: All 10 patients completed planned treatments and follow-up 
blood draws  No significant fluctuation or notable deviation in the measured 
blood parameters was observed  The average values during the study 
were in a range of: AST 15 7-16 7 IU/l, ALT 11 9-13 4 IU/l, GGT 11 6-13 8 
IU/l, and ALP 71 4-77 2 IU/l, TG 1 0 mmol/l, HDL 1 7 mmol/l, LDL 3 0 
mmol/l, and total cholesterol 5 0-5 1 mmol/l, which corresponds to the 
reference ranges  Subjects reported high comfort during the treatment 
and satisfaction with their results, whereas five patients strongly agreed 
that the appearance of all treated body parts improved  No adverse events 
occurred 

Summary: Plasma analysis revealed the stability in measured parameters, 
thus suggesting the safety of the consecutive same day application of the 
HIFEM+RF procedure in multiple body parts for fat reduction 

 

Primary Author: Jennifer Wong, DO, Larkin Community Hospital, Coral 
Springs, FL

Co-Authors: Tam H  Nguyen, DO; Stanley Skopit, DO, MSE

Vortex Mixer: A Rising Player in Poly-L-lactic-Acid Reconstitution

Purpose: Poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA, Sculptra) is a biostimulatory, 
biodegradable agent that can correct bony and soft tissue facial 
deficiencies by producing gradual subcutaneous volume restoration  It 
has been used worldwide to treat soft tissue lipoatrophy related to aging 
and HIV-related lipoatrophy  Despite the growing popularity and versatility 
of PLLA, its preparation prior to injection requires several important steps 
that can span up to 24 hours  This must be considered when running a 
busy dermatology practice  There is limited literature and discussion about 
available adjunctive equipment that can be reasonably implemented to 
improve injection preparation time and added benefit of optimizing end 
results  One great method is the application of a Vortex mixer, a simple and 
affordable device often used in research laboratories, to aid in the agitation 
of the PLLA solution  We hereby present a review on the current rising 

clinical application of a vortex mixer in dermatology, the overall benefits of 
incorporating the device into clinical use, and its future flourishing potential 
in dermatology 

Design: This proposed method was utilized in a private practice dermatology 
office for the purpose of assisting in PLLA reconstitution  The method is then 
described and explained in further detail in the results section 

Findings: There is an overall agreement that the reconstitution of PLLA 
must be thoroughly agitated before injection for the optimization of the 
injection and subsequent results  The vortex mixer was developed in 
the 1960s allowing for small samples to be mixed in a rapid oscillating 
circular movement  It has become an invaluable player in research facilities 
because of its small footprint and high revolutions per minute (rpm) while 
still achieving sample homogenization or sample disruption  Because of 
such function, few have recognized the potential the Vortex mixer has 
in the clinical application of dermatology  Despite the use of appropriate 
techniques recommended by the manufacturer of Sculptra, one problem 
commonly observed is the settling of the product out of suspension 
both before and during the procedure  This can lead to several issues 
such as the creation of unequal concentrations leading to potential for 
uneven volumetric correction and risk for dermal nodule formation  The 
incorporation of a Vortex mixer into a dermatology practice would be of 
great benefit for several reasons  The mixer has the capability to transmit 
motion to the Sculptra vial once in contact, creating a vortex within the 
vial and ultimately producing an evenly distributed suspension  In addition, 
it will maintain the mixture as well right before injection  In preparation 
of the Sculptra injection, the vortex mixer will be used first to mix the 
reconstituted vials of PLLA to ensure equal concentrations are drawn 
into each syringe; it is then used again on the syringes immediately right 
before injection  Such homogenization and technique will also reduce the 
risk of nodule formation  The vortex mixer can also assist in improving 
the efficiency and cost effectiveness of a busy dermatology practice in 
several ways  The settling of microparticles out of suspension due to poor 
agitation of the material creates needle blockages during injection  This 
results in interruption of work, time lost as well as the unwanted wasteful 
discarding of material secondary to the increase in frequency of needle 
changes  Fewer blockages have been accomplished with the vortex mixer  
Leonard et al has described a specific strategy to maximize mixing of the 
suspension such as holding the syringe at an angle and repeatedly sliding 
it along the vortex cup attachment in a motion similar to strumming violin  
This strategy allows for fewer blockages during injection and thus fewer 
needle changes  In addition, because the vortex has available settings and 
provides uniform and sustained force during agitation, this helps simplify 
the task of agitation and eliminate any human error that may be found in 
the agitation process as a set setting will be used ensuring consistency  
Therefore, operators of any skill level can partake in this crucial step before 
the actual injection of Sculptra  This adds onto the efficiency of a busy 
dermatology practice  The architecture and make-up of the vortex provides 
additional benefits as well  For instance, weighing only at about 6 lbs with 
dimensions similar to a coffee maker, the device does not require much 
space and is easy to transport around the office if needed  The vortex also 
has the option to accommodate more than one syringe, therefore multiple 
clinicians can efficiently have their syringes ready at the same time for 
their respective patients making this especially useful in a group practice  
Moreover, the vortex is affordable with prices ranging from $25 to $3004 
which may be worth the investment 

Summary: PLLA products have found its role not only in aesthetics to 
enhance facial contours and lines in an innovative biostimulatory fashion, but 
it has been invaluable to HIV patients who inevitably experience lipoatrophy  
PLLA requires up to 24 hours of preparation prior to injection  With the 
addition of a vortex mixer, this can greatly address the delicacy required 
to avoid the settling out of products during the procedure  This device has 
found value only in a few dermatologists in their practice, but all has agreed 
to its invaluable place in preparing for Sculptra injection  We see great 
potential in the mixer, and we hope that it will be more highly recognized 
not only for Sculptra, but also for other dermatologic fillers to increase a 
product’s safety and efficacy as well as maximize a physician’s efficiency 
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Primary Author: Sean Wu, MD, Maryland Laser, Vein, and Skin Institute, 
Hunt Valley, MD

Co-Authors: Xu He, MD; Robert A  Weiss, MD

Vision Loss After Platelet-Rich Plasma Injection: A Systematic Review 
of Medical Literature

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is a blood product generated by 
spinning collected blood in a centrifuge and isolating a portion containing 
highly-concentrated platelet and growth factors  PRP has been generally 
regarded to be safe, and its use in dermatology is growing for indications 
such as androgenetic alopecia and skin rejuvenation  Vision loss is a rare 
but well-known complication associated with accidental intra-arterial 
injection of other treatments such as soft tissue fillers  In this study, we 
review the medical literature for cases of vision loss after PRP treatment 

Design: The PubMed database was queried in April 2022 with the search 
input: (platelet-rich plasma) and (blindness or ((vision or visual) and (loss 
or impairment)) or occlusion)  A total of 227 titles and abstracts were 
screened yielding 4 articles selected for full-article review  Information on 
demographics, PRP injection techniques, ophthalmic findings, treatments, 
and outcomes was extracted for analysis 

Findings: Reports of unilateral vision loss or impairment after PRP injection 
total 7 cases  All 7 patients had signs of arterial occlusion or ischemia 
on retinal exam or imaging  Indications for PRP injections included skin 
rejuvenation (6 cases) and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorder (1 case)  
Sites of injection associated with vision loss included glabella (5), forehead 
(2), lateral canthus (1), nasolabial fold (1), and the TMJ (1)  In 5 cases vision 
loss occurred immediately after injection  Associated symptoms included 
ocular pain, fullness, eyelid ptosis, headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, 
tinnitus, and urinary urgency  At their initial ophthalmology evaluation, 6 
patients had no light perception in the affected eye  Of these cases, 2 
patients had care by ophthalmologists that included a vitrectomy in one 
case; neither had visual improvement by final follow-up  The only case 
of vision recovery involved a patient whose visual acuity had declined to 
20/200 after PRP injection  This patient was evaluated and treated by an 
ophthalmologist within 3 hours of symptom onset  She had a full recovery 
of visual acuity at 3 months but with residual deficits on eye exam 

Summary: Vision loss is a potential rare but devastating complication of 
PRP injections  Given this risk, physicians must use similar precautions 
when injecting PRP as when injecting soft tissue fillers  The glabella and 
forehead appear to be high-risk areas, but injection locations as distant 
as TMJ and nasolabial fold are not risk-free  Vision loss after PRP can be 
complete and irreversible  However, early evaluation and treatment may be 
helpful in cases of partial vision loss 

 

Primary Author: Katerina Yale, MD, Resident, University of California, 
Irvine, Irvine, CA

Co-Authors: Arash Babadjouni, BS; Margit Juhasz, MD, MSc; Natasha A  
Mesinkovska, MD, PhD; Akshitha Thatiparthi, BS

Combination of microfocused ultrasound with visualization and dilute 
calcium hydroxylapatite filler for moderate to severe knee skin laxity

Featured at the Best of Cosmetic Oral Abstract Session  
on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: To investigate the effectiveness and safety of combination 
microfocused ultrasound with visualization (MFU-V) and dilute CaHA 
(dCaHA) for lower anterior thigh and knee skin laxity over 12 and 24 weeks 

Design: Twenty women (40-71 years) with moderate to severe laxity 
of the anterior thigh and knee were enrolled in this split-body trial  

Subjects received dual-depth (3 0mm, 1 5mm) or triple-depth MFU-V 
(4 5mm, 3 0mm, 1 5mm) to the inferior anterior thigh (127-381 lines) 
along with dCaHA (1:1 normal saline) injection (0 5-3mL)  Clinical efficacy 
was monitored using photography, qualitative clinician and subject 
assessments, and quantitative analysis of skin topography by three-
dimensional (3D) imaging and dermal thickness by optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) 

Findings: At 12 and 24 weeks, the treated thigh and knee had mild but 
significant improvement in qualitative clinician scales (p< 01)  Subject-
reported assessments at both timepoints, demonstrated moderate 
satisfaction with the treatment outcome  No significant changes were noted 
in quantitative measurement of thigh dermal thickness on OCT or knee 
wrinkle depth on 3D imaging at 12 or 24 weeks  Adverse events (AEs) were 
reported in 68% of patients, including mild bruising (63%), swelling (52%), 
and erythema (32%) 

Summary: MFU-V and CaHA filler are common modalities for improving 
skin laxity of the face, but their use for other body sites is expanding  
Combination MFU-V and dCaHA results in modest clinical improvement 
of anterior thigh and knee laxity by clinician and subject qualitative 
assessment  OCT and 3D imaging analysis of dermal thickness and 
wrinkle depth show no significant differences after treatment  Overall, the 
procedure was well-tolerated, with no further risk of AEs than those already 
well-known to MFU-V and CaHA individually  With the rise of non-invasive 
skin rejuvenation techniques for skin laxity and their use for body areas 
off the face and neck, more studies are needed to determine safe and 
beneficial treatment options 

 

Primary Author: Katerina Yale, MD, Resident, University of California, 
Irvine, CA

Co-Author: Joel Cohen, MD

Complications of Fractionated and Fully Ablative Laser Resurfacing

Purpose: To review the current literature on common and uncommon side 
effects of ablative laser resurfacing 

Design: The PubMed and Cochrane Library databases were searched 
using the terms (ablative OR carbon dioxide OR erbium) AND laser AND 
complications AND (dermatology OR skin) from January 2008-January 2022  
Inclusion criteria included prospective and retrospective studies on human 
subjects and written in English  Exclusion criteria included case reports and 
conference abstracts, as well as studies with confounding treatments 

Findings: After application of inclusion and exclusion criteria, 45 studies 
were reviewed, encompassing 4443 patients  Devices included fractionated 
(n=34) or fully ablative (n=11) carbon dioxide, Erbium:YAG or Erbium:YSGG 
lasers  Of these studies, 49% were on the treatment of acne scarring, 
33% on facial rejuvenation/photodamage, 18% on traumatic or iatrogenic 
scars, and < 4% on treatment of pre-cancerous and cancerous lesions, 
rhinophyma, xanthelasma palpebrarum, and sclerosis from graft-versus-
host disease  More than 73% of studies included Fitzpatrick skin types 
III-IV and 29% on FST V  The most commonly identified side effects were 
erythema (n=33), with 4-64% of cases lasting >1 month, hyperpigmentation 
(n=30), with 4-50% lasting >1 month, edema (n=15), with 5-67% lasting >1 
month, and acneiform eruptions (n=10), 0 5-11% lasting >2 weeks  Other 
less commonly noted side effects include bacterial, viral, or fungal infections 
(n=13), hypopigmentation (n=7), scarring (n=7), and ocular damage (n=3) 

Summary: Over the past few decades, lasers have become a popular 
mechanism of skin rejuvenation  While ablative lasers can be highly 
effective in treating photoaging and scarring, they are known to come with 
significant downtime and possible complications  Current literature shows 
that mild side effects such as erythema, edema, and hyperpigmentation 
can occur in a significant number of patients and last several weeks to 
months  Fortunately, more severe complications such a scarring, infection, 
and ocular damage occur infrequently 
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Primary Author: Misha Zarbafian, MD, Seymour Dermatology, Vancouver, 
BC

Co-Authors: Katie Beleznay, MD, FRCPC; Shannon Humphrey, MD, 
FRCPC

Delayed adverse events with VYC-12: A Retrospective Analysis of 2126 
Treatments

Purpose: Delayed adverse events (DAEs) are a known potential 
complication of treatment with hyaluronic acid (HA) gels  Incidence rates 
are inconsistently characterized  VYC-12 is a HA-based gel expecting FDA 
approval in 2022 for which there is no published literature quantifying DAE 
risk  Additionally, its unique goals of treatment and injection technique 
warrant differentiation from volumizing dermal fillers  We present a review of 
2126 VYC-12 treatments to characterize the frequency and patterns of this 
negative and unintended outcome 

Design: A systematic chart review from the Electronic Medical Record at 
Humphrey Cosmetic Dermatology in Vancouver, Canada was performed to 
identify all patients treated with VYC-12 between June 2018 and May 2022  
Treatments were performed by a total of 3 injectors; two dermatologists 
and one ophthalmologist  DAEs were defined as late-onset papules or 
nodules occurring in the treatment area 30 days or longer after treatment 
with VYC-12  Data collected included the number of patients receiving 
VYC-12, the total cumulative volume administered, and the number 
of DAEs that occurred in the patient population  The injection pattern 
consisted of multiple intradermal microdroplet injections in a grid-like 
pattern across the desired areas 

Findings: 931 patients received a total of 2126 VYC-12 treatments using 
a total volume of 5395mL  Treatments were well tolerated, with common 
adverse effects of mild and self-limited injection-site reactions  Our review 
identified a single patient experiencing a DAE  This equated to total DAE 
incidence rates of 0 11% per patient, 0 05% per treatment, and 0 02% per 
syringe/mL of VYC-12  This patient received 3mL of VYC-12 to the cheeks 
in August 2018 with no other concurrent treatments  Prior to treatment with 
VYC-12, the patient had been treated with a total of 21mL of HA gel filler 
over 13 treatments across 5 years  96 days post-treatment with VYC-12, 
the patient presented with skin-coloured, monomorphous, dermal papules 
on the bilateral jawline and lateral cheeks  There was no associated 
swelling, tenderness, warmth, or identified immunologic trigger  Follow-up 
was delayed due to patient travel, and all papules had resolved without 
treatment at the subsequent visit 49 days post-DAE occurrence  This 
patient subsequently received VYC-12 treatments in December 2020 (2mL 
to cheeks, neck), October 2021 (3mL to cheeks), and March 2022 (2mL to 
cheeks, crows) with no further DAE occurrence 

Summary: This single-center retrospective review of 2126 VYC-12 
treatments reports a DAE incidence rate of 0 11% per patient  This is 
consistent with reported rates for other HA gels (0 02-0 25%), and lower 
than those observed with some newer cross-linked gels mixing high- and 
low-molecular weight HA (0 5-4 25%)  Controlled prospective studies and 
additional real-world data will be important to further characterize DAE 
incidence rates and patterns with VYC-12  

Primary Author: Macrene Alexiades, MD, PhD, Dermatology & Laser 
Surgery Center of New York, New York, NY

Co-Author: Jeffrey Dover, MD

Multi-center Study Evaluating Multiple Radiofrequencies for 
Circumference Reduction

Purpose: Radiofrequency (RF) is used in aesthetics to alter body contour 
and reduce fat through localized heating  Optimal RF parameters are poorly 
understood and supporting clinical evidence is limited  The current study 
evaluates the effect of different RF frequencies on abdominal circumference 
and skin laxity 

Design: In a prospective, randomized, multi-center study, subjects were 
randomly assigned to receive 0 47MHz, 1MHz or 2MHZ abdominal RF 
treatment  Target temperature and treatment duration were similar for all 
groups  Each subject received 4 consecutive treatments 1 week apart and 
returned for follow-up visits 1 month and 3 month after the last treatment  
Abdominal circumference measurements, body images and skin laxity 
measurements were taken at baseline and follow-up visits 

Findings: A total of 82 eligible subjects were randomized  Eighteen (18) 
subjects did not complete 3 or 4 treatment sessions (COVID-19 lockdowns), 
leaving the mITT group with 64 subjects that completed at least 3 treatments 
and one follow-up  The mean change from baseline in waist circumference 
at the 12 weeks follow-up visit was -0 52 (SD: 2 24, n=9 p>0 05) cm in 
the 0 47MHz treatment arm, -2 05 (SD: 2 00, n=28, p< 0 0001) cm in the 1 
MHz treatment arm and -1 64 (SD: 2 01, n=27, p=0 0089) cm in the 2 MHz 
treatment arm  The percent of correctly identified before versus after pictures 
by blinded assessors was 80% in the 0 47 MHz treatment arm, 81 8% in the 
1 MHz treatment arm and 72 2% in the 2 MHz treatment arm  Improvement 
in skin laxity was noted in 80%, 72 7% and 72 2% of subjects while using 
the 0 47 MHz, 1 MHz and 2 MHz at 12-weeks follow up, respectively 

Summary: Circumference reduction was significant for the 1MHz and 
2MHz groups and was not significant in the 0 47MHz group  This might be 
related to the smaller number of patients in the 0 47MHz group or to the 

difference in frequency  On the other hand improvement of skin laxity was 
most noticeable in the 0 47 MHz group  Different radiofrequencies may 
have different impact on skin components  Combining several frequencies 
in a single treatment may lead to improved aesthetic outcome  Additional 
clinical studies are needed to evaluate the combination of several 
frequencies in a single treatment session 

Primary Author: Laura Archibald, MD, Resident, University of Minnesota 
Department of Dermatology, Minneapolis, MN

Co-Authors: Adam Mattox, DO; West Mori, MD 

Use of Nd:YAG laser to treat cutaneous vascular lesions in a patient 
with Hereditary Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia and Fitzpatrick type IV 
skin

Purpose: To report 1064nm Nd:YAG laser settings for effective, durable, 
and cosmetically appropriate treatment of symptomatic vascular lesions on 
the face of a patient with Hereditary Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia (HHT) and 
Fitzpatrick type IV skin 

Design: We present a case report of a 53 year-old male with Fitzpatrick 
type IV skin and HHT who had multiple growing and intermittently bleeding 
pink-purple papules on his face and ears  Papules ranged in diameter 
from 2-6 mm  Characteristic cutaneous lesions of HHT are telangiectasias 
(dilated thin-walled venules with a single layer of endothelium located in 
the dermal papillae)  [1] Test spots were performed with 1064nm Nd:YAG 
laser and vascular handpiece  Settings for facial vessels < 1 5 mm on 
Fitzpatrick type IV skin were used on left helix lesions  [2] Fluence 130 J/
cm2, spot size 3 mm, pulse width 30 mS, dynamic cooling spray setting 40 
mS, dynamic cooling device delay 30 mS (no post spray)  Each papule was 
treated with 1-2 pulses (>3 mm papules treated with adjacent pulses) and 
clinical endpoints of vessel disappearance or transient vessel graying were 
observed  [3] There were no immediate adverse effects  After one month, 
he reported near resolution of treated lesions, no thermal adverse effects, 
and no background pigmentation change  He underwent three consecutive 
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treatments with the same settings to the remaining lesions on his left ear, 
nose, and cheeks  Each treatment was separated by one month 

Findings: The patient’s lesions responded immediately during treatment 
sessions with partial flattening and partial disappearance  The lesions 
continued to fade on subsequent treatments  Five months after the third 
treatment, the treated lesions were no longer evident  Importantly, there 
was no evidence of skin dyspigmentation, scarring, or recurrence 

Summary: Nd:YAG vascular laser may be an effective and durable 
treatment option for cutaneous vascular lesions in patients with HHT 
and skin of color  In this case, no dyspigmentation or scarring occurred 
at the treated areas  Nd:YAG laser may be considered as an alternative 
to conventional treatments for treating vascular lesions, including 
pulsed dye laser and electrocautery, especially in patients with skin of 
color  References 1  Hashimoto K, Pritzker MS  Hereditary hemorrhagic 
telangiectasia  An electron microscopic study  Oral Surg Oral Med 
Oral Pathol 1972; 34(5):751-68  2  Candela GentleMAX Pro Treatment 
Guidelines, 2014  www syneron-candela com 3  Wanner et al  Immediate 
skin responses to laser and light treatments: Therapeutic endpoints: How 
to obtain efficacy  J Am Acad Dermatol 2016; 74(5):821-33 

 

Primary Author: Mark Biro, MD, Resident, Medstar Washington Hospital 
Center / Medstar Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, DC

Co-Authors: Michael Cardis, MD; Min Deng, MD; Julianne Kiene, Medical 
Student - MS3

Evaluation of a 3D Printed Attachment for Dermoscopy Imaging: A 
Randomized Crossover Trial

Purpose: Dermoscopy enables high quality, non-invasive evaluation 
of pigmented and non-pigmented growths in dermatology  Although 
dermoscopy is used throughout dermatology, devices that aide in obtaining 
dermoscopy photos are costly, limiting their accessibility to dermatology 
residents and physicians  In recent years, 3D printing technology has 
enabled the development of cost-effective educational tools and devices  
Our study aimed to objectively and subjectively evaluate the accuracy, 
precision, and speed of using a 3D printed dermatoscope attachment to 
obtain dermoscopy images 

Design: An IRB approved, randomized cross-over trial of interns and 
dermatology residents was completed  For the study, a standardized 
dermatoscope and smart phone were used to obtain dermoscopy images  
The dermatoscope attachment was developed on Blender 2 76 software 
(Blender foundation, Netherlands) and printed using a Makerbot Replicator 
2 printer (Stratyss, United States)  Total cost of material was $0 79 per 
attachment  Residents were randomized to take dermoscopy photos 
with or without a 3D printed dermatoscope attachment prior to the study 
protocol  Participants were instructed to take both a contact and non-
contact dermoscopy image of two separate standardized nevi  Upon 
completion, residents crossed-over to the other experimental arm and 
completed a second set of images of the same standardized nevi  Time to 
obtain dermoscopy images, in seconds, was recorded  Upon completion, 
participants completed a 5 item Likert scale questionnaire regarding their 
experiences  Dermoscopy images were evaluated by two blinded reviewers 
(MC and MD)  Reviewers graded images on 4 categories: image focus, 
lighting, shadow artifact and centering of each image  Each category was 
rated from 1 to 5, with maximal quality score of 20 points 

Findings: In total 13 of 15, (86 7%), interns and dermatology residents 
completed the study  Participants’ mean time to obtain contact 
dermoscopy images was 6 07s with the dermatoscope attachment and 
12 98s without the dermatoscope (p < 0 05)  Participants’ mean time 
to obtain non-contact dermoscopy was 5 99s with the dermatoscope 
attachment and 8 87s without the dermatoscope attachment (p < 0 05)  
Participants’ mean quality score for contact dermoscopy was 16 84 with 
the dermatoscope attachment and 13 32 without the dermatoscope 
attachment (p < 0 05)  Participants’ mean quality score for non-contact 

dermoscopy was 17 36 with the dermatoscope attachment and 15 4 
without the dermatoscope attachment (p < 0 05)  Residents’ mean comfort 
level obtaining dermoscopy photos was higher with the dermatoscope 
attachment than without the attachment, 6 04 v 5 65 (p = 0 71)  All 
participants reported they would be more likely to take more dermoscopy 
photos with a similar smart phone attachment 

Summary: In our randomized cross-over study, we demonstrated 
that participants took more accurate and precise dermoscopy photos 
in a shorter time span using a 3D printed dermatoscope attachment  
Most participants reported higher comfort levels using a 3D printed 
dermatoscope attachment to obtain images  All participants reported they 
would take more dermoscopy photos with a similar attachment  Overall, 
this study supports the use of a 3D printed dermatoscope attachment for 
dermoscopy imaging 

Primary Author: Travis Blalock, MD, Fellowship Director of Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA

Co-Authors: Lena Chu, BS; Ameya Gangal, BS

Tray-ding Places: Survey-Guided Assessment of Environmental Waste 
Produced by Single-Use and Reusable Trays for Dermatologic Surgery 
in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA)

Purpose: Surgery contributes significantly to environmental waste 
produced by hospitals, which account for roughly 10% of total United 
States carbon emissions  In a study of three Mohs surgeons by Wenham 
et al , dermatologic surgeries produced almost 40 kilograms of waste over 
the course of 26 operations in one week  There remains a paucity of data 
to describe surgeon opinions regarding environmental waste and methods 
to reduce waste produced by dermatologic surgery  This study aimed to 
1) quantify environmental waste produced by dermatologic surgery in the 
Veterans Health Administration (VHA) 2) characterize use of single-use vs  
reusable trays and 3) elicit opinions regarding methods to reduce waste 

Design: Dermatologic chiefs of the VHA Listserv were invited to participate 
in an internet-based Qualtrics survey approved by the Institutional Review 
Board  Participants were queried regarding geographic area, number of 
procedures performed in one week, use of single-use vs  reusable surgical 
trays, and Likert-scale items to assess agreement with a statement 
regarding environmental waste in dermatology  A final open-ended 
question asked for participants to describe methods they believed would 
reduce waste produced by dermatologic surgery 

Findings: 26 respondents completed the survey at the time of abstract 
submission  Geographic areas varied with 8 (31%) denoting an institution 
in the Northeast area, 7 (27%) in the Midwest, 4 (15%) in the Southeast, 4 
(15%) in the Southwest, and 3 (12%) in the West  A large proportion (41%) 
stated they performed between 11-20 total excisions or Mohs surgeries in 
one week  Participants estimated that 36% of surgeries were performed 
with single-use trays exclusively  Nine participants stated they used both 
single-use trays and reusable trays  Among these participants, free-
response reasons for single-use trays included: for “only suture removal”, 
for “high risk patients,” and “not enough stainless-steel instruments ” 
Among participants who used both single-use and reusable trays, 50% 
stated lower environmental waste as a reason for use of reusable trays 
over single-use trays  A majority (95%) agreed or strongly agreed that use 
of single-use surgical trays is wasteful  A majority (89%) agreed or strongly 
agreed that environmental impact is an important concern in the field of 
dermatology  Lastly, a majority (90%) agreed or strongly agreed that they 
would support the use of reusable surgical trays  Suggestions to reduce 
waste included: “just in time packaging of kits,” “switch to reusable cloth 
drapes,” and “less instruments ”

Summary: VHA surgeons use both single-use and reusable surgical trays  
Rationale for use varied and participants used single-use trays for specific 
clinical scenarios, including suture removal  Given the majority agree that 
environmental impact is an important concern for dermatologists, targeted 
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study should assess methods to reduce waste produced by dermatologic 
surgery  Potential areas for improvement include the use of reusable 
drapes, avoidance of unused instruments in trays, and implementation of 
reusable trays with centralized sterilization 

 

Primary Author: Siri Choragudi, BS, Medical Student, UMiami Miller 
School of Medicine, Alpharetta, GA

Co-Author: Gil Yosipovitch, MD

Factors Predicting the Itch-specific Quality of Life Among Patients 
with Chronic Itch

Purpose: Itching is a common problem that severely impacts the quality 
of life (QoL)  Due to the multifactorial nature, the evidence on factors 
predicting itch specific QoL needs comprehensive exploration  We 
investigated the sociodemographic and itch-specific factors predicting the 
itch-specific QoL among a cohort of patients suffering from itching in the 
United States 

Design: A cross-sectional study was conducted on a cohort of patients 
who attended an itch clinic in Miami, United States, from 2014 to 2022  We 
included male and female patients aged 18 years or above with itching for 
at least six weeks  We included the following as predictors: age, female 
sex, ethnicity (Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, non-
Hispanic Asian, and multiracial), location of itch (head and neck, upper 
limb, lower limb, groin and buttocks, and trunk), itch episode frequency 
(>=10/day, 5-10/day, 2-4/day, and <=1/day), presence of itch day and 
night, factors making the itch worse (stress, sweat, dry skin, contact with 
irritants, and allergens, foods, hot-water, salt-water, and acid-drinks), 
associated symptoms (rash, pain, sweating, heat, and cold sensations), 
and intensity of itching (1-10)  Itch-specific QoL was assessed using a 
21 items Itch-specific quality of life questionnaire (ItchyQoL), and each 
response was graded using a five-point Likert scale (1-5)  Higher values 
were representative of poor QoL, and the total score of 21 items (0-105) 
was defined as the outcome  We utilized a multivariable linear regression 
model to explore the predictors of itch-specific QoL by including predictors 
stepwise  Predictors were entered into the model if the probability of F 
value < 0 05 and were removed if the probability >0 10  Goodness-of-fit of 
the linear regression model was assessed using adjusted R^2 

Findings: We included 534 patients  The mean age was 58 years, and 
59% were females  The majority were non-Hispanic whites (61 9%)  The 
mean intensity of itching was 7 77±2 26, and the mean total itch-specific 
QoL was 71 65±19 19  Further, 40 6% had >=10 itch episodes/day, 44 6% 
had itch day and night, and 40 3% had pain in the area of the itch  The 
upper limb (79 6%) was the most frequent site of itch, followed by the 
trunk (73 0%) and lower limb (68 2%)  Female sex (beta=6 24; 95% CI 
3 71,8 76), intensity of itching (beta=2 52; 95% CI 1 91,3 13), frequency of 
itch (beta=1 69; 95% CI 0 51,2 87), having itch day and night (beta=5 64; 
95% CI 2 89,8 39), itching in upper limb (beta=4 80; 95% CI 1 59, 8 01), 
and groin and buttocks (beta=4 40; 95% CI 1 78,7 03), pain in itch area 
(beta=5 49; 95% CI 2 95,8 02), heat sensation (beta=2 72; 95% CI 0 16, 
5 28), and stress (beta=6 79; 95% CI 4 26, 9 32) predicted poor itch-
specific QoL while being non-Hispanic white (beta=-2 60; 95% CI -5 19,-
0 02) predicted good itch-specific QoL  The model explained 48% of the 
variability associated with itch-specific QoL (adjusted R^2 = 0 48) 

Summary: Sociodemographic factors, intensity and frequency of itch, 
having the itch throughout the day, location of itch, symptoms associated 
with the itch, and factors that make the itch worse are vital factors that 
need to be considered when treating patients with itching to improve their 
QoL 

 

Primary Author: Raghavendra Girijala, MD, UT Houston / MD Anderson, 
Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Keemberly Kim, MD; Shelby L  Kubicki, MD; Quoc-Bao 
Nguyen, MD, MBA; Michael Ryan, MD; Valencia Thomas, MD, MHCM

A case of eccrine syringofibroadenomas associated with 
epidermodysplasia verruciformis

Purpose: Epidermodysplasia verruciformis (EDV) has been associated 
with the development of non-melanoma cutaneous neoplasms, most 
commonly squamous cell carcinoma  Eccrine syringofibroadenoma (ESFA) 
is a rare adnexal tumor with an unclear etiology  ESFA may arise as a 
solitary neoplasm or in an eruptive pattern in the context of neoplastic or 
inflammatory dermatoses  Notably, human papillomavirus (HPV) induced 
keratinocyte changes have been reported in association with ESFA  Herein, 
we present a case of ESFA arising in association with EDV 

Design: A 59-year-old man with EDV presented for an eruption of 
neoplasms of uncertain behavior on the scalp, clinically concerning for 
basal cell carcinomas  Intra-operative suspicion regarding an adnexal origin 
of the tumors prompted evaluation of a debulk specimen, revealing ESFA 

Findings: The pathogenesis of ESFA is currently unknown  ESFA 
associated with Clouston’s syndrome has been associated with HPV-10, 
suggesting a virally mediated proliferation  ESFA has also arisen within 
squamous cell carcinoma, with subsequent genotyping revealing HPV-
107 in the dysplastic epithelium  In our case, histopathologic evaluation 
demonstrated keratinocyte abnormalities consistent with viral-induced EDV 
in the context of the development of ESFA 

Summary: HPV-induced changes may be an etiologic factor in the 
development of ESFA, as evidenced by the association of ESFA with EDV 

 

Primary Author: Corey Hartman, MD, Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dermatology, UAB Heersink School of Medicine, 
Birmingham, AL

Co-Authors: Ali Z  Hassan, BS Student; Faaiz Saad, MS3

TikTok Versus Instagram - A Comparison of Dermatology Content 
Creators on Different Social Media Platforms

Purpose: Social media is a powerful tool that plays an important role 
in public health; especially the way that people engage with health 
information  One concern about health information from social media is 
the credibility of those relaying information on public platforms  Social 
media has allowed easier access to platforms where people can reach 
large audiences and deliver information, oftentimes without any fact 
checking  Cosmetic-related health information is especially of concern 
because not everyone is qualified to give out advice regarding the 
subject  While some advice can be harmless, others can have much more 
serious consequences  Currently there is limited literature comparing the 
qualifications of dermatologic content creators on different platforms  The 
primary objective of this study is to compare the qualifications of content 
creators that create and post popular dermatologic content on TikTok and 
Instagram; additionally, this study aims to see the difference in how well 
engaged dermatologist accounts are on the two platforms 

Design: This study compared the results of Saad et al  and Ranpariya et 
al  which characterized the credentials of accounts creating dermatologic 
content on TikTok and Instagram respectively  These studies looked at the 
credentials of accounts providing dermatologic advice and then analyzed 
the accounts’ engagement rates  Engagement rate was measured to see 
how well accounts’ content was interacted with  We analyzed the results of 
each study and then compared them to each other 

Findings: The study found that based on the composition of the accounts 
on Instagram, physicians made up a slightly higher percentage of accounts 
sampled at 18% whereas they only made up 15% of accounts sampled 
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on TikTok  Healthcare providers accounted for 32% and 23% of accounts 
sampled on Instagram and TikTok respectively  On both Instagram and 
Tiktok the highest percentage of accounts had no medical credentials at 
all, 68% and 77% respectively  Dermatologists had a higher engagement 
rate on TikTok, 2 51%, than on Instagram, 1 87%  Accounts in general had 
a higher engagement rate on TikTok than Instagram, 11 13% and 2 77% 
respectively 

Summary: This study suggests a higher dermatologist presence on 
Instagram, but not as well interacted with as TikTok  This may be due to 
TikTok generating more traffic than Instagram  It highlights the importance 
of dermatologists not only creating content, but content that users want 
to engage with  In a world that is driven by social media, it is important 
to have the people with medical education giving advice on these 
platforms  By not creating a strong presence on the platforms with a high 
engagement, the dermatology community leaves room for misinformation 
to permeate on the internet 

 

Primary Author: Hoang Ho-Pham, MD, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Co-Authors: Kavita Kantamneni, MPH; Tiffany Mayo, MD

Efficacy of Concomitant Use of Hydroxychloroquine and Isotretinoin 
for Lichen Planus Pigmentosus: A Case Report

Purpose: Purpose: Lichen planus pigmentosus (LPP) is a variant of 
lichen planus that presents as hyperpigmented macules coalescing 
into large plaques  The appearance can be distressing to patients 
and the hyperpigmentation can be difficult to treat  Various topical 
therapies have been used, however, they are inconsistent and produce 
suboptimal improvement  More aggressive treatment options include 
hydroxychloroquine and, more recently, isotretinoin  While therapeutic 
effects of isotretinoin and hydroxychloroquine have been studied 
individually, there exists no literature on simultaneous treatment  We 
present a case report of a 43-year-old female with LPP with improvement 
on concomitant isotretinoin and hydroxychloroquine 

Design: A 43-year-old African American female with past medical history of 
atopic dermatitis presented for hyperpigmentation on her face  She reported 
gradual darkening of her face and neck that began in 2019 without preceding 
rashes or associated pruritus  She endorsed consistent and frequent use 
of sunscreen  The patient was previously diagnosed with melasma and 
treated with fluocinolone 0 01%/hydroquinone 4%/tretinoin 0 05% cream, 
hydroquinone 4% cream, azelaic acid 10% cream, hydrocortisone 1% cream 
and over-the-counter formulations of mandelic acid, lactic acid, niacinamide, 
kojic acid, and vitamin C with no improvement  On exam, the patient had 
hyperpigmented blue-gray patches overlying the face including periorbital 
and periocular regions with extension to the anterior neck and posterior ears 
and sparing of bilateral cheeks and nose  Additionally, she had concomitant 
decreased hair density on frontal scalp and crown with solitary perifollicular 
scale and loss of follicular ostia consistent with frontal fibrosing alopecia/
lichen planopilaris  She was initially treated with hydroxychloroquine 200 mg 
twice daily, alternating betamethasone 0 05% ointment and tacrolimus 0 1% 
ointment twice daily to face and neck, and compounded fluocinolone 0 01%/
hydroquinone 8%/tretinoin 0 05% cream at night  At follow-up, her physical 
exam did not change  She was then started on concomitant isotretinoin 20 
mg daily 

Findings: Following three months of treatment with hydroxychloroquine 
and isotretinoin, there was improvement in the appearance of the 
hyperpigmentation patches on her neck  There were no adverse reactions 
to the medications  While there are a multitude of possible treatments 
for LPP, there is no consistent and reliable treatment  It is possible that a 
longer treatment period is needed to resolve the hyperpigmentation 

Summary: Lichen planus pigmentosus is a rare and hard to treat 
dermatologic disorder that demands more attention in determining an 

efficacious treatment  Monotherapy hydroxychloroquine and isotretinoin for 
LPP have been studied with some success  Our case report demonstrates 
concomitant hydroxychloroquine and low dose isotretinoin daily as a 
potential treatment modality for LPP 

 

Primary Author: Hoang Ho-Pham, MD, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Co-Authors: Tiffany Mayo, MD; Sydney Weir, MSPH

Pulsed Dye Laser Treatment for Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome Associated 
Ecchymosis: A Case Report

Purpose: Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) is a rare heritable collagen 
disorder characterized by blood vessel fragility and hypermobility of 
joints  Susceptibility to bruising is a common symptom with important 
psychosocial implications, especially in the pediatric population  We 
present the case of a 7-year-old male with diffuse lower extremity bruising 
associated with EDS treated with pulsed-dye laser (PDL) 

Design: A 7-year-old male presents with bruising and dyspigmentation on 
his bilateral lower extremities  He has a history of easy bruising with minor 
trauma  He has become self-conscious of his legs and reports bullying due 
to the appearance of his lower extremities  On physical exam, there were 
purple-yellow hyperpigmented ecchymosis with hemosiderin deposition 
on bilateral lower legs  Initially, patient was using topical over-the-counter 
treatments such as Arnica lotion, horse chestnut extract cream and vitamin 
C serum  Tretinoin 0 05% cream was added an adjuvant therapy  He was 
then referred to laser clinic where he was treated with pulsed-dye laser with 
10 mm spot size, 10 ms and 6J 

Findings: At the 2-month follow-up, the patient had significant 
improvement in appearance following the pulsed-dye laser treatment  He 
completed a second course of pulse dye laser therapy without adverse 
effects 

Summary: Ehlers-Danlos syndrome is a rare genetic disease and treatment 
modalities are targeted towards symptom management  Previous case 
reports have noted treatment of elastosis with high energy pulsed CO2 
laser but there are no reports of treatment of ecchymosis associated with 
EDS  We demonstrated PDL as a well tolerated treatment option in EDS 
pediatric patients with associated ecchymosis that can impact their quality 
of life 

 

Primary Author: Kimberly Huerth, MD, Gateway Aesthetic Institute and 
Laser Center, Salt Lake City, UT

Lenvatinib-associated delayed surgical wound dehiscence

Purpose: Tyrosine kinases are ubiquitous throughout the body, executing 
a myriad of roles in various organ systems, including the skin  Lenvatinib 
is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) that is FDA-approved to treat certain 
forms of locally recurrent or metastatic renal, thyroid, and hepatocellular 
carcinoma  Lenvatinib inhibits vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 
(VEGFR)-1/2/3, platelet derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR)-ρ/ρ, and 
fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)-1/2/3, all of which play crucial 
roles in wound healing  I present the case of a man in his 50’s with a 
history of metastatic renal cell carcinoma successfully managed for 4 years 
with lenvatinib who underwent wide local excision of two moderately-to-
severely atypical lentiginous junctional nevi on the trunk  On post-operative 
day 25, 15 days following suture removal from wounds that appeared 
clean, dry, and intact, both surgical sites spontaneously dehisced  A 
literature review was thereby undertaken in search of published evidence 
that lenvatinib and other small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), 
which are approved by the U S  Food and Drug Administration for the 
treatment of various types of malignancies, are capable of causing surgical 
wound dehiscence and other wound healing complications 
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Design: A literature search was conducted in PubMed using search terms 
“lenvatinib” or “lenvatinib wound healing” or “lenvatinib dehiscence” or 
“lenvatinib complications” from September 1, 2022 through September 30, 
2022 

Findings: Antitumor effects of lenvatinib and other TKIs with anti-VEGF 
activity are attributable to their inhibition of angiogenesis, which is also 
a key feature of the proliferative phase of wound healing  Consequently, 
lenvatinib and other TKIs that target similar pathways, have been 
implicated in wound healing complications based on temporality and 
mechanistic plausibility  There is a paucity of published literature describing 
the effects of TKIs on wound healing, beyond case reports that detail 
anecdotal experience in the context of pre-approval clinical trials and 
post-approval clinical use  There have been no formalized pre- or post-
approval clinical trials to evaluate the risk of wound healing complications 
with TKI use in human subjects  Post-surgical wound healing complications 
in the setting of TKI use are poorly described  While several TKIs carry 
the risk of impaired wound healing on their labels, these risks vary among 
different drugs, are incompletely understood, and are not deemed common 
enough to alter regulatory approval  Complication temporality is also highly 
variable  One recent post-marketing safety analysis of lenvatinib found that 
the reported time from tissue injury to wound healing complication varied 
from 4-58 days 

Summary: All physicians who perform cutaneous surgery, or other 
aesthetic procedures in which a robust cutaneous wound healing response 
is directly related to patient outcomes, should be aware of the very real 
potential that lenvatinib will at a minimum impair this response, and in 
some cases engender serious complications  Vigilance and risk mitigation 
strategies should be undertaken when patients who are taking TKIs are 
subjected to controlled cutaneous injuries  These strategies include, 
but are not limited to, stopping TKI therapy for a short peri-procedural 
window (typically equivalent to five drug half-lives) in accordance with 
the recommendations of the patient’s oncologist, delaying suture removal 
beyond the standard 7-14 day window, placing epidermal sutures that 
can be removed sequentially while observing for signs of dehiscence, 
and carefully screening patients who are being treated with TKIs that 
inhibit VEGFR, PDGFR, and FGFR, for their appropriateness to undergo 
any procedure that will necessitate a cutaneous wound healing response  
TKIs should not be stopped for elective cutaneous surgery if therapy was 
initiated less than 2 months prior, if the patient has metastatic central 
nervous system disease, if the patient has symptomatic metastatic disease, 
of if the patient’s cancer is not responding to TKI therapy 

 

Primary Author: Nasro Isaq, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
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Chondrodermatitis nodularis nasi secondary to Chronic CPAP use

Purpose: To highlight Chondrodermatitis nodularis nasi (CNN), a rare and 
underrecognized variant of chondrodermatitis nodularis helices that is 
usually mistaken for non-melanoma skin cancers 

Design: Case Report 

Findings: A 66-year-old man presented with a papule on the nasal dorsum, 
present for months but intermittently bleeding for 2 weeks  Although 
generally healthy, he had a greater than 20-year history of sleep apnea, 
managed with a CPAP device  Physical examination revealed a 7-mm 
ill-defined, pink, edematous, indurated, and focally eroded papule, on 
background of dermatoheliosis  Histopathologic evaluation of a shave 
biopsy, performed to depth of mid-dermis, showed a central crusted 
ulcer with superficial dermal necrosis, adjacent epidermal hyperplasia, 
and underlying granulation tissue-like angiofibroplasia, in a pattern 
characteristic of chondrodermatitis nodularis chronica, but diagnosed as 
CNN, given the anatomic site  The site of CNN corresponded to top of 
his airway device  By the 4-week video (teledermatology) visit, the site 
had healed without recurrence  The patient elected to continue using his 

original CPAP due to device efficacy  He supplements with conservative 
measures of Vaseline under nonstick bandage applied under the CPAP 
mask to offload pressure 

Summary: The use of CPAP devices in the United States has increased 
over the past 2 decades, with estimated prevalence of moderate to 
severe sleep-disordered breathing as 10-17% for men and 3-9% for 
women  CPAP users depend on this airway device to reduce or eliminate 
obstructive events to an acceptable level during sleep  These patients 
must wear a mask while they are asleep which results in a prolonged direct 
pressure on the nose that can lead to numerous skin complaints such as 
CNN  Chondrodermatitis nodularis chronica helicis (CNCH) is a common 
condition affecting the helix or antihelix of the ear, but its clinical and 
histopathological morphology have rarely been described involving another 
site  Chronic pressure or repetitive trauma are attributed to both CNCH and 
CNN which share indistinguishable histopathological features of central 
ulceration and necrosis with surrounding hyperkeratotic and acanthotic 
epidermis  Although there is a paucity of information about the course of 
CNN, alleviation of pressure from the affected site (by methods such as 
foam padding) is a logical first-line approach  However, continued pressure 
on the same nasal site due to a CPAP device may not be as amenable to 
the many additional options for treatment of CNCH, such as intralesional 
corticosteroid injection, excision, or ablative laser therapy  We present this 
case to enhance awareness of the need to minimize pressure from CPAP or 
BiPAP devices, to prevent and treat CNN, to increase patient comfort and 
compliance with a much-needed airway device 

Primary Author: David Kent, MD, Founding Partner, Skin Care Physicians 
of Georgia, Macon, GA

Co-Authors: Diane I  Duncan, MD; Evan Appelbaum, MD

The Improvement in Quality of Life and Core Muscle Strength in Elderly 
Patients by Simultaneous Application of HIFEM with Synchronized 
Radiofrequency

Purpose: The core muscles, such as the abdominal and pelvic floor muscles 
(PFM), play a significant role in proper posture and protection of the inner 
organs, with pelvic floor muscles controlling the bladder and bowel, and 
assisting in sexual function  Deconditioning of core muscles increases the 
predisposition to injury, incontinence, and sexual dysfunction and worsens 
the quality of life  Although exercise can improve muscle tone, previous 
injuries, illnesses, and overall muscle weakness in old age can prevent 
patients from achieving exercise efficiency  Noninvasive high-intensity 
focused electromagnetic (HIFEM) procedure, however, is able to induce 
brain-independent intense muscle contractions referred to as supramaximal, 
requiring no special commitment or patient cooperation  As a monotherapy, 
HIFEM effectively strengthens the PFM and in synergy with radiofrequency 
(RF) also the abdominal muscles  This study aims to investigate the 
efficiency of the combined use of abdominal and pelvic HIFEM treatments 
on core muscle strengthening and improvement of quality of life 

Design: Thirty- nine patients were enrolled in this multicenter, single-arm 
investigation study  The treatment schedule consisted of four HIFEM+RF 
abdominal procedures spaced 5-10 days, with six standalone HIFEM 
procedures on the pelvic floor spaced 2-4 days  Therefore seven (n=7) 
treatment visits were scheduled, while at the first, third, and fifth treatment 
visits, both procedures were used consecutively, starting with HIFEM+RF  
The follow-up visits were scheduled 1 month and 3 months after the 
treatments  The HIFEM intensities were set according to a maximum 
tolerated level, while RF was set at 100%  The changes in the core strength 
were measured by a biofeedback device  The air-filled pressure pad was 
placed below the patient’s lower back and the patients were instructed to 
contract their core muscles, resulting in a change of pressure measured 
in mmHg  The secondary outcomes included waist circumference 
measurements, a 5-point Likert scale Satisfaction and Therapy comfort 
questionnaire with a 10-point visual analog pain scale 
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Findings: Twenty-six patients (60 – 75 years, 19 7 – 31 9 kg/m2, skin type 
II-V) were evaluated  Twenty-two patients have already finished all their 
treatment visits while 17 subjects finished their 1-month follow-up visit  The 
preliminary evaluation of the 1-month data from the biofeedback device 
showed a significant increase in core muscle strength by 28 5% (+15 4 
± 10 2 mmHg, p-value < 0 001), with a maximum difference of 60 0% 
(+30 0 mmHg)  The evaluation of secondary outcomes showed a waist 
circumference reduction of -2 3 ± 1 9 cm (p-value < 0 001) at the 1-month 
visit, with high satisfaction with the core strength (4 2±0 8), and with the 
overall outcomes (4 3±0 9) after the treatments  Additionally, patients found 
procedures comfortable (4 3±0 9) and essentially painless (2 1 ± 2 2)  No 
serious adverse events or side effects occurred 

Summary: The evaluation indicates a high efficiency of HIFEM+RF and 
HIFEM procedures in strengthening the core muscles after the consecutive 
application to the abdomen and pelvis  The questionnaires revealed high 
satisfaction with the results and patient comfort during the treatments 

 

Primary Author: David Kent, MD, Founding Partner, Skin Care Physicians 
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How to use Simultaneous Combination of HIFEM AND Radiofrequency 
Energies for Visceral Fat Reduction: Retrospectively Assessed from 
MRI Scans: 3-Monthe Data 

Purpose: Visceral adipose tissue (VAT) present in the abdominal cavity 
can be directly correlated with the level of obesity and with serious 
medical conditions  High-intensity focused electromagnetic field (HIFEM) 
technology with synchronized radiofrequency (RF) was recently used for 
abdominal body shaping through subcutaneous fat reduction and rectus 
abdominis muscle growth  The aim of this study is to retrospectively assess 
the effect of HIFEM+RF technology on VAT tissue after a set of abdominal 
treatments 

Design: Data of 16 men and 24 women (22-62 years, 21 2-34 3 kg/
m2) from the original study were found eligible for retrospective review  
All subjects received a total of three 30-minute HIFEM+RF abdominal 
treatments once weekly for three consecutive weeks with intensities set to 
the patient’s tolerance threshold (0-100%)  Area of VAT was measured in 
the axial plane of magnetic resonance imaging scans (MRI) at two levels: 
L4-L5 vertebrae and 5 cm above this level  At both specified levels, the 
VAT was identified, segmented, and calculated yielding total area in square 
centimeters per scan 

Findings: The evaluation of thirty-four (34) MRI scans showed a reduction 
of VAT on average by 15 7% at 1 month  More specifically, the average 
measured area of VAT at baseline was 96 4 cm2 for L4-L5 level and 110 8 
cm2 at the level 5cm above L4-L5  At 1-month follow-up, there was a 
decline by 15 2 cm2 (15 6%) and 17 9 cm2 (15 8%), respectively  The 
detailed analysis of MRI scans also documented no evidence of trauma in 
the abdominal cavity post-treatments 

Summary: This retrospective analysis of MRI images showed an objective 
effect of HIFEM+RF abdominal treatments on visceral adipose tissue  
This preliminary data indicates VAT reduction without adverse event in the 
short-term following HIFEM+RF  However, additional studies evaluating 
this observation is needed to help define the specific effect of this novel 
technology on VAT 

 

Primary Author: Suzanne Kilmer, MD, Laser & Skin Surgery Center of 
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A Prospective, Open-Label Study to Evaluate Functional Changes 
Following Electromagnetic Muscle Stimulation of Abdominal Muscle

Purpose: Electromagnetic muscle stimulation (EMMS) is a safe and 
effective non-invasive body contouring treatment for strengthening, toning, 
and firming the abdomen  It is not known if aesthetic improvements 
associated with EMMS treatment are accompanied by functional changes 

Design: In this prospective, open-label study, healthy adults (22-65 years) 
who desired abdominal toning received up to 8 EMMS treatments (2 
nonconsecutive treatments/week over a 4-week period) to the abdomen  
Follow-ups occurred months 1 (primary endpoint), 2, and 3 post-final 
treatment  Effectiveness endpoints included improvements from baseline 
on core strength (timed plank test) and abdominal endurance (number 
of curl-ups) assessments, as well as improvements on participant-
reported Body Satisfaction Questionnaire (BSQ) and Subject Experience 
Questionnaire (SEQ)  Safety was evaluated throughout 

Findings: Sixteen participants (68 8% female) completed the study, with 
mean age of 39 3 years and mean BMI of 24 4 kg/m2 (range: 20 5-29 8)  
Mean BSQ scores were significantly improved from baseline (27 9) to the 
1-month follow-up (36 6; p< 0 05)  Core strength was significantly greater at 
all post-treatment timepoints than at baseline, with a peak 2-months post-
final treatment (106% change from baseline [CFB])  Abdominal endurance 
was significantly improved at all post-treatment timepoints compared 
to baseline, with a peak 1-month post-final treatment (140 7% CFB)  
Frequently cited reasons for seeking EMMS treatment included a desire to 
feel stronger (100%; n=14/14) and to improve athletic performance (100%; 
n=14/14)  SEQ responses at 3-months post-final treatment showed that 
most participants reported feeling stronger (92 9%) and motivated to receive 
additional EMMS treatments (100%) and work out to maintain treatment 
results (100%)  Most participants (>78%) reported being “satisfied” or 
“very satisfied” with abdominal treatment at all post-treatment timepoints  
One device- and/or procedure-related adverse event of menstrual cycle 
irregularity was reported in 1 participant and was mild in severity 

Summary: EMMS treatment of the abdomen is associated with functional 
strength improvements and high patient satisfaction  Originally presented 
at American Society of Laser Medicine and Surgery, April 27-30, 2022, San 
Diego, CA
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Urticarial Reaction After Vaping: A Public Health Concern of Cadmium 
Contamination

Purpose: The use of e-cigarettes has grown in popularity since its 
inception in 2003 with approximately 27 5% of high school students 
partaking in nicotine vaping in 2019 1 While marketed as an alternative 
to traditional nicotine cigarettes and a way to aid cessation, vapes do not 
come without risk 2 E-cigarettes often contain small amounts of heavy 
metals, including cadmium which carries the risk of accumulating over 
time due to its low excretion rate and long half-life of up to 30 years 3 
Cadmium is a natural metal found in many products including batteries, 
metal coatings, plastics, and cigarettes and its ingestion or inhalation can 
be connected to occupational and environmental exposures  Stomach 
irritation, lung damage, and kidney disease are a few of the systemic 
reactions associated with consuming large quantities of cadmium, however 
chronic low-dose exposure may also result in systemic effects including 
heightened IgE sensitization 4,5,6 Here we present a case of dermatologic 
manifestations after the use of e-cigarettes prompting investigation and 
diagnosis of cadmium toxicity 

Design: Here we describe an individual case report study 

Findings: A 48-year-old female with an 8-year history of e-cigarette use 
presented for evaluation of transient and migrating ill-defined erythematous 
smooth lesions on the trunk and chest  On investigation, cadmium levels 
were elevated at 2 8μg/L  Symptoms improved upon cessation of vaping 
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Summary: Increasingly popular and seen as a substitute for traditional 
smoking and is often mistakenly considered benign  This has raised 
public health concerns and resulted in actions that limit the accessibility 
and regulate the sale of vaping products by implementing flavor bans 
and increasing the minimum age 7 Initiatives and educational resources 
primarily focus on the negative effects of the main ingredients however 
harm may be associated with contaminants that consumers of the 
products may not understand  For example, clotrimazole and ranitidine 
were recalled due to the presence of carcinogenic contaminants, and 
levamisole has been found in adulterated cocaine leading to many systemic 
effects 8,9,10 It also may take time for the contaminants to reach critical 
levels to experience adverse effects, but by the time it is detected, it may 
be dangerous and affecting multiple organ systems  In this case, a woman 
who was vaping for many years before the onset of symptoms developed 
an urticarial reaction with elevated levels of cadmium and improvement of 
symptoms upon cessation of vaping  Contaminants within vaping devices 
should continue to be investigated to further educate patients on the risks 
of smoking and its underlying effects 

 

Primary Author: Shelby Kubicki, MD, Resident, McGovern Medical School 
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A patient with EDV-associated reactive eccrine syringofibroadneomas 
successfully treated with intralesional 5-fluorouracil

Purpose: Eccrine syringofibroadenomas (ESFA) are uncommon benign 
eccrine duct neoplasms often encountered in association with malignant 
cutaneous tumors  While ESFA typically presents as a solitary lesion, 
reactive ESFA presents as multiple ESFA arising in the setting of 
inflammatory or neoplastic dermatoses  Given the rarity of this condition, 
reports of treatment options are limited  We present a case of a patient 
with reactive ESFA in the setting of EDV with response to intralesional 
5-fluorouracil 

Design: A 59-year-old man with EDV presented with a one year history 
of numerous pink papules on the scalp  Several lesions were excised and 
pathology was consistent with ESFA  Due to the number of lesions, two 
additional lesions were treated with a trial of intralesional 5-fluorouracil  At 
follow-up seven weeks later, lesions had decreased significantly in size and 
were able to be excised with ease 

Findings: Reactive ESFA has been reported in association with 
dermatologic conditions including erosive lichen planus, bullous 
pemphigoid, epidermolysis bullosa, and venous stasis  While treatment 
for solitary ESFA is typically excision, this approach is not realistic for 
patients with numerous lesions  Prior attempts for reactive ESFA include 
cryotherapy, CO2 laser therapy, topical imiquimod, and topical and 
systemic retinoids  We propose intralesional 5-fluorouracil as a treatment 
option for this rare condition 

Summary: Reactive ESFA is a rare condition with limited treatment options  
We propose intralesional 5-fluorouracil as a safe and effective alternative or 
neoadjuvant to excision in select patients 
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Pilar Cyst of the Dorsal Hand, a Rare Presentation of a Common Cyst

Purpose: Pilar cysts, also known as trichilemmal cysts, are primarily found 
on the scalp  They were originally termed “trichilemmal cysts” after Pinkus 
discovered that these entities originate from the outer root sheath of the 
hair shaft rather than of sebaceous origin  An early review of these lesions 

found that 90% were located on the scalp, with the majority occurring in 
women  The only lesions to occur elsewhere were located on the forehead 
or back, and other studies have demonstrated similar results with the 
remaining 10% occurring primarily on the posterior neck  There are sparse 
reports in the literature of pilar cysts occurring in sites other than the scalp  
We present a case of a pilar cyst on the dorsum of the hand which was 
clinically concerning for dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans 

Design: A 25-year-old female presented to the Dermatology clinic for 
evaluation of a lesion on the dorsum of her left hand  Her primary care 
physician referred her because the lesion had been increasing in size over 
the course of the preceding months  There were episodes of clear drainage 
in the past, and the lesion was tender if struck incidentally 

Findings: The patient’s examination revealed a 1-centimeter mobile 
subcutaneous nodule without an overlying punctum  Excisional biopsy was 
performed with pathology demonstrating trichilemmal keratinization and 
focal calcification consistent with a pilar cyst 

Summary: Clinically, pilar cysts present as well circumscribed, occasionally 
lobulated, smooth, round subcutaneous nodules  They may result in 
overlying alopecia and can occasionally become inflamed  Pilar cysts have 
classically been thought to only occur on hair bearing areas given their 
trichilemmal origin, with 90% reported to develop on the scalp  Two cases 
have been reported on the palmar aspect of the fingertips  There are also 
reports of penile, perianal, and eyelid pilar cysts that were preceded by 
known trauma – raising the question that trauma may be an inciting factor 
in non-traditional areas off the scalp  In this patient, the dorsal hand could 
have been the site of trauma, however the patient did not report an injury to 
the site  This case highlights the variability, albeit rare, of the presentation 
of a pilar cyst in a location other than the scalp  The differential diagnosis 
for tumors of the dorsal hand should include pilar cyst 
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Treatment of Moderate and Severe Acne: A Multi-Center, Open-Label 
Pivotal Study using a Novel 1726 nm Laser for Treatment of Acne 
Vulgaris

Purpose: Acne is the most common inflammatory condition treated in 
dermatology clinics  Unlike the other diseases we treat, acne can result 
in scarring which can lead to significant psychosocial distress  The 
most effective medical treatment for acne is isotretinoin; however, many 
providers, families, and patient are uncomfortable with its side effect profile 
and long term monitoring  Mid-infrared lasers can treat acne by selectively 
targeting and damaging the sebaceous glands using the theory of selective 
photothermolysis  This study aimed to investigate a novel non-invasive 
method with a 1726nm laser for the treatment of moderate to severe acne 
vulgaris 

Design: This was a multi-center, prospective, open-label, single-arm, IRB-
approved study with 104 treated patients  Patients received three full-face 
30-minute treatments, spaced 2-5 weeks apart  Patients were not pre-
treated with topical anesthesia  Patients had follow up visits at 1,3,6, and 
12 months after their last treatment  Primary efficacy endpoints included: 
reduction in number of inflammatory and non-inflammatory acne lesions, 
improvement in Investigator Global Assessment (IGA) score  Secondary 
endpoints included assessment of patient safety, and patient comfort 

Findings: Assessment of inflammatory nodule count revealed 70% nodule 
count reduction (p< 0 001) at the 3-month follow-up visit compared to 
baseline  Evaluation of IGA scores revealed 31% of subjects showed an 
IGA improvement to “clear” or “almost clear” at the 3-month follow up 
visit with 47% of subjects showing ≥ 2-point improvement in their IGA 
score compared to baseline  Inflammatory count at 6 month follow up 
revealed 97% nodule count reduction compared to baseline  Evaluation of 
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IGA scores at 6 month follow up revealed 53% of patients had ≥ 2-point 
improvement in their IGA score compared to baseline  There were no 
serious adverse events related to the device or protocol during the study  
Treatment was well tolerated in all patients with no major difference in 
patient discomfort in patients with different skin types 

Summary: This 1726 nm laser is a safe and effective for the treatment of 
moderate to severe acne vulgaris  It has sustained efficacy at 6 months 
after the last treatment in reducing inflammatory and non-inflammatory 
nodules  The 1726nm wavelength is not selective for melanin as evidenced 
by its safety in all skin types in this study where all patients were skin types 
II-VI 
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Laser and Energy-Based Devices for the Treatment of Cutaneous 
Verrucae: A Systematic Review

Purpose: To summarize the current evidence on the safety and efficacy of 
laser and energy-based devices for the treatment of cutaneous verrucae 

Design: A comprehensive systematic review of the literature on laser 
and energy-based devices for the treatment of cutaneous verrucae was 
performed using databases including MEDLINE, PubMed and EMBASE 
from January 1st, 2002 until August 5th, 2022 

Findings: 904 unique studies were identified, of which 130 were included in 
this review  The most commonly used lasers as a single treatment modality 
for verrucae included the long pulsed Nd:Yag (n=26), the pulsed dye laser 
(n=18), and the CO2 ablative laser (n=14)  Eighteen studies each evaluated 
the use of photodynamic therapy (n=18) and local hyperthermia (n=18), 
while three studies investigated microwave therapy (n=2) and nano-pulse 
stimulation (n=1)  Other studies combined lasers and other energy-based 
modalities with additional treatments such as retinoids, imiquimod and 
intralesional bleomycin, among other combinations  Overall, laser and 
energy-based devices for the treatment of cutaneous verrucae were 
generally well-tolerated, with some studies reporting mild adverse events 
that included transient mild to moderate procedural pain, and transient 
postprocedural erythema and edema 

Summary: Laser and energy-based devices for the treatment of cutaneous 
verrucae has substantially evolved overtime  Evaluation of the safety 
and efficacy of these devices is crucial to determine their utility in the 
therapeutic armamentarium  Overall, the use of laser and energy-based 
devices is a safe and well-tolerated option for cutaneous verrucae that 
is relatively less invasive than surgical interventions  Future studies using 
more consistent outcome assessment tools will be valuable to help 
clinicians develop device-specific protocols and treatment regimens to 
ensure replicable and effective outcomes 
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Dermatologist Trainability in Ultra-High Frequency Ultrasound of the 
Skin

Purpose: Ultra-High Frequency Ultrasound (UHFUS) has demonstrated 
promise for improving diagnosis and management of frequently 
encountered skin conditions  However, adoption of this technology has 
been slow in the United States  The purpose of this study is to demonstrate 
dermatologists willingness and competence to interpret UHFUS 

after a single Grand Rounds training  Our hope is to ultimately show 
dermatologists are capable of augmenting the clinical exam to distinguish 
neoplastic recurrence from nodular scar without the need for biopsy 

Design: The study design is a single-center cohort study within the 
Emory Department of Dermatology  A 50-megahertz (MHz) UHFUS 
device collected 66 lesion images from a larger descriptive study  These 
images were used to evaluate dermatologists ability to identify cutaneous 
presentations using UHFUS images and attitudes towards adopting the 
technology in a clinical setting via a live pre-test and post-test survey  A 
total of 34 participants responded to questions before and after the training 
session to assess willingness to adopt and ability to interpret HFUS in the 
dermatology clinic 

Findings: Following the 30-minute training protocol, participants improved 
their ability to identify different layers of skin anatomy, lesion boundaries, 
and distinguish significant findings from artifact using UHFUS - all skills 
that would augment the dermatologic exam  Following the training, all 
participants identified keloids using UHFUS as scars, representing over 
a 2-fold increase from the group at baseline  Classifying lesion type 
increased 1 76-fold for images of benign neoplasms, keloids, and surgical 
scars  Core attitudes towards UHFUS, from likely adoption to perceived 
utility, improved with more than a 2-fold increase in confidence determining 
a lesion as a scar using UHFUS  Ability to correctly differentiate scar from 
non-scar improved  Preferences for image collection and characteristics 
were identified 

Summary: Following a single training, dermatologists in this single-center 
cohort were more willing adopt UHFUS into the clinic  Although HFUS 
is becoming a part of the training curricula in some European residency 
programs, efforts to implement UHFUS here in the United States has been 
lagging  Despite the perception that an advanced level of radiology training 
is required to interpret UHFUS, our study demonstrates that a single 
Grand Rounds-style training session was sufficient to improve confidence 
and willingness to implement UHFUS in the dermatology clinic  This is in 
line with the widely accepted opinion among experts routinely practicing 
UHFUS of the skin who cite dermatologists‘ fundamental knowledge of 
skin anatomy and origin of common dermatologic pathologies to support 
dermatologists as the appropriate, expert physicians to interpret UHFUS 
images of the skin  By applying knowledge of clinical and histopathologic 
presentation, dermatologists can non-invasively distinguish scar from non-
scars using UHFUS 
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Ablative Fractional Laser Treatment of Active Acne: A Pilot Study

Purpose: Acne is the most common patient complaint in the dermatology 
office and can lead to pigmentary alterations and scarring  Severe nodular 
acne vulgaris of the face can be psychologically distressing and can 
cause significant morbidity from concurrent scarring  The current standard 
of care for nodular acne includes oral antibiotics plus topical therapy or 
oral isotretinoin  However, due to increasing bacterial resistance from 
antibiotic use, in addition to the systemic side effect profile of isotretinoin 
and inherent challenges with the iPledge system, there may be a place for 
alternative, effective therapies for severe cases  Our hypothesis is that a 
low-energy, low-density ablative fractional carbon dioxide laser treatment 
to active acne provides enough thermal injury to reset acne inflammation 
with minimal downtime 

Design: Five patients with moderate to severe cystic acne (aged 19-30, 
Fitzpatrick Skin Phototype II-IV) who were not using any over the counter 
or prescription acne medications were recruited for this study  Digital 
photography, three-dimensional imaging, and lesion count were obtained of 
the face at baseline, during each treatment visit, and during post-treatment 
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visits  Three ablative fractional carbon dioxide laser treatments were 
performed to facial areas with active acne approximately four weeks apart 
(10-12 5 mJ, 5% density)  Patients were seen in follow-up at 1, 4, and 24 
weeks after the last laser procedure 

Findings: A decrease in total inflammatory lesions was seen four weeks 
after the first laser treatment in four out of five patients, with an average 
lesion count reduction of 35%  All four patients showed increased or 
stable improvement at follow-up one month after the last laser treatment  
Two patients were seen six months after the last laser treatment and had 
an 87% decrease in lesion count and 69% decrease in lesion count from 
baseline  All patients tolerated the procedure well and reported only mild 
redness and crusting that resolved three to five days after treatment 

Summary: To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate 
sustained active acne improvement with a low-energy, low-density 
treatment with an ablative fractional CO2 laser, although additional studies 
are needed to validate these findings 
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Three Cases of Hypertrophic Lichen Planus Initially Misdiagnosed as 
Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Purpose: Fewer than 25 case reports describe hypertrophic lichen planus 
(HLP) misdiagnosed as cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC)  It can 
be difficult to distinguish between these two entities as HLP and cSCC 
share many clinical and histopathological characteristics  Patients who 
are misdiagnosed as cSCC often undergo many unnecessary medical 
and/or surgical interventions before receiving a diagnosis of HLP and 
improving on HLP-directed therapy  The objective of this case series is 
to describe the course of three patients who were initially misdiagnosed 
as multifocal cSCC prior to diagnsoses of HLP, as an illustrative reminder 
to dermatologists, dermatologic surgeons and dermatopathologists of 
this diagnostic challenge  Correct diagnosis of HLP can result in patients 
receiving appropriate treatment in a timely manner and avoid highly morbid 
interventions that may come with cSCC diagnosis 

Design: Case series with clinical history and histopathologic analysis of 
patients referred to a single institution between 2018 and 2022 

Findings: We identified three female patients, aged 61 to 77, who were 
referred to a single institution specialty care center with a diagnosis of 
multiple cSCCs prior to HLP  All of these patients underwent extensive 
treatments including topical chemotherapy and multiple surgical 
interventions (range 2-20)  Upon consultation including a thorough history 
and careful total skin exam the differential was expanded to include and 
favor HLP over multifocal cSCC  Each case was presented at Cutaneous 
Oncology Tumor Board including histopathologic review of all initial biopsy 
slides and these patients were ultimately determined to have HLP, not 
cSCC  Mean duration of time with SCC diagnosis prior to HLP diagnosis 
was 4 years (range: 1 to 8 years)  Once each patient received a correct 
diagnosis of HLP and therapy was initiated with oral retinoids and high 
potency topical steroids, they improved within an average of 6 weeks 

Summary: HLP and cSCC share clinical and pathological features that 
may create a diagnostic dilemma for both the clinician and pathologist 
and can result in misdiagnosis of HLP as cSCC  A PubMed search of 
articles indexed for MEDLINE as well as a Google Scholar search using 
the terms hypertrophic lichen planus and squamous cell carcinoma 
revealed fewer than 25 cases reported in the English-language literature 
of HLP misdiagnosed as cSCC, including our present cases  This case 
series demonstrates the importance of differentiating between the two, 
as misdiagnosis of cSCC leads to unnecessary medical and/or surgical 
interventions, delaying timely diagnosis of HLP and increasing patient 

morbidity  Skillful diagnosis of HLP requires consideration of the overall 
clinical presentation and careful attention to the discrepancies between 
clinical examination and the pathological features of multifocal cSCC  
Furthermore, subsequent priority should be placed on successful treatment 
of HLP with combination therapy of oral retinoids and high potency topical 
steroids 

 

Primary Author: Sino Mehrmal, DO, Resident, Saint Louis University, Saint 
Louis, MO

The current state of post-graduate dermatology training programs for 
midlevel providers

Purpose: Among board-certified dermatologists, the colloquial use of 
“dermatology residency” is understood as a mandatory, accredited, post-
graduate training program of at least 3-years of dermatology focused 
education in addition to a year of general medicine, pediatrics, or surgery  
Residency is followed by an examination from the American Board of 
Dermatology that eventually leads to board certification  Some choose 
to do a fellowship, which typically involves an additional 1-2 years of 
post-residency subspeciality training  In contrast, some dermatology 
departments and private practice groups have recently offered midlevel 
providers the option to engage in formal post-graduate training  The 
didactic training of these programs is often conducted in parallel with the 
educational activities of the parent institution’s dermatology residency for 
physicians (e g , lectures and grand rounds)  These post-graduate training 
programs are optional and can be beneficial for nurse practitioners and 
physician assistants to expand their dermatologic knowledge and skills 
despite lack of accreditation or standardization  With the growth of nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants in both the academic and private 
practice dermatology workforce, it is important for the board-certified 
dermatologist to be aware of these differences in training to provide safe 
and effective care in a collaborative environment and in states and clinics 
where dermatologists are in supervisory roles 

Design: Data was obtained with the search engine Google using various 
combinations of the search terms “nurse practitioner”, “NP”, “physician 
assistant”, “PA”, “advance practice provider”, “APP”, “dermatology”, 
“postgraduate training”, “residency”, and “fellowship”  Programs that 
required tuition and did not provide a stipend were excluded from this 
study 

Findings: At least eight academic and private practice organizations 
across the United States were identified to support post-graduate midlevel 
provider training  Two of these programs were advertised as fellowships  
Program length varied between 6 to 24 months  Class sizes were typically 
limited to 1 to 2 providers  Some programs enrolled both physician 
assistants and nurse practitioners, while others only enrolled nurse 
practitioners  Most curricula focused on medical dermatology, and some 
allowed for electives  Work hours were typically limited to 40 per week and 
most paid a full-time employee salary and gave benefits 

Summary: The post-graduate dermatology training programs identified 
in this study provide a valuable service to help improve the knowledge 
and skills of midlevel providers and as a result, the care of patients with 
dermatologic concerns  However, it is important to note these educational 
opportunities are entirely optional and midlevel providers may pursue 
careers in dermatology without formal post-graduate education  Regarding 
board certification, a new graduate nurse practitioner may obtain 
certification from the Dermatology Nurse Practitioner Certification Board 
with 3,000 hours of general dermatology practice that may occur during 
normal working hours  The National Board of Dermatology Physician 
Assistants is not yet accredited, but requires at least 3 years of training in 
dermatology with the same dermatologist  A physician assistant may also 
become a Diplomate Fellow with the Society of Dermatology Physician 
Assistants after completion of 64 5 hours of online continuing education 
modules  Awareness of these differences in training may help board-
certified dermatologists feel better equipped in making decisions to provide 
safe and collaborative care when working with midlevel providers  Any 
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attempts to provide, standardize, and improve high quality education and 
lifelong learning in the field of dermatology should be celebrated, and 
board-certified dermatologists are the skin experts best equipped to lead 
that role 

 

Primary Author: Gilly Munavalli, MD, Medical Director, Dermatology, Laser, 
& Vein Specialists of the Carolinas, Charlotte, NC

A Prospective Randomized Controlled Clinical Protocol Designed 
to Establish Safety and Effectiveness for Repigmentation of Stable 
Vitiligo Lesions Utilizing Autologous Skin Cell Suspension

Purpose: Cellular transplantation techniques offer the potential for rapid 
repigmentation outcomes for patients with stable vitiligo through transfer 
of healthy noncultured autologous melanocytes and keratinocytes to areas 
of depigmented macules where functional melanocytes are absent  The 
RECELL® Autologous Cell Harvesting Device enables the preparation of 
autologous skin cell suspension (ASCS) from a small skin sample in the 
office setting without specialized equipment or reagents 

Design: A prospective blinded within-subject randomized controlled 
clinical protocol (NCT04271501) was developed to establish safety and 
effectiveness of the RECELL System for repigmentation of stable vitiligo 
lesions  The primary endpoint was designed to evaluate the proportion 
of responders for ASCS-treated areas versus Control treated areas 
at Week 24  Responders are defined as study areas achieving ≥80% 
repigmentation  Patients >18 years of age with stable depigmented 
lesions were included in the trial  Two study areas were randomized 
with the treatment area receiving ASCS application following ablation 
(de-epithelialization) of the depigmented area, followed by targeted 
phototherapy using NB-UVB  A control area received only NB-UVB  
Additional endpoints include investigator reported repigmentation, patient 
reported outcomes, study area VASI scores, and repigmentation durability 
at Week 52  Safety will be evaluated in terms of healing and scar outcomes 
and treatment-related adverse events  Enrollment in the clinical trial was 
completed Dec 2021 

Findings: Safety will be evaluated in terms of healing and scar outcomes 
and treatment-related adverse events  Enrollment in the clinical trial was 
completed Dec 2021 

Summary: This technology has the potential to be utilized in the office 
setting without specialized laboratory equipment, expanding the number of 
centers that can offer cellular transplantation for patients with stable vitiligo  
Currently use of RECELL System is limited to Investigational Use 

 

Primary Author: Lily Park, DO, Resident, Larkin Community Hospital 
Department of Dermatology, South Miami, Coral Gables, FL

Co-Authors: Giovanna Ciocca, MD; Sarah Gabros, DO; Sarah Hocker, DO; 
Andrew Hanley, MD; Laszlo Karai, MD, PhD; Rehan Karim, DO; Victoria 
Serralta, MD

Localized Lichen Myxedematosus with Plasma Cell Light Chain 
Restriction: Is It the Rule?

Purpose: Lichen myxedematosus (LM) is a cutaneous mucinosis 
characterized by dermal mucin deposition with a variable degree of 
fibroplasia  The etiology and pathogenesis of this cutaneous disease 
remain unclear  We propose that the incorporation of in situ hybridization to 
identify light chain restricted plasma cells in dermal tissue may provide new 
insight into the diagnosis of local cutaneous LM 

Design: There are reports of localized cutaneous LM with light chain 
restriction(1, 2, 3)  We have identified 2 additional cases of localized LM 
and pursued in-situ hybridization to discover if they also have light chain 
restrictions 

Findings: An 18-year-old female participant presented with a skin-colored 
plaque that increased in size on the right temple over several years  Initial 
management included the application of topical hydrocortisone cream, 
intralesional Kenalog injection, and excisional biopsy of the 1 2cm x 
1 0cm lesion  The biopsy disclosed an irritated lipoma  Subsequently, the 
lesion returned as a 2cm x 1 3 cm firm, irregular, yellowish, multilobular 
plaque extending beyond the scar  Skin biopsy revealed a reticular dermal 
fibroblastic proliferation containing abundant mucin, superficial interstitial 
granulomatous dermal infiltrate consistent with lichen myxedematosus with 
prominent plasma cells  In-situ hybridization revealed a markedly increased 
abnormal kappa to lambda ratio with lambda restriction  A 13-year-old 
female participant with no significant past medical history presented 
with a tender, skin-colored papule sized 1-1 5cm in the left axilla for two 
months  Evaluation of skin biopsy presented findings consistent with lichen 
myxedematosus with lambda chain restricted plasma cells following in-situ 
hybridization  Laboratory analysis included immunoglobulin E, TSH with 
free T4, thyroid peroxidase and thyroglobulin antibodies, Immunoglobulin 
A, G, M, and serum protein electrophoresis, uric acid, and lactate 
dehydrogenase and was within normal limits  Both patients denied having 
systemic signs or symptoms of illness 

Summary: The presence of light chain restriction can serve as a diagnostic 
tool to differentiate localized LM from generalized scleromyxedema and 
avoid unnecessary and costly workup  Further studies on additional 
patients will assist in clarifying the validity and significance of these 
findings  With the results of our case study, we aim to support the argument 
of plasma cell light chain restriction found in localized LM and provide more 
insight into this rare disease  References: 1  Elwyn LB, Combs A, Villada G, 
Poulos E, Cespedes Y, Rodriguez-Vazquez G, Albitar M, Karai L  Localized 
Lichen Myxedematosus With Plasma Cell Light Chain Restriction: Is It the 
Exception or the Rule? Am J Dermatopathol  2019 Jul;41(7):505-510  doi: 
10 1097/DAD 0000000000001335  PMID: 30601206  2  Clark BJ, Mowat 
A, Fallowfield ME, Lee FD  Papular mucinosis: is the inflammatory cell 
infiltrate neoplastic? The presence of a monotypic plasma cell population 
demonstrated by in situ hybridization  Br J Dermatol  1996 Sep;135(3):467-
70  PMID: 8949447  3  Mitteldorf C, Rongioletti F, Kempf W, et al  Papular 
mucinosis with monotypic plasma cells in a child  J Eur Acad Dermatol 
Venereol  2017;31:e89–e90 

 

Primary Author: Shreya Patel, MD, Resident, Boston University Medical 
Center, Paramus, NJ

Co-Author: Bichchau M  Nguyen, MD, MPH, MBA

State Regulations and Growth of Non-physician Providers in 
Dermatology

Purpose: Non-physician providers (NPPs) e g  nurse practitioners (NPs) 
and physician assistants (PAs), play an increasingly significant role in 
dermatology  Prior study showed that almost 1/4 of biopsy claims were 
submitted by NPPs in 2018  Yet, regulations governing the scope of 
practice of PAs and NPs vary widely across the country  The current 
study determines whether there is an association between state practice 
regulations and characteristics and the number of NPPs performing 
biopsies in dermatology 

Design: Cross-sectional analysis of 2013-2018 Medicare database to 
identify individual providers performing skin biopsies using HCPCS 
codes 11100 and 11101  Providers were identified by NPI number and 
categorized as dermatologists, NPs, or PAs  Percentage and absolute 
change in number of providers and biopsies were calculated by state and 
nationally  Data from the National Conference of State Legislatures’ (NCSL) 
Scope of Practice website was used to categorize states into those that 
allow most, middle, and least independent scope of practice for NPPs  
Analysis of variance tests were used to assess the correlation between 
categories of scope of practice and changes in number of NPPs performing 
biopsies, and number of biopsies performed 
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Findings: In 2018, NPPs accounted for 30% of all providers performing 
skin biopsies, an increase from 20% in 2013  The number of NPs and 
PAs performing skin biopsies increased by 94% and 80% respectively, 
compared to just a 9% increase in the number of dermatologists  38/50 
states saw greater increases in the number of NPPs than in dermatologists  
For NPs, 44%, 16% and 40% of states were designated as most, middle, 
and least independent, respectively  There was an average 112%, 
117%, and 116% growth in the number of NPs completing biopsies 
(p=0 989) and 194%, 227%, and 180% growth in the number of biopsies 
completed by NPs (p=0 824) in the most, middle, and least independent 
states, respectively  For PAs, 52%, 26%, and 22% of states were states 
designated as most, middle, and least independent  There was an average 
107%, 73%, and 107% growth in the number of PAs completing biopsies 
(p=0 448) and 531%, 127%, and 142% growth in the number of biopsies 
completed by PAs (p=0 656) in the most, middle, and least independent 
states, respectively 

Summary: NPPs are a rapidly growing subset within dermatology, with 
most states showing an increase in NPPs relative to dermatologists  
However, the growth of NPs and PAs was not found to be associated with 
the level of restriction on the scope of practice  This suggests that factors 
other than the recent changes in the scope of practice laws may play a 
substantial role in the recent growth of NPPs in dermatology 

 

Primary Author: Eugenie Quan, MD, Resident, Carilion Clinic Dermatology 
and Mohs Surgery, Roanoke, VA

Co-Author: Nathan M  Johnson, MD

Treatment of Median Canaliform Nail Dystrophy with Topical 
Tazarotene Foam

Purpose: Median canaliform nail dystrophy (MCND) is an uncommon nail 
disorder of unknown etiology that typically affects the thumbnails and is 
characterized by transverse ridges radiating from a paramedian canal or 
split in the nail plate, bearing resemblance to a fir tree  Treatment of MCND 
is challenging, as there are no therapies demonstrating consistent efficacy  
There are case reports of treatment with intralesional triamcinolone, topical 
corticosteroids, topical tacrolimus, Nd:YAG laser, and multivitamins with 
variable success  There is a single case report of MCND treated with 
topical tazarotene without documentation of response  Here we present a 
case of median canaliform nail dystrophy that dramatically improved with 
daily application of topical tazarotene foam 

Design: A comprehensive review of the literature was performed using 
PubMed with the following search terms: “median nail dystrophy”, “median 
canaliform nail dystrophy”, “median canaliform dystrophy of Heller”, “nail 
dystrophy”, and “tazarotene”  The review of literature was used to support 
the authors’ case report 

Findings: A 33-year-old female presented with asymptomatic nail 
dystrophy of the right thumbnail that had been present since she was 
a child  She denied any history of trauma to the affected nail  She was 
overall healthy and was not taking any medications  On physical exam, 
there was a central split of the nail plate with transverse ridging in a fir tree 
appearance on the right thumbnail  All other nails were normal  A diagnosis 
of median canaliform nail dystrophy was made and she was started on 
topical tazarotene foam applied daily to the nail plate and proximal nail 
fold  On follow-up 5 months later, there was near complete resolution of the 
MCND 

Summary: We present a case of median canaliform nail dystrophy 
that had been present for many years and improved dramatically with 
daily application of topical tazarotene foam for 5 months  MCND is a 
challenging condition to treat with no consistently effective therapies  To 
our knowledge, this is the first described case of MCND with documented 
response to topical tazarotene  Its mechanism of action is likely due to the 
normalization of keratinocyte differentiation  Topical tazarotene is a safe, 
well-tolerated medication that can be considered as a treatment option for 
MCND 

 

Primary Author: Jacob Reinhart, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, 
MN

Co-Authors: Christian Baum, MD; Kirk Sidey, MD, MBA

Multiple Squamous Cell Carcinomas Arising in Hailey-Hailey Disease 
of the Popliteal Fossa

Purpose: Hailey-Hailey disease (HHD) is a chronic hereditary condition 
characterized by recurrent erosions classically affecting intertriginous sites  
Cutaneous neoplasms arising within sites of chronic HHD is a rare but 
known complication of the disease, with previous reports isolated to the 
anogenital region  We present the case of multiple concurrent squamous 
cell carcinomas arising within uncontrolled HHD of the popliteal fossa 

Design: A 63-year-old female with a 30-year history of Hailey-Hailey 
disease and no previous history of skin cancer presented to dermatology 
for a disease flare localized to the right popliteal fossa  This flare had 
persisted over the previous four months and was recalcitrant to treatment 
with topical corticosteroids, dilute acetic acid soaks, and oral doxycycline  
The patient also reported development of multiple firm papulonodules in 
the flared area  Physical exam demonstrated three discrete firm papules 
with central ulceration and crust, measuring up to 1 cm in diameter  These 
papules were visualized within a background of macerated erythematous 
plaque and overlying serum scale, consistent with the patient’s known 
HHD 

Findings: A tangential shave biopsy of one of these papules showed a 
proliferation of atypical keratinocytes invading the dermis with secondary 
features of epidermal acantholysis and dyscohesion  This was consistent 
with invasive well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma within Hailey-
Hailey disease  Given the anatomic location and underlying inflammatory 
condition, Mohs micrographic surgery was recommended  At the time 
of Mohs surgery, a biopsy of two similar appearing papules showed 
features consistent with invasive moderately differentiated squamous 
cell carcinoma  The patient returned for treatment with Mohs surgery, 
with a total of three squamous cell carcinomas  At 6-month follow-up, no 
additional concerns for malignancy were identified 

Summary: The development of squamous cell carcinoma within sites of 
chronic HHD is a known potential complication  However, the few reports 
in the literature are limited to anogenital sites  It has been postulated that 
reduced epidermal integrity increases the risk of infection with oncogenic 
strains of HPV in these areas  This case involving the popliteal fossa 
highlights the potential for chronic inflammation associated with HHD to be 
the primary predisposing factor  The development of multiple concurrent 
neoplasms with a reported timeline of four months of uncontrolled disease 
is noteworthy  Without additional risk factors for squamous cell carcinoma 
such as previous skin cancer history, chronic immunosuppression, or 
history of solid organ transplant, the impact of our patient’s HHD is evident  
This case emphasizes the importance of thorough skin examinations for 
patients with HHD and suggests a low threshold to biopsy suspicious 
lesions that appear inconsistent with the patient’s known Hailey-Hailey 
Disease 

 

Primary Author: Sami Saikaly, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor, University 
of Florida Department of Dermatology, Saint Augustine, FL

Co-Authors: Shae Margulies, BS; Tyler Marion, MD, MBA

Use of Potent Topical Corticosteroids for Hypergranulation Tissue in 
Pediatric Patients

Purpose: Hypergranulation is characterized by excess granulation tissue 
which results in delayed wound healing and reepithelialization  Though 
many treatment options have been previously reported, less invasive 
and irritating treatment regimens are often preferred in the pediatric 
population  Here we demonstrate the successful use of high potency 
topical corticosteroids for the treatment of hypergranulation tissue (HGT) in 
a pediatric patient 
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Design: Here we present a case where potent topical corticosteroids 
successfully treated HGT in a 14-year-old previously healthy female  The 
HGT developed status-post the use of an expired hair dye, which resulted 
in a scalp burn  After emergency department treatments with cephalexin, 
silver sulfadiazine, and oral clindamycin failed, she presented to the 
pediatric dermatology clinic where she was diagnosed with HGT  She 
was prescribed clobetasol 0 05% ointment to apply topically twice daily  
Additionally, a literature review was conducted to assess prior reported 
uses of topical corticosteroid for HGT treatment in the pediatric population 

Findings: After six weeks of twice daily clobetasol 0 05% ointment 
application, our patient had complete resolution of the HGT  Literature 
review revealed three cases of successful HGT treatment with topical 
corticosteroids in pediatric patients, including with low potency topical 
corticosteroids 

Summary: High potency topical corticosteroids are an effective 
treatment option for HGT in pediatric patients and should be considered 
as an alternative to other more invasive therapies  Unlike standard 
treatments (silver nitrate, surgical debridement, Pulsed Dye Laser), topical 
corticosteroids are painless and non-invasive, making them a more 
palatable option for children and their caretakers  It is recommended to 
initially treat HGT with a low potency topical corticosteroid and escalate 
therapy as needed 

 

Primary Author: John Strasswimmer, MD, PhD, Strasswimmer Dermatolgy 
Mohs Surgery, Delray Beach, FL

Co-Author: Hailey Grubbs, DO

Ice cream to enhance sonidegib hedgehog pathway inhibitor 
pharmacokinetics in advanced basal cell carcinoma

Purpose: It is hard to dose hedgehog pathway inhibitors (HHI) in patients 
with abnormal ability to swallow or absorb medication  We sought to 
investigate alternative ways to administer and dose sonidegib for patients 
with absorption issues and difficulty swallowing pills 

Design: Case report: We describe a case of a 73-year-old woman with 
a history of short bowel syndrome who presented with a very large 
unresectable advanced BCC on the nose  After a lengthy discussion of 
various treatment options, we decided to trial her on a course of sonidegib  
In addition to her short bowel syndrome, she also reported an inability 
to swallow capsules  Recommended dosing includes taking one 200 mg 
capsule daily by mouth either on an empty stomach or at least one to two 
hours prior to eating  Following these instructions, less than 10% of the 
sonidegib is absorbed  When administered with a high-fat meal, exposure 
is increased by 7 4-7 8 fold Upon reviewing the pharmacokinetics of 
sonidegib, our solution was to empty one 200 mg capsule of sonidegib into 
a quarter cup of vanilla ice cream with instructions to eat this once daily in 
the morning  The patient was monitored for tumor response and signs and 
symptoms of toxicity 

Findings: The patient was compliant with her personalized dosing regimen 
and had no issues eating the ice cream sonidegib combination  She found 
the taste very tolerable  After several weeks, we began to see improvement 
in the size of her tumor  She experienced mild fatigue but had no toxicities 
requiring cessation of her medication 

Summary: The use of a heavy fat-based item with sonidegib therapy 
may enhance our ability to deliver medication in a more precise way  The 
alternative dosing regimen of sonidegib with ice cream proved successful 
in treating our patient’s advanced BCC  Combining sonidegib with a high-
fat food led to increased exposure to the drug, allowing us to overcome 
her absorption issues  We were able to titrate the amount of ice cream per 
dose to an amount that was both effective and tolerable  With this case, 
we hope to raise awareness and improve access to sonidegib for other 
patients who may also have absorption issues 

 

Primary Author: Faezeh Talebi-Liasi, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at 
Mount Sinai, Department of Dermatology, New York, NY

Co-Author: Jonathan Ungar, MD

Demographics of Patients Seeking Skin Cancer Screening and Total 
Body Skin Exams (TBSEs): A Retrospective Single Center Study

Purpose: Incidence of melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer has 
doubled in the past thirty years and is expected to double again by 2030 
from what it was in 2010  Skin cancer screenings or total body skin exams 
(TBSEs) remain one of the primary modes of identifying skin cancer 
especially in early-stage disease  However, data on the demographics of 
patients coming in for skin cancer screenings is lacking and previously 
published research in this area comes from indirect national household 
surveys and not from direct clinical data of outpatient centers  Our 
hypothesis was that age and gender behavioral differences exist in patients 
seeking TBSEs  We expect this data to have implications in tailoring 
guidelines for skin cancer screenings for different age or gender groups 

Design: Retrospective single center chart review of direct patient data at 
56 outpatient centers of the Mt  Sinai medical center in New York between 
2011-2021  TBSE exams were identified using unique ICD10 diagnostic, 
billing and CPT codes  Encounters were stratified into established and 
initial (new) patient visits 

Findings: 90,087 unique encounters were identified for 49,066 patients  
Age ranged from 9-105 years old  Across all visit types (both initial and 
established) females had an average age at encounter of 52 9 vs  55 9 for 
males (P< 1x10-6)  Looking at initial visits only, we found that females on 
average present 1 3 years earlier for skin exams compared to males (average 
age 44 6 vs  45 9, p < 0 0001)  We also observed a peak of initial TBSE 
visits among females aged 25-30 and among men aged 30-35, showing that 
younger patients are coming in for skin checks in the past 10 years 

Summary: This is the first large scale study on the demographic of patients 
coming in for skin checks  We show from direct clinical data that females 
are more likely to come in for initial or established skin exams at an earlier 
age compared to males  We also show that in the past decade younger 
patients, in their second and third decade of life, are coming in for their first 
skin checks 
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Primary Author: Nader Aboul-Fettouh, MD, Fellow, University of Texas 
Health Science Center Houston, Houston, TX

Co-Author: Richard L  Torbeck, MD

The Mohs Surgery Job Market: A Cross-Sectional Survey of Current 
and Recently Graduated Mohs Surgery Fellows

Purpose: Fellowships in Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) continue to 
become more competitive with a disproportionate rise in positions offered, 
causing concern over the MMS job market  There also continues to be a 
shortage of Mohs surgeons in rural and nonurban areas  This study aimed 
to identify current trends in the MMS job market and the possible impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic on this labor market 

Design: A web-based survey for current or recently graduated MMS from 
2018-2022 was designed  The American College of Mohs Surgery (ACMS) 
sent a survey link to their listserv in September 2021 and posted the link on 
the ACMS website  The last survey response was collected on December 
12, 2021 

Findings: Forty-six responses were collected  Positions that included only 
MMS were the most sought out by 37% of respondents  However, the 
position that was most signed for included MMS+general dermatology 
(28%)  One in five (20%) respondents signed for positions where 1-25% 
of the schedule was MMS  The most influential job considerations for 
respondents when searching for job positions were family constraints and 
presence of a significant other  Thirteen (28 3%) responders agreed or 
strongly agreed that the Covid-19 pandemic had a significant impact on 
their job search  Twelve of forty-six respondents (26 1%) agreed or strongly 
agreed that there were enough job opportunities for graduating Mohs 
fellows today  Thirty-nine (86 9%) respondents agreed or strongly agreed 
that they would still complete an MSDO fellowship if given the option to do 
it all over again 

Summary: These survey results show that a minority of respondents felt 
there were enough job opportunities available  Over 50% of respondents 
were hoping to practice full time MMS when starting, but the most popular 
type of position that fellows had signed for was one with a mix of MMS 
and general dermatology  Future applicants interested in completing an 
accredited MMS fellowship should be aware of this when considering 
early career options  The majority of graduated fellows have chosen to 
work in metropolitan areas rather than rural and non-urban areas  Family 
constraints and presence of a significant other were ranked the most 
influential factors for their job considerations, with geography ranked 
as the least important by many respondents  Salary was not ranked 
highly by many candidates  Financial incentives may not have a powerful 
impact on attracting graduating MMS fellows to rural areas  Only 13 of 37 
respondents in this study felt that the Covid-19 pandemic had an impact on 
their job search (9 respondents answered not applicable)  Fellows pointed 
to limited networking opportunities and in-person interviews/clinic visits 
due to the pandemic  Overall, the majority of current or recently graduated 
fellows felt their job search was not impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic  
The large majority of current and recently graduated fellows were content 
with their decision to pursue a MMS fellowship 

Primary Author: Murad Alam, MD, MSCI, MBA, Vice Chair, Department of 
Dermatology, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL

Co-Authors: Noor Anvery, BA; Soon Bahrami, MD; Robert T  Brodell, MD; 
Lorenzo Cerroni, MD; Rachel E  Christensen, BS; McKenzie Dirr, BA, BS; 
Carly Elston, MD; Tammie Ferringer, MD; Kyle J  Garton, MD; Bianca Y  
Kang, MD; Joyce Siong See Lee, MBBS, MRCP; Yeqiang Liu, Ph D ; John 
C  Maize, MD; Jennifer McNiff, MD; Ronald P  Rapini, MD; Omar P  
Sangueza, MD; Christopher R  Shea, MD; Brandon T  Worley, MD, MSc; 
Maria Yadira Hurley, MD; Cheng Zhou, MD; Dirk Elston, MD; Farhana Ikmal 
Hisham, MA; Umer Nadir, BS; Michael Yi, BS

Dermatopathologic Features of Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma 
and Actinic Keratosis: Consensus Criteria and Proposed Reporting 
Guidelines

Purpose: To develop consensus recommendations regarding diagnostic 
criteria, nomenclature, and reporting of actinic keratosis (AK) and 
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) 

Design: Literature review and cross-sectional multi-round Delphi 
process with a panel consisting of 15 dermatopathologists, followed by a 
consensus meeting  Using a 9-point Likert scale, consensus was defined 
as at least 70% of participants rating 7-9 (strongly agreeing) or fewer than 
15% of participants rating 1-3 (strongly disagreeing) with a definition, 
reporting criteria, and assertion/recommendation 

Findings: Consensus was achieved for the following diagnostic categories: 
key dermatopathologic features necessary for diagnosing cSCC, AK, and 
associated variants, grading of degree of cellular differentiation in cSCC, 
utility of immunohistochemistry for diagnosis of cSCC, and pathologic 
features that should be reported for cSCC and AK 

Summary: We were able to obtain consensus among expert 
dermatopathologists regarding diagnostic criteria specific to cSCC, 
AK, and their variants, as well as appropriate reporting of pathologic 
findings for AK and cSCC  Widespread implementation of these 
consensus recommendations may improve communication between 
dermatopathologists and clinicians, facilitating appropriate treatment of AK 
and cSCC 

 

Primary Author: Murad Alam, MD, MSCI, MBA, Vice Chair, Department of 
Dermatology, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL

Co-Authors: Brandon Ansbro, BS; Farhana Ikmal Hisham, BS; Sophia 
Levit, BS; Umer Nadir, BS; Noor Anvery, BA; Emily Poon, PhD; Alexandria 
Weil, RN; Alexander Xiao, MD; Michael Yi, BS; Grant Zhao, BA

Identifying Patient Experiences and Preferences During Dermatologic 
Skin Biopsies

Purpose: The number of skin biopsies performed in the United States 
has increased by 153% from 1993 to 2016  Despite the growing number 
of biopsies performed yearly, few studies exist to evaluate the patient 
experience during this process  This multi-site academic center prospective 
study seeks to clarify the patient skin biopsy experience with a view to 
understanding how it can be improved 

Design: A cohort of patients who had received biopsies for detection 
of both inflammatory and neoplastic skin diseases was recruited to 
undergo open-ended interviews regarding their skin biopsy experience  
The underlying themes and experiences from the patient interviews were 
categorized and used to guide the development of a detailed qualitative 
and quantitative semi-structured interview instrument to assess skin biopsy 
experiences and preferences that was given to a larger multi-center patient 
cohort 

Findings: Open-ended interviews with patients who had undergone skin 
biopsies provided information about patient anxiety and expectations at 
three points during the care continuum: before, during, and after the skin 
biopsy  Before the skin biopsy, patients were particularly sensitive to how 
information was relayed to them by providers, and their openness to biopsy 
was related also to how well they understood the reasons for the skin 
biopsy and how this may be helpful for their health maintenance  Patients 
wanted to understand why clinicians were recommending biopsy and 
they appreciated being able to communicate their fears, if any, regarding 
the process of skin biopsy  During the skin biopsy procedure, the patient 
experience was modified by how supported patients felt during the 
process  Specifically intra-procedural factors such as adequate distraction, 
the provider’s technical skills and bedside manner, and any other social 
support that the patient had at the time were helpful in reassuring them 
and allaying anxiety  After the skin biopsy, patients’ experiences were 
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impacted by the clarity and completeness of information they received 
about aftercare, suture removal (if this were necessary), and strategies for 
management and mitigation of any resulting scar 

Summary: This qualitative study provides insight into how the patient 
experience can be improved during the most common skin procedure, 
skin biopsy  By managing patient expectations, and providing appropriate 
information and reassurance before, during, and after skin biopsy 
procedures, dermatologists can help patients experience minimal anxiety 
and distress, and become willing and effective facilitators of their own 
medical care 

 

Primary Author: Claire Alexanian, MD, Resident, Boston University, 
Cambridge, MA

Co-Authors: Alexandria Riopelle, MD; Carl Schanbacher, MD; Holly Sprow, 
BS

Mohs Micrographic Surgery of Atrophic Dermatofibrosarcoma 
Protuberans Misdiagnosed as a Neurofibroma

Purpose: Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is an uncommon, 
fibroblast-derived sarcoma that is most often seen in young adults  It can 
be locally aggressive and have a high rate of recurrence after surgical 
excision  The most common presentation is the protruding form; however, 
another rare subtype is the atrophic variant, which presents as an 
indurated, depressed, plaque  Only about 100 cases of the atrophic variant 
of DFSP are reported in the literature 

Design: A 47-year-old male was seen in dermatology clinic for a lesion 
on his forehead  At the time of the visit, the lesion was biopsied, and the 
pathology interpretation was consistent with a neurofibroma  Ten years 
later, the patient returned for re-evaluation of the area due to progressive 
atrophy of the scar  An excisional biopsy revealed atrophic DFSP  At the 
time of the physical examination, the patient had a 1 8 x 1 7 cm depressed 
plaque on the superior midline of the forehead  The tumor was removed in 
5 stages, leaving a final defect measuring 6 0 cm x 7 7 cm  It was repaired 
with a full thickness skin graft after abrading the outer table of the skull 

Findings: The atrophic variant of DFSP is often neglected by patients and 
frequently misdiagnosed by clinicians, being mistaken for benign conditions 
such as atrophic scars, morphea, lipoatrophy, atrophic dermatofibroma, or 
atrophoderma  As such, most cases are diagnosed after a significant delay 
and can often lead to delayed treatment, as in the case of this patient  The 
length of delay in diagnosis frequently seen in these lesions can cause 
significant cosmetic consequences 

Summary: Although it is more common for cutaneous malignancies to 
exhibit outgrowth from the skin, this case demonstrates that depressed or 
inward growing lesions can represent forms of malignancy as well  Other 
examples of this include entities such as mopheaform basal cell cancer and 
breast cancer  In light of the high morbidity associated with this condition, 
attention must be raised in the dermatologic community to recognize these 
and other sunken neoplasms in clinical practice 

 

Primary Author: Suzanne Alkul, MD, Fellow, Baylor College of Medicine, 
Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Alexandria J  Brown, BS; Ida Orengo, MD; Anna Poliner, MD; 
Riyad Seervai, MD; Ikue Shimizu, MD

Risk factors for complications following Mohs surgery; a retrospective 
chart review focusing on pre-operative hypertension and 
anticoagulation

Purpose: Hypertension (HTN) is a common comorbidity in the population 
that undergoes Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS)  Prior evidence in other 
fields has suggested that increased blood pressures increases the risk of 

bleeding, which may predispose patients to other complications, such as 
wound infection, dehiscence, and necrosis  This study seeks to investigate 
the role of blood pressure in bleeding outcomes and postoperative 
complications in patients who are undergoing MMS 

Design: We performed an IRB approved retrospective chart review of all 
MMS procedures at one institution in one calendar year  Data collected 
included basic demographics, pre-operative diagnosis of hypertension, use 
of anticoagulants or anti-platelets, pre-operative blood pressure, type of 
skin cancer, number of stages, type of closure, and type of post-operative 
complication  Basic statistics were performed to obtain odds ratios 

Findings: We found a statistically significant increased risk of overall 
post-operative complications with secondary intention healing, flaps, and 
full-thickness skin grafts in comparison to linear closures  All other peri-
operative variables, including history of HTN, systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
> 160, SBP >180, anticoagulation/antiplatelet therapy (AC/AP), tumor type, 
and number of stages did not have a statistically significant increased risk 
of overall postoperative complications  These results are similar to those 
described by Merritt et al ; larger tumors have a higher risk of complications 
likely due to the need for a more complex closure 

Summary: Patients with a history of HTN, those with pre-operative 
elevated blood pressure, and those on AC/AP are not at significantly 
increased risk of overall complications following MMS 

 

Primary Author: Sergey Arutyunyan, DO, Pine Island Dermatology, FL

Co-Authors: Brandon M  Basehore, DO; Sheila Farhang, MD; Eli Saleeby, 
MD

Bigger Slides! Processing Sections in Mohs Micrographic Surgery Too 
Big to Fit on a Single Conventional Microscope Slide.

Purpose: The purpose of this presentation is to describe an approach 
to processing sections in Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) too big to 
fit on a single conventional slide  Currently, the single section method is 
commonly used for histologic preparation in Mohs surgery  This technique 
processes the entire specimen without its subdivision into smaller pieces, 
thus reducing the number of tissue specimens that must be prepared by 
the histotechnologist and interpreted by the Mohs surgeon  However, the 
size of the specimen that could be processed by single section method is 
limited to the size of the standard slide on which the specimen is mounted  
This necessitates the division of any specimen that measures 2 5 cm or 
larger in diameter as approximate size of the conventional slide is 2 5 cm x 
7 5 cm 

Design: In our practice, we routinely and efficiently use a single, large glass 
microscope slide to process specimens too large to fit on a conventional 
glass slide  To illustrate our technique, we performed MMS on a basal 
cell carcinoma measuring 3 4 cm in diameter on the superior lateral malar 
cheek of an 81-year-old man  The excisional specimen was mounted on 
a cryostat chuck in a frozen optimum cutting temperature medium  After 
processing, it was placed on a single large glass slide measuring 5 08 cm 
x 7 62 cm (2” x 3”)  We process tissue specimens, whether small or large, 
in a similar manner  However, several modifications are made to minimize 
potential artifacts associated with larger specimens  We use fresh blades, 
particularly when sectioning thicker specimens such as those from the 
trunk or those containing cartilage, to minimize uneven thickness, folding, 
and bunching of the specimen  Furthermore, when processing adipose rich 
specimens, we freeze the tissue on the cryostat chuck with liquid nitrogen 
until the specimen turns icy white  The flow of liquid nitrogen is directed 
towards the central portion of the specimen to prevent underfreezing of the 
fatty component, leading to fewer holes  This also minimizes over freezing 
of the periphery of the specimen  Then, the block is sectioned twice (2 full 
wheel rotations of 5 μm thick)  Both sections are discarded as they are 
likely to contain the freeze artifacts and shatter during the cutting process  
The subsequent section is obtained and moved to a stage  We use a brush 
instead of an antiroll plate to facilitate this process and to avoid bunching  
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Importantly, prior to processing large specimens, we ensure that cryostat 
chuck, stage, and blade, as well as the cryostat wheel are all secured 
tightly to minimize vibrational movement, thus reducing chatter, folding, 
and uneven thickness  By preventing the latter, we also minimize uneven 
staining 

Findings: The technique we describe eliminates the need to divide the 
specimen into smaller pieces and makes it easier for the Mohs surgeon to 
interpret the slide 

Summary: We describe an efficient technique that utilizes a single, 
large glass microscope slide to process specimens that do not fit on a 
conventional slide  This technique speeds up slide interpretation and 
saves time  Furthermore, it decreases technical errors and may potentially 
lead to a fewer false-positive results  A potential limitation of this method 
is the increased cost of larger slides compared to conventional slides  
This, however, is offset by the decreased processing and treatment time, 
allowing surgeons to effectively treat more patients 

 

Primary Author: Sergey Arutyunyan, DO, Pine Island Dermatology, FL

Co-Authors: Eli Saleeby, MD; Eduardo Weiss, MD

Reconstruction of Large Facial Multi Cosmetic Unit Defect

Purpose: Preservation of a three-dimensional relationship between facial 
subunits is paramount and requires a complex approach rather than one 
size fits all solution  The purpose of this presentation is to describe a 
reconstruction of large facial multi cosmetic unit defect measuring 3 5 x 
1 9-cm and involving left infraorbital cheek, upper lip, nasal sidewall, ala, 
and alar rim 

Design: To preserve the three-dimensional relationship between the cheek, 
the nose, and the upper lip, and to optimize cosmesis, we repaired the 
defect by utilizing a 3-step approach where the lip, cheek, and nasal ala 
were each reconstructed separately  First, repair of the upper cutaneous 
lip was conducted by using a lip rotation flap  The lateral aspect of the 
flap was incised along the nasolabial fold and the area elevated  The flap 
was then advanced superiorly and medially with the superior portion of 
the flap forming the new apical triangle  The redundant tissue was excised 
perpendicular to the vermillion border and parallel to the relaxed skin 
tension lines  This allowed camouflaging the suture into the nasolabial 
fold and perioral rhytids  Repair of the cheek portion of the defect was 
achieved by utilizing a V-to-Y advancement flap to allow for the best match 
with respect to color, texture, and sebaceous content  The V-to-Y flap was 
designed within facial relaxed skin tension lines and was incised to the level 
of the subcutaneous fat  To ensure adequate mobility of the flap, incisions 
were made superiorly and inferiorly to the pedicle  The flap was then 
advanced medially to cover the cheek defect and was secured in place 
with deep buried sutures  This was followed by placement of buried sutures 
around the perimeter of the flap and a running suture to approximate the 
epidermal edges  Subsequently, attention was turned to reconstruction 
of the remaining small, crescent-shaped defect that involved left ala and 
nasal sidewall  We chose to repair this defect with a full-thickness skin 
graft harvested from the previously excised Burow’s triangle during the lip 
closure  The graft was trimmed and thinned to fit the size of the remaining 
defect and sutured in place  A tie-over bolster was placed on the wound 
bed for compression of skin graft and was removed at the follow up in 7 
days 

Findings: We show that using this 3-step approach provides appropriate 
skin texture and color, while preserving three-dimensional relationship and 
functionality between facial aesthetic subunits  Furthermore, the resulting 
scars are hidden within relaxed skin tension lines of respective subunits 

Summary: Central facial defects can present a reconstructive challenge 
as the lip and nose are structures that are important in maintaining 
the functional and cosmetic integrity of the face  Furthermore, these 
structures are essential in facial expressions, thus playing a vital role in 
social interactions  The approach we describe allows to preserve a three-

dimensional relationship between facial subunits, leading to an acceptable 
cosmetic outcome 

 

Primary Author: Soraya Azzawi, MD, Resident, Jackson Memorial/ 
University of Miami Department of Dermatology, Miami, FL

Co-Authors: Alyx Rosen-Aigen, MD; Andrea Chen, MD; Bradford Lee, MD, 
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Recurrent nodular fasciitis following excision: a case report and 
literature review

Purpose: Nodular fasciitis (NF) is an exceedingly rare diagnosis that can 
stymie clinical decision-making given its tendency to resemble soft tissue 
sarcomas  We present a 54-year-old woman with recurrent NF of the left 
medial eyebrow, necessitating Mohs micrographic surgery for definitive 
therapy  Through this abstract, we aim to share a case presentation of 
this uncommon pathology, and to review the current literature on this 
challenging diagnosis 

Design: Utilizing the ClinicalTrials gov, Cochrane Library, Embase, PubMed 
and Web of Science databases, a comprehensive literature review was 
performed from inception to January 1, 2022  Studies published in English 
that characterized the epidemiology, natural history and management 
strategies for recurrent NF were selected for review 

Findings: The patient presented with a poorly-defined, tender 
subcutaneous nodule on the left medial eyebrow, extending to the superior 
eyelid and impeding her vision  Magnetic resonance imaging revealed 
a cystic mass contained in the subcutaneous fat near the superomedial 
left orbit  Initially, excision had been attempted with positive margins and 
swift regrowth  Given the sensitive location, recurrence and histology 
concerning for deep infiltration, Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) was 
recommended for treatment  The initial stage revealed nodules of wavy, 
spindled, fibroblastic cells extending to the muscle and further stages were 
taken  After obtaining clear surgical margins on the fourth stage, the patient 
was referred to oculoplastic surgery for reconstruction  After extensive 
review with an expert specializing in bone and soft tissue pathology, the 
histologic features were determined to be consistent with a diagnosis of 
nodular fasciitis (NF), and no further treatment was necessary  NF is a rare, 
fibroproliferative process that may be associated with antecedent trauma  
The main population at risk for NF consist of adults between 20 – 40 
years of age, without gender predominance  While lesions in adults have 
a predilection for the extremities or trunk, between 10-20% of NF cases 
are thought to involve the head and neck region  Depth of involvement 
varies, including subcutaneous, fascial, intravascular and intramuscular 
variants  An unusual but increasingly recognized variant is intradermal 
nodular fasciitis, which predominantly affects the head and neck, thereby 
raising functional and cosmetic concerns with attempted excisions  Since 
the first case of intradermal nodular fasciitis was diagnosed in 1990, 52 
additional cases have been documented in the literature  One explanation 
for the propensity of intradermal NF to involve the head and neck region is 
the superficial musculoaponeurotic system more directly connecting fascial 
musculature and comparatively thinner skin  Histologic features include 
rich cellularity as well as the haphazard arrangement of spindle-shaped 
myofibroblasts and fibroblasts in a mucoid matrix  Immunohistochemistry 
enables the exclusion of malignant differential diagnoses via positivity for 
smooth muscle actin and vimentin, and unreactive CD34, cytokeratin, 
desmin, factor-VIII-related antigens, HMB45, keratin antigens or S-100  
Despite imitating more grave diagnoses, NF has no malignant potential 
and an excellent prognosis  Therefore, the major clinical challenge this 
entity presents is ensuring the appropriate diagnosis to avoid unnecessarily 
invasive surgical approaches or adjuvant therapies  Conventional treatment 
has relied on observation, serial intralesional corticosteroids or wide 
local excision, with the understanding that recurrence is unlikely and 
may represent incomplete excision  Given the morbidity associated with 
wide local excision in cosmetically sensitive areas, MMS represents an 
efficacious and safe alternative for NF occurring in the head and neck 
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Summary: Although rare, NF is of diagnostic import given its propensity 
for mimicking malignant sarcoma  Traditional management strategies have 
included intralesional corticosteroids and wide local excision, supported 
by the assumption that any remaining proliferative tissue would regress 
spontaneously; however, as this case demonstrates, NF occurring in the 
head and neck region can significantly impede daily activities of living  
Moreover, local excision may be insufficient to prevent recurrence  Mohs 
micrographic surgery therefore represents an ideal treatment modality for 
lesion removal while minimizing recurrence and optimizing cosmetic and 
functional outcome 

 

Primary Author: Anagha Bangalore Kumar, MBBS, Resident, Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN

Co-Authors: Eucabeth Asamoah, MD; Christian Baum, MD

SCCIS (squamous cell carcinoma in situ) of the Head and Neck Treated 
with Topical 5- Fluorouracil (5-FU)

Purpose: 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) has been used anecdotally to treat 
squamous cell carcinoma in situ (SCCIS) on the head and neck region  
There is little data on the efficacy of using 5 -FU for SCCIS on the head and 
neck in the real-world setting 

Design: We performed an IRB -approved single- institution retrospective 
case-series on patients with SCCIS on the head and neck region, treated 
with 5- FU from 2016-2019  All patients had a follow up visit to assess 
response to 5-FU  Patients were followed through May 2022 

Findings: 42 patients, 15 females and 27 males, were included  The 
median age was 71 5 years (range 57 years-88 years)  48 tumors (2 
patients with tumors at 2 sites, 2 patients with tumors at 3 sites ) with 
SCCIS were included (4 had follicular extension) and the most common 
sites of the tumors were cheek (9), nose(7) and forehead (7)  4 patients 
were immunocompromised, and 39 patients had a history of other non-
melanoma skin cancers  5 -FU was used at the tumor site for a median of 6 
weeks twice a day (range 3 weeks-12 weeks)  Treatment was tolerated well 
with 6 patients reporting a robust reaction (2 requiring topical steroids)  All 
patients had a complete response to 5- FU as assessed during a follow up 
visit (median of 5 5 months after diagnosis)  At a median follow up of 25 5 
months (2 months -236 months), no patients had local recurrence of tumor 

Summary: 5- FU is well tolerated, effective treatment for SCCIS on the 
head and neck with low risk of tumor recurrence 

 

Primary Author: Anagha Bangalore Kumar, MBBS, Resident, Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN

Co-Authors: Stephanie Castillo, MD; John Call, MD; Carsten Hamann, MD; 
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The role of whole slide imaging (WSI) in identifying tumors in 
cutaneous en face frozen sections

Purpose: Whole slide imaging (WSI) has demonstrated accuracy in 
the interpretation of permanent and frozen sections in pathology and 
dermatopathology  This proof-of-concept study evaluated the accuracy 
and feasibility of digital assessment of cutaneous tumor presence via WSI 
for Mohs en face frozen sections 

Design: Twenty glass slides containing several sections each of en face 
cut frozen sections were retrospectively selected from twenty cases of 
keratinocyte carcinomas treated with Mohs micrographic surgery  Ten 
slides contained tumor and ten did not  A blinded dermatologic surgeon 
used traditional light microscopy (LM) to assess physical slides for tumor 

presence and type, while noting the confidence (scale 1-10) and time (min) 
in making the determination  After washout period, the surgeon repeated 
this process using WSI of the same slides, each de-identified and scanned 
at 20x using the Aperio AT2 (Leica Biosystems) 

Findings: Diagnosis concordance between LM and WSI was 100%, with 
Cohen’s kappa of 1 0  However, the average time taken to determine tumor 
presence was significantly greater using WSI than LM and the surgeon was 
significantly more confident using LM than WSI 

Summary: This proof-of-concept study suggests that diagnostic 
concordance is excellent between LM and WSI in the evaluation of Mohs 
frozen sections, which is consistent with literature in general pathology  
However, WSI was cumbersome to use, required significantly more time, 
and the surgeon noted it was more difficult to track tumor across cuts than 
glass slides 

 

Primary Author: Daniel Bax, MD, Fellow, University of Vermont, Burlington, 
VT

Co-Author: Christine Weinberger, MD

Guiding Curvilinear Repair for Mohs Defects of the Nasal Ala - A Case 
Series

Purpose: The nose is the most common site for non-melanoma skin 
cancers of the head and neck, and the nasal ala is among the most 
frequent subunits involved  Defects involving the nasal ala present a unique 
challenge to the dermatologic surgeon  Even relatively small skin cancers 
arising within the alar groove can involve multiple cosmetic subunits in 
addition to the nasal ala including the nasal tip, nasal sidewall, cheek, and/
or upper cutaneous lip  Small defects within the alar groove may be left 
to heal by second intention given the concavity of this cosmetic subunit 
boundary, and this has been demonstrated with good aesthetic and 
functional results  When the decision is made that reconstruction ought 
to be performed in some capacity there are numerous options for repair 
of defects in this location  Here we report an alternative reconstruction 
option for defects directly involving or adjacent to the alar groove  This 
surgical approach facilitates both retention of the natural concavity of the 
alar groove and decrease in wound size (and subsequent healing time), 
while also avoiding distortion of alar position and avoiding larger and less 
predictable graft or flap reconstructive options 

Design: The Mohs surgical case log of a single surgeon within our 
academic practice was reviewed from 2007-2021 for cases utilizing the 
guiding curvilinear repair for defects of the nasal ala  Patient demographics, 
tumor type, and defect size were recorded  Images were reviewed and 
repair outcomes were graded when long term follow up was available 

Findings: The guiding curvilinear repair was utilized in 53 cases  Average 
defect width was 0 78 cm (range 1 2-0 5 cm) in its largest diameter with a 
mean area of 0 38 cm^2  This repair was implemented along the superior, 
mid, lateral, and inferior ala with acceptable aesthetic and functional results 
in all locations as seen in our long term follow up photos 

Summary: The guiding curvilinear repair is a great reconstruction option 
for defects directly involving or adjacent to the nasal ala  This surgical 
approach facilitates both retention of the natural concavity of the alar 
groove and decrease in wound size (and subsequent healing time), while 
also avoiding distortion of alar position and avoiding larger and less 
predictable graft or flap reconstructive options 
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Hair Stylists Against Skin Cancer – An Interventional Study

Purpose: Scalp skin cancers can have delayed detection due to their 
discreet location  Hairstylists are uniquely positioned to educate and 
aid their clients in skin cancer detection but have limited education on 
skin cancer in beauty school  This study aims to assess hairstylists’ 
basic understanding of skin cancer, ability to recognize skin cancer, and 
confidence in detecting skin cancer before and after a didactic lecture 

Design: This study was IRB-approved by the Saint Louis University 
Institutional Review Board and included sites across multiple Missouri, 
Ohio, and Kentucky cities  Hair stylist students were given identical surveys 
assessing basic understanding, recognition, and confidence in detecting 
skin cancer before and after an educational lecture, highlighting important 
concepts and Kodachrome examples of common skin cancers such as 
squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma, melanoma; and common 
benign mimickers like seborrheic keratoses  Knowledge questions were 
assessed in multiple-choice format and scored by percentage of correct 
answers  Questions assessing confidence in skin cancer detection were 
scored using a Likert scale  An academic Mohs surgeon developed the 
lecture, and it was approved by the American Society for Dermatologic 
Surgery  Lectures and data collection were conducted in person between 
December 2021 and March 2022 

Findings: A total of 171 students across five schools participated in 
the study  The majority 149/171 (87%) of participants completed both 
the pre-and post-intervention surveys  Most participants were 20-30 
years old 76/149 (51%), female 145/149 (97%), white 103/149 (69%), 
and had high school as their highest level of education 110/149 (74%)  
Post-surveys demonstrate the majority (98%) of participants believe 
this course enhanced their ability to communicate with clients about 
skin cancer, and 98% would recommend the course to their colleagues  
Regarding skin cancer knowledge questions, 79% of participants either 
improved or maintained a score of 100% on the post-survey (p < 0 001)  
The knowledge score post-intervention was significantly higher than 
pre-intervention (mean; 9 21 (standard deviation; 1 13) versus 8 05 (1 39), 
p < 0 001)  The only significant predictor of improvement in scores was 
in minority students, having over 2 7 times higher odds of improvement 
than Caucasian students  The intervention made a statistically significant 
improvement in the percentage of correct answers for 5 of the 10 
knowledge-based questions  The questions with the most noteworthy 
improvement included those addressing skin cancer incidence and 
the ABCDEs of melanoma  Regarding confidence, hairstylists reported 
significantly increased confidence in identifying suspicious lesions and 
educating clients on skin care prevention on the post-survey compared to 
pre-survey  They also reported a significant increase in willingness to refer 
clients to a physician for a suspicious lesion 

Summary: This intervention significantly improved hair stylists’ knowledge 
of skin cancer and increased their confidence in recognizing suspicious 
skin lesions  One limitation of our study includes the variability of lecturing 
styles unique to each lecturer, which could affect post-test scores  Despite 
this limitation, our study suggests that a didactic lecture is an effective way 
to educate hair stylists on dermatologic disease  More study, however, is 
needed to determine if engaging hairstylists in skin cancer screening and 
dermatology referral improves patient outcomes  

Primary Author: Maria Bell, MD, Resident, IU School of Medicine, 
Indianapolis, IN

Co-Authors: Arslan Iqbal, MD; Emily A  Merkel, MD; James E  Slaven, MS; 
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Effect of mitotic rate on melanoma-specific survival: A SEER 
population-based study of 54,598 cases

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Mitotic rate has been removed from the eighth edition of the 
American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) melanoma staging criteria  In 
the following study, we aim to analyze the relationship between mitotic rate 
and melanoma-specific survival using the Surveillance, Epidemiology and 
End Results (SEER) database, which encompasses approximately 48% 
of the United States population  We will additionally compare the relative 
prognostic value of mitotic rate and ulceration within this cohort 

Design: Cases of nonmetastatic cutaneous melanoma diagnosed between 
2010-2018 with information regarding Breslow depth, tumor mitotic 
rate, and survival were extracted from the SEER database  The effect of 
tumor mitotic rate was analyzed both as a continuous variable and as a 
dichotomized variable for all tumor stages  A Cox-proportional hazard 
model was used to evaluate the relationship between mitotic rate and 
death  Kaplan-Meier curves and log rank tests were used to compare 
melanoma-specific survival across T stages  The association between 
ulceration and mortality risk was also analyzed 

Findings: A total of 54,598 cases of nonmetastatic cutaneous melanoma 
were identified  When dichotomizing mitotic rate at multiple cut points, 
a threshold of one or more mitoses resulted in the strongest association 
between mitotic rate and death  Patients with at least one mitosis per 
high powered field had a 3 2-fold increased risk of death compared with 
patients who had no mitoses identified  The strongest association between 
mitotic rate and death was identified for T1a and T1b melanomas – OR 3 4 
[(3 1, 3 8); p< 0 0001] and 3 1 [(2 5, 3 9); p< 0 0001] respectively  While the 
presence of ulceration was also associated with death [OR 1 4 (1 3, 1 6); 
p< 0 0001], ulceration had less of an impact on death as compared with 
mitotic rate 

Summary: The presence of mitosis significantly affects melanoma-
specific survival in the SEER-based cohort, especially in patients with T1 
melanomas  In fact, tumor mitotic rate is a stronger prognostic factor for 
melanoma-specific survival than ulceration and warrants reconsideration 
for inclusion in the melanoma staging criteria 

Primary Author: Shoshana Blumenthal, MD, Resident, University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
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Nasal dorsum and nasal sidewall reconstruction by sewn-down 
paramedian forehead flap: A retrospective study

Purpose: Large defects of the nasal dorsum and sidewall are common 
after Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS)  The paramedian forehead flap 
(PMFF) is the preferred method for reconstruction of nasal defects greater 
than 2 cm in size, and those traversing multiple cosmetic subunits including 
full-thickness nasal defects not limited to the ala  However, there are some 
patients for whom the traditional PMFF is not ideal  These include patients 
who are on anticoagulation, those who are dependent on CPAP, and those 
who cannot tolerate exposed stalk for several weeks prior to pedicle 
division  The purpose of this retrospective study is to describe the use of 
the sewn-down paramedian forehead flap to reconstruct large proximal 
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defects of the nasal dorsum and sidewall  The technique is based on the 
cosmetic subunit principle and requires excision of tissue in the nasal 
sidewall and nasal dorsum, sewing down the most proximal portion of the 
flap 

Design: This IRB approved retrospective study included all patients who 
underwent MMS and reconstruction using the sewn-down PMFF technique 
at the University of Minnesota between January 2017 and December 2021  
Patient demographics, surgical details, and follow-up notes were reviewed, 
including surgical outcomes, complications, and their subsequent 
management  Mohs defects and follow-up photos were scored by two 
cosmetic dermatologists (LF and RF) using a visual analogue scale 

Findings: There were 8 patients included in the analysis (6 female)  
The average age was 73 years old at time of surgery  Tumors included 
one invasive melanoma, four melanomas in situ, and three basal cell 
carcinomas  All defects involved the nasal dorsum or nasal sidewall with 
an average area of 13 cm2  Sewn-down PMFFs were used to reconstruct 
all defects; five patients underwent combination repairs, with four patients 
also having cheek advancement flaps, and one also having a full-thickness 
skin graft  All flaps and grafts survived the procedure  The average 
time to follow up for scar evaluation was 4 5 months  Four patients had 
hypertrophy of the flap and two requested treatment for scar revision  Four 
had carbon dioxide laser performed and three had triamcinolone (40 mg/
mL) injections  Reasons for choosing a sewn down paramedian forehead 
flap included one CPAP dependent patient, four with heavy bleeding during 
surgery while on an anticoagulant, and three who were elderly and could 
not tolerate exposed stalk prior to flap takedown  The average cosmetic 
score was 84 3 +/- standard deviation of 10 1 

Summary: We demonstrate the use of the sewn-down PMFF technique for 
the reconstruction of large nasal defects involving the nasal dorsum with 
adequate functional and cosmetic outcomes in each case  Complications 
most frequently encountered included flap hypertrophy, which is readily 
treated with carbon dioxide laser or intralesional triamcinolone  This 
procedure can be used in patients who are on anticoagulation, those 
dependent on CPAP, and those who cannot tolerate exposed stalk for other 
reasons 

 

Primary Author: Nathan Bombardier, MD, Resident, University of Vermont 
Medical Center, South Burlington, VT

Co-Author: Christine Weinberger, MD

Basal cell carcinoma arising within a previously irradiated infantile 
hemangioma

Purpose: Radiotherapy is commonly used today in dermatology for 
treatment of basal cell carcinoma, cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 
and for other aggressive cutaneous malignancies such as Merkel cell 
carcinoma  It was also historically used for benign conditions such as 
warts, tinea capitis, infantile hemangiomas and acne  Currently, ionizing 
radiation is used less commonly for benign conditions, as it is a well-
established carcinogen 

Design: Here, we describe a case of basal cell carcinoma arising within the 
radiation field of a previously irradiated infantile hemangioma 

Findings: Our patient was born in 1942, and underwent one treatment 
with radon for a large hemangioma on the shoulder at one year of age 
at Montreal General Hospital  She has retained the receipt, and she was 
charged $5 00 for use of Radon and a $3 50 facility fee  The radiation dose 
is unknown  The infantile hemangioma resolved after treatment and she 
was left with residual fibro-fatty scar tissue  Seventy-nine years later, the 
patient presented to her primary care provider with a pink scaly plaque 
within the scar  The lesion was biopsied and revealed a nodular basal cell 
carcinoma  The patient underwent Mohs micrographic surgery for definitive 
treatment and the resulting defect was closed in a linear fashion 

Summary: This case was presented to highlight a long-term sequelae of 
radiotherapy for an infantile hemangioma, and for interest, as the patient 
has kept photographs from her childhood and has the original receipt from 
her treatment 
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Temporoparietal Fascial Sling Island Pedicle (Sling STA) Flap for the 
Closure of Two Large Lateral Scalp Defects

Purpose: Large defects of the scalp can be challenging to reconstruct  
Most commonly, multiple rotation flaps are used but they require very long 
incisions and undermining of the majority of the scalp  In addition, these 
flaps can be under considerable tension resulting in postoperative pain 
and preservation of follicular units may be compromised in high tension 
closures  Here, we present two cases in which a temporoparietal fascial 
sling island pedicle flap (here-in called the “Sling STA”) with mapping 
of the superficial temporal artery (STA) and dissection above and below 
the superficial temporal fascia was utilized to close a large defect of the 
lateral scalp  A 27-year-old male patient presented with a large basal cell 
carcinoma on the left lateral vertex and occipital scalp  Two stages of 
Mohs micrographic surgery were performed with the final defect measuring 
6 3 x 5 0 cm  A 73-year-old male patient with a large defect of the left 
parietal scalp  After two stages of Mohs micrographic surgery, the patient’s 
acantholytic squamous cell carcinoma was cleared, with the final defect 
measuring 9 1 x 7 0 cm 

Design: 1  A Doppler ultrasound probe was used preoperatively to trace 
the course of the superficial temporal artery which was marked with a 
surgical pen  2  A triangular flap adjoining the defect was designed to 
incorporate the superficial temporal artery  3  The midline portion of the flap 
was incised to periosteum, followed by significant sub-galeal undermining 
towards the pedicle and approaching the root of the helix  This sub-galeal 
plane is directly above the deep temporal fascia overlying the temporalis 
muscle  4  The lateral portion of the flap was incised to the subcutaneous 
fat layer, below the follicular units of the parietal scalp, but above the 
STA  Care was used to preserve and include this nutrient vessel of the 
flap  Undermining of the lateral aspect of the flap was continued toward 
the helical root until the flap reached the defect without tension  Back 
cuts within the superficial temporal fascia may be necessary to promote 
adequate flap advancement  5  The flap was elevated and advanced into 
the defect and secured into place using 2-0 Vicryl sutures  These sutures 
were then used to close the secondary defect  Top-layer closure was 
achieved using 3-0 Prolene and surgical staples (Figure 1b)  Of note, the 
midline flap incision was closed with both deep and top sutures/staples, 
while the lateral flap incision was closed with only top sutures / staples in 
order to avoid inadvertent STA injury 

Findings: In both cases, a modified temporoparietal fascial island pedicle 
flap ‘Sling STA’ flap was used to successfully repair a large defect involving 
the lateral scalp  Utilization of the Sling STA flap resulted in a successful 
closure of the defect, with preservation of the patient’s hairline and hair 
density 

Summary: The temporoparietal fascial island pedicle flap ‘Sling STA’ 
flap is an ideal choice for large defects of the lateral scalp in areas where 
undermining above the temporalis muscle is incorporated into the repair as 
it allows for full defect coverage, maximal tissue preservation, maintenance 
of a robust named arterial blood supply to the flap, minimization of wound 
tension, and preservation of the patient’s natural hairline and hair density 
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No Increased Risk of Melanoma Found Among Patients with 
Myasthenia Gravis, Grave’s Disease, or Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis: A 
Retrospective Matched Cohort Study

Purpose: Myasthenia gravis (MG), Grave’s disease (GD) and Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis (HT) are autoimmune diseases which results in a pro-
inflammatory milieu like other autoimmune diseases associated with 
an increased risk of melanoma  There is no literature investigating the 
relationship between MG, GD, or HT and melanoma  These population-
based studies investigate any associations between these autoimmune 
entities and melanoma, which may help direct future screening 

Design: Patients who received a diagnosis of the autoimmune condition 
(MG, GD, or HT) between 2005 to 2017 were identified using the Rochester 
Epidemiology Project (REP)  The REP is limited to individuals who are 
residents of and receive their care in Olmsted County (approximately 
160,000 patients)  Each autoimmune disease cohort was compared to an 
age and sex matched group (approximately 4:1 for MG, 2:1 for HT, 1:1 for 
GD)  The primary outcome for these groups was development of melanoma 
(invasive and in situ) 

Findings: 1726 patients with HT were identified with 3079 matched 
controls  2636 patients with GD were identified with 2636 matched 
controls  58 patients with MG were identified with 232 matched controls  
One myasthenia gravis patient was diagnosed with melanoma (1 7%) and 
12 subjects in the control group developed melanoma (4 8%)  There was 
no difference in these two groups (risk ratio 0 33, 95% CI 0 04 – 2 51)  135 
patients with HT developed melanoma (7 8%) and 252 of controls (8 2%)  
There was no difference in these two groups (risk ratio 0 96, 95% CI 0 78 - 
1 17)  68 patients with GD developed melanoma (2 6%) and 71 of controls 
(2 7%)  There was no difference in these two groups (risk ratio 0 96, 95% 
CI 0 69 – 1 33) 

Summary: This study did not detect a significantly elevated risk of 
melanoma in patients with myasthenia gravis, Grave’s disease, or 
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis  This information aids in the overall understanding 
of the complex relationship between autoimmune diseases and melanoma 
and is a first step in determining proper melanoma screening in these 
populations  Larger studies are needed to better demonstrate smaller 
associations between these entities if present 

 

Primary Author: Elliott Campbell, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic Rochester, 
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Local Recurrence Rates of Malignant Melanoma after Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery are Lowest with 5–10-mm Initial Margins: A 
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis.

Purpose: The primary objective was to determine differences in local 
recurrence (LR) rates of melanoma after Mohs micrographic surgery for 
different initial surgical margins  A secondary outcome was number of 
stages for each initial margin  A separate project was devoted toward 
diseases specific mortality based on initial margins 

Design: A systematic review of the literature and meta-analysis were 
performed  Inclusion criteria required surgical management with en face 
histologic assessment of melanoma with a set initial margin and associated 
LR outcome data  Initial margin categories were created based on the need 
to include all studies, with some studies having ranges of initial margins  
Precise 5 and 10-mm margins were included as separate categories, as 

these represent “standard margins” for MMIS and invasive melanoma, 
respectively  The initial margin categories were 1-5mm (excluding studies 
with exactly 5-mm margin), 5-mm, 5-10mm (excluding studies with exactly 
5- or 10-mm margins), 10mm  A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was used to 
compare number of stages for each group 

Findings: 43 studies were included for final analysis  The overall LR rate 
of melanoma in all studies included was 1 2% (CI 0 8-1 6, p < 0 001)  
The local recurrence rate of MMIS and invasive subgroups were 0 3% 
and 1 2%, respectively  The 5-10 mm margin category had a clinically 
and statistically significant lower LR rate compared to 1-5 and 5-mm 
categories  LR for 1-5, 5, 5-10, and 10-mm categories were 2 3% (CI 
0 8-1 6, p < 0 001), 1 4% (CI 0 6-2 2, p < 0 001), 0 3% (CI 0 2-0 5, p < 
0 001), and 6 1% (CI -6 7 - 18 8, p 0 349), respectively  Subgroup analysis 
separating in situ and invasive tumors revealed a similar trend towards 
lower LR in the 5-10 mm category; however, this was not statistically 
significant  The mean number of stages for the 1-5, 5, 5-10, and 1-mm 
categories were 1 8, 1 8, 1 6, and 1 6, respectively  There was no statistical 
difference between these groups (p = 0 694)

Summary: In this systematic review and meta-analysis, melanoma local 
recurrence after Mohs micrographic surgery was lower when 5-10 mm 
initial surgical margins were used compared with 1-5 mm and 5-mm 
surgical margins  While the 10mm category demonstrated the highest 
overall recurrence rate, these results should be interpreted with caution 
given: 1) Only 2 studies with exclusively invasive data were included in this 
category, 2) Both studies utilized non-standard surgical techniques and 
had non-representative populations (peri-ocular tumors), 3) This cohort 
had the longest follow-up duration (110 79 vs overall 55 7 months), and 4) 
The LR difference was not statistically significant  There was no significant 
difference between the number of layers and initial size of the margin  A 
5-10 mm initial margin should be considered where other factors (tumor 
characteristics, anatomic or functional considerations) allow 

 

Primary Author: Elliott Campbell, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic Rochester, 
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Increasing Incidence and Decreasing Mortality of Melanoma Among 
Middle-Aged Adults: A Population-Based Study in Olmsted County, 
Minnesota

Purpose: Cutaneous malignant melanoma is a significant cause of 
morbidity and mortality  Recent reports have commented on the sharp rise 
in diagnosis and relative stable mortality, with concern for overdiagnosis 
(Welch et al  NEJM  2021)  High quality data on incidence and mortality 
is required to properly examine these trends  This study investigates 
incidence and mortality of cutaneous melanoma over time in the fastest-
growing segment of the US population, middle-aged adults 

Design: Using the resources of the Rochester Epidemiology Project (REP), 
patients aged 40 to 60 years with a first lifetime diagnosis of melanoma 
between January 1, 1970, and December 31, 2020, while a resident of 
Olmsted County, Minnesota were identified  The electronic medical record 
for each patient was manually reviewed  The incidence of melanoma was 
estimated using the REP yearly census of persons aged 40-60 years in 
Olmsted County as the denominator, and incidence rates were compared 
based on fitting Poisson regression models  Among the patients with an 
invasive melanoma, associations with the risk of death due to melanoma 
were evaluated univariately using Cox proportional hazards regression 
models and summarized with hazard ratios (HR) and 95% CIs 

Findings: A total of 858 patients with a primary cutaneous first-time 
melanoma were identified  The overall age- and sex-adjusted incidence rate 
increased from 8 6 (95% CI 3 9-13 3) per 100,000 person-years in 1970 - 
1979 to 99 1 (95% CI 89 5-108 7) per 100,000 person-years in the period of 
2011-2020 (11 6-fold increase)  By gender, there was a 52 1-fold increase 
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in females and a 6 3-fold increase in males between these two periods  
In recent years (2005-2009 vs  2015-2020), the incidence has stabilized 
in males (102 6 vs  103 2, 1 01-fold increase, p=0 96) and continues to 
significantly increase in females (77 5 vs  118 6, 1 5-fold increase, p 0 002)  
For both sexes, the incidence significantly increased with age (p< 0 001 
for males and 0 035 for females)  There was a 2 5-fold increase in males 
and 1 4-fold increase in females when comparing the 40-44 and 55-60 age 
groups  Among 659 patients with invasive melanoma, 96 deaths have been 
documented including 42 due to melanoma  The median time to death from 
melanoma was 2 5 (IQR, 1 4-6 3) years, with 38 of the 42 dying within the 
first 10 years of diagnosis  The median follow-up of all patients alive at last 
follow-up was 9 9 (IQR, 4 8-14 3) years  Based on univariant analysis, male 
sex (HR 2 95, 95% CI 1 45-6 00), pathologic stage II-IV (HR 14 96, 95% 
CI 8 06-27 78), and Breslow depth >1 mm ((HR 19 08, 95% CI 8 72-41 76) 
were each significantly associated with an increased risk of death among 
patients with invasive melanoma  There was not a significant association 
for age (HR 1 09 per 4-year increase in age, 95% CI 0 85-1 40)  Upon 
focusing on just the first 5 years of follow-up per patient, in order to assess 
for an association by calendar year of diagnosis more fairly, a more recent 
diagnosis was significantly associated with a decreased risk of death due 
to melanoma (HR 0 64 per 5-year increase in calendar year of diagnosis, 
95% CI 0 56-0 74)  Only 1 death due to melanoma has been documented 
among the 195 patients with an in situ melanoma 

Summary: This epidemiologic study demonstrates a significant rise in 
melanoma between 1970 and 2020  Over the last 15 years, the incidence 
has continued to rise in middle-aged females (approximately 50% rise in 
incidence) but has stabilized in males  One possible explanation for the 
continued rise in melanoma incidence in females is the use of tanning beds 
during the preceding decades  The stabilization of incidence in males and 
continued rise in females suggests that external factors are influencing 
these rates (i e , tanning bed use) and is evidence against the notion 
that overdiagnosis is the largest driving factor in increasing incidence  A 
divergence in incidence trends, with increased rates in females, would 
not be explained by overdiagnosis  Incidence rates in males would be 
predicted to increase along with females if overdiagnosis is the driving 
factor, as this factor is less likely to impact these groups differently  
Mortality continues to decrease in a linear fashion throughout this time  
The drop in mortality is likely in part due to the development of superior 
treatments (immunotherapy and targeted therapy), increased surgical 
management with comprehensive margin assessment, and successful 
screening  The significant reduction in mortality is encouraging and perhaps 
refutes the notion that diagnostic measures have not impacted survival; 
however, it is challenging to quantify this impact in the context of other 
factors (i e , improved pharmacotherapies)  Studies are ongoing regarding 
melanoma incidence and mortality in younger and older populations using 
this same population 

 

Primary Author: Brianna Castillo, MD, MSDO Fellow, University of Arizona, 
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Upstaging of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma debulk specimens 
sent for permanent read in the setting of Mohs micrographic surgery

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is used for the treatment of 
high-risk cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC)  MMS examines the 
surgical margins in real time and does not examine the central component 
of the tumor  Expert consensus recommendations suggest debulk 
specimen analysis for select cases, but do not have strict criteria, which 
translates into vague guideline recommendations  We aim to evaluate the 
utility of debulk specimens in our clinical practice and if permanent reads of 
debulk specimens provide additional details about morphology not gained 
from MMS 

Design: A retrospective chart review of debulk specimens taken during 
MMS for cSCC was conducted  The Mohs micrographic surgery biopsy 
log and dermatopathology laboratory interface system were queried for the 
word “debulk” from the dates of January 1, 2019 to June 30, 2021  Results 
from both frozen sections at time of MMS and permanent sections from the 
debulk specimens were reviewed  Tumors were staged using Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital (BWH) and American Joint Committee on Cancer’s 8th 
edition (AJCC8) staging systems 

Findings: Thirty-nine cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma tumors were 
included in this study  Using BWH criteria, 26 tumors were upstaged by 
MMS and 23 tumors were upstaged by debulk  Using AJCC8 criteria, 23 
tumors were upstaged by MMS and 26 were upstaged by debulk  Clinically 
meaningful change is defined as any upstage to T2b or higher for BWH 
criteria, and any upstage to T3 or higher for AJCC 8th edition staging 
criteria  Of the tumors upstaged by MMS, 10/26 and 12/25 were clinically 
meaningful by BWH and AJCC8, respectively  Of those tumors upstaged 
by debulk, 11/23 and 13/26 were clinically meaningful by BWH and 
AJCC8, repectively  All were upstaged by either size or depth of invasion 
or combination of both  Features of aggressive histology or perineurial 
invasion, that had not been previously identified on the original biopsy, 
were not found in either group 

Summary: Permanent section evaluation of debulk specimens did not 
result in clinically meaningful information for staging that could not be 
gained from MMS layers or initial biopsy analysis  Based on the results of 
this study, debulk specimens may not be an effective use of time and/or 
healthcare resources  Limitations of the study include the small sample size 
of 39 tumors  Thus, further studies are needed to continue to investigate 
the utility of debulk specimens 
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Neoadjuvant Therapy in Mohs Surgery – Our Experience and Literature 
Review

Purpose: Neoadjuvant therapy in Mohs micrographic surgery is a relatively 
new modality that is increasingly being used for multiple purposes, 
including shrinking of tumors prior to surgical resection, decreasing number 
of stages, reducing defect size, and reducing complexity of reconstruction  
We present the first reported case of pembrolizumab as neoadjuvant 
treatment of DNA mismatch repair (MMR)-deficient periorbital sebaceous 
carcinoma (SC) to reduce tumor burden, allowing smaller defect post-Mohs 
surgery and better reconstructive outcome with preservation of eyelid 
function  We also review existing literature of neoadjuvant therapies for 
Mohs surgery including vismodegib, topical imiqimod, imatinib, and Mohs 
paste 

Design: This is a single case study involving one individual with bilateral 
SC of the eyelids in the setting of Muir-Torre syndrome  We discuss 
additional reported uses of neoadjuvant therapies prior to Mohs surgery in 
the literature 

Findings: There is a need for larger prospective randomized trials to 
better evaluate the use of neoadjuvant therapies preceding Mohs surgery  
Reports of neoadjuvant oral vismodegib and topical imiquimod in basal 
cell carcinoma support substantial surgical downstaging and less complex 
closures required, while reports of neoadjuvant imatinib treatment for 
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberns show reduction in tumor size  A paucity 
of reports exist regarding combination treatment of Mohs paste and 
neoadjuvant therapy but support good local control of the tumor  Our case 
presents the first published report where neoadjuvant pembrolizumab was 
used for extensive periocular SC to significantly reduce tumor size  Our 
patient experienced an approximately 66% reduction in the tumor sizes 
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following two doses of pembrolizumab 400 mg infusion every 6 weeks, 
facilitating successful Mohs surgery and oculoplastic repair  The patient has 
been continued on adjuvant pembrolizumab without evidence of disease 
progression for the follow-up period of 12 months 

Summary: Neoadjuvant therapy can be used before surgery with the 
purpose of shrinking the tumor, stopping its spread, and making resection 
less invasive and more effective  Consideration for neoadjuvant therapy 
should be given for large tumors or when preservation of tissue and 
anatomical function is a concern  This case highlights the novel off-label 
use of pembrolizumab for neoadjuvant treatment  We review the literature 
on additional therapeutic options, including vismodegib, topical imiquimod, 
imatinib, and Mohs paste  While neoadjuvant therapy remains a promising 
area, further studies need to be conducted to determine if these therapies 
consistently improve surgical and cosmetic outcomes and reduce local 
reoccurrence and metastasis 
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Advanced Stage Primary Cutaneous Melanomas in Patients with Solid 
Malignancies

Purpose: Patients with cutaneous melanoma are at increased risk of 
developing solid malignancies  However, the impact of having concomitant 
melanoma and solid malignancy is not well understood  Our objective was 
to assess whether patients with non-cutaneous solid malignancies have 
worse melanoma tumor stages 

Design: An institutional review board-approved retrospective study using 
data from Keck Medicine of University of Southern California and Los 
Angeles County + University of Southern California Medical Center was 
performed  Cases of melanoma were identified from pathology records 
from January 2010 through January 2020  Data collected included patient 
age at time of primary melanoma diagnosis, sex, Breslow depth (of biopsy 
and excision specimens), presence of ulceration, and history of non-
cutaneous solid malignancy 

Findings: Of 606 cases of cutaneous melanoma, 556 melanomas were 
able to be tumor staged and had unambiguous malignancy history  
Seventy-four (13 3%) patients had a non-cutaneous solid malignancy, 
which included prostate (36), breast (15), colon (5), lung (4), kidney (2), 
bladder (2), testicular (2), thyroid (2), pancreatic (1), uterine (1), esophageal 
(1), nasopharyngeal (1), tonsillar (1), and sarcoma (1)  Patients with solid 
malignancy were older at time of melanoma diagnosis than those without 
solid malignancy (median age 72 vs 62 years old, p< 0 001) and had more 
advanced melanoma tumor stages (35 1% in situ, 18 9% T1, 12 2% T2, 
12 2% T3, 21 6% T4) compared to those without solid malignancy (34 6% 
in situ, 33 0% T1, 12 2% T2, 9 1% T3, 11 0% T4) (p=0 047) 

Summary: Heightened cognizance of this advanced melanoma tumor 
stage risk may influence clinicians to have a lower threshold for referring 
their patients with a history of solid malignancy to dermatologists for skin 
cancer surveillance, thereby increasing the likelihood of early melanoma 
or other skin cancer detection  Similarly, clinicians should also ensure that 
their patients with more advanced primary tumor stage melanoma are up to 
date with age-appropriate screening for solid tumor cancers 
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Basal Cell Carcinomas of Aggressive Histologic Subtypes: Difference 
in Anatomic Locations and Mohs Micrographic Surgery Defect Size

Purpose: Basal cell carcinomas (BCC) with aggressive histologic variants 
pose an increased risk for destructive tumor behavior  Our objective was 
to examine whether anatomic locations and Mohs micrographic surgery 
(MMS) defect size differed between aggressive and non-aggressive 
histologic variants of BCC 

Design: An institutional review board approved retrospective study was 
conducted using MMS data from Keck School of Medicine of University 
of Southern California and Los Angeles County + University of Southern 
California Medical Center  Data collected included age at time of MMS, 
sex, race/ethnicity, insurance type, anatomic location, BCC histologic 
subtypes, final MMS surgical defect size (calculated as area, cm2), and 
history of immunosuppression (solid organ transplant, hematologic disease, 
and/or other immunosuppression) 

Findings: Our study compared 261 histologically aggressive BCCs as 
defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (infiltrative, 
micronodular, morpheaform, sclerosing, sclerotic, basosquamous/
metatypical/squamatized) with 474 histologically non-aggressive BCCs  
Regarding anatomic location, a greater proportion of aggressive than non-
aggressive BCCs affected the ear (8 5% vs  4%, p = 0 012) and the arm 
(for those referred for MMS based on appropriate-use criteria; 7 3% vs  
3 25%, p = 0 011); no statistical differences were found for other anatomic 
sites  Furthermore, the mean final MMS surgical defect size was larger in 
aggressive than non-aggressive BCCs (1 9 cm2 vs  1 2 cm2, p < 0 001)  
No differences were observed in sex, race/ethnicity, insurance type, or 
history of immunosuppression between patients with aggressive and non-
aggressive BCCs 

Summary: Our findings demonstrate that BCCs with aggressive 
histological patterns affect the ear more than non-aggressive histologic 
patterns, and that aggressive BCCs result in more extensive surgical 
removal than non-aggressive BCCs  These findings may provide further 
cognizance in the surgical planning as well as surgeon and patient 
expectations with histologically aggressive BCCs 
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Assessing rates of compliance with national guidelines regarding 
sentinel lymph node biopsy for invasive melanomas treated with Mohs 
micrographic surgery

Purpose: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is increasingly used for 
excision of invasive melanomas, with emerging data demonstrating 
excellent local control and long-term survival outcomes  For melanoma 
overall, sentinel lymph node (SLN) status is an important prognostic factor, 
and SLN biopsy (SLNB) is part of adequate staging work up according 
to National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines, based 
on tumor T stage  Since SLNB is traditionally performed concurrently 
with wide local excision, the extra steps required to have it done prior to 
in-office MMS is a potential limitation  National compliance with NCCN 
SLNB guidelines for invasive melanomas treated with MMS is not well 
characterized  In the present study, we aim to evaluate national compliance 
with NCCN SLNB guidelines for invasive melanoma treated with MMS 
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Design: We conducted a retrospective cohort study of cases from the 
National Cancer Database (NCDB) diagnosed from 2012-2019 inclusive  
AJCC 8th edition clinical stage I-II melanomas treated with MMS were 
included in the study  Performance of SLNB was analyzed according to 
NCCN recommendations in the diagnosis year  Survival analyses were 
conducted using a primary outcome of overall survival 

Findings: We identified 7,096 cases of invasive melanoma treated with 
MMS  Of these, 1,908 (26 9%) met NCCN criteria to discuss and offer 
SLNB, of whom 919 (48 2%) underwent SLNB  In 2019, 117 of 232 total 
patients meeting these criteria (50 4%), underwent SLNB versus 106 of 236 
patients (44 9%) in 2012  For patients meeting criteria to discuss and offer 
SLNB, older age (OR 0 951, p< 0 001), female sex (OR 0 773, p=0 028), 
and lack of insurance (OR 0 229, p=0 001) was associated with a lower 
likelihood of undergoing SLNB  For this group, 5-year overall survival was 
81 5% (SE: 1 6%) for those who underwent SLNB versus 69 2% (SE: 
1 9%) for those who did not  This trend towards improved survival for those 
undergoing SLNB when recommended by NCCN guidelines was also found 
on multivariable survival analysis (HR, 0 677; p=0 002)  In 2019, 72 4% of 
cases with SLN-positive disease received immunotherapy 

Summary: NCCN SLNB recommendations are followed in a slightly 
increasing proportion of invasive melanomas treated with MMS  
Optimization of compliance with SLNB guidelines in the setting of MMS will 
be an important focus of future efforts as increasing evidence points to the 
efficacy of MMS for excision of invasive melanoma 

 

Primary Author: Siri Choragudi, BS, Medical Student, UMiami Miller 
School of Medicine, Alpharetta, GA

Co-Authors: Keyvan Nouri, MD; Shasa Hu, MD

Relationship of ethnicity and other sociodemographic factors on skin 
cancer in adults in the United States

Purpose: Ethnic background and sociodemographic factors are important 
determinants of skin cancer, and population-based studies are essential in 
understanding the vulnerable groups in society  Thus, we investigated the 
effect of ethnic and other sociodemographic disparities on skin cancer in 
adults in the United States 

Design: We included US adults aged 20 years or above from a cross-
sectional nationally representative sample of noninstitutionalized adults 
of the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) from 
2011-2012, 2013-2014, and 2015-2016  Demographic data, including 
ethnicity (Mexican American, other Hispanic, non-Hispanic White, Non-
Hispanic Black, Non-Hispanic Asian, and other or multiple races), age 
(20-39, 40-59, 60 or above years), sex (male, and female), marital status 
(married or living with a partner, divorced, separated, or widowed, and 
never married), education status (high school or below, some college, and 
college or above) and annual household income (< $35 000, $35 000-
74 999, and ≥ $75 000) were defined as exposures  The history of skin 
cancer (melanoma, non-melanoma, and unknown) told by a doctor or 
another health professional was defined as the outcome  We investigated 
the associations between the sociodemographic factors and having skin 
cancer using multivariable logistic regression, using the SPSS Complex 
Samples module, accounting for NHANES complex sampling methods 

Findings: We included 15469 participants who had complete data  
The mean age was 47 55 years, and 52 1% were females  The majority 
belonged to non-Hispanic White (66 3%), followed by Non-Hispanic Black 
(11 3%), Mexican American (8 3%), other Hispanic (5 9%), and non-
Hispanic Asian (5 3%)  The prevalence of skin cancer was 4 5% (melanoma 
–1 0%, non-melanoma-2 3%, and unknown-1 1%)  The proportions of skin 
cancer within the ethnicity groups were 0 3%, 0 6%, 6 7%, 0 2%, 0 1%, 
and 3 0% for Mexican American, other Hispanic, non-Hispanic White, Non-
Hispanic Black, Non-Hispanic Asian, and other multiple races, respectively  
Compared to non-Hispanic Whites, Mexican Americans (adjusted odds 

ratio (OR)=0 08; 95% confidence interval (CI) 0 04,0 17), other Hispanics 
(OR=0 17; 95% CI 0 09,0 32), Non-Hispanic Blacks (OR=0 04; 95% CI 
0 02,0 08), and Non-Hispanic Asians (OR=0 01; 95% CI 0 01,0 09) had 
reduced odds of having skin cancer  Age groups, 40-59 years (OR=6 95; 
95% CI 3 66, 13 19) and 60 or more years (OR=21 89; 95% CI 12 08, 
39 68) had increased odds of having skin cancer compared to the 20-39 
years group  Males had increased odds of having skin cancer (OR=1 45; 
95% 1 12, 1 89) compared to females, while groups with some college 
(OR=1 57; 95% CI 1 22, 2 02) and college graduates or above (OR=1 60; 
95% CI 1 11, 2 30) education had increased odds of having skin cancer 
compared to the high school or below education group  However, marital 
status or household income were not associated with skin cancer 

Summary: Many minority ethnic groups (Hispanic and non-Hispanic 
black and Asian) have a low risk of having skin cancer than non-Hispanic 
whites, which may be attributable to their skin color  However, the dark skin 
color may be associated with the late presentation of advanced disease  
Further, aging, male sex, and education status need to be considered when 
implementing targeted screening and treatment 

 

Primary Author: Siri Choragudi, BS, Medical Student, UMiami Miller 
School of Medicine, Alpharetta, GA

Co-Authors: Shasa Hu, MD; Keyvan Nouri, MD

Relationships of skin cancer and sociodemographic factors on 
healthcare utilization in adults in the United States

Purpose: The evidence on the healthcare utilization of patients with skin 
cancer is sparse  We investigated the relationships of skin cancer and 
sociodemographic factors on healthcare utilization of adults in the United 
States 

Design: We included US adults aged 20 years or above from a nationally 
representative sample of noninstitutionalized adults of the National Health 
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) from 2011-2012, 2013-2014, 
and 2015-2016  The history of skin cancer told by a health professional 
was defined as exposure  Healthcare utilization measures during the past 
year were the outcomes: having a healthcare insurance cover, a routine 
place to go for healthcare, overnight hospital stay, being seen by a mental 
healthcare professional (yes/no); and the number of visits to a healthcare 
professional (0,1-3,4-9, and >=10)  We constructed multivariable binary 
and ordinal logistic regression models with skin cancer modeled as binary 
exposure and measures of healthcare utilization as outcomes, including 
ethnicity (Mexican American, other Hispanic, non-Hispanic White, Non-
Hispanic Black, Non-Hispanic Asian, and other multiple races), age (20-39, 
40-59, 60 or above years), sex (male, and female), marital status (married/
living with a partner, divorced/separated/widowed, and never married), 
education status (high school or below, some college, and college or 
above) and annual household income (< $35 000, $35 000-74 999, and 
≥ $75 000) as covariables  We estimated odds ratios (OR) and 95% 
Confidence intervals (CI) and used the SPSS Complex Samples module, 
accounting for NHANES complex sampling methods 

Findings: We included 15419 participants with complete data  The 
mean age was approximately 48 years, and 52 1% were females  The 
majority were non-Hispanic whites (66 3%)  The skin cancer prevalence 
was 4 5%  Among those, 94 9% had healthcare insurance cover  Skin 
cancer participants had increased odds of having a routine place to go 
for healthcare (OR=1 58; 95% CI 1 03, 2 40) and having more visits to 
healthcare professionals (OR=1 60; 95% CI 1 27, 2 02) compared to 
participants without skin cancer  Further, the aging and female sex had 
increased odds of utilizing all the healthcare measures except reduced 
odds for seen by a mental health professional with aging  Compared to 
the non-Hispanic Whites, Mexican Americans and other Hispanics had 
reduced odds of utilizing all healthcare measures except the overnight 
hospital stay; non-Hispanic black had reduced odds of having healthcare 
insurance cover, seen by a mental healthcare professional, but increased 
odds of having a routine place to go for healthcare and overnight hospital 
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stay; non-Hispanic Asians had reduced odds of utilizing all the healthcare 
measures  Compared to adults with high school or below education, adults 
with some college and above education had increased odds of utilizing 
all the healthcare measures except overnight hospital stay  Compared 
to adults with income < 35000, adults with higher income had increased 
odds of having healthcare insurance cover and a routine place to go for 
healthcare but reduced odds of utilizing other healthcare measures 

Summary: Most adults with skin cancer had a routine place for healthcare 
and utilized healthcare frequently  Further, sociodemographic factors had a 
significant effect on healthcare utilization pattern 

 

Primary Author: Olivia Crum, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN

Co-Authors: Mary E  Lohman, MD; Nahid Vidal, MD

Subcutaneous Hinge Flap in the Reconstruction of a Deep Post-Mohs 
Defect involving multiple cosmetic units.

Purpose: Deep defects involving multiple subunits including the nose, 
cheek, and cutaneous lip pose reconstruction challenges  With significant 
volume loss, reconstruction options are often limited to two staged 
interpolation flaps with other subunits repaired with separate flaps, or 
single staged flaps that may blunt natural concavities and fuse subunits for 
an inferior cosmetic result  Hinge flaps fill volume loss while maintaining 
a vascularized bed to support subsequent full-thickness skin grafts  We 
present a case using a subcutaneous hinge flap for volume restoration 
as part of a complex multi-subunit repair for a primarily nasal defect after 
Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) 

Design: Case report 

Findings: A 59-year-old female presented with a papule in an area 
previously treated with electrodesiccation and curettage for nodular 
basal cell carcinoma (BCC) 5 years prior  Recurrence was suspected 
and confirmed with repeat shave biopsy, and MMS was recommended  
Comprehensive circumferential peripheral and deep margin assessment 
was performed with MMS, with infiltrative tumor extirpated after 2 
stages  The final defect involved multiple cosmetic units including the 
right medial cheek, right nasal ala, and right apical hairless triangle of the 
cutaneous lip  The final defect measured 1 5 x 2 0 cm with depth down 
to the level of nasalis and levator labii superioris muscles  No nasal valve 
compromise was noted  Multiple reconstruction options were discussed 
with the patient, including two-staged flaps; however, the patient preferred 
one-staged reconstruction  To preserve anatomic function and obtain 
optimal cosmesis, reconstruction was performed such that each anatomic/
cosmetic subunit was repaired separately  First, a subcutaneous hinge 
flap based on the right cheek was incised, lifted, reflected, and sutured to 
the nasal portion of the defect for volume restoration (photos and intra-
operative video available)  Next, the cheek was advanced and tacked to 
the base of the defect to restore the cheek subunit, with Burow’s taken 
superiorly  The apical hairless triangle of the cutaneous lip was then 
repaired with a crescentic advancement-rotation flap, with incision and 
Burow’s along the nasal sill, along with a spacer full-thickness skin graft to 
prevent the appearance of fused ala and cheek (photos available of final 
repair)  The patient tolerated the procedure well, with no complications  
Follow-up at 2 weeks (photos available) and 8 weeks (photos available) 
revealed excellent healing with restoration of subunits, preservation of 
nasal function, and recreation of natural facial concavities and contours 

Summary: We describe a multi-subunit reconstruction of the right cheek, 
ala, and cutaneous lip after extirpation of a recurrent infiltrative basal cell 
carcinoma  This repair included a subcutaneous hinge flap for repair of 
soft tissue loss of the medial cheek, with excellent results after 8 weeks 
of follow-up  Subcutaneous hinge flaps are a noteworthy single-stage 
reconstructive option when restoration of deep volume loss is required and 
two-staged flaps are not feasible 

 

Primary Author: Olivia Crum, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN

Co-Authors: Elliott H  Campbell, MD; Addison Demer, MD; Jerry Brewer, 
MD, MS

Mortality Rates of Malignant Melanoma after Mohs Micrographic 
Surgery are Not Impacted By Initial Surgical Margins: A Systematic 
Review and Meta-Analysis.

Purpose: The primary objective was to determine differences in disease-
specific survival of melanoma after Mohs micrographic surgery for different 
initial surgical margins  The secondary objective was to determine the 
number of stages required for clearance based on the initial surgical margin 
taken  A separate project was devoted to local recurrence based on initial 
surgical margins 

Design: A systematic review of the literature and meta-analysis was 
performed  Inclusion criteria required surgical management with en face 
histologic assessment of melanoma with a set initial margin and associated 
disease-specific mortality outcome data  Initial margin categories were 
created based on the need to include all studies, with some studies 
reporting ranges of initial margins  The initial margin categories were 1-5 
mm (excluding studies with exactly 5 mm margin), 5 mm, and 6-10 mm 

Findings: Nineteen studies were included for final analysis  The overall 
disease-specific mortality rate of melanoma in all studies included was 
0 5% (CI 0 1-0 8, p 0 010)  Disease-specific mortality for 1-5, 5, and 6-10 
mm categories were 0 4% (CI 0 0-0 9, p 0 074), 0 7% (CI 0 2-1 3, p 0 2-
1 3), and 0 4% (CI -0 9-1 8, p 0 524), respectively  The disease-specific 
mortality rate of MMIS and invasive subgroups were 0 0% (CI 0 0-0 1, p 
0 304) and 0 9% (-0 1-1 9, p 0 073), respectively  None of the variances 
across initial margin categories were statistically significant  Mean number 
of stages for 1-5, 5, and 6-10 mm categories were 1 7 (SD 0 3), 2 1 (SD 
0 6), and 1 4 (SD 0 1), respectively 

Summary: In this systematic review and metanalysis, melanoma-specific 
mortality after Mohs micrographic surgery was not significantly impacted 
by initial surgical margins 

 

Primary Author: Emily Dando, MD, Fellow, University of Pittsburgh Medical 
Center, Pittsburgh, PA

Co-Author: Melissa Pugliano-Mauro, MD

Field therapy before Mohs micrographic surgery and the 
number of stages required to clear squamous cell carcinoma in 
immunocompetent and immunocompromised patients: a 5-year 
retrospective cohort study

Purpose: Our group previously demonstrated that the average number 
of stages required to clear squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) or squamous 
cell carcinoma in situ (SCCIS) may be lower in immunocompetent patients 
who are treated with field therapy (FT), particularly 5-fluorouracil (5FU), in 
the year prior to Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) compared to patients 
who are not treated with FT within two years of MMS  The purpose of the 
present study was to collect additional data in immunocompetent and 
immunocompromised patients to further characterize the relationship 
between neoadjuvant FT and the number of MMS stages 

Design: We performed a retrospective, consecutive chart review of patients 
who received MMS by the senior author from November 2015 to November 
2020  Immunocompetent patients and solid organ transplant recipients 
(SOTRs) who were previously followed in our department and received 
MMS for SCC or SCCIS were included  Charts were reviewed to determine 
whether patients were prescribed FT with 5FU, photodynamic therapy 
(PDT), or imiquimod to an area that included the surgical site in the year 
prior to MMS 
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Findings: 563 tumors from immunocompetent patients and 186 from 
SOTRs met criteria  FT was prescribed for 108 tumors (19%) in the 
immunocompetent group, including 68 with 5FU (63%), 27 with PDT 
(25%), and 13 with imiquimod (12%)  In immunocompetent patients, 
demographics and operative characteristics were similar between the 
FT and no field therapy (NFT) groups, including age, sex, tumor size and 
area, pathology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital stage, and post-operative 
defect size  FT patients were more likely to have had at least one prior skin 
cancer (84% FT, 64% NFT, p < 001)  In immunocompetent patients, the 
average number of stages required to clear tumor was 1 58 (SD 0 81) for 
NFT, compared to 1 53 (SD 0 67, p=0 65) for 5FU, 1 55 (SD 0 50, p=0 87) 
for imiquimod, and 1 81 (SD 0 73, p=0 21) for PDT  Excluding PDT, FT 
with 5FU or imiquimod required fewer stages to clear tumor than NFT 
particularly in the following subgroups: SCCIS (1 45 FT, 1 64 NFT, p=0 30), 
H zone tumors (1 54 FT, 1 67 NFT, p=0 47), tumors in patients ≥ 75 years 
old (1 50 FT, 1 61 NFT, p=0 53), and tumors in patients without a prior 
history of skin cancer (1 36 FT, 1 52 NFT, p=0 49)  FT was prescribed for 
55 tumors (30%) in SOTRs, including 30 with 5FU (55%), 22 with PDT 
(40%), and 3 with imiquimod (5%)  In SOTRs, FT patients were more likely 
to be male (98% FT, 85% NFT, p< 0 01), but otherwise the demographic 
and operative characteristics listed previously were similar between the 
FT and NFT groups  In SOTRs, the average number of stages required to 
clear tumor was 1 71 (SD 0 88) for NFT, compared to 1 25 (SD 0 43, p= 08) 
for PDT, 1 84 (SD 0 99, p=0 54) for 5FU, and 2 67 (SD 0 94, p=0 07) for 
imiquimod 

Summary: FT in the year prior to MMS may reduce the average number of 
stages required to clear SCC or SCCIS  Trends toward decreased surgical 
stages were observed in immunocompetent patients treated with 5FU or 
imiquimod, particularly in SCCIS, H zone tumors, patients ≥ 75 years old, 
and patients without a prior history of skin cancer  In SOTRs, neoadjuvant 
FT with PDT may decrease the number of surgical stages compared to 
NFT  These results were not statistically significant, which may be due to 
relatively small FT cohorts  However, small reductions in average number of 
surgical stages may still have clinically meaningful implications in terms of 
decreased MMS operative time and cost 

 

Primary Author: Mitchell Davis, MD, Clinical Research Fellow, University of 
California, San Francisco, CA

Co-Authors: Katelyn Dugan, BS; Brett Neill, MD; Melissa Shive, MD, MPH; 
Stanislav Tolkachjov, MD

Skin Substitutes in Dermatologic Surgery

Purpose: The number of skin substitutes (SS) available for wound 
care management has increased markedly in the last few decades  
This presents a challenge as dermatologists attempt to determine the 
appropriate setting for a skin substitute  Our review aims to assist clinicians 
in their selection of SS by providing updated and concise information 
about the efficacy, risk, availability, and relative cost of the various options 
available 

Design: Relevant data were identified through a search of PubMed, a 
manual search of relevant company websites, a manual search of the 
reference sections of relevant papers, and communicating with subject 
experts 

Findings: SS can be divided into seven categories based upon 
composition: amnion, cultured epithelial autograft, acellular allograft, 
cellular allografts, xenografts, composites, and synthetics  These groups 
offer unique benefits and disadvantages which are outlined in the 
manuscript and tables 

Summary: Considerations of the characteristics, settings of use, and 
efficacies of SS may allow more effective wound care and the potential 
for faster healing times  Additional studies are needed to evaluate and 

compare the healing benefits of these substitutes  Trials comparing the 
efficacy of each of the common SS versus each other and granulation are 
needed 

 

Primary Author: Mary Dick, MD, Vanderbilt Dermatology, Nashville, TN

Co-Authors: Anna Clayton, MD; Atieh Jibbe, MD

Subcutaneous Leiomyosarcoma of the Buttocks: A call for treatment 
guidelines

Purpose: Subcutaneous leiomyosarcomas (LMS) are derived from the 
vascular smooth muscle of subcutaneous adipose and have a poorer 
prognosis as compared to their dermal counterpart  They typically 
appear on the lower extremities in an equivalent male to female ratio  The 
subcutaneous LMS variant has a high local recurrence rate of up to 40% 
of patients with metastatic potential of up to 60% within 5 years  Surgical 
excision is the gold standard of care  Currently, there are no guidelines 
for surgical margins or adjuvant therapy for the treatment of cutaneous 
LMS  Available margin recommendations in the literature vary significantly 
between 1-5 cm  Mohs surgery has the advantage of confirming clear 
margins before the closure of large defects and the potential increase in 
sparing of essential nerves  However, only 5% of published cases are 
currently treated with Mohs  Additional adjuvant polychemotherapy or 
radiation are options with consideration of the tumor size and location, 
fascial involvement, increased histologic atypia metastasis, local relapse, 
and positive margins on excision 

Design: Case Report

Findings: 73-year-old Caucasian female presented with a 3 5 cm x 3 cm 
subcutaneous mass without overlying epidermal change on her peri-
anal right buttock slowly growing for the past six months  A diagnosis 
of lipoma was expected, and the mass was excised  Histopathologic 
results exhibited a hypercellular stroma containing fusiform fascicles with 
nuclear atypia, pleomorphism, and mitotic activity  Immunophenotyping 
was positive for desmin and smooth muscle actin, and negative for 
CD10, Cytokeratin 5/6, and SOX-10 confirming an incompletely excised 
subcutaneous LMS  MRI was performed showing ill-defined enhancement 
in the areas of prior excision  Chest CT was negative for metastasis  Our 
institution’s orthopedic oncologic surgeon, a LMS expert, performed wide 
excision down to fascia with approximately 3 cm margins without adjunct 
radiation to avoid anal dysfunction 

Summary: This case highlights an uncommon presentation of 
subcutaneous LMS clinically mimicking a lipoma treated with a 
multidisciplinary team given its sensitive location and large size  As there 
are no current surgical guidelines, wide excisional margins were taken 
with the goal of avoiding local recurrence requiring further excision or 
adjuvant radiation which may interfere with anal function in addition to 
high risk of metastasis  We recommend that future studies be directed at 
retrospectively assessing rates of recurrence and metastasis given surgery 
type and width of margins to provide recommendations that may conserve 
tissue 

 

Primary Author: Jeffrey Dickman, DO, Resident, Kansas City University 
(KCU-GMEC) Phoenix Dermatology, Glendale, AZ

Co-Authors: Cailin O’Connell, BS; Leonard H  Goldberg, MD; Elizabeth L  
Hall, MD; Remi K  Hamel, MD; Tariq Nisar, MPH

Quantifying Intraoperative Anxiety during Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: Anxiety has been linked to increased patient pain scale ratings 
and in the setting of severe anxiety, decreased quality of life during Mohs 
micrographic surgery  In previous studies, anxiety related to cancer and 
cosmetic outcomes has been shown to decrease over time from pre-
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operatively to post-operatively, and at one week, three months, and 
six months following the procedure  Several interventions have been 
investigated to reduce patient anxiety  Music represents one intervention 
that has been shown to decrease anxiety in surgical patients compared 
to patients with no intervention  A separate randomized clinical study 
attempted reduce MMS related anxiety through hand holding and 
squeezing a stress ball, however the findings in both patient survey 
reported anxiety as well as physiologic markers of stress, heart rate and 
blood pressure, did not differ significantly from the no-intervention group  
While intraoperative interventions for reducing anxiety during MMS remain 
an active area of research, there is no searchable literature that quantifies 
patient anxiety during the day of surgery  Therefore, we set out to elucidate 
the chronologic changes in anxiety levels before, between stages, 
and immediately after MMS in order to better target anxiety reducing 
interventions in future work 

Design: This is an in-progress investigator initiated, single-center, 
prospective, case-series study with an anticipated completion date of July 
1, 2022  Subjects recruited on the day of their Mohs surgery are asked 
to rate their anxiety related to cosmesis and skin cancer diagnosis using 
a 0-10 point Visual Assessment Scale (VAS) and the State Trait Anxiety 
Inventory (STAI) prior to MMS, between stages of MMS, and after the final 
bandage is completed  Patient physiologic status, measured by blood 
pressure and heart rate, is recorded prior to each survey administration 
(immediately prior to MMS, immediately after each stage of MMS, and after 
the final bandage is completed) 

Findings: The primary outcome of the study is VAS/STAI survey changes 
and physiologic changes, defined as heart rate changes and blood 
pressure changes, over time  Secondary outcomes such as anxiety levels 
compared against surgical site ( head/neck vs trunk/extremities) and 
anxiety levels for first-time MMS vs patients with a history of prior MMS will 
also be evaluated 

Summary: The unique timeline of the MMS procedure allows for evaluation 
of patient anxiety at several points as in our study, including immediately 
prior to MMS, immediately after each stage, and following completion 
of the entire procedure  We are able to quantify and evaluate changes 
in patient anxiety through the use of the VAS, STAI, and the patient’s 
physiologic status  Elucidating the chronologic changes in anxiety levels 
during MMS will allow us to better target anxiety reducing interventions for 
our patients in the future 

 

Primary Author: Malia Downing, MD, Mohs Fellow, Surgical Dermatology 
Group, Hoover, AL

Co-Authors: Brett Neill, MD; Jonathan A  Cappel, MD; Jace Rickstrew, MD; 
Stanislav N  Tolkachjov, MD

Nasal Tip Rotation Flap for Reconstruction of Surgical Defects on the 
Distal Nose

Purpose: The nose is a common site for development of skin cancers  
Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) is a highly curative treatment for skin 
cancer of the nose  Reconstruction of MMS defects on the nose, especially 
on the distal aspect, can be challenging given the close proximity of 
multiple subunits and limited adjacent tissue reservoirs  For small to 
medium sized defects of the distal nose involving the lateral nasal tip and/
or anterior nasal ala, we prefer a nasal tip rotation flap for reconstruction 
following MMS  Our goal in the present study was to describe our 
experience with regards to patient selection and outcomes when using a 
nasal tip rotation flap to repair MMS defects on the distal nose 

Design: An IRB approved retrospective review of all MMS cases at multiple 
institutions between June 2018 and December 2020 was undertaken  
Cases that used a nasal tip rotation to repair the MMS defect(s) were 
selected and data was collected on patient demographics, tumor type, 

anatomical location of tumor, pre-operative and post-operative size, 
number of stages needed to clear the tumor, repair dimensions, and post-
operative complications 

Findings: A total of 58 cases that utilized a nasal tip rotation flap were 
included  The mean pre-operative tumor size was 0 8cm (range: 0 3cm 
– 1 6cm) and mean defect size was 1 2cm (range: 0 7cm – 1 9cm)  The 
most common tumor location was the nasal tip, followed by the nasal tip/ 
nasal ala junction and nasal dorsum/ nasal ala junction  The mean number 
of stages to clear the tumor was 1 6 stages  The mean flap size was 14 1 
cm2  There were no major complications in any patients post-operatively  
Three patients had minor step offs noted at follow-up visits  Two patients 
had slight alar notching  None of these cases required revision surgery  
Dermabrasion was used in two patients to further improve aesthetic 
outcomes  Intralesional triamcinolone was used in one patient for a 
hypertrophic scar  No patients required the use of laser 

Summary: Although there is inherent complexity in repairing defects of the 
distal nose, we have found the nasal tip rotation flap to reliably produce 
exceptional functional and cosmetic outcomes  This flap can be used for 
defects that involve the nasal tip, soft triangle, and/or portions of the ala, 
including the alar rim  We preferred this reconstructive technique to other 
options when defects are amenable to its use 

 

Primary Author: Marcus Elias, MD, Resident, Zucker School of Medicine at 
Hofstra / Northwell, Brooklyn, NY

Co-Authors: Joshua G  Burshtein, MD; Victoria R  Sharon, MD, DTMH

Merkel cell carcinoma primary sites and overall survival: The 
prognostic indications of head and neck tumors

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: There is limited literature describing the influence of primary site 
as a prognostic factor for rare cutaneous Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC)  This 
study compares the overall survival between head and neck MCC (hnMCC) 
and other MCC body regions (oMCC)  This study also specifically examines 
the outcomes of scalp and neck MCC (snMCC) compared to other head 
regions (ohMCC) 

Design: A retrospective cohort study was performed for patients with 
cutaneous stage I-IV MCC between 2004-2017 reported to the National 
Cancer Database (NCDB)  NCDB is a US oncology database of hospital 
registry data from more than 1,500 Commission on Cancer (CoC)-
accredited facilities  The following cases were excluded: non-primary 
tumors, follow-up time equal to 0 months, palliative care, diagnosis date 
after facility’s reference date, age at diagnosis less than 18 years, and 
cases diagnosed at different reporting and treatment facilities  Outcomes 
were analyzed with Kaplan-Meier survival plots with log-rank testing and 
Cox proportional-hazards modeling—controlling for the variables: age, sex, 
race, Charlson-Deyo Comorbidity score, insurance status, stage, surgical 
margins, radiation, chemotherapy, and facility location  Statistical analysis 
was performed using SPSS version 23 

Findings: A total of 11,579 cases were analyzed—4,808 hnMCC and 5,790 
oMCC cases, with 981 missing primary site information  About 80% of the 
hnMCC were of snMCC cases (3,809 cases)  Univariate analysis revealed 
statistically significant differences in overall survival for hnMCC (1-year: 
86 9%; 5-year: 47 3%) and oMCC (1-year: 82 7%; 5-year: 38 7%) (log rank 
p< 0 001 and p< 0 001, respectively)  On Cox regression analysis, hnMCC 
showed a significantly increased risk of death compared to oMCC (Hazard 
Ratio [HR]=1 091; 95% Confidence interval [95%CI] 1 017-1 169; p=0 014)  
Among hnMCC, snMCC showed lower overall survival (1-year: 76 6%; 
5-year: 29 7%) compared to ohMCC (1-year: 84 4%; 5-year: 41 3%) (log 
rank p< 0 001)  Multivariable regression demonstrated an independent 
association between snMCC primary site and an increased risk of death 
when compared to ohMCC (HR=1 297; 95% CI 1 153-1 457; p< 0 001) 
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Summary: Our findings support that patients with head and neck MCC are 
at an increased risk of poorer survival outcomes compared to other body 
primary sites  Among head and neck primaries, patients with scalp and 
neck MCC involvement appear to have an even greater mortality risk 

 

Primary Author: Marcus Elias, MD, Resident, Zucker School of Medicine at 
Hofstra / Northwell, Brooklyn, NY

Co-Authors: Steven Barilla, MD; Arisa Ortiz, MD; Victoria R  Sharon, MD; 
Bernice Y  Yan, MD

TikTok in Mohs Micrographic Surgery: An Untapped Social Media 
Resource and Educational Tool

Purpose: Social media applications have become an increasingly 
important healthcare educational tool  TikTok is a relatively new, short-
video application with over 1 billion monthly active users, and more than 
2 billion lifetime downloads  Medical professionals are increasingly using 
TikTok for marketing, promotion, and education regarding skincare and 
dermatologic procedures  Given that 11 0% of TikTok users are age 
50 years or older, creators have the potential to reach a large audience 
in need of dermatologic surgical care  The quantity and quality of 
Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) videos on TikTok has not yet been 
determined  Thus, the authors’ goal in this study was to examine the use of 
TikTok pertaining to MMS—analyzing the availability, sources, and quality 
of MMS TikTok content 

Design: The TikTok mobile application was queried by 10 unique 
hashtags: “#mohs”, “#mohssurgery”, “#mohssurgeon”, “#mohsurgery”, 
“#mohssurgeryrecovery”, “#americansocietyofmohssurgery”, 
“#bestmohssurgeon”, “#skincancersurgery”, “#skincancersurgeon”, 
and “#skincancersugery”  Hashtags were chosen based on popular 
hashtags in prior MMS social media literature, as well as TikTok hashtags 
demonstrating a relatively high number of views with general searches 
of “mohs” and “skin cancer”  The 50 most popular videos per hashtag 
were considered  Descriptive information on the videos and uploaders 
were recorded  Two independent reviewers analyzed video content and 
descriptions, scoring the videos using the DISCERN system 

Findings: A total of 160 TikTok videos were analyzed  The 160 MMS 
videos had an average of 743 likes, 6 79 shares, 14 47 comments, and a 
mean engagement score (the number of likes divided by the number of 
views) of 0 037  The majority of videos were categorized as entertainment 
(52, 32 5%) and patient experiences (52, 32 5%)  Among content 
categories, education demonstrated the highest median DISCERN score 
and largest interquartile range (IQR) (n=44, median: 1 75, IQR 1 27-1 94)  
Videos categorized as entertainment had the lowest median score (n=52, 
median: 1 03, IQR 1 00-1 10)  The majority of uploaders were health-
care professions (HCP) (90, 56 25%), followed by the general public (57, 
35 63%) and businesses (13, 8 13%)  Despite the fact that 56% of TikTok 
content was created by HCP in our analysis, we found that a majority of 
these videos focused on entertainment (52 2%, 47/90 videos)  Physicians 
uploaded 44 38% of all content (71/160 videos)  The average DISCERN 
score for all 160 videos was 1 33 (standard deviation [SD]: 0 34, 95% 
confidence interval [95%CI] 1 27-1 39)  Two-sample student t-test showed 
no significant difference (p=0 25) in DISCERN scores between HCP (n=90, 
mean: 1 30, SD: 0 399, 95%CI 1 22-1 38) and non-HCP (n=70, mean: 1 37, 
SD: 0 318, 95%CI 1 30-1 44)  Pearson’s correlation coefficients analyzing 
impact metrics (views, likes, comments, shares, engagement) versus 
average DISCERN scores revealed very weak to no correlations, with 
r-values ranging from -0 11 to +0 18 

Summary: There appears to be a deficiency in high-impact, educational 
MMS TikTok currently available  We encourage more physicians and other 
medical professionals to become involved in supporting MMS health 

literacy on social media’s newest frontier—as this may lead to decreased 
patient anxiety regarding MMS, as well as increased public awareness of 
skin cancer and its treatment options 

 

Primary Author: Justin Fazio, MD, Resident, Medical College of Wisconsin, 
Wauwatosa, WI

Co-Authors: Anjishnu Banerjee, PhD; Brandon Calley, BS; Melanie Clark, 
MD

Topical treatment of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma in situ and 
the impact of clinical risk factors and positive histologic margins at the 
time of diagnosis

Purpose: Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) is the second most 
common cutaneous malignancy with an increasing incidence  Most patients 
with cSCC are treated successfully, but approximately 4% of new cases will 
metastasize, with this percentage significantly increased (20%) in tumors 
with high-risk features  Common treatment modalities include wide local 
excision, Mohs micrographic surgery, electrodessication and curettage, 
cryotherapy, and topical 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) or imiquimod  Topical 5-FU 
is most commonly used on-label for actinic keratoses  Topical 5-FU and 
imiquimod are also FDA approved for the treatment of superficial basal cell 
carcinoma in low-risk anatomic areas when other conventional methods 
are impractical or less appropriate  Topical 5-FU and imiquimod are also 
commonly used by clinicians for in situ and superficially invasive cSCC, 
although their use is off label for these indications  Limited data exists 
for the efficacy of topical treatments for cSCC and cSCCis, with most 
published studies limited by size, follow up, and inconsistent treatment 
regimens  To our knowledge, no studies have evaluated the importance of 
the histologic margin on the diagnostic biopsy prior to topical treatment for 
cSCCis  We sought to identify the efficacy of topical 5-FU and imiquimod 
in the treatment of cSCCis with positive histologic margins at the time of 
diagnosis and evaluate the influence of various risk factors on recurrence 

Design: We conducted a single-institution retrospective chart review of 
patients seen at the Medical College of Wisconsin/Froedtert Memorial 
Lutheran Hospital Dermatology Clinic from 01/01/2014 – 12/01/2021  
Pathology records were screened for cSCCis with positive histologic 
margins on diagnostic shave or punch biopsy and patients were included 
if they were subsequently treated with curative intent with either topical 
5-flurouracil or imiquimod  We identified any recurrences of cSCCis within 
a two-year time period from the initial biopsy and evaluated them in relation 
to multiple clinical risk factors 

Findings: Out of 215 adult patients treated with 5-FU (n=210, 97 7% 
of cohort) or imiquimod (n=5, 2 3% of cohort) after biopsy-proven 
cSCCis, 11 patients had pathology-proven cSCCis recurrence (5 1%), 
8 patients had clinical recurrence without repeat biopsy (3 7%), and 1 
patient had upstaging to invasive cSCC (0 47%)  Recurrence was more 
likely in patients with larger diameter lesions at the time of initial biopsy 
(p=0 02417), with 50% increased odds of recurrence for each unit increase 
in diameter (cm)  The mean diameter of lesions on initial biopsy which 
recurred within two years was 0 8361 cm compared to 0 7045 cm in 
non-recurrent lesions  Recurrence was more likely in patients treated with 
topical imiquimod (3/5, 60%) compared to topical 5-FU (17/210, 8 1%) 
(p=0 0062)  There were no statistically significant differences in recurrence 
based on immunosuppression status or anatomic location 

Summary: Topical 5-FU is an appropriate therapy for cSCCis in the correct 
clinical scenario  Extra consideration should be taken for use of topical 
5-FU in larger diameter cSCCis lesions  Although limited by sample size, 
our study does not support the use of imiquimod for cSCCis 
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Skin Cancer Tissue Banking

Purpose: The successful molecular and genetic characterization of multiple 
tumor types over the past decade has revolutionized cancer therapy and 
prognostication  However, these efforts have largely neglected skin cancer, 
with only a few large-scale genome sequencing studies completed to 
date  To support current and future genomic and transcriptomic analyses 
at single cell resolution and preserving in situ spatial contexts, we 
implemented a skin cancer tissue banking protocol 

Design: For patients undergoing Mohs micrographic surgery, tumor samples 
are obtained from the primary tumor debulk  Additional tumor samples 
may be obtained from successive stages  Control tissue is obtained from 
Burrow’s triangles taken in the normal course of wound reconstruction  
Blood or saliva samples provide additional germline controls  Specimen are 
submitted for cryopreservation en-bloc and dissociated as single cells  A 
comprehensive database captures relevant epidemiological, disease-related, 
prognostic, therapeutic, and outcomes data 

Findings: In our first 9 months, we banked 41 tumors (32 squamous 
cell carcinomas, 8 basal cell carcinoma, and 1 dermatofibrosarcoma 
protuberans)  Squamous cell carcinomas tended to be Brigham and 
Women’s Stage T2a or T2b and included specimens which were recurrent, 
poorly differentiated, and arising within a chronic wound  Basal cell 
carcinomas tended to be low risk nodular or superficial subtypes, although 
metatypical basal cell carcinoma was also banked  Represented patient 
risk factors included solid organ transplant (15 8%), autoimmune disease 
(13 2%), and leukemia/lymphoma (13 2%) 

Summary: Emerging techniques integrating single cell and spatial data 
promise to enhance our understanding of gene expression and cell-to-cell 
interactions in skin cancer, uncovering high-risk features and unlocking 
potential therapeutic targets and mechanisms of recurrence and resistance  
Our protocol details the practice of tissue banking to provide the necessary 
inputs to power these studies 

 

Primary Author: Joan Fernandez, MD, Resident, Baylor College of 
Medicine, Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Suzanne Alkul, MD; Spoorthi Kamepalli, BA; Dina Zamil, BS

A retrospective survey evaluating patient expectations of activity 
limitations following dermatologic surgery on the torso or extremities

Purpose: Dermatologic surgery, including wide local excisions (WLE), 
remains the primary mode of treatment for skin cancer  Procedures 
including Mohs micrographic surgery and WLE have not only proven to 
be both safe and effective for patients, but these procedures have also 
resulted in high levels of patient satisfaction as it pertains to cosmetic 
outcomes  However, as with any surgical intervention, there are potential 
risks and complications associated with skin surgery  Perioperative verbal 
counseling regarding these risks is imperative, and additional patient 
aids, including pamphlets and handouts, can serve as complementary 
resources to reinforce this information  While previous literature has 
evaluated postoperative complications of cutaneous surgery such as 
infection, hematoma formation, and wound dehiscence, little research 
addresses education on activity limitations following dermatologic surgery  
It is possible that current post-operative instructions given to patients 
regarding activity limitations are inadequate, or that patient expectations 
for counseling and written material on post-operative activity limitations are 
unknown  The objective of this study was to evaluate patient expectations 
of physical activity limitations after skin surgery on the torso or extremities 

Design: Patients who underwent WLEs on the neck, torso, or extremities 
at one institution in one calendar year by the same surgeon were invited 
to participate in an IRB- approved phone survey  Patients who depend 
on ambulatory devices, such as a wheelchair, were excluded  Questions 
addressed pre-existing physical activity level, changes to physical activity 
resulting from the WLE, amount of activity limitation counseling received on the 
day of the surgery, and patient expectations regarding perioperative counseling  
Data were analyzed using a standard statistical software package, Stata® 17 0 
(Stata Corp, College Station, TX, USA)  Multivariate logistic regression was 
used to determine factors associated with patient perceptions about surgical 
counseling, activity limitations, and surgical outcomes  Results were considered 
significant at a P-value of < 05  All reported P-values were two sided 

Findings: Patients who remembered receiving counseling on post 
operative activity level limitations reported that they were unlikely to have 
made any further arrangements to their surgical or personal schedule had 
they been given additional counseling  Patients who received little or no 
counseling reported that they may have changed their surgery date or 
made arrangements in their personal schedule had they been given more 
information on expected activity limitations prior to their scheduled surgery  
When the amount of counseling on activity limitations was in line with what 
the patient expected, they were less likely to answer that they would have 
wanted to reschedule their surgery or their personal plans 

Summary: As the instructions received prior to WLEs on postoperative 
activity limitations become more transparent, patients are able to make 
more informed decisions when scheduling their surgery and making 
arrangements to their personal schedules  Clarifying patient expectations 
regarding which specific activities should be limited and for what period 
of time post operatively will improve the overall patient experience as well 
as help to minimize complications such as dehiscence and bleeding  We 
hope that the data derived from this study will serve as a framework to 
encourage other skin surgeons to further enhance the delivery of their post 
operative instructions, specifically as it relates to activity limitations, in an 
effort to improve patient understanding and compliance and ultimately the 
overall quality of the dermatologic surgery experience 

  

Primary Author: Caleb Freeman, MD, Resident, Oregon Health & Science 
University, Hillsboro, OR

Co-Authors: Anna Bar, MD; Nima Gharavi, MD; Emma Hill, MD; Justin 
Leitenberger, MD; Tuyet Ann Nguyen, MD; Jade N  Young, BS

Permanent section margin concordance after Mohs micrographic 
surgery with immunohistochemistry for invasive melanoma and 
melanoma in situ: a retrospective dual-center analysis

Purpose: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is an increasingly common 
method of treatment for specialty-site melanomas  Techniques in 
MMS, however, vary among practitioners  Both author institutions 
utilized a technique wherein MMS with MART-1 immunohistochemistry 
was performed followed by excision of a final permanent margin  The 
margin was then processed with en face sectioning and read by a 
dermatopathologist  This study sought to examine concordance rates 
between Mohs surgeon review of intraoperative frozen sections and 
dermatopathologist review of additional permanent sections taken from 
immediately adjacent skin  Secondary objectives were to identify potential 
factors associated with discordance rate 

Design: A dual-center retrospective analysis from Oregon Health & Science 
University and Cedars Sinai, approved by IRB at both sites, evaluated 
439 cases of MMS for melanoma which were treated at both institutions 
between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2019  Of the 439 cases, 379 
underwent excision of a final permanent margin of immediately adjacent 
skin for evaluation by a dermatopathologist  Permanent margins were 
then analyzed for concordance with the interpretation of intraoperative 
frozen sectioning by the surgeons  Data was assessed through 
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chart review to identify concordance rates and any potential factors 
associated with discordance  Cases were categorized as concordant 
or discordant, and concordant cases were further sub-stratified into 
indeterminately concordant (if the final pathology report noted increased 
single melanocytes or atypical melanocytic proliferation) and indisputably 
concordant (if no increased single melanocytes, atypical melanocytic 
proliferations, invasive melanoma or melanoma in situ was detected)  
Secondary analysis considered factors such as age, sex, skin cancer 
location, previous treatment, recurrence, number of stages, and depth of 
invasion for any possible associations with discordance 

Findings: 438 patients across both institutions underwent MMS for 
melanoma between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2019  261 (59 6%) 
of the patients identified as male and 177 (40 4%) of the patients identified 
as female  Among the 438 patients, 379 permanent sections were sent for 
permanent sectioning and review by dermatopathologist  Stage at biopsy 
data was collected for all cases  Of the cases for which permanent sections 
were sent, 294 (77 6%) were noted to be MIS at biopsy, 75 (19 8%) were 
T1a, and 10 (2 6%) of cases were staged as greater than T1a  A total of 8 
(2 1%) cases were staged higher at final pathology than the staging at initial 
biopsy  263 (69 4%) cases were completed in one stage of MMS, while 
116 (30 6%) required two or more stages  Of the 379 permanent sections 
sent, 367 were concordant and 12 were discordant with intraoperative 
frozen section reads by the surgeon, for an overall concordance rate of 
96 8%  Cases were further stratified into indeterminately concordant and 
indisputably concordant  345 (94 0%) of the 367 concordant cases were 
indisputably concordant, whereas only 22 (6 0%) were indeterminately 
concordant  On review of discordant cases, 8 (66 6%) were noted to be 
melanoma in situ at initial biopsy, whereas 4 (33 3%) cases were stage 
T1a at biopsy  None of the cases biopsied at stage T1b or greater were 
found to be discordant  Cases requiring two or more stages of MMS were 
associated with a higher rate of discordance (6 0%) when compared to 
cases requiring a single stage (1 95)  In addition, this study found 100% 
concordance among MMS cases on the neck, trunk, and extremities, 
with all 12 discordant cases identified on the face and scalp  Finally, this 
study confirmed findings from prior studies which demonstrated a low risk 
of positive margins in MMS, with only 5 2% of cases treated with MMS 
returning with positive margins following permanent sectioning 

Summary: The use of MMS in melanoma has been well established, 
as MMS provides optimal tissue preservation, reduces recurrence 
rates, lessens surgical complications, and allows for expedited patient 
reassurance of final margins  Techniques for MMS in melanoma can 
vary, especially regarding the practice of taking margins of immediately 
adjacent skin for permanent sectioning  In addition to larger wound 
sizes and the potential for delays in reconstruction, removing additional 
permanent sections after MMS creates the potential for disagreement with 
dermatopathology colleagues and may impact patient care  Reassuringly, 
this data, shows that minimal discordance exists between surgeons and 
dermatopathologists, with an overall concordance of 96 8% between 
dermatopathologist review of adjacent permanent margins and surgeon 
review of intraoperative frozen margins  Surgical sites on the neck, trunk, 
and extremities demonstrated 100% concordance, suggesting that 
permanent sectioning of adjacent tissue may have limited utility on medium- 
or low-risk anatomic sites  On review of discordant cases, those cases 
requiring more than 1 stage of MMS were more likely to be discordant when 
compared to cases completed in 1 stage, which may reflect increased 
difficulty in the interpretation of samples due to frozen sectioning or a higher 
likelihood of high-risk characteristics within samples  While this technique 
of MMS followed by permanent adjacent margins was held on as a vestige 
of prior melanoma protocols, the high rates of concordance in this study 
would argue against the ongoing practice of sending adjacent margins for 
permanent sectioning, which can result in delays in reconstruction and 
larger wound sizes  As such, the authors do not continue to routinely send 
final margin permanent sections after MMS for melanoma, unless there 
is difficulty making interpretation during frozen sectioning or other high-
risk characteristics are present that would require additional margins  In 
conclusion, the high concordance rates seen in this study support sending 
permanent margins as an exception, rather than a rule 

 

Primary Author: Jeffrey Gardner, II, MD, Resident, Loma Linda University, 
Loma Linda, CA

Co-Authors: Conroy Chow, MD; Mansee Desai, MD; Ashley Elsensohn, 
MD; Michael P  Lee, MD

Cutaneous oncology tumor boards: A post Coronavirus-19 (COVID-19) 
pandemic survey

Purpose: Overall research shows multidisciplinary tumor boards improve 
patient outcomes, however little data is published in regards to the field of 
dermatology (1)  During COVID-19, many tumor boards were transitioned 
to a virtual platform (2)  Two survey studies prior to COVID-19 described 
multidisciplinary tumor boards with 76% - 84% of respondents having 
cutaneous or skin cancer management with 26 2% - 58% having a virtual 
option (3,4)  The purpose of this study was to further characterize the 
structure and impact of cutaneous oncology tumor boards in the United 
States after the impact of COVID-19 

Design: A survey was emailed to the Associations of Professors of 
Dermatology Listserv over the course of four months 

Findings: After removing duplicate institutional entries, 44/49 institutions 
(89 8%) responded yes to having a designated multidisciplinary tumor 
board for skin cancer  Those who responded yes, 41/44 (93 2%) reported 
having a virtual tumor board (vs 26 2% - 58% having virtual platforms pre-
pandemic)  Specialties involved in the tumor boards from the 44 institutions 
included Surgical oncology (100%), Medical oncology (100%), Dermatology 
(97 7%), Radiation oncology (93 2%), Pathology (88 7%), Ear nose and 
throat (ENT) surgery (75%), Radiology (61 4%), Gynecologic oncology 
(6 8%), Plastic surgery (4 5%), Oral maxillofacial surgery (2 3%), Palliative 
care (2 3%) Ophthalmology (2 3%) and Oculoplastic surgery (2 3%)  
40/44 respondents (90 9%) responded “sometimes” or “most of the time” 
in regard to how often tumor boards changed patient management  70 
members at 49 unique institutions completed the survey 

Summary: The implementation of virtual platforms during COVID-19 has 
allowed tumor board conferences that otherwise may not have been possible 
during a time where social distancing was strongly encouraged  Our post 
pandemic survey revealed 89 8% (44/49) respondents having a cutaneous 
multidisciplinary tumor board compared to 76% - 84% pre-pandemic (3,4)  
Virtual tumor boards have increased to 93 2% post pandemic compared 
to 26 2% - 58% pre-pandemic  Similar perceived changes in patient 
management were noted averaging 3 15 post-pandemic compared to 3 21 
pre-pandemic using a 1-5 point system (lowest=1, highest=5) 

1  Specchia ML, Frisicale EM, Carini E, Di Pilla A, Cappa D, Barbara 
A, Ricciardi W, Damiani G  The impact of tumor board on cancer care: 
evidence from an umbrella review  BMC Health Serv Res  2020 Jan 
31;20(1):73  doi: 10 1186/s12913-020-4930-3  PMID: 32005232; PMCID: 
PMC6995197 

2  Chow M, Jiang SIB  COVID-19 Board: Our Multidisciplinary Cutaneous 
Oncology Tumor Board During the Coronavirus-19 Pandemic  Dermatol 
Surg  2020 Sep;46(9):1224-1225  doi: 10 1097/DSS 0000000000002568  
PMID: 32740206 

3  Mori S, Navarrete-Dechent C, Petukhova TA, Lee EH, Rossi AM, Postow 
MA, Dunn LA, Roman BR, Yin VT, Coit DG, Hollmann TJ, Busam KJ, 
Nehal KS, Barker CA  Tumor Board Conferences for Multidisciplinary Skin 
Cancer Management: A Survey of US Cancer Centers  J Natl Compr Canc 
Netw  2018 Oct;16(10):1209-1215  doi: 10 6004/jnccn 2018 7044  PMID: 
30323091; PMCID: PMC6446238 

4  Scott BL, Srivastava D, Nijhawan RI  The multidisciplinary tumor 
board for the management of cutaneous neoplasms: A national survey of 
academic medical centers  J Am Acad Dermatol  2018 Jun;78(6):1216-
1218 e3  doi: 10 1016/j jaad 2016 12 029  PMID: 29754889 
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A Series of Cases Utilizing The ‘Mercedes Benz’ Flap To Repair 
Periorbital Mohs Defects

Purpose: Repair of periorbital and temporal Mohs surgical defects 
prove challenging, as both function and cosmesis must be considered  
Excess tension or inappropriately oriented tension vectors can lead to 
ectropion, pull on the lateral canthus and elevation of the lateral tail of 
the eyebrow  The free margin and various anatomic landmarks make 
asymmetry easily detectable  The ‘Mercedes Benz’, or triple advancement 
flap, is a reconstructive technique that can be utilized in difficult to close 
areas such as the temple, sternum, shoulder, and scalp  Advantages of 
this repair include decreasing overall tension, reorienting tension vectors 
and minimizing the need for extensive undermining in creating large 
unidirectional advancement flaps  We discuss our approach to repairing 
Mohs defects involving the periorbital region with a Mercedes Benz 
flap and hope to increase awareness of the utilization of this flap in the 
periorbital area 

Design: Our case series involves six patients with biopsy-proven 
keratinocyte carcinomas whose tumors were treated and cleared with 
Mohs micrographic surgery  After consideration of defect size and location, 
a Mercedes Benz flap was chosen for the repair  Depending on the total 
amount of tension, some flaps required use of a Burrow’s graft centrally, 
while others were able to function as a stand-alone closure  Surgical 
technique included attention to free margins and relaxed skin tension lines  
All repairs were performed by the same surgeon and patients were seen for 
follow-up one week, one month and two months after their surgery 

Findings: We demonstrate the successful use of the Mercedes Benz flap, 
with and without Burrow’s full thickness skin grafts, to repair six patients’ 
surgical defects in the periorbital region  Both the patients and surgeon 
found the short-term and long-term outcomes of their repairs to be 
functionally and cosmetically acceptable 

Summary: The Mercedes Benz flap creates three tension vectors, allowing 
tension to be more evenly distributed, and prevents excess pull along 
any one vector  By decreasing the overall tension, the eye’s function and 
anatomic landmarks are respected  Excellent cosmesis can be obtained 
by camouflaging suture lines parallel to pre-existing skin folds  When 
designing the repair for defects of the periorbital region, a Mercedes Benz 
flap should be considered 

 

Primary Author: Michael Heath, MD, Resident, Oregon Health & Science 
University, Portland, OR

Co-Authors: Anna Bar, MD; Justin Leitenberger, MD

Local injection of Tranexamic Acid Reduces Bleeding Events Following 
Interpolated Flaps

Purpose: Interpolated flaps including paramedian forehead flaps and 
nasolabial interpolated flaps can provide patients superior cosmetic and 
functional results in difficult to repair defects on the nose following Mohs 
micrographic surgery  These two stage procedures are often well tolerated 
but given the increasing use of antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications 
the risk of bleeding especially in the setting of flaps  Post operative 
bleeding can lead to increased healthcare utilization and has potential 
for increased patient anxiety  Tranexamic acid (TXA) promotes clotting by 
blocking conversion of plasminogen to plasmin, which ultimately leads 
to stabilization of the fibrin clot  TXA is used off label in many surgical 
and emergency settings to help reduce bleeding  We aimed to determine 
if subcutaneous infiltration of TXA at the completion of the first stage of 
interpolated forehead flaps and interpolated nasolabial flaps would reduce 
post-operative bleeding and the need for additional unplanned healthcare 
utilization  

Design: This study is an IRB approved retrospective review  The EMR was 
utilized to review all cases of forehead and nasolabial interpolated flaps 
performed at a single tertiary referral center  Patient demographics, details 
of Mohs, as well as repair were recorded  Minor bleeding events were 
recorded as defined as unplanned patient phone call or MyChart message 
regarding concerns for bleeding within 72 hours of initial reconstruction  
Major events were additionally recorded, defined as unplanned follow 
up visit in a healthcare setting secondary to bleeding concerns (i e , 
Emergency room or ambulatory clinic)  Patients were then grouped by 
whether or not that had received tranexamic acid subcutaneous infusion at 
site of flap or not  These injections occur throughout the pedicle as well as 
any wound edge created  Doses ranged from 20-100 mg of TXA 

Findings: Patient repaired with interpolated forehead or nasolabial flaps 
who received subcutaneous infusion of TXA experienced no major bleeding 
(0/11) and 1/11 patients had a minor bleeding event (after hours call which 
resolved with pressure)  Patient who did not receive TXA had 6/69 major 
bleeding events (required after hours care in healthcare setting) and 11/69 
had minor bleeding events  Total bleeding event rates in the TXA group 
was 1/11 and the non-TXA group experienced bleeding events in 17/69 
patients 

Summary: Patient who received TXA in this retrospective review had 
decreased frequency of bleeding events compared to patients without TXA  
Further research should be done to account for potential confounders and 
prospectively determine if there is benefit to TXA in these patients 

 

Primary Author: Callie Hill, MD, Resident, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Co-Authors: Isabella Aldana, BS; Elissa Dykes, BS; Natalie Garcia, BS; 
Conway Huang, MD; Timothy J  Orlowski, MD; Carlton B  Phillips, MD; 
Harris Reynolds, MD; 

Safety and efficiency of single site vs same-day multiple-site Mohs 
micrographic surgery

Purpose: A significant percentage of patients who present for Mohs 
micrographic surgery (MMS) will have multiple skin cancers  In certain 
situations, same-day multiple-site Mohs surgery (SDMSMS) can be 
performed safely and effectively with advantages to patient convenience, 
cost effectiveness and improved access of Mohs surgery to other 
patients  Concerns about SDMSMS include the potential for increased 
complications with multiple surgeries, disruption to a daily schedule for 
SDMSMS patient no-shows and increased risk for wrong-site surgery  Per 
the American College of Mohs Surgeons’ (ACMS) Improving Wisely data, 
roughly 40% of ACMS members largely avoid SDMSMS (performed in 
less than 5% of cases)  Objectives: Determine the incidence of associated 
negative trends, including surgery no-show visits / cancellations and post-
operative complications, in SDMSMS patients 

Design: Retrospective review study setting: Academic center methods: A 
retrospective cross-sectional chart review of patient demographics, tumor 
characteristics, complications, and no-show visit/cancellations conducted 
for all MMS cases between June 1, 2020 and October 30, 2020  Tests for 
association were conducted using Pearson Chi-Square tests using a Type I 
error rate of 0 05 to declare statistical significance 

Findings: 1,133 patient visits were available for review  863 (76 2%) 
patients underwent MMS on a single site  The remaining 270 (23 8%) 
patients underwent SDMSMS  Patient demographics and no-show visits / 
cancellations are reported in Table 1  Average age for single-site patients 
was 67 8 years compared to SDMSMS patients of 71 1 years  There 
was an increased percentage of males (74 4%) compared to females 
(25 6%) in the multi-site group vs  single-site patients (58 4% males and 
41 6% females)  Immunosuppression was reported in 8 8% of single-site 
patients compared to 11 4% SDMSMS patients, not statistically significant 
(p=0 20)  The probability of no-show visits / cancellations was 10 7% in 
single-site patients vs  14 4% in SDMSMS patients (p-value = 0 10)  Tumor 
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characteristics and post-operative complications are reported in Table 
2  Complications for both groups were low, with a 0 7% probability of at 
least one complication in single-site patients vs 1 1% in SDMSMS patients 
(p-value = 0 51)  While probability of complications and no-show visit / 
cancellations are slightly higher in the SDMSMS group, neither increased 
by a statistically significant amount (p=0 51 and p= 10, respectively)  
Anatomic locations, recurrence, tumor size, and stages to clear were 
similar  Repair types are reported in Table 3 and similar amongst the two 
groups  Notably, in the SDMSMS patient group, 25 repairs (4 1%) involved 
multiple sites 

Summary: SDMSMS is a convenient and cost-effective option for patients, 
without significantly increased rates of no-show visits/cancellations or 
complications  SDMSMS should be considered for patients with multiple 
tumor sites as it allows for fewer appointments, decreased travel burden, 
shorter overall periods of post-operative wound care, and reduced delay to 
initiation of field therapy 

 

Primary Author: Sheena Hill, MD, MPH, Fellow, University Hospitals 
Cleveland Medical Center, Cleveland, OH

Co-Authors: Jeremy S  Bordeaux, MD, MPH; Jessica Brown-Korsah, BS

Characterization of Congenital and Pediatric Dermatofibrosarcoma 
Protuberans in a Population-Based and Hospital-Based Database: A 
Retrospective Cohort Study of SEER and the NCDB

Purpose: Pediatric and congenital dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans 
(DFSP) was frequently treated with wide local excision (WLE) according 
to the literature  However, National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
guidelines now recommend Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) as the 
standard of care for DFSP  MMS leads to decreased rates of recurrences 
for patients with DFSP  Racial differences in the utilization of MMS for 
adults with DFSP have been reported in the literature  However, factors 
associated with utilization of MMS in the pediatric population impacted by 
DFSP are currently unknown  Thus, we sought to characterize DFSP in the 
pediatric population within the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results 
(SEER) database (2000 – 2018) and the National Cancer Database (NCDB) 
(2004 – 2019) and to assess for factors associated with MMS for DFSP in 
the pediatric population (< 18 years) 

Design: Pediatric patients with DFSP were identified within the 
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database (2000 – 
2018) and the National Cancer Database (NCDB) (2004 – 2019)  Univariate 
and multivariate logistic regression were used to determine odds of 
receiving MMS for pediatric patients with DFSP 

Findings: The SEER cohort included 144 pediatric patients  The NCDB 
cohort included 233 patients  Within the SEER cohort, White pediatric 
patients with DFSP were more likely to receive MMS compared to Black 
patients, adjusting for age, sex, median household income, tumor size, 
primary body site, and year of diagnosis (aOR 12 41; 95% CI: 1 99 – 
252 02; P =  03)  Within the NCDB, White pediatric patients with DFSP were 
more likely to receive MMS compared to Black pediatric patients, adjusting 
for age, sex, ethnicity, median household income, insurance status at the 
time diagnosis, primary body site, and year of diagnosis (aOR 3 51; 95% 
CI: 1 41 – 10 12; P =  01)  On multivariate analysis, pediatric patients on 
Medicaid or other forms of government insurance were less likely to receive 
MMS compared to those with private insurance within the NCDB (aOR 
0 33; 95% CI: 0 13 – 0 78; P =  02)  On multivariate analysis of pediatric 
patients with known tumor size within the NCDB, Latino pediatric patients 
were less likely to receive MMS compared to non-Latino patients (aOR, 
0 13; 95% CI, 0 02 – 0 65; P =  03) 

Summary: Racial, ethnicity, and insurance status differences in the receipt 
of MMS in pediatric patients may lead to increased recurrences and 
increased morbidity in this patient population  Further work in this area is 
needed to identify and establish public health initiatives to improve access 
to MMS for pediatric patients with DFSP 

 

Primary Author: Kelsey Hirotsu, MD, Assistant Clinical Professor, Stanford 
Dermatology, San Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Shang I Brian Jiang, MD; Tiffany Y  Loh, MD

Transposition flaps for high-tension areas: improving surgical scars

Purpose: Linear repairs on high-tension areas can lead to suboptimal post-
operative healing with spread and hypertrophic scars  High-tension areas 
including those across high-mobility joints have a large range of motion 
and undergo repetitive movement  Redistribution of tension across a larger 
surface area with a modified 45o angle transposition flap may help prevent 
spread and hypertrophic scars, optimizing the appearance of scars after 
dermatologic surgery 

Design: Patients with transposition flap repairs on the posterior neck, 
shoulder, lower back, and elbow over a 1-year period (7/2020-6/2021) 
were included in our study  All patients included had at least a 6-month 
post-operative follow-up photo  Two dermatology residents separately 
performed a blind rating based on the SCAR assessment tool, which 
evaluates the following scar characteristics (score): scar spread (0-4), 
erythema (0-3), dyspigmentation (0-1), track marks (0-1), hypertrophy/
atrophy (0-3), overall impression (0-1), and patient perception/symptoms 
(0-2), with a total SCAR score ranging from 0-15 

Findings: 17 post-operative photos of transposition flaps were evaluated  
Long-term follow-up ranged from 6 to 18 months post-op  The raters had 
the same median scores across all scar characteristics  The median of the 
combined average rater score was as follows: scar spread 1 5, erythema 1, 
dyspigmentation 1, track marks 1, hypertrophy/atrophy 0, and total SCAR 
score was 4 (range 1 5-5) 

Summary: Transposition flaps for reconstruction on high-tension and high-
mobility areas can help to close wounds and redistribute tension  These 
scars have a low total SCAR score, although minimal spreading, erythema, 
dyspigmentation, and track marks are common  None of our transposition 
flaps had clearly visible hypertrophic or atrophic scars, which are common 
with linear repairs in high-tension areas  Further studies comparing 
transposition flap scars to linear repair scars from similar post-operative 
defects would be additionally informative 

  

Primary Author: Supriya Immaneni, MD, Resident, Emory University, 
Decatur, GA

Co-Authors: Jeffrey Dover, MD, FRCPC; Jessica G  Labadie, MD

#MohsSurgery: How Mohs Micrographic Surgery is Portrayed on 
Instagram

Purpose: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is the standard of care for 
the treatment of facial non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC)  Given the 
increased technologic savviness of our patients, social media has become 
a useful platform for the dissemination of educational tools about various 
dermatologic procedures, including MMS  However, social media posts 
are not standardized and carry a high risk of misinformation  The goals 
of this study were to 1) determine how MMS is discussed on Instagram, 
2) determine the credentials of those posting content about MMS, 3) 
determine whether MMS is accurately portrayed on social media platforms 

Design: On April 3, 2022, a single Instagram search using the term 
#Mohssurgery was performed  All English-language posts within the 
“Instagram Top Post” section were included  Duplicate posts and those 
that did not show or discuss Mohs surgery (e g , those that discussed 
general skin cancer excisions, unrelated cosmetic procedures, and skin 
cancer education posts ) were excluded  Data was collected on author 
demographics and post details, along with the number of views/likes and 
the date posted 
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Findings: The hashtag #mohssurgery had 62,220 total posts on Instagram  
All the top Instagram posts available were reviewed and 34 in English-
language were included  Posts had an average of 217 likes (range: 104-547 
likes)  The vast majority of posts were created by physicians (32/34; 94%) 
with physician assistants making up the remaining small proportion (2/34, 
6%)  Dermatology was the most frequently cited specialty followed by 
plastic surgery and facial plastic surgery  Post content consisted mainly 
of before and after pictures (20/34, 59%) with a majority defining Mohs 
micrographic surgery (22/34, 65%), and almost half addressing the 
specific indication for Mohs surgery (14/34, 41%)  Only a minority of posts 
specifically addressed complications (3/34, 9%) 

Summary: It is encouraging that Mohs surgery was properly defined in 
more than half of the posts and that 70% of the top posts were generated 
by dermatologists  However, given only 34 posts made it to Instagram’s 
“Top Post” list, as a specialty, dermatologists and Mohs surgeons should 
continue to generate new content to further encourage patient education 
and awareness about our specialty and this procedure  In addition to 
public education, social media can serve as a helpful marketing tool  
We encourage dermatologists to continue to highlight their expertise in 
minimally invasive cosmetic procedures, in particular Mohs micrographic 
surgery to spread patient awareness and education  Instagram has proved 
to be a useful and relatively accurate portrayal of Mohs surgery and we as 
a specialty should continue to add to this body of work under the hashtag 
“#mohssurgery” 

 

Primary Author: Abel Jarell, MD, Dermatologist and Dermatopathologist, 
Granite State Dermatology, Greenland, NH

The 31-gene expression profile test stratifies the risk of recurrence in 
patients with T1 cutaneous melanoma

Purpose: Patients with thin (T1) cutaneous melanoma have a good overall 
prognosis  However, up to 15% of these patients will experience disease 
recurrence  The 31-gene expression profile (31-GEP) is a validated test 
that stratifies patients as having low (Class 1A), intermediate (1B/2A), 
or high (Class 2B) risk of recurrence  The objective of this study was to 
demonstrate that the 31-GEP identifies patients with T1 tumors with an 
elevated risk for recurrence who may benefit from increased surveillance 

Design: Patients with T1 cutaneous melanoma from three previously 
published studies were combined for analysis (N=979)  Recurrence-free 
survival (RFS) was estimated using Kaplan-Meier analysis with the log-rank 
test  Secondary analysis included recurrence risk stratification by 31-GEP 
Class 1A and Class 2B in the patients younger (n=586) and older than 
65 years old (n=393)  Multivariable Cox regression analysis was used to 
determine predictors of recurrence 

Findings: Patients with a Class 2B 31-GEP result had lower 3-year RFS 
than patients with a Class 1A result (75 9% vs  97 7%) and had an 8-fold 
higher recurrence rate (22 5% [9/40]vs  2 7% [22/807], p< 0 001)  A Class 
2B result (HR=4 49, p=0 001) and a positive SLN (HR=4 46, p< 0 001) were 
significant predictors of disease recurrence in multivariable Cox regression 
analysis including AJCC 8th editing staging  Patients with T1 tumors who 
were ≥65 years old with a Class 2B result had lower 3-year RFS than 
those with a Class 1A result (76 7% vs  97 2%)  Similar results were seen 
in patients < 65 years old for a Class 2B or Class 1A result (3-year RFS: 
73 9% vs  97 9%) 

Summary: In a patient population deemed low risk by staging alone, the 
31-GEP identified patients at high risk for recurrence who may benefit from 
increased surveillance through imaging or clinician follow up 

 

Primary Author: Nathan Jetter, MD, Resident, University of Illinois, 
Chicago, IL

Co-Authors: Tanya Magana, BS; Maria Tsoukas, MD

A Modified Tip Stitch for The Simultaneous Repair of Two Adjacent 
Complete Earlobe Tears

Purpose: Earlobe tears can be either partial or complete  A partial tear 
involves a vertical elongation of the earring hole, whereas a complete tear 
leads to a split earlobe  The tear mechanism is usually due to an acute 
trauma, such as an incidental pull on the earring, or from wearing heavy 
earrings for a long period of time, causing a progressive elongation of the 
earring hole until it becomes a complete tear  Multiple techniques have 
been described in the literature for the correction of the torn earlobe  
They all involve surgical removal of the epithelium followed by different 
methods of suturing to close the tear  The subsequent repair is commonly 
performed using superficial, simple interrupted sutures  However, as more 
complicated earlobe tears arise, more modified techniques are needed to 
achieve a natural earlobe shape for cosmetic satisfaction and to prevent 
complications of wound healing 

Design: This is a case report of a 53-year-old female who presented 
with two complete tears in the left earlobe due to wearing earrings over 
a long period of time  The superior tear was 1 cm, and the inferior tear 
was 0 5 cm  She wished to have them surgically repaired to reduce her 
dissatisfaction with the cosmetic appearance  We used a modified tip stitch 
technique to repair the tears and encountered no complications  After the 
procedure, the patient was instructed to take prophylactic doxycycline 
100mg BID for 7 days  During the 4-month follow up, both earlobe tears 
completely closed and healed  The patient expressed satisfaction with the 
results 

Findings: We repaired the patient’s two adjacent complete left earlobe 
tears by first de-epithelializing the two adjoining surfaces of each tear  
We then closed both tears simultaneously with one modified tip stitch  
Using 5-0 poliglecaprone 25 suture, we first passed the needle through 
the skin midway along the lateral wall of the superior tear, coming out at 
the central point of the de-epithelialized portion of the tear  The suture is 
then continued into the central point of the de-epithelized portion of the 
medial wall of the superior tear, passing through and out of the central 
pedicle of tissue without piercing the epidermis  The needle is then passed 
through the corresponding central portion of the lateral wall of the inferior 
tear before making a 180-degree turning completing the reverse journey 
closer to the rim of the ear lobule  The suture ultimately emerges from 
the epidermis near the initial entry site in a location parallel to the lateral 
wall of the superior tear and close to the rim of the ear lobule  Tightening 
and tying the suture closed both tears simultaneously and maintained 
good alignment of the three portions of the earlobe as they were brought 
into apposition  The epidermis was finely approximated with several 5-0 
poliglecaprone 25 simple superficial interrupted sutures  Suture removal 
was not required as all stitch’s places were with absorbable suture 

Summary: Standard tip stitches are utilized for several key features  There 
is increased blood flow to flap tips leading to improved flap tip survival  The 
stitch promotes wound end eversion and less prominent scarring leading 
to better cosmetic result  It allows for even spread of tension when wound 
edges must be brought together over a distance  Our modification of the 
standard tip stitch allowed up to take advantage of these features within 
the unique restrictions required in the repair of two adjacent complete 
earlobe tears 
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Primary Author: Ann John, MD, Khouri Dermatology, Miami, FL

Co-Authors: Tracey Otto, MS; Sara Ragi, MS; Babar Rao, MD, ACMS

Exposed perichondrium: Accelerating wound bed healing following 
Mohs micrographic surgery

Purpose: The cartilage underlying the epidermal/dermal layers of the 
ear is commonly exposed following cutaneous neoplasm excision  
However, simultaneous removal of the overlying perichondrium may impair 
subsequent wound healing and increase the risk of necrosis  Inflammatory 
perichondritis/ chondritis have also been noted to occur secondary to 
cartilaginous damage during or after surgical excision, and though soft 
tissue infection is less common, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (from the 
external auditory ear canal) and Staph Aureus have been implicated  
Fenestration techniques have been used to minimize avascular necrosis 
of the cartilage  However, to our knowledge no studies within the literature 
have incorporated the use of this surgical method  Here, we describe a 
modified technique for the management of exposed ear cartilage following 
Mohs micrographic surgery 

Design: A window is first created into the exposed cartilage  Second, using 
blunted instrumentation, nonviable cartilage is carefully removed, exposing 
the vascular perichondrium on the reverse side  The resulting wound bed 
subsequently granulates, healing via secondary or if preferred, primary 
intention with assistance of a skin graft  Last, patients were instructed to 
keep the exposed wound clean and moist to prevent desiccation prior to 
following up post-op 

Findings: This technique, by eliminating exposed cartilage, decreases 
morbidity associated with its retention including inflammatory perichondritis 
/ chondritis, tissue devitalization and necrosis  Moreover, this technique 
importantly provides patients with cosmetically acceptable results 

Summary: We describe a modified technique for the management 
of exposed ear cartilage following Mohs micrographic surgery which 
minimizes scarring/disfigurement, promotes wound healing, and 
minimizes risks associated with exposed cartilage such as inflammatory 
perichondritis/chondritis, infection, tissue devitalization and necrosis 

 

Primary Author: Michelle Juarez, MD, Resident, NYU Dermatology, New 
York, NY

Co-Authors: John Carucci, MD; Maressa Criscito, MD; Mary Stevenson, 
MD

Characterizing Cutaneous Malignancies in Patients with Skin of Color 
Treated with Mohs Micrographic Surgery 

Purpose: The U S  population is becoming increasingly diverse, and it is 
estimated that in the next few decades, individuals of color will represent 
more than half of the U S  population  While rates of skin cancer are highest 
among Caucasians, patients with skin of color (SOC) experience increased 
morbidity and mortality  There is limited data regarding disparities in skin 
cancer for patients with skin of color as it pertains to Mohs Micrographic 
Surgery (MMS)  Thus, we sought to characterize cutaneous malignancies 
in patients with skin of color treated with Mohs micrographic surgery 
compared to non-Hispanic white Caucasians 

Design: We performed a retrospective study at a tertiary academic center 
and identified patients with skin of color, as defined by the skin of color 
society as individuals from African, Asian, Hispanic or Latino, Pacific 
Islander, and Native American descent, with biopsy-proven cutaneous 
malignancies who received Mohs micrographic surgery  A 1:1 match of 
Caucasian (non-Hispanic white) patients with regards to patient age, 
gender, diagnosis, and tumor location was performed  For patients with 
rarer tumors, matching was performed on tumor type and location  
Data was collected through chart review using a prospective, protected, 
database of all patients treated between January 1, 2018, and April 2022  
Data collected included information on patient demographics, tumor 

characteristics, and treatment parameters including pre-operative tumor 
size, post-operative tumor size, number of Mohs layers required during 
MMS, time from surgery to biopsy, types of repairs performed, and the rate 
of upstaging during MMS for squamous cell carcinomas  Data analysis was 
performed with an independent t-test for continuous variables and chi-
square analysis was performed for categorical variables  A p-value of < 05 
was considered significant

Findings: A total of 137 patients were included in this study, comprising 
of 64 SOC patients with 73 cutaneous malignancies matched to 73 
Caucasian patients  Within the SOC group, Latino patients comprised 
a majority of the patients (67%), followed by Black (19%), and Asian 
patients (14%)  The mean age was 70 years for both groups  Basal cell 
carcinomas (BCCs) represented the majority of the cutaneous tumors in 
this study (59%), followed by squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) (23%), 
squamous cell carcinoma in situ (SCCis) (14%), adnexal tumors (3%), 
and dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (1%)  There were no significant 
differences in baseline demographics, skin cancer type, skin cancer 
location, or immunosuppression status between patients with SOC and 
Caucasian patients (p < 0 05 for all)  There were significant differences 
in Fitzpatrick skin type between the two groups, with the vast majority 
(83%) of the skin of color patients comprising of skin types III-VI, and 
the Caucasian group comprising of primarily skin types I and II (89%) 
(p< 0001)  We found that patients with skin of color had larger pre-operative 
tumor sizes (1 1 vs 0 8 cm2, p< 05), larger post-operative tumor defect 
sizes after MMS (3 5 vs 2 0 cm2, p< 05 ), and required more number of 
Mohs layers (1 5 vs 1 2, p < 05) during MMS compared to Caucasian 
patients  While patients with SOC on average had more complex repairs 
including flaps and grafts, these findings were not statistically significant 
between the two groups (p=0 8)  Additionally, there were no significant 
differences in the time from biopsy to surgery between the two groups 
(p=0 4), or in the rate of upstaging during MMS for SCC (p=0 9) 

Summary: We found significant differences in tumor characteristics 
between patients with SOC compared to Caucasian patients treated with 
MMS with regards to pre-operative tumor size, post-operative defect 
size, and the number of stages required during Mohs surgery  Overall, our 
findings suggest patients SOC patients may present with more aggressive 
tumors at the time of Mohs surgery necessitating an increased number 
of stages during MMS and resulting in larger post-operative defect sizes  
While we did not find significant differences in the time from biopsy to 
surgery between the two groups, it should be noted that the COVID-19 
pandemic imposed significant delays and scheduling conflicts which may 
affect the data  Additionally, while we did not find significant differences in 
repair types between the two groups, one of the factors that we matched 
on was the tumor location, which may greatly influence the type of repair 
performed  Limitations of this study include retrospective nature and small 
sample size at a single institution  Still, we consider these findings a marker 
for high postoperative morbidity in patients with skin of color and highlight 
these findings to add to the growing body of literature of disparities in 
patients with SOC treated with MMS  Clinicians should be aware of these 
disparities when evaluating their patients and the prognostic implications it 
portends 

 

Primary Author: Benjamin Kahn, MD, Resident, Brown University 
Department of Dermatology, Providence, IN

Co-Authors: Fadwa Ahmed, BA; Oliver Wisco, DO, FACMS

Intralesional therapies for basal cell carcinoma: A systematic review

Purpose: Surgical excision is the treatment of choice for basal cell 
carcinoma (BCC) but non-surgical therapy is useful when surgical 
intervention is contraindicated, impractical, or due to patient preference  
Intralesional therapy can provide a practical, cost-effective, and less 
invasive approach to BCC treatment with greater penetration than 
topicals and without the wide-ranging side effects of systemic therapy  
The last comprehensive review of the literature describing and evaluating 
intralesional therapies for keratinocyte carcinomas was published by Kirby 
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and Miller in 2010  We performed a systematic review of the literature on 
intralesional therapy options for BCC, summarizing the treatment regimens, 
their results, and the clinical context in which they were used  We assessed 
for effectiveness and evaluated the quality and nature of the evidence 
supporting them 

Design: A search for relevant articles was conducted on MEDLINE, 
PubMed Central, Embase, Web of Science Core Collection, Cochrane 
Central Register of Controlled Trials, and ClinicalTrials gov  A 
comprehensive search strategy was constructed using terms related to 
non-melanoma skin cancer and intralesional medication administration  
Databases were searched for records from January 2007 through April 
2022  Articles cited in the 2010 systematic review were included  Clinical 
studies pertaining to treatment of BCC with intralesional medication 
administration were included  Titles and abstracts were reviewed 
independently by two authors to exclude irrelevant studies, and remaining 
articles were read in full before selection for data extraction  For each 
study, data regarding design, participant and tumor characteristics, 
treatment regimens, and treatment outcomes was extracted using a pre-
piloted data extraction template 

Findings: The search yielded 1387 studies that were screened for 
eligibility  47 studies were ultimately included that were pertinent to BCC  
Multiple intralesional therapies for BCC were described  Interferon (IFN) 
was used in 31 studies, bleomycin in 4, 5-fluorouracil in 4, intralesional 
liquid nitrogen in 3, methotrexate in 3, synthetic oligodeoxynucleotide 
(Dz13) in 1, and mitomycin C in 1  There was substantial heterogeneity in 
treatment regimens with variation in medication concentration, dosing, 
and injection frequency  Assessment of treatment outcome was also 
variable; histopathologic cure was evaluated in several studies, whereas 
clinical cure or diameter reduction was the primary endpoint in others  
Only one randomized, placebo-controlled trial was identified  It compared 
intralesional interferon alfa-2b 1 5 million IU three times a week for three 
weeks to placebo injections in 162 subjects  BCCs in this trial were 
“nodulo-ulcerative” and superficial subtypes less than 2 0 cm in diameter  
Biopsy-proven cure was noted in 86% of the treatment group versus 
29% of the placebo group 20 weeks after treatment completion  The 
remainder of the studies were open-label uncontrolled trials, case series, 
and case reports  The majority of BCCs were of the nodular or superficial 
subtypes, though morpheaform, infiltrative, nodulo-infiltrative, pigmented, 
basosquamous, and adenoid subtypes were also included  Initial tumor 
size was variably reported, with the majority of reported diameters ≤ 2 
cm  Patient refusal of surgery, cosmetically sensitive location of tumors, 
and previous treatment failures were often cited as rationales for selecting 
intralesional therapy for selected patients  A table of studies, regimens, and 
outcomes will be included 

Summary: Certain intralesional therapies, such as IFN alfa, 5-fluorouracil, 
bleomycin, and intralesional liquid nitrogen, have shown promise in 
treatment of BCC  In cases where surgery is not feasible, intralesional 
therapies may be considered, either alone or in conjunction with other 
therapies  Very few randomized, controlled, and comparative trials are 
available; more of these investigations are required to further evaluate 
efficacy and utility of intralesional therapies for BCC 

 

Primary Author: Preetha Kamath, MD, Resident, Mercer/OPH, 
Jacksonville, FL

Co-Authors: Lynn Cornelius, MD; M  Laurin Council, MD; Muithi Mwanthi, 
MD, PhD; Anisha Venkatesh, BS

Analysis of Social Media Content Pertaining to Acral Melanoma in 
Patients with Skin of Color

Purpose: Social media is a powerful means of providing resources, 
promoting educational tools and connecting people virtually  Within 
healthcare, social media can be utilized by patients to educate themselves 

about medical conditions and create social networks that support and 
encourage them through medical difficulties  The goal of this study 
is to analyze melanoma-related social media content to improve our 
understanding of information pertaining to melanoma in skin of color  
Consequently, we chose to examine acral melanoma which is the leading 
cause of melanoma in people with skin of color 

Design: Instagram was the social media platform chosen for analysis 
in this study  The posts with the hashtags, “#acralmelanoma” and 
“#acralmelanomas”, were explored to understand how acral melanoma 
is presented to social media users  A comprehensive search of online 
Instagram posts identified 190 Instagram posts, of which 58 were excluded 
as they did not relate to acral melanoma specifically  The remaining 
132 posts were reviewed and coded based on the content as physician 
educational content, non-physician educational content, patient personal 
experience, or advertisement 

Findings: Of the 132 Instagram posts, the frequency of major themes was 
analyzed  The posts were categorized into medical education (54 4%), 
patient experience (15 2%), raising general awareness (28 8%), and 
advertisements (1 6%)  The most frequent type of post described acral 
melanoma to the public (38 6%), including information about the rare 
melanoma and patients in who it most frequently occurs  The second 
most frequent type of post presented the symptoms of acral melanoma 
that most patients experienced (12 9%), which was typically paired with 
patient pictures of acral melanoma  Alongside infrequent advertisements, 
there were relatively fewer Instagram posts sharing patients’ individual 
experiences with acral melanoma, and the content of those posts were 
spread evenly amongst the sub-sections of themes 

Summary: Social media platforms are increasingly being utilized to educate 
and share personal experiences of disease processes  There is a paucity of 
information available pertaining to acral melanoma and melanoma in skin 
of color populations  With the help of skin of color dermatologic focused 
associations and melanoma patient support groups we hope to stimulate 
discussion and further awareness regarding melanoma diagnosis and 
treatment in patients with skin of color 

 

Primary Author: Krystina Khalil, DO, Resident, Larkin Community Hospital 
Palm Springs Campus, Miami, FL

Co-Authors: Gabriella Vasile, DO; Eduardo Weiss, MD

Surgical pearl: Use of flexible razor blade and standard scalpel for 
removal of Mohs stage

Purpose: Discuss the use of flexible razor blade and standard scalpel in 
the removal of Mohs stages for maximal tissue sparing with smooth and 
even specimen bases 

Design: Case report

Findings: With this technique, there was better depth control, a more even 
cut, and maximum sparing of margins with the removal of the initial Mohs 
stage 

Summary: The use of flexible razor blade and standard scalpel allows the 
surgeon to obtain thinner stages with more even cuts while preserving the 
maximum amount of normal tissue  Although this technique may also be 
used on extremities, ideal candidates would be patients with cutaneous 
carcinomas in areas on the face, such as the nasal tip, ala, temple, etc  
Depth control in these locations is important as excessive depth may 
result in a complex repair, ultimately affecting the final result and aesthetic 
outcome 
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Primary Author: Jude Khatib, MD, Resident, University of Tennessee 
Health Science Center, Memphis, TN

Co-Authors: Nupur Singh, BA; Feng Liu-Smith, PhD

The association between androgen receptor expression and overall 
survival in cutaneous melanoma

Purpose: To evaluate the relationship between androgen receptor (AR) 
gene and protein expression and overall survival rates in cutaneous 
melanoma  Androgen receptor (AR) expression is vital in the development 
and maintenance of sexual development  In addition to this role, AR 
is expressed in numerous tissues throughout the body and serves an 
important biologic function in skin, prostate, immune, cardiovascular, and 
neural systems  Several studies have shown an association between AR 
expression and patient survival from various cancers  However, there are 
limited studies examining the relationship between AR expression and 
cutaneous melanoma, and the few studies that have been done have 
produced conflicting data 

Design: The data used for all analyses (TCGA-SKCM) were obtained from 
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), with mRNA-sequence expression data 
downloaded from Broad GDAC (http://gdac broadinstitute org/)  It included 
RNA-Seq data (in RSEM), patient ID, sex, age of diagnosis, follow-up time, 
and survival status  The database contained 470 data points collected 
from patients with cutaneous melanoma  Protein expression data was 
downloaded from The Cancer Proteome Atlas (TCPA) (https://tcpaportal 
org/)  Cox regression analyses were performed to evaluate the association 
between AR protein level with overall survival  This regression model was 
further stratified by sex, age, and tumor stage  The outcome endpoint of 
overall survival was defined as the period from date of diagnosis until death 
from any cause 

Findings: AR mRNA levels in cutaneous melanoma are significantly 
associated with the protein level in the RNA-Seq data and the proteomics 
data  A higher level of AR protein is positively associated with improved 
overall survival (p = 0 003)  When stratified by age, sex, and tumor staging, 
there is still a significant association between AR protein level and overall 
survival in patient’s diagnosed with cutaneous melanoma  Notably, when 
the data was stratified based on ulceration status, the correlation between 
AR expression and survival was no longer statistically significant  In 
addition to evaluating the relationship between AR expression and survival, 
AR-associated genes were extracted from TCPA dataset, and 52 proteins 
(representing 45 genes) were found to be significantly associated with 
cutaneous melanoma  Of these genes, several are directly involved in 
cellular apoptosis and include: CASP3, BCL2L1, DIABLO, BAX, PARP1, 
BCL2, BAK1, BID 

Summary: Survival and genomics network analyses indicate that AR 
signaling may be strongly associated patients’ overall survival, through 
regulation of the apoptosis genes  In the TCGA-SKCM dataset, a higher 
AR protein level is significantly associated with better overall survival 
regardless of sex  Further characterizing the role of AR expression in 
patients may give insight into possible targeted pathways impacting 
the pathogenesis of melanoma  Further characterizing the role of AR 
expression in patients with cutaneous melanoma and evaluation of overall 
survival outcomes may provide insight into a possible targeted pathway in 
melanoma pathogenesis, leading to new potential therapeutic targets and 
better prognostic outcomes 
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Scar breakdown associated with pembrolizumab therapy for 
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma

Purpose: Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have significantly improved 
outcomes for cancer patients and are increasingly being used to treat 
several malignancies  Cutaneous adverse events being the most frequently 
reported toxic event  Most cutaneous toxicities are transient and self-
limiting; however, some may cause significant morbidity, leading to 
interruptions or discontinuation in therapy 

Design: Patient 1 A Caucasian male patient in his early 40s with an 
extensive dermatologic history starting at the age of 3 with a near total 
body burn following a house fire and multiple reconstructive surgeries 
involving skin grafts developed nonhealing ulcers involving the right 
posterior proximal thigh and right perineum  Biopsies of the wounds 
revealed squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and were treated with wide 
local excision  One year later, the patient developed a perineal mass and 
had a biopsy revealing squamous cell carcinoma  Computed tomography 
imaging revealed bilateral inguinal adenopathy, and he was treated with 
neoadjuvant pembrolizumab for five cycles followed by resection of the 
tumor  Patient 2 A Caucasian male in his 60s with junctional epidermolysis 
bullosa (EB) secondary to laminin 5 mutation and a possible dystrophic 
component with a collagen 7 mutation, chronic ulcerations, and multiple 
cutaneous squamous cell carcinomas developed a six-time recurrent and 
progressive SCC of the pretibial region and was started on pembrolizumab 

Findings: Patient 1 While receiving pembrolizumab, the patient developed 
several well-demarcated wounds at prior graft sites on his left posterior 
thigh, left popliteal skin, and left and right calves that progressed to 
ulcers  He underwent several debridement’s with multiple intraoperative 
biopsies negative for SCC  Biopsies revealed dermal fibrosis with acute 
and chronic inflammation  Neutrophils and lymphocytes were noted in 
the inflammatory infiltrate and a diagnosis of pyoderma gangrenosum 
was considered  After limited response to prednisone, dapsone and IVIG, 
repeat biopsies of the nonhealing wounds were performed and revealed 
a lichenoid dermatitis more consistent with a drug reaction  Patient 2 The 
patient received four cycles of pembrolizumab with visible tumor shrinkage, 
however, he developed exacerbations of his EB and further breakdown of 
his previously stable chronic wounds  Collagen 7 antibodies were checked 
in case pembrolizumab was contributing to his EB and were within normal 
limits  Unfortunately, the patient continued to have wound breakdown and 
worsening of his EB despite Pembrolizumab being discontinued 

Summary: While there has been improved survival observed among 
advanced cSCC patients treated with ICIs, outcomes for the treatment of 
cSCCs arising from sites of chronic inflammation such as burn scars or EB 
lesions are not well defined  We demonstrate cases of two patients who 
developed ulcerations, one that was biopsy-proven lichenoid dermatitis, 
in areas of scars shortly after initiation of pembrolizumab therapy  When 
treating patients with extensive scarring or a history of nonhealing wounds 
with ICI therapy, it is important to rule out progression of disease but also 
to remain vigilant for adverse cutaneous events  Adverse cutaneous events 
in this select patient population with impaired capacity for wound healing 
can result in lasting morbidity, mortality and significantly impaired quality of 
life 
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COVID-19 Associated Full Thickness Skin Graft Loss

Purpose: The COVID-19 pandemic represents a devastating global health 
crisis, with 512 million confirmed cases and 6 2 million deaths worldwide 
as of May 2022 (WHO)  COVID-19 infection is now known to induce a 
hypercoagulable state in some individuals known as COVID-19 associated 
coagulopathy (CAC)  Complications with surgical flaps and grafts in 
the setting of COVID-19 have been reported, but not in the context of 
dermatologic surgery  We present a case of a patient who experienced 
failure of a full thickness skin graft (FTSG) following Mohs micrographic 
surgery (MMS) after testing positive for COVID-19 
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Design: A 64-year-old Caucasian, non-smoker male patient was referred 
for Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) of a 3 5 x 2 5 cm biopsy-proven 
nodular and focally infiltrative basal cell carcinoma on the left superior 
central forehead  He underwent MMS and clear margins were achieved in 4 
stages, with a final defect size of 4 2 x 3 3 cm to the subcutaneous tissue  
The defect was repaired with a full-thickness skin graft harvested from his 
left postauricular neck  The harvest site was repaired, and the graft was 
defatted, trimmed to the size of the primary defect, and sutured in place 
with superficial 5-0 fast absorbing gut sutures  The patient tolerated the 
procedure well without complications and was discharged home  Wound 
care consisted of mupirocin 2% ointment applied topically to the area 
twice daily followed by application of a non-stick dressing  The patient 
was advised to avoid direct water to the area and excessive activity in the 
immediate post-operative period 

Findings: On the 6th postoperative day (POD), the patient was noted 
to have a viable, erythematous graft with minimal ecchymosis  By POD 
13, there was evidence of ischemic necrosis, and by POD 28 there was 
total graft loss  Retrospectively, the patient reported testing positive for 
COVID-19 on POD 15  He successfully underwent reconstruction of the 
necrotic graft on POD 49 with a full thickness skin graft harvested from the 
right lateral neck 

Summary: In Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS), tissue rearrangement 
and skin grafting procedures are frequently used to repair tumor defects  
Hypercoagulability poses a significant problem in surgery with potential 
complications including tissue necrosis and infection of reconstructed 
wounds  Current guidelines for COVID-19 coagulopathy generally 
recommend against the use of anticoagulants and antiplatelet therapy 
for the prevention of venous thromboembolism or arterial thrombosis in 
patients who are not hospitalized, unless the patient has other indications 
for the therapy  In the setting of dermatologic surgery, it may be reasonable 
to consider treatment with antiplatelet or anticoagulant therapy in patients 
who develop COVID-19 infection in the perioperative period, since it has 
long been established that these therapies are safe to use in patients 
undergoing MMS  The patient in this case completed his COVID-19 
vaccine series and booster 6 months prior to surgery and did not have 
any obvious comorbidities that may have predisposed him to graft failure, 
suggesting that COVID-19 infection may have had a role in graft loss  
Special considerations should continue to be taken in patients undergoing 
dermatologic surgery during the COVID-19 pandemic, and dermatologic 
surgeons should be aware of perioperative COVID-19 infection as a 
potential risk factor for wound healing complications 
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Merkel cell carcinoma in situ: report of a rare clinical entity and its 
management

Purpose: To report the clinical and histologic findings of Merkel cell 
carcinoma in situ (MCCIS), a very rare intraepidermal variant of Merkel cell 
carcinoma (MCC), and to offer management guidance 

Design: Clinical case report of a rare case of MCCIS arising in isolation 
without an additional associated neoplasm 

Findings: MCC is an aggressive cutaneous neuroendocrine malignancy 
that presents most commonly as a dermal tumor  Epidermal involvement 
is rare and less than 20 cases of MCCIS have been reported to date  No 
guidelines exist for the management of MCCIS and it is generally treated 
similarly to localized MCC  Management of localized MCC includes surgical 
excision with consideration of sentinel lymph node biopsy, with or without 
adjuvant radiation therapy  Margins for surgical excision of localized MCC 
remain controversial given the significant morbidity associated with wide 
local margins  We present a case of MCCIS and discuss the management 

of this rare entity  A 70-year-old female with a history of melanoma in situ 
presented with a 3 mm red macule at the margin of the vermilion and 
upper right cutaneous lip  Biopsy revealed intraepidermal, pagetoid scatter 
of small, atypical cells with stippled chromatin; immunohistochemical 
staining was positive for CK20 and INSM1, consistent with MCCIS  
Subsequent excisional biopsy failed to reveal any dermal involvement or 
another cutaneous lesion  Narrow margin excision (≤1 cm) demonstrated 
a small focus of residual MCCIS with negative margins  Prior studies on 
the management of localized MCC have suggested that in patients without 
baseline risk factors (primary tumor >1 cm, immunosuppression, head/
neck primary site, and lymphovascular invasion), observation vs  adjuvant 
radiation may be considered following surgical excision  Adjuvant radiation, 
including 8-Gy single-fraction radiation therapy (SFRT), improves control 
of localized MCC and was discussed in this patient given the location of 
the lesion  Adjuvant radiation was not pursued given the negative margins, 
lack of dermal involvement or other risk factors, and concern for cosmesis  
There was no evidence of disease at 6 months 

Summary: There is a paucity of data regarding the prognosis and treatment 
of MCCIS as MCCIS is very rare  MCCIS can be treated with narrow 
margin excision with the addition of SFRT or in cases with negative surgical 
margins without risk factors, close clinical monitoring can be considered  
However, it is prudent to reach such therapeutic decisions through 
multidisciplinary discussions 
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V-Y Transposition Flap for Combination Repairs of Midfacial Defects: A 
Case Series

Purpose: Midfacial defects crossing multiple cosmetic subunits can pose a 
reconstructive challenge to the dermatologic surgeon  Wounds encroaching 
on free margin structures require careful planning to restore functional 
outcomes while maintaining a match in color and texture of skin  Relatively 
deep surgical wounds may necessitate importation of adequate tissue bulk 
with sufficient vascular support to restore the complex native topography 
of the skin  Varied strategies have been described for reconstruction of 
midfacial defects, including cervicofacial rotation flaps, V-Y advancement 
flaps, and a variety of other local random-pattern flaps  Each of these 
techniques provides distinct advantages and limitations depending on the 
characteristics of the defect  A V-Y transposition flap is a nontraditional 
island pedicle flap that can be used in combination with other repairs to 
optimize functional and cosmetic outcomes 

Design: We present a series of three cases where a V-Y transposition 
flap was utilized as a robust and versatile option for combination repairs 
of midfacial defects crossing multiple cosmetic subunits following Mohs 
micrographic surgery  Surgical techniques are reviewed for successful 
outcomes 

Findings: The repairs of three multi-subunit midfacial defects, measuring 
>3cm, are reviewed  A V-Y transposition flap was used in combination with 
either a medial cheek advancement flap or cervicofacial rotation flap to 
repair defects involving the medial canthus, nasal sidewall, or nasal ala  In 
all cases, the closure was designed such that the burrow’s triangle of the 
paired flap served as the v-shaped island pedicle for the V-Y transposition 
flap  The inferomedial limb of the V was drawn to extend vertically along 
the nasolabial fold for optimal scar placement at the junction of cosmetic 
subunits  The flap was incised to the level of the subcutaneous and 
superficial muscular junction, avoiding the underlying branches of the 
facial nerve  Care was taken to preserve the vascular supply from angular 
artery perforators, while allowing for elevation and mobility on a superiorly 
based musculo-subcutaneous pedicle  The v-shaped island pedicle was 
then transposed into the portion of the aforementioned primary defect  
Prior to the inset of the pedicle, the primary and secondary defects were 
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widely undermined, and the paired flap was executed  The pedicle flap was 
aggressively thinned to dermis and trimmed to the size of the remaining 
primary defect and sutured in place  There were no complications, and all 
patients yielded appropriate functional and cosmetic outcomes 

Summary: The V-Y transposition flap is a versatile flap that can be used 
in combination repairs for complex multi-subunit midfacial defects  The 
position of the flap pedicle at the leading edge of a defect allows for 
increased flap mobility to cover more distal defects, and the incorporation 
of the musculo-subcutaneous pedicle imports a robust vascular supply 
for flap survival  A thoughtfully designed combination repair may allow this 
flap to be taken within a burow’s triangle, and incision lines can be hidden 
between cosmetic subunits 
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Pleomorphic Dermal Sarcoma with Myoid Differentiation Mimicking 
Leiomyosarcoma During Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: Pleomorphic dermal sarcoma (PDS) is a rare cutaneous atypical 
spindle cell tumor with high local recurrence rates and metastasis rates 
ranging from 2-19%  Histologically, it is characterized by pleomorphic 
spindle cells arranged in fascicles and it is differentiated from atypical 
fibroxanthoma (AFX) by having high-risk features of subcutaneous invasion 
and/or lymphovascular or perineural invasion  We present a case of PDS 
with myoid differentiation noted during Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) 
that mimicked the histologic appearance of leiomyosarcoma 

Design: Case Report

Findings: A 80-year-old male was referred to our institution for surgical 
management of a scalp AFX versus PDS  Initial biopsy histology showed 
an atypical spindle and epitheliod cell tumor with immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) that was positive for CD10 and partial positive for CD68 and SMA, 
and negative for CK5/6, p40, S-100, and SOX-10  A central debulk 
specimen during MMS was sent for permanent sections and clear margins 
were obtained after 3 stages  The central debulk specimen showed a 
malignant spindle cell tumor within the dermis and subcutis showing 
myoid differentiation, with IHC diffusely positive for SMA and positive for 
desmin only in the deeper aspect of the tumor; caldesmon was positive but 
calponin was negative; and the tumor was negative for CK5/6, p40, S-100, 
and SOX-10  A diagnosis of PDS with myoid differentiation was favored, 
but a primary or metastatic leiomyosarcoma could not be entirely excluded  
The patient had a recent history of bladder papillary urothelial carcinoma 
treated with chemotherapy and radiation, with whole-body computed 
tomography scans 2 months after MMS showing no evidence of metastatic 
disease  There has been no recurrence of the lesion for at least 1 year, as 
he continues to be closely followed 

Summary: Mohs surgeons should be mindful of the potential for myoid 
differentiation in PDS that can mimic the histologic appearance of 
cutaneous leiomyosarcoma, which is a soft tissue sarcoma derived from 
smooth muscle that can occur primarily in the skin or be metastatic from 
elsewhere, such as the intestines, stomach, bladder, uterus, and blood 
vessels  This can have significant impact on prognosis and further work 
up  If unclear, sending a specimen out for permanent sections, IHC, 
and consultation with dermatopathology can be helpful in clarifying the 
diagnosis  If leiomyosarcoma cannot be completely excluded, it would be 
important to consider work-up for possible metastatic leiomyosarcoma and 
further multidisciplinary care with at least surgical oncology may be helpful 
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Pediatric Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans Successfully Treated with 
Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is an uncommon soft 
tissue tumor that is locally invasive with high local recurrence  It is most 
commonly seen in adults and its incidence is estimated to be less than one 
per million in patients under 20 years old  Diagnosis is frequently delayed 
due to low suspicion and hesitancy to biopsy in the pediatric population  
We present a case of a DFSP in a pediatric patient that was treated with 
MMS 

Design: Case Report

Findings: A 15-year-old girl was referred to our institution for further 
surgical management of a right lower leg DFSP  The lesion had been 
present since the age of six and had been presumed to be a keloid 
from a prior fall  It had grown slowly over time but had increased in size 
significantly the year prior to diagnosis  The lesion was excised by a 
general surgeon, and histology showed a spindle cell proliferation set 
in short fascicles in a storiform pattern located within the dermis and 
subcutaneous tissues  Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was strongly positive 
for CD34, positive for factor XIIIa only in background dendritic cells, and 
negative for AE-1/AE-3, S100, desmin, and SMA  Due to positive excision 
margins, the patient was referred for MMS  The residual DFSP was 
surgically cleared with MMS after a total of 5 stages performed over 2 days, 
with a final surgical defect of 10 0 x 7 0 cm  A central debulk specimen was 
sent for permanent sections and did not reveal fibrosarcomatous change  
The surgical defect was repaired with partial complex linear closure with a 
portion left to heal by secondary intention  There was no recurrence of the 
lesion for 1 5 years, after which the patient was lost to follow up 

Summary: Clinicians should be mindful of DFSP in the pediatric 
population, as delays in diagnosis for children are common  Updated 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines recommend 
surgical treatment with Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) or other forms 
of complete circumferential peripheral and deep margin assessment 
(CCPDMA)  Wide local excision with 2-4 cm margins, due to the poorly 
circumscribed margins of DFSP, may be inadequate to obtain clear surgical 
margins, is associated with higher recurrence rates, and may be associated 
with worse aesthetic outcomes in the pediatric population given the smaller 
surface area of skin in children  For children who cannot tolerate a long 
procedure, dividing MMS across multiple days can be helpful 
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Healthcare Maintenance Organization Insurance is Associated with 
Increased Risk of Metastasis of Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Known tumor-related risk factors for metastasis of cutaneous 
squamous cell carcinomas (cSCCs) include tumor size > 2cm, poorly 
differentiated histology, invasion beyond subcutaneous fat, and perineural 
invasion  Our study aimed to evaluate other patient characteristics, such 
as primary tumor location, race or ethnicity, status of immunosuppression, 
or type of insurance, that may confer an increased risk for metastasis of 
cSCC 

Design: An institutional review board approved retrospective study was 
conducted using data from Keck School of Medicine of University of 
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Southern California  Cases of metastatic cSCC were identified through 
surgical pathology records  Analysis included 4 age- and sex-matched 
controls for each metastatic cSCC  Data collected included patient age, 
sex, race and ethnicity, insurance type, location of primary cSCC, location 
of metastases, immunosuppression (solid organ transplant, history of 
bone marrow or hematopoietic stem cell transplant, history of leukemia or 
lymphoma), and death 

Findings: Eighty-five cases of metastatic cSCC and 339 controls were 
included in the analysis  Of the metastatic cases, 16 (20%) were female and 
64 (80%) were male  Data analyses confirmed higher risk of metastases for 
cSCCs located on the scalp (22 5% metastatic vs 14% non-metastatic), 
lip (11 3% vs 2 8%), and ear (15% vs 9 9%) (p< 0 0001)  Regarding non-
tumor characteristics, health maintenance organization insurance was 
associated with an increased risk of metastasis (31 3% vs 10 9%, p < 
0 0001)  A greater proportion of patients with Hispanic or Latino ethnicity 
had metastatic cSCC (26 7% vs 15 9%), but not of statistical significance 
(p=0 07)  Additionally, history of bone marrow or hematopoietic stem cell 
transplant was associated with a lower risk of cSCC metastasis (0% vs 
6 2%, p=0 007)  There was no increased risk with history of solid organ 
transplant or history of leukemia or lymphoma 

Summary: Our findings confirm that the scalp, lip, and ear are locations 
associated with an increased risk of cSCC metastasis  Additionally, our 
analysis revealed that health maintenance organization insurance is a risk 
factor for metastasis  Insurance and risk of metastasis has not previously 
been evaluated  Lack of access to appropriate dermatologic care due to 
limitations of insurance may increase the risk of worse outcomes in cSCC 
including metastasis 
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A Prospective Cohort Study Evaluating m6A RNA Methylation in 
Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Purpose: Recent studies have suggested the importance of m6A in 
regulation of the UVR-induced DNA damage response which contributes 
to the initiation, progression, and drug response of various malignancies  
Dynamic control of m6A RNA methylation is achieved through positive and 
negative regulators, such as METTL3 and FTO, respectively  This study 
aims to characterize this critical biological pathway in cutaneous squamous 
cell carcinoma (cSCC)  Improved understanding of the genetic and 
molecular underpinnings of cSCC development and progression may pave 
the way for innovation in prevention and treatment of cSCC 

Design: This prospective study focused on patients with histopathologic 
diagnosis of cSCC or cSCC in situ (cSCCis) on the head and neck who 
were referred for Mohs micrographic surgery and had clinically identifiable 
residual tumor  Tissue samples obtained for each patient included 1) Mohs 
debulk of the primary tumor, 2) adjacent, normal-appearing sun-exposed 
skin and 3) punch biopsy of the participant’s proximal inner upper arm to 
serve as sun-protected control  Immunohistochemistry was performed to 
evaluate m6A expression in the tumor, adjacent sun-exposed and non-
adjacent, sun-protected skin  Western blot analysis was performed to 
quantify expression levels of m6A effector proteins, including METTL3 and 
FTO  Any differences in expression were analyzed with two-tailed t-tests 
with alpha set to 0 05 

Findings: Preliminary results from immunohistochemistry analyses suggest 
that global m6A expression is significantly decreased in tumor debulk 
samples (P=0 027) relative to the sun-protected control samples  There was 
no significant difference in m6A levels between tumor-adjacent and control 
samples (P=0 617)  Further characterization with Western blot analyses to 
quantify the differences as well as clinic-pathologic correlation is underway 

Summary: In this study, we characterize m6A RNA methylation in cSCC 
carcinogenesis using immunohistochemistry and Western blot techniques 
with correlation to clinical and pathologic findings of cSCC  Our findings 
suggest global m6A expression is lowest in tumoral tissue, followed by 
sun-exposed skin, and subsequently highest in sun-protected skin  This 
finding may indicate that decreased levels of m6A RNA results in delayed 
repair of UVR-induced cyclobutene pyrimidine adducts and elevated 
sensitivity to UVR in cSCC tumors  In contrast, higher levels of m6A 
RNA methylation observed in sun-protected skin may have a protective 
effect against UVR damage and subsequent carcinogenesis  Further 
characterization of m6A RNA methylation in cSCC is needed and may drive 
innovation in the prevention and treatment of this disease 
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Mohs micrographic surgery for cutaneous metastasis of endometrial 
carcinoma

Purpose: Cutaneous metastases of visceral malignancies are rare, difficult 
to treat, and portend a poor prognosis  Mohs micrographic surgery has 
been utilized in rare instances to effectively remove metastatic cutaneous 
lesions  This is, to our knowledge, the first reported case of a patient with 
cutaneous metastatic uterine carcinoma treated with MMS 

Design: A 72-year-old Caucasian female with a history of uterine 
carcinoma presented with a tender, enlarging, well-circumscribed nodule 
on the scalp of one week’s duration  She had a past medical history of 
high-grade metastatic uterine cancer  Examination revealed a tender 1 5cm 
x 1cm firm, red, telangiectatic nodule on the left parietal scalp  She decided 
to pursue palliative treatment using micrographic surgery to reduce 
morbidity associated with extensive excision and for its effectiveness in 
confirming microscopic margins 

Findings: The tumor was cleared using a No  15 blade in two stages 
including excision of the tumor, about 2mm of clinically normal appearing 
skin, and periosteum  Hematoxylin and eosin staining of the frozen section 
showed basophilic nests in an endometrioid pattern  Immunohistochemical 
staining of the debulked tumor specimen was positive for AE1/AE3 with 
a membranous pattern as well as CK7, ER, and PAX8  These findings all 
supported a diagnosis of metastatic adenocarcinoma of endometrial origin  
Healing of the surgical site was uneventful and occurred without evidence 
of local recurrence 

Summary: Mohs micrographic surgery can play a role in metastatic 
visceral cancers and should be considered as an adjunctive therapy for 
appropriate patients  Five cases are reported in the literature demonstrating 
that micrographic surgical excision of cutaneous metastases from visceral 
malignancies allows for symptomatic improvement and prevents recurrence 
at the surgery site  The goal of improving quality of life in these patients 
should be duly balanced with the morbidity and recovery of the procedure  
This report further adds to the limited body of literature supporting the use 
of Mohs micrographic surgery in cases of cutaneous metastases 
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Systematic review of programmed cell death-1 inhibitor therapy for 
advanced-stage cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma in solid organ 
transplant recipients

Purpose: Programmed cell death-1 (PD-1/PD-L1) inhibitors have proven 
effective in clinical trials for advanced cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 
(cSCC)  However, their use in solid organ transplant (SOT) recipients 
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remains controversial due to the risk of graft rejection  Furthermore, 
SOT recipients were excluded from pivotal clinical trials, limiting our 
understanding of these agents in this population  The study objective is to 
use reported data to assess the safety and efficacy of PD-1 inhibitors for 
stage III-IV cSCC in SOT recipients 

Design: A systematic review was performed in accordance with the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 
guidelines  A literature search was conducted using PubMed, EMBASE, 
and Scopus  Inclusion criteria were (1) reports describing biopsy-confirmed 
stage III-IV cSCC treated with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy in a SOT recipient, 
(2) case reports, case series, or cohort studies >3 cases, and (3) English 
language articles  Exclusion criteria were (1) reports describing combination 
immune checkpoint blockade, such as concomitant use of ipilimumab, or 
(2) allogeneic hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation 

Findings: Sixteen articles were identified describing 24 SOT recipients (17 
kidney, four liver, two lung, and one heart) with stage III-IV cSCC treated 
with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy  Patients had a median age of 68 5 years 
(range, 35-84 years), and 79 2% of the SOT recipients were male  Of the 
thirteen cases with iRECIST scores, six (46 2%) had a complete response, 
five (38 5%) had a partial response, one (7 7%) had stable disease, and 
one (7 7%) had progressive disease  Of the cases without iRECIST scores, 
four showed clinical improvement and two exhibited disease progression  
Eight patients (33 3%) experienced allograft rejection  Eleven patients died, 
with six (54 5%) due to tumor progression and one (11 1%) due to allograft 
rejection 

Summary: PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors demonstrate efficacy for advanced cSCC 
but confer a risk of allograft rejection in SOT recipients  Although mortality 
due to tumor progression may be higher than that due to graft rejection, 
an individualized approach assessing the risks and benefits of therapy 
is necessary  If anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy is pursued, incorporating the 
anti-tumor effect of mTOR inhibitors, a prophylactic steroid conditioning 
regimen, and monitoring donor-derived cell-free DNA levels are approaches 
that may mitigate the risk of rejection 
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Treatment of Genital Basal Cell Carcinoma: An Institutional 
Retrospective Review

Purpose: To examine the clinical characteristics, treatment, and recurrence 
rate of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) of the genitals at our institution over an 
18-year period 

Design: A retrospective review of all patients who underwent treatment of 
biopsy-proven BCC of the genitals at a single institution was performed  A 
query was submitted to CoPath, our institutional pathology database for 
the search terms “basal cell carcinoma” and “penis, penile shaft, corona, 
prepuce, foreskin, glans, scrotum, raphe, labia(l), mons pubis, introitus, 
vulva, perineum, clitoris/clitoral, and suprapubic ” All data were collected 
from electronic medical records through clinic notes and pathology reports  
Information collected included age, race, histologic subtype, immune 
status, treatment, and recurrence  The Institutional Review Board at the 
Washington University School of Medicine in Saint Louis approved this 
study 

Findings: A total of 42 cases of genital BCC were identified between the 
years 2000 and 2018  This included 7 penoscrotal and 35 vulvar tumors  
The average age at diagnosis was 70 years, ranging from 33 to 97  Most 
patients were Caucasians (90%), along with 2 African American and 2 
Asian patients  There were 2 immunocompromised individuals, one male 
and one female  The average follow up time after treatment was 43 months 
for penoscrotal cases and at least one year for vulvar cases  Penoscrotal 
Of the penoscrotal cases, 5 cases were located on the scrotum (71%) and 
2 on the penis  Four cases (57%) were treated with Mohs micrographic 

surgery (MMS), the remaining 3 cases were treated with conventional 
excision (43%)  The average tumor size was 0 84 cm2, with no difference 
in size for each treatment type  Histological subtypes were not specified 
for all cases; however, 2 were infiltrative (29%) and 1 pigmented (14%)  
One case treated with conventional excision had positive surgical margins 
and was subsequently treated with repeat excision  There was one case 
of tumor recurrence following conventional excision on the scrotum  Five 
cases were identified and treated by dermatology, 4 treated with Mohs 
surgery and 1 excision  Two cases were identified by urology resulting in 2 
local excisions, one requiring a repeat excision by general surgery  Vulvar 
Of the 35 vulvar cases, 28 (80%) involved the labia majus, 6 (17%) involved 
the suprapubic area, and 1 (3%) involved the clitoris  The overall tumor 
size averaged 0 99 cm2; 0 86 cm2 for Mohs, 0 94 cm2 for local excision, 
and 1 54 cm2 for vulvectomy  Histological subtypes were not always 
specified; however, pigmented (20%), nodular (8%), basosquamous (3%), 
fibroepithelioma of Pinkus (3%), and superficial multifocal (3%) subtypes 
of BCC were seen  Most cases were treated by wide local excision (46%) 
and vulvectomies (37%), with 4 cases treated with Mohs surgery (11%) 
and 2 with electrodesiccation and curettage (EDC) (6%)  27 cases were 
diagnosed and treated by gynecology (77%), who performed 14 wide local 
excisions, and 13 vulvectomies  Dermatologists diagnosed and treated 
the remaining 8 cases (23%), performing 2 wide local excisions, 4 Mohs 
surgeries, and 2 EDCs 

Summary: Surgical management of genital skin cancer has traditionally 
been conventional excision, vulvectomy and total or partial amputation 
of the penis  Conventional excision has highly reported local recurrence 
for penoscrotal (6 0-34%) and vulvar (8 0%) BCC  Penectomy and 
vulvectomy has lower local recurrence at the expense of disfigurement 
causing functional and psychosocial impairment  Mohs micrographic 
surgery (MMS) for genital skin cancer is an organ-sparing technique 
with low local recurrence rates (0 84-11% for penoscrotal and 0 0% for 
vulvar) and high patient reported satisfaction  In our cohort, there was 
one case of recurrence following local excision on the scrotum  MMS 
was less frequently utilized in treating BCC of the vulva (11%) compared 
to penoscrotal (57%)  Most vulvar BCCs were identified and treated by 
gynecology with either wide local excision (46%) or vulvectomy (37%)  
Tumors treated with vulvectomy were only slightly larger than those treated 
with wide local excision (1 54 v  0 94 cm2)  The tendency for a more radical 
surgical approach when treating genital BCC in females warrants further 
investigation  One possibility is that females are more likely to present to 
gynecology and be managed internally without involvement of dermatology  
National comprehensive cancer network guidelines state that MMS is 
indicated for the surgical treatment of BCC of the genitals regardless of 
tumor size or risk stratification  Functional preservation is paramount for 
patients undergoing surgical treatment of the genitals  Patients with genital 
BCC often present to a variety of subspecialty clinics including urology, 
gynecology, and dermatology  Therefore, a multidisciplinary approach and 
communication across specialties can increase patient access to tissue-
sparing MMS, providing optimal tumor clearance and functional urinary and 
sexual outcomes for both males and females 

 

Primary Author: Kristina Lim, DO, MSDO Fellow, Lehigh Valley Health 
Network, Allentown, PA

Co-Authors: Cynthia L  Bartus, MD; Marc T  Mitton, DO; Steven A  
Oberlender, MD, PhD; Diana A  Rivers, DO; Shane M  Swink, DO, MS

Resident-Run Continuity Clinic with Office-Based Procedures 
Improves Dermatology Resident Surgical Skills

Purpose: Resident-run continuity clinics in dermatology residency 
programs increase training education through resident autonomy and 
patient population diversity  Additionally, these clinics provide underserved 
populations with dermatologic care that they may otherwise not have 
access to  Unfortunately, these clinics typically have extremely long wait 
times and only select treatment modalities to offer  A deficit observed in our 
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resident continuity clinic was office-based procedures  This is an area that 
we believe can increase both resident learning and patient care continuity  
Delay in care can lead to increased morbidity and mortality due to lack 
of follow-up  Our aim of this project was to accommodate the treatment 
options of wide local excisions and curettage & electrodessication for 
our patients in our resident-run continuity clinic  The aim of this project is 
to implement a surgical component to the resident clinic and assess its 
impact on training and education 

Design: We describe a single-institution implementation of a resident-run 
surgery component within the dermatology program’s continuity clinic  
Before this implementation, patients previously had to be referred to a 
plastic surgery resident clinic or to private practices that may or may not 
accept a patient’s insurance or lack of insurance  After this implementation, 
senior residents independently arrange procedural visits in the clinic 
schedule and are the sole operative surgeon, with attending physician 
supervision available  Residents diagnose and treat malignant neoplasms 
in a timely manner and continue post-op wound care and subsequent 
surveillance of surgical patients  After twelve months of resident-run 
clinic procedures taking place, residents’ experiences were assessed to 
determine the impact of this implementation 

Findings: Qualitative analysis from senior residents reported increased 
procedural autonomy and increased opportunity to engage in evaluation 
and ongoing management of their patient including surgical peri- and post-
operative complications  They also reported no decrease in patient safety 
and felt this continuity of care built a stronger and more confident patient-
physician relationship and eliminated the risk of communication barriers 
between multiple providers across different specialty clinics  This was an 
opportunity to centralize patient care in the dermatology clinic 

Summary: We established that adding a surgical component to the 
dermatology program’s resident-run continuity clinic increases resident 
procedural autonomy, expands resident scope of practice, and increases 
quality and continuity of patient care  Our study also highlights important 
considerations, such as time and facility limitations, in the implementation 
and optimization of a resident-run surgery clinic  We plan to further evaluate 
patient-reported outcomes and satisfaction through patient surveys 

 

Primary Author: Kristina Lim, DO, MSDO Fellow, Lehigh Valley Health 
Network, Allentown, PA

Co-Authors: Cynthia L  Bartus, MD; Steven Oberlender, MD, PhD

Hold On Tight: Squamoid Eccrine Ductal Carcinoma, Excised and 
Repaired with Polyethylene Film Reinforcement

Purpose: Squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma (SEDC) is a rare, aggressive 
adnexal tumor often initially mistaken as either squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) or microcystic adnexal carcinoma (MAC)  A superficial shave biopsy 
typically only shows squamous differentiation, and the ductal differentiation 
is subsequently appreciated in the excisional specimen  Given its more 
aggressive nature with reported local recurrence rates approaching 25% 
and metastatic rates as high as 13%, it is essential for the dermatologic 
surgeon to differentiate this entity from a superficial SCC or SCC-in-situ so 
that it is appropriately treated  Treatment options for SEDC include wide 
local excision, Mohs micrographic surgery, adjuvant radiation therapy, and 
consideration for imaging  Herein, we present a case of SEDC that was 
surgically excised and then repaired utilizing a transparent polyethylene 
film dressing (TPFD) through which epidermal sutures were placed to 
reinforce wound closure in thin, friable skin  This technique highlights a 
closure technique that may be particularly beneficial in atrophic skin due to 
solar elastosis, anatomical location such as the dorsal hand, and in elderly 
patient population, all characteristics of our patient 

Design: We report a case of a 95-year-old male who presented with a 
large keratotic plaque on the left dorsal hand  A shave biopsy showed an 
invasive carcinoma with the favored differential diagnosis of microcystic 
adnexal carcinoma versus moderately-differentiated invasive squamous 

cell carcinoma 

Findings: Wide local excision was performed  The patient’s dorsal hand 
skin was then evaluated for repair and assessed as atrophic and friable, 
making placement of dermal sutures suboptimal  Therefore, the wound 
edges were approximated and an adherent TPFD was applied directly 
over the surgical site  Wound edge margins were reapproximated with 5-0 
monofilament nylon interrupted and running epidermal sutures through 
the TPFD  Adhesive wound closure strips were then applied with liquid 
adhesive  The wound was finally dressed with white petrolatum, non-stick 
gauze, and paper tape  Two weeks later, the sutures and polyethylene 
film were removed and showed a well-healing wound without edema, 
hematoma, drainage, adhesive irritation, tenderness, or bleeding  Finally, 
excisional histopathology and appropriate immunohistochemical (IHC) 
stains confirmed the diagnosis of squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma 

Summary: Our case highlights squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma as 
a rare but aggressive tumor that is included in the clinicopathologic 
differential diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma and microcystic adnexal 
carcinoma  Additionally, we highlight a surgical repair technique of suturing 
through polyethylene film adhered to the surgical site with the wound edges 
carefully approximated  We find this to be a useful technique to decrease 
the likelihood of epidermal sutures tearing through atrophic skin, such as 
on the dorsal hand of an elderly patient like in our case  Additionally, the 
film dressing’s transparent feature also allows for easy monitoring of post-
operative complications such as bleeding and infection  The adherence 
and suturing of this dressing directly on the wound site also decreases the 
patient’s post-operative wound care needs since the dressing protected 
the wound site and did not need to be removed until two weeks later in the 
office 

 

Primary Author: Chaocheng (Harry) Liu, MD, Resident, University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, BC

Co-Authors: Kristy Bailey, MD; Katie Beleznay, MD; Valerie C  Doyon, BSc

When Tanning is Trending: A Content Quality Study of Skin Cancer on 
TikTok

Purpose: Social media has become a common source of dermatologic 
information online  TikTok is a popular new video-based social media 
platform, especially amongst young adults  In response to reports in the 
literature of misinformation and risky tanning trends on the app, we aimed 
to evaluate the quality, accuracy, and overall landscape of videos relating to 
skin cancer on the app 

Design: The hashtag #skincancer was searched on TikTok on April 29 
and May 27, 2021, encompassing Skin Cancer Awareness Month  The 
top ranked 300 videos for this hashtag were collected at each date  
Two authors independently categorized these videos as either medical 
(containing minimum 2 medical facts), awareness (at least one statement 
encouraging skin cancer prevention), entertainment (entertaining in nature 
without factual details), or other  The videos were then categorized by 
content as skin cancer, photoprotection, tanning, or other  Educational 
videos were evaluated using PEMAT, a validated tool 

Findings: Video creators consisted of patients (38%), the public (37%), 
dermatologists (18%), and other healthcare professionals (8%)  Among 338 
included videos, 21 3% presented medical content with a focus on skin 
cancer  Only 10% of videos concerned squamous cell carcinoma  28 1% 
of videos aimed to raise awareness, mainly by recommending sunscreen 
and physician skin exams  Clothing and hats were rarely suggested  
Photoprotection videos were viewed 7 6 times more than others (p< 0 001)  
There were significantly more medical and awareness videos posted during 
May, Skin Cancer Awareness Month (p = 02)  While 82 4% of the sample 
had healthy or neutral messaging, 18 6% of videos using #skincancer were 
actually pro-tanning, most commonly via tanning beds  There was a trend 
for flaunting risky behaviors on TikTok, with many users even captioning 
their tanning videos with “skin cancer ” Of videos containing verifiable 
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information, 15 6% contained misinformation  Among the 49 (14 5%) 
educational videos, average PEMAT scores were 79 6% and 53 1% for 
understandability and actionability, respectively  The inferior actionability 
score is due to 41% of videos neglecting to provide a single measure 
consumers could take towards the prevention or detection of skin cancer  
Common issues included not breaking down actions into steps, difficult 
to read text, unclear photographs, and using undefined jargon, including 
“lesion”, “BCC”, and “dermatoscope” 

Summary: There is substantial unhelpful or even dangerous content on 
TikTok, and dermatologists should consider taking action  To that end, 
dermatologists on social media should focus on producing high quality 
educational videos promoting actionable, protective behaviors against skin 
cancer  To specifically combat the misinformation on TikTok, dermatologists 
should create more awareness and photoprotection videos, which were 
shown to receive greater views  In clinical practice, particularly in the 
adolescent population, screening for tanning may help identify patients 
that need more education on skin cancer  Given the extensive tanning bed 
use on TikTok, dermatologists specifically counseling on the dangers of 
ultraviolet exposure is warranted 

 

Primary Author: Tiffany Loh, MD, Fellow, University of California, San 
Diego, CA

Co-Authors: Kelsey E  Hirotsu, MD; Kevin Y  Chao, MD; Adam Miller, MD; 
Shang Jiang, MD

Optimizing surgical scars on the scalp with transposition flaps: a 
modified approach

Purpose: Linear repairs are commonly performed in dermatologic surgery 
and are useful for closing defects in a variety of locations  However, 
when performed in areas of high tension, linear repairs may be at risk for 
dehiscence or scar spreading, which can result in functional impairment or 
significant cosmetic disfigurement  The scalp is an area of special concern, 
as it is often an area of high follicular density, and a spread scar on the 
scalp can lead to permanent alopecia  Modified transposition flaps, in 
which the flap body is at a 45 degree angle to the defect, may represent an 
alternative repair method that minimizes dehiscence and scar spreading  
Our study aims to assess the quality of scar cosmesis and incidence of 
dehiscence or scar spreading for transposition flaps performed on the 
scalp 

Design: We identified cases of scalp defects repaired with transposition 
flaps between July, 2020 and June, 2021  Photos were obtained of the 
repair sites at least six months after the repair date  Scar scoring was 
performed by two independent, blinded assessors based on the SCAR 
scale (Kantor J  Reliability and Photographic Equivalency of the Scar 
Cosmesis Assessment and Rating (SCAR) Scale, an Outcome Measure for 
Postoperative Scars  JAMA Dermatol  2017 Jan 1;153(1):55-60) 

Findings: A total of 19 scalp transposition flaps were performed 
between July, 2020 and June, 2021  Features such as scar spread, scar 
hypertrophy/atrophy, dyspigmentation, erythema, and presence of track 
marks were assessed via the SCAR scale (overall score of 0=best possible 
scar, 15=worst possible scar)  The median score for scar spreading was 
1 (range 0-3), and the median overall scar score was 3 (range 0-7)  The 
incidence of dehiscence was 0% 

Summary: Transposition flaps are useful for closing defects in high tension 
areas, and dehiscence and scar spreading rarely occur  As dehiscence 
or scar spreading in areas of high follicular density may cause permanent 
alopecia and significant cosmetic disfigurement, it may be worthwhile to 
consider transposition flaps when repairing scalp defects  Further studies 
directly comparing the cosmetic results between transposition flaps and 
linear repairs may provide further information about optimizing scalp repairs 
in dermatologic surgery 

 

Primary Author: Adriana Lopez, MD, Resident, New York University, New 
York, NY

Co-Authors: John Carucci, MD, PhD; Mary Stevenson, MD

Distinguishing tumor characteristics and treatment outcomes of high-
stage cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma

Purpose: While most patients with cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 
(cSCC) are treated successfully with surgery alone, a small proportion 
of patients will experience poor outcomes (PO)  The American Joint 
Committee on Cancer Staging Manual 8th edition (AJCC-8) and Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital (BWH) Staging System are two commonly used 
classifications for cSCC  The majority of PO from cSCC occur in high-
stage tumors or AJCC-8 T3/T4 tumors and BWH T2b/T3 tumors  There 
are no clear guidelines for management of patients with high stage cSCC 
tumors  The goal of this study was to evaluate both tumor and patient 
characteristics in patients with high stage cSCC in addition to treatment 
outcomes 

Design: A retrospective chart review was conducted at a single academic 
tertiary referral center for patients diagnosed with cSCC between January 
1, 2018, and April, 2022  Patient and tumor characteristics were recorded 
for each patient which included tumor stage, age, perineural invasion, 
subcutaneous invasion, tumor size and type of immunosuppression when 
applicable  Immunosuppression was defined as patients having solid organ 
transplant, hematologic malignancy, or human immunodeficiency virus  A 
total of 1,206 patients with 2,163 cSCC were identified, 73 of which were 
AJCC-8 T3 and/or BWH T2b/T3 tumors  Six tumors were recurrent and 
excluded from analysis 

Findings: A total of 67 tumors (30 9%) from 62 patients with AJCC-8 
T3 and/or BWH T2b/T3 tumors were identified  By BWH staging, there 
were 25 (37 3%) T2a tumors, 39 (58 2%) T2b tumors, and 3 (4 5%) T3 
tumors  Based on AJCC-8 staging, there were 13 (19 4%) T2 tumors 
and 59 (88 1%) T3 tumors  There were no AJCC-8 T4 tumors  Forty-two 
(62 7%) patients were male  Tumors in women were more commonly 
observed on the extremities (45 8%) whereas tumors in men were most 
frequently seen on the head and neck (58 1%)  Men tended to have larger 
defect sizes compared to women (mean 17 12 cm2 versus 15 21 cm2)  
Of the 25 BWH T2a tumors, all met AJCC-8 T3 criteria based on size 
alone  Poor differentiation was the least observed high-risk factor seen 
in only 14 cases (20 9%)  Seven patients with 8 tumors were referred to 
radiation oncology and 4 patients actually received adjuvant radiation 
therapy  Four patients (36 4%) who were referred for radiation treatment 
were immunosuppressed  Presence of PNI was the most common reason 
for referral to radiation oncology which was observed in 5 tumors  Three 
tumors had large caliber PNI ≥ 1 mm and 2 tumors had small caliber PNI 
< 1 mm  On average, patients referred to radiation had more risk factors, 
were younger, and required more Mohs stages compared to those who 
were not referred to radiation  Three patients (4 5%) experienced PO 
with 1 being local recurrence (LR) and 2 with distant metastasis (DM)  Of 
the patients who experienced PO, all tumors were greater than 4 cm in 
diameter and located on the head and neck 

Summary: In this cohort, sex differences were observed in patients with 
high stage cSCC  Advanced stage tumors were more commonly seen in 
men and resulted in larger defect sizes compared to women  High-stage 
tumors in men were more likely to occur on the head and neck whereas 
tumors were more frequently observed on the extremities in women  
Interestingly, all BWH T2a tumors in this study met AJCC-8 T3 stage based 
on size alone  Given 2 patients with PO had BWH T2a/AJCC-8 T3 tumors, 
this suggests that large tumor diameter in isolation can successfully 
capture tumors at high-risk for PO  While both staging systems encompass 
various high risk tumor features, neither account for patient related factors  
Given all 3 patients with PO had tumors on the head and neck, inclusion 
of primary tumor location in prognostication schema should be considered 
to further risk stratify patients  No patients who received adjuvant radiation 
therapy experienced PO suggesting this is an effective therapy, especially 
for patients with PNI 
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Primary Author: Renee Lucero, DO, Island Dermatology and Cal Coast 
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Mohs Specimen Processing and Pitfalls: Perspective from a Mohs 
Histotechnician Turned Dermatologist

Purpose: High quality and efficient processing of Mohs surgery specimens 
is a critical component of Mohs micrographic surgery  There are a multitude 
of steps that, with minor changes, can compound on one another and 
ultimately lead to poor quality slides and/or inefficient processing times  
The efficacy and quality of Mohs surgery relies not only on the surgeon, but 
also heavily on the histology technician  The purpose of this presentation 
is to identify key steps during specimen processing that frequently lead to 
inadequate margin evaluation, poor staining quality, and inefficient slide 
processing and to present some solutions to remedy these common errors 

Design: A systematic literature review of Mohs surgery specimen 
processing errors, artifacts, and interventions will be performed  The 
reviewed data will be combined with the experience of a previous Mohs 
histology technician turned dermatologist 

Findings: The most important and key step in Mohs surgery specimen 
processing to maximize slide quality and maintain efficiency is for 
adequate relaxing cuts to be performed so all margins will be in contact 
with the mounting slide without the use of freezing  Other key steps during 
processing include proper mounting of the relaxed specimen, sectioning 
technique, and maintenance of stains 

Summary: Developing a more in-depth understanding of Mohs surgery 
specimen processing will allow a Mohs surgeon to not only identify artifacts 
and processing errors but will allow them to assist in troubleshooting 
and work with their histology technician to improve slide quality while 
maintaining efficiency  Increasing the Mohs surgeon’s understanding of 
slide processing can lead to quality improvement which in turn results in 
enhanced patient care 
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“The debate between atypical fibroxanthoma, pleomorphic dermal 
sarcoma and undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma: where do we 
stand? A systematic review”

Purpose: The WHO now recognizes AFX as a benign tumor, although 
numerous reports of metastasis and perineural invasion exist  The 
diagnosis of atypical fibroxanthoma clinically and histologically is 
challenging due to lack of both sensitive and specific immunohistochemical 
stains  Adding to the complexity is the importance of differentiating 
AFX from pleomorphic dermal sarcoma or cutaneous undifferentiated 
pleomorphic sarcoma  It has been debated in the literature that AFX is 
a superficial, less aggressive version of PDS/cUPS  A systematic review 
was undertaken to examine the relationship between AFX and PDS/cUPS, 
current understanding of these conditions, the appropriate nomenclature, 
and potential treatment options with the current evidence available 

Design: Pubmed/Medline was searched using the terms, [“pleomorphic 
dermal sarcoma” or “undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma”] and [“atypical 
fibroxanthoma,”] from 1972-present published in English using PRISMA 
guidelines  This yielded 306 articles  Articles were excluded if they only 
discussed soft tissue tumors without cutaneous origin or did not present 
cases of cutaneous undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma or pleomorphic 
dermal sarcoma  Articles were manually reviewed for discussion of both 
AFX and cUPS/PDS for comparison  Malignant fibrous histiocytoma 
was not included because historical MFH tumors were reclassified into 
alternative tumor types after the development of the terms cUPS/PDS 

Findings: A total of 64 articles including singular case reports (n-11), 
single-diagnosis series (n-8), comparative case series between AFX and 
cUPS/PDS (n-27) and review/commentaries (n-18) compared AFX to PDS/
cUPS  The majority of current studies refer to the aggressive cutaneous 
form of AFX as PDS, not cUPS  PDS is commonly described on a spectrum 
with AFX, as an aggressive tumor with metastatic potential increasing 
morbidity and mortality  The two share genetic mutation footprints  
Morphologic characteristics such as spindle cell tumor, infiltration beyond 
the subcutaneous fat, perivascular invasion or neural invasion are key 
factors that portend a more aggressive course 

Summary: Multidisciplinary approach to management of PDS is vital to 
ensure appropriate management given the aggressive disease course  
Adequate tissue sampling is necessary to differentiate aggressive clinical 
behavior via morphologic assessment, immunohistochemical profiling 
and next generation sequencing  Formally transitioning to a unified 
nomenclature of AFX and cUPS/PDS is needed to better study the 
clinical course of these tumors and avoid confusion with soft tissue UPS 
in the literature  Based on tumor type, multidisciplinary management to 
prevent metastasis should include appropriate margin control, lymph node 
diagnostics, staging imaging, and consideration of radiotherapy  Data 
should be collected to support future investigation into the spectrum of 
these conditions 
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Skin bleaching practices and cutaneous malignancy: is there an 
association?

Purpose: Skin bleaching is practiced globally and is a multi-billion-dollar 
industry  Skin bleaching products are widely available despite many 
countries banning their active ingredients due to adverse effects and 
systemic toxicity  With the widespread use of these agents, we sought to 
review the literature on the adverse events of cutaneous bleaching agents 
to determine 1) has an association been identified between skin bleaching 
practices and cutaneous malignancies 2) if so, what types of practices have 
been associated with cutaneous malignancies, 3) what types of cutaneous 
malignancies have been reported, and 4) what populations are most at 
risk? Skin bleaching agents and practices have a powerful presence among 
a broad population  It is important to understand the potential side effects 
of these agents and practices including the potential risk of cutaneous 
malignancies 

Design: All relevant case reports and clinical studies were identified 
between 1978 and 2022 using the PubMed database  The following 
keywords were used: “skin depigmentation,” “skin lightening,” “skin 
bleaching,” “cutaneous malignancy” and “skin cancer ” After a review of 
the available literature, 5 publications including 8 unique case reports were 
identified  Data on study size, location, age, Fitzpatrick skin phenotype, 
bleaching methods, duration of agent use, malignancy pathology and 
location, medical comorbidities, and treatment were collected  Data 
pertaining to malignancy type and skin agent use was compared between 
the reported cases 

Findings: Reports of skin bleaching agents as a cause for cutaneous 
malignancy are limited to a small number of case reports  SCC and SCC 
in situ were the only malignancies reported in association with use of skin 
bleaching agents  All reported cases of SCC developed in UV-exposed 
areas and most cases involved regions of exogenous ochronosis, with the 
most common location being the neck/cervical region and upper back  In 
nearly all cases, precancerous lesions were only observed in areas treated 
with skin bleaching agents  The most commonly used skin bleaching 
agents included topical corticosteroids, hydroquinone and inorganic 
mercury  Despite the association between systemic immunosuppressants, 
such as oral corticosteroids use, and skin cancer, the association with 
topical corticosteroids has not been shown  A systematic review published 
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in 2018 found no evidence to suggest an association with skin cancer 
in patients on long-term use of topical corticosteroids  However, many 
of the authors suggest a preneoplastic role of topical corticosteroids in 
conjunction with skin atrophy, UV damage, and hydroquinone use  This 
suggests that corticosteroids may increase the risk of SCC when used in 
combination with other bleaching agents 

Summary: Despite the widespread practice of skin bleaching globally, the 
reported association of skin cancer is limited to a small number of case 
reports in Africa  Given the global use of skin lightening practices, it is 
an important association to investigate further in larger populations and 
longitudinal studies to better understand the long-term risk for skin cancer 
development in this population 

 

Primary Author: Basia Michalski, MD, Assistant Professor, Washington 
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Upstaging Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Scalp in the 
Mohs AUC: from “M-zone” to “H-zone”

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) is the second most 
common skin cancer, and its incidence is increasing; while most cSCC are 
treated and cured with surgical excision, a small subgroup act aggressively 
and metastasize (1)  A recent study showed that scalp tumors, like tumors 
on the lips and ears, have a higher tendency for metastasis (2)  The Mohs 
appropriate use criteria (AUC) categorize scalp tumors as moderate risk 
or M-zone tumors (3)  This study aims to compare scalp cSCC to other 
tumors in the AUC’s anatomic M-zone  We hypothesize that scalp cSCCs 
act more aggressively than other tumors in the M-zone and should be 
upstaged in the Mohs’ AUC to the high risk or H-zone 

Design: This was a retrospective cohort study conducted at an academic 
medical institution  This study included 1721 unique cSCC tumors  The 
following risk factors were analyzed: tumor grade, size, depth of invasion, 
presence of in-transit metastasis, perineural invasion, and AJCC-8 tumor 
stage  Categorical variables were described using frequencies and 
percentages, and comparisons between locations used Pearson’s chi-
square or Fisher’s exact tests  Tumor size was described using medians 
and quartiles  Comparisons using ordered data or tumor size used 
Wilcoxon rank sum tests  Multivariable models were fit to account for 
differences in demographic factors 

Findings: Of the 1721 cSCC tumors included in analysis, 408 were scalp 
cSCC and 1,313 were non-scalp cSCC in the M-zone  Comparisons were 
made between scalp cSCC and non-scalp tumors in the M-zone, which 
included tumors on the cheek, forehead, neck, jawline, and pretibial shin  
Compared with other M-zone sites, patients with scalp cSCC were more 
likely to be male and immunosuppressed (p-value < 0 001)  Scalp cSCC 
were larger in diameter and more likely to invade beyond subcutaneous 
fat compared to other tumors in the M-zone (p-values < 0 001)  In a 
multivariable model, adjusting for age, gender, immune and smoking 
status, scalp tumors had 78% higher odds of being a worse histologic 
grade than non-scalp cSCC tumors (p-value < 0 001); similarly, holding all 
other factors constant, scalp cSCC were more often AJCC8 stage T2 or 
higher (p-value < 0 001) and carried 2 93 times the odds of demonstrating 
in-transit metastases (p-value = 0 017) 

Summary: In this retrospective cohort study, cSCC of the scalp exhibited 
more features associated with metastasis and poor prognosis, including 
higher AJCC8 T stage, poor differentiation, larger size, and invasion beyond 
subcutaneous fat, when compared to non-scalp tumors in the M-zone  
Patients with scalp cSCC were more likely to be immunosuppressed, which 
is a recognized risk factor associated with an increase in disease-specific 

death for patients with cSCC of the head and neck (4)  Our study suggests 
that scalp cSCC harbor higher risk features when compared to other 
M-zone tumors and therefore scalp cSCC should be upstaged from the 
AUC M-zone to the H-zone to refine clinical management 

 

Primary Author: Kira Minkis, MD, PhD, Director of Mohs and Dermatologic 
Surgery, Associate Professor of Dermatology, Weill Cornell Medicine, New 
York, NY

Co-Authors: Kristina Navrazhina PhD; Kalee Shah, MD; Jacob L  Thomas, BS

Anatomic Site Impacts Duration of Action of Ropivacaine During 
Dermatologic Surgery

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: Peri-operative pain is a frequently reported concern amongst 
patients undergoing ambulatory dermatologic surgery  Understanding 
the properties of various anesthetics is imperative to accomplishing 
adequate pain control  As global supply shortages limit the availability of 
bupivacaine, ropivacaine may be used as an alternative long-acting local 
anesthetic in both dermatology and dermatologic surgery to extend the 
duration of anesthesia for longer procedures  Compared to bupivacaine, 
ropivacaine has been reported to have a better safety profile, faster 
onset, similar duration and potency, less pain upon injection, and inherent 
vasoconstrictive properties  Current literature report durations ranging 
from 6 to 14 hours  While the onset and duration of ropivacaine is widely 
reported and it is well known that the absorption of anesthetics are 
influenced by the site of administration, there is limited data regarding 
the impact of patient and anatomic factors on the duration of action of 
ropivacaine  The objective of our study was to characterize the duration of 
action of ropivacaine in different anatomic regions in patients undergoing 
Mohs surgery 

Design: A prospective observational study of patients undergoing Mohs 
surgery at a single academic institution  Patients with a history of adverse 
reactions to local anesthesia, peripheral vascular disease, neuropathy, or 
other impairment in nerve function were excluded  Patients less than 18 
years old of age and those that were pregnant, or breastfeeding were also 
excluded  Demographic and clinical information was collected  Baseline 
anxiety was recorded using the visual analog scale for anxiety (VAS-A)  The 
nose and the shin were chosen to represent highly and poorly vascularized 
anatomic sites, respectively  Participants were anesthetized at each site 
with a subcutaneous injection of 0 5 mL of 0 2% ropivacaine  Sensation 
was determined by pinprick prior to injection, at baseline, and every 
15 minutes until sensation returned or surgery concluded  The primary 
endpoint was time to return of pinprick sensation 

Findings: The study recruited 29 patients (17 women and 12 men)  
The median age was 71 5 years (range 46-89)  The median duration of 
ropivacaine at the nose was 60 0 minutes (25 0, 75 0) and 210 0 minutes 
(165 0, NA) at the shin  22 of 29 (75 86%) participants did not regain 
sensation the shin by study end, therefore the median duration was 
underestimated and the upper quartile unable to be determined  The 
percentage of subjects that regained sensation within 1-hour was 75 9% 
on the nose vs  3 5% on the shin (p<0 0001)  Participants with history 
of hypertension were more likely to regain sensation on the nose by 60 
minutes, though this did not achieve statistical significance (OR 6 16; 95% 
CI, 0 81 to 46 76; p= 079)  Comorbidities including underlying anxiety/
depression, diabetes, and kidney disease did not significantly impact 
duration of ropivacaine action on the nose 

Summary: Results suggest that the duration of subcutaneous ropivacaine 
varies by anatomic region  We hypothesize that differences in vascularity 
of the nose and the shin contributes to these results  The duration of 
anesthesia was shorter in highly vascularized regions such as the nose, 
compared to less vascularized regions such as the shin  Our results also 
suggest that compared to healthy individuals, those with hypertension 
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may be more likely to regain sensation earlier in highly vascularized areas 
such as the nose  This study emphasizes a potential gap in effective pain 
control during dermatologic surgery, but also an opportunity to intervene to 
improve our patients’ surgical experience 

 

Primary Author: Catherine Motosko, MD, Resident, University of Miami 
School of Medicine, Sarasota, FL

Co-Author: Robert Kirsner, MD, PhD

The Detrimental Effects of Opioids on Wound Healing

Purpose: The judicious prescription of opioids has come under increased 
scrutiny in the United  As dermatologists, it is important to assess our 
contribution to the national public health emergency and continuously 
reassess the utility of opioids by our patients  Dermatologic surgeons 
are some of the largest prescribers of opioids, frequently given as post-
operative analgesics  Therefore, it is important to consider the role of 
opioids in wound repair, scarring, and tissue regeneration 

Design: A comprehensive literature search was conducted of EMBASE, 
MEDLINE, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews for the following search terms: “opioids” 
and “wound healing”  348 results were then evaluated using exclusion and 
inclusion criteria  The results of the final included studies are summarized 

Findings: Preclinical studies have demonstrated opioids’ negative impact 
on various aspects of wound healing, such as their inhibitory action of the 
normal inflammatory and nociceptive pathways that guide tissue repair; 
decreased maturation of granulation tissue, worsened collagen formation 
and maturation; and decreased tensile strength  These preclinical findings 
have been validated by convincing clinical data within orthopedic and 
chronic lower extremity wounds, which show higher rates of post-operative 
events and slower wound bed closure 

Summary: Opioids represent only one tool within the arsenal of analgesics 
available for patients; however, it is potentially causing detrimental effects 
to wound healing in patients  It is important for dermatologists to be familiar 
with non-opioid analgesics, both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic, so 
that the use of opioids can be limited by our dermatologic patients 

 

Primary Author: Catherine Motosko, MD, Resident, University of Miami 
School of Medicine, Sarasota, FL

Co-Authors: Ronald O  Perelman, MD; M  Laurin Council, MD; Mary 
Stevenson, MD; Abigail Waldman, MD, MHS

Gender Disparity in Medicare Reimbursement Among Mohs Surgeons

Purpose: Although greater efforts have been made to highlight and address 
the gender pay gap in the United States, very little has been done to 
evaluate this discrepancy in dermatology  This pay gap has the potential 
to follow women throughout their time in the workforce, and greater efforts 
must be made to underscore gender differences in clinical productivity and 
reimbursement  The goal of this study is to evaluate Medicare reimbursement 
and clinical activity between male and female dermatologic surgeons 

Design: A retrospective review of the Medicare Provider Utilization and 
Payment data from 2018 was performed for all dermatologists performing 
MMS  Provider gender, palace of services, number of services, average 
payment per service was recorded for relevant procedure codes 

Findings: Although women represented 31 5% of the 2,581 surgeons 
who performed MMS in 2018, women were paid significantly less than 
men (mean difference, -$73,033)  On average, women performed 123 
fewer cases than their male counterparts  However, when surgeons were 
stratified by productivity, remuneration was the same 

Summary: Overall, Medicare reimbursement was disparate between male 
and female dermatologic surgeons; however, this is likely attributed to the 
submission of fewer charges by women  Robust efforts are necessary to 
better evaluate and address causes for this discrepancy 

 

Primary Author: Catherine Motosko, MD, Resident, University of Miami 
School of Medicine, Sarasota, FL

Co-Authors: Loren E  Hernandez, BS; Robert Kirsner, MD, PhD; Stephanie 
Magoon, BA; Gazelle Rouhani, MPH; Jennifer Tang, MD

Ethnic Disparities in Melanoma Clinical Trials and Survival Outcomes

Purpose: Approximately 35 7% of the US population consists of minorities 
(Black or African American, Hispanic, or Asian), yet less than 5% of 
patients in this category are represented in melanoma clinical trials  To 
ensure melanoma clinical trials with the greatest potential to benefit all 
patient populations are launched, representation of minorities should be 
increased  This study seeks to analyze the assess the degree of racial 
and sex representation within randomized clinical trials (RCT) evaluating 
treatments for melanoma with the goal of understanding disproportions of 
racial and ethnic groups in melanoma clinical trials 

Design: A comprehensive review was performed on February 6, 2022, 
using the electronic database ClinicalTrials gov from the 22-year period 
between August 1999 to September 2021  Search criteria were defined to 
include US-based clinical trials utilizing the key term “melanoma” in the 
condition or disease field  The following data was collected: age, sex, race, 
sample size, and study site 

Findings: Among the 121 clinical trials, the total number of reported 
participants enrolled was 17,717  A majority of participants enrolled in 
these studies were White (92 8%), while 2 7% identified as Asian/Pacific 
Islander, 1 4% African American/Black, and 0 1% American Indian/Alaskan 
Native  56 8% of males participated in these melanoma studies while 
43 3% were female  More than 65% of studies were conducted at a multi-
site center 

Summary: Despite the rapidly expanding arsenal of treatment options for 
patients with melanoma, significant disparities exist among clinical trials 
evaluating new treatment modalities  White individuals encompassed over 
92% of clinical trial participants  The limited inclusion of racial minorities 
in clinical trials can further emphasize the significant health disparities that 
exist between Whites and racial minorities 

 

Primary Author: Nisma Mujahid, MD, PhD, Resident, University of Utah, 
Department of Dermatology, Salt Lake City, UT

Co-Authors: David Fisher, MD, PhD; Akinori Kawakami, PhD; Ryo 
Murakami, PhD

Elucidating the role of dysregulation in the LKB1-SIK-MITF pathway in 
melanomagenesis

Purpose: To elucidate the role of the LKB1-SIK-MITF pathway in 
melanomagnesis

Design: Visualization of Cancer Genomic Alterations  Genomic data from 
471 skin cutaneous melanoma tumors from The Cancer Genome Atlas 
Analysis (TCGA) was analyzed using cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics  
Mutations, putative copy-number alterations from GISTIC, mRNA 
expression z-scores (RNA seq V2 RSEM) with a z-score threshold of 
2, and protein expression z-scores (RPPA) with a z-score threshold of 
2 were selected for genomic profile analysis  Elucidating role of LKB1 
on localization of CRTC2  Since LKB1 is a known SIK inducer and SIK 
regulates CRTC2 nuclear translocation, we next investigated LKB1’s 
effects on CRTC2 localization in vitro  To evaluate regulation of nuclear 
localization of CRTC2 by LKB1, LKB1-deficient G361 melanoma cells were 
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infected with lentivirus expressing CRTC2 tagged with green fluorescent 
protein (CRTC2-GFP) with concurrent viral transduction with LKB1 (WT) 
overexpressing vector or empty vector  Moreover, immortalized human 
melanocytes (pmel*) with p53 inactivation, CDK4(R24C) and telomerase 
(hTERT) expression were transfected with pooled si-Scramble or pooled 
siLKB1  Investigating LKB1 and SIK role in MITF expression in melanoma 
cell lines  Since our results demonstrated that LKB1 negatively regulates 
CRTC2 nuclear localization and CRTC2 knockdown decreases MITF 
protein levels in melanoma cells, we next evaluated whether LKB1 
overexpression in LKB1-deficient G361 melanoma cells or LKB1-deficient 
A2058 melanoma cells could decrease mRNA expression and protein level 
of MITF by QT-PCR and western blot analysis, respectively  Analyzing the 
effect of LKB1 and SIK on melanoma proliferation and melanocyte factor 
independent growth  We next looked at percent change of cell viability 
after LKB1 or SIK2 overexpression using a commercial cell viability assay  
Role of inhibition of SIK1, SIK2, and SIK3 on MITF expression in BRAF 
(V600E) transformed immortalized melanocytes  Short hairpin RNA (shRNA) 
mediated SIK1, SIK2, and SIK3 knockdown was performed of BRAF 
immortalized melanocytes 

Findings: Alterations in LKB1-SIK-CRTC-CREB-MITF pathway in 
melanoma Analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) utilizing the 
cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics revealed alterations in the LKB1-SIK-
CRTC-MITF pathway in 49% of skin cutaneous melanoma samples  
LKB1 regulates localization of CRTC2 Preliminary experiments show that 
LKB1 overexpression enhanced cytoplasmic localization of CRTC2-GFP 
in G361 melanoma cells  Knockdown of LKB1 in pmel* cells increased 
nuclear translocation of CRTC2-GFP  Moreover, CRTC2 knockdown 
decreased MITF protein level in WM1968 melanoma cells suggesting 
that LKB1 could regulate MITF expression through modulation of CRTC2 
localization  LKB1 and SIK regulate MITF expression in melanoma cell 
lines Titrated overexpression of LKB1 in G361 melanoma cells and A2058 
melanoma cells illustrates a dose dependent effect on suppression of MITF 
mRNA expression and MITF protein levels, but no change in MITF mRNA 
expression is seen when kinase defective LKB1 (D194A) is overexpressed 
in G361 melanoma cells  Overexpression of LKB1 in SKMEL5 melanoma 
cells, UACC62 melanoma cells, and SKEML90 melanoma cells decreases 
MITF protein levels  Knockdown of LKB1 by siRNA in WM88 melanoma 
cells induced a 2-fold increase of MITF mRNA expression  Titrated 
overexpression of wildtype SIK2 suppresses MITF protein level in MeWo 
melanoma cells, but there is no change in MITF after overexpression of 
kinase defective SIK2 (K49M)  Inhibition of SIK by the selective SIK inhibitor 
HG 9-91-01 rescued MITF mRNA expression and protein level suppressed 
by LKB1 overexpression in G361 melanoma cells and A2058 melanoma 
cells  LKB1 and SIK effect melanoma proliferation and melanocyte factor 
independent growth, respectively Our results illustrate that LKB1 represses 
a known oncogene, MITF, through SIK, we hypothesized that LKB1 can 
regulate tumor cell growth through regulation of MITF  Wildtype-LKB1 
(WT) overexpression suppresses cell proliferation in G361 melanoma 
cells  Kinase defective LKB1 (D194A) overexpression increased cell 
proliferation in G361 melanoma cells, which may be due to dominant-
negative action against LKB1 expressed endogenously  Furthermore, 
normal human melanocytes require 10% fetal bovine serum, 50ng/mL 
12-O-tetradecanoyl phorbol-13-acetate, 1 x 10-4 M 3-isobutyl-1-methyl 
xanthine, 1 μM Na3VO4, 1 x 10−3 M N6,2’-O-dibutyryladenosine 3:5-cyclic 
monophosphate for growth in culture, and SIK inhibition by HG 9-91-01 
treatment of normal human melanocytes enhanced factor independent 
growth  Inhibition of SIK1, SIK2, and SIK3 rescues MITF expression in 
BRAF (V600E) transformed immortalized melanocytes After 24 hours 
of incubation in factor free media, normal human melanocytes were 
infected by lentivirus containing control vector or activated NRAS (Q61R) 
vector  NRAS (Q61R) expression suppressed MITF mRNA expression  
Furthermore, short hairpin RNA (shRNA) mediated SIK1, SIK2, and SIK3 
knockdown rescued MITF mRNA expression and partial rescue of MITF 
mRNA expression was observed with SIK1 knockdown alone but no effect 
was observed with SIK2 or SIK3 knockdown 

Summary: The presence of dark melanin (eumelanin) within human 
epidermis represents one of the strongest predictors of skin cancer 
risk  Although MITF normally functions as a regulator of pigmentation, if 

amplified MITF can serve as a melanoma oncogene shown to cooperate 
with BRAF (V600E) to induce tumorigenic transformation of melanocytes 
  Only 10% of melanomas carry an MITF amplification emphasizing the 
need to identify pathways that modulate MITF expression  Liver kinase B1 
(LKB1) regulates many cancer-relevant cell phenotypes and is a known SIK 
inducer   However, the interaction of the LKB1-SIK pathway and MITF in 
melanoma formation is not fully understood  Overall, our findings establish 
SIK and LKB1 as regulators of the CRTC-CREB-MITF pathway and through 
this regulation, potentially play a critical role as tumor suppressors in 
melanoma oncogenesis 

 

Primary Author: Quoc-Bao Nguyen, MD, MBA, Resident, Anderson Cancer 
Center / University of Texas Houston, Friendswood, TX

Co-Authors: Raghavendra Girjala, MD; Keemberly Kim, MD; Michael Ryan, 
MD; Valencia Thomas, MD, MHCM; Shelby Kubicki, MD

Complete Reconstruction of the Nipple-Areola Complex after Mohs 
Surgery: Utilizing the C-V Transposition Flap and Split Thickness Skin 
Graft from the Ipsilateral Axilla

Purpose: The nipple-areola complex (NAC) is the critical landmark of 
the breast and plays an important role in breast aesthetics  Although 
nonmelanoma skin cancers are relatively rare on NAC, Mohs micrographic 
surgery can lead to complete or partial removal of the NAC  Reconstruction 
of this cosmetically sensitive structure can be a conundrum for several 
reasons, including the diversity in dimension, texture, and color  The 
appearance of the NAC after cutaneous oncologic surgery is pivotal and 
contributes to patient satisfaction 

Design: In this case report, we report the use of a C-V transposition flap to 
recreate the nipple and a split-thickness skin graft from the ipsilateral axilla 
to recreate the areola after extirpation of a basal cell carcinoma involving a 
patient’s entire nipple-areola complex 

Findings: The patient returned 3 months after the procedure with an 
excellent cosmetic outcome with an appropriate nipple projection and NAC 
texture 

Summary: The implementation of C-V transposition flaps is a reliable 
method for reconstructing the nipple  C-V transposition flaps for the 
NAC complex are also used by surgeons in other specialties  The C-V 
transposition flap allows to recreate comparable nipple projection 
compared to the contralateral breast  Furthermore, the use of a split-
thickness graft from the ipsilateral axilla is an approach to consider in 
reconstructing the areola 

 

Primary Author: Quoc-Bao Nguyen, MD, MBA, Resident, Anderson Cancer 
Center / University of Texas Houston, Friendswood, TX

Co-Author: Michael Migden, MD

Bipolar Forceps Perfection: Technology and Techniques in 
Dermatologic Surgery

Purpose: Bipolar forceps offer the advantages of localized 
electrocoagulation with minimal current flow beyond the treatment 
area  Since its first use by Dr  Greenwood in the 1940s, current bipolar 
technology has evolved to include highly precise devices that effectively 
deliver thermal energy using various shapes and nonstick technologies  
Although dermatologic surgeons utilize bipolar forceps, based on our 
literature review, no detailed review or discussion on bipolar forceps 
techniques are published in the dermatologic surgery literature 

Design: We describe and illustrate three useful maneuvers to use bipolar 
forceps for hemostasis in dermatologic surgery: clamp, gap, and tap  In 
addition, we performed a literature review of bipolar forceps, and obtained 
further data from respective manufacturers, with regards to the various 
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types of bipolar forceps and their advantages and disadvantages 

Findings: Clamp: The clamp maneuver is the method that most surgeons 
were to trained to use  It is performed by using the bipolar forceps tips 
to clamp and apply firm pressure on a distinct vessel or tissue  Once 
secured, electrical current is passed through the vessel to cauterize  This 
technique temporarily controls bleeding prior to activation, allowing for 
more effective coagulation  The clamp maneuver is effective for situations 
where a focal tissue or distinct vessel needs to be treated  Gap: The gap 
maneuver requires the forceps tips to be in a fixed, narrowly open position 
(gap)  An optimal gap distance is 1 - 3 mm opening between the tips  An 
advantage of the gap maneuver over the clamp maneuver is the ability to 
rapidly address multiple pinpoint bleeding  It is important that the tips are 
pressed firmly into the target tissue to achieve effective electrocoagulation  
The gap can be performed vertically or horizontally, with the latter approach 
increasing the surface area of electrocoagulation  Tap: The tap maneuver 
utilizes elements of both the clamp and gap maneuvers  This technique 
rapidly moves between the gap and the clamp positions  This maneuver is 
particularly useful for multiple ill-defined sites of bleeding 

Summary: Herein, we describe and illustrate the clamp, gap, and tap 
techniques as bipolar forceps maneuvers that dermatologic surgeons may 
find useful for achieving effective hemostasis  In addition, various types of 
bipolar forceps, along with their advantages and potential disadvantages, 
are reviewed 

 

Primary Author: Quoc-Bao Nguyen, MD, MBA, Resident Anderson Cancer 
Center/ University of Texas Houston, Friendswood, TX

Co-Author: Morgan Rousseau, BA

The Current State of Automated Immunohistochemistry Staining for 
Mohs Surgery

Purpose: The addition of immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining to Mohs 
micrographic surgery (MMS) allows for improvement in identification of 
tumor cells  However, IHC staining requires highly focused and skilled staff 
and is accompanied by increased slide processing time and increased 
reagent costs  To ensure quality, reproducibility, and efficiency, automation 
was sought for as the working solution  The purpose of this study is to 
evaluate different semi- and fully-automated IHC staining systems, and 
compare these systems to manual immunohistochemistry staining of frozen 
Mohs specimens 

Design: In this study, we reviewed literature that evaluated manual or 
automated IHC staining and current protocols for frozen Mohs specimen 
staining  Further data with regards to the capabilities of semi- and 
fully-automated IHC staining systems was obtained from the respective 
manufacturers 

Findings: The implementation of semi- and fully-automated IHC 
autostainers in Mohs surgical practices has the potential to increase overall 
laboratory efficiency and decrease the cost of IHC staining per slide  
The use of an autostainer to complete IHC staining frees the laboratory 
technician’s time to complete other tasks such as frozen tissue preparation  
Autostaining decreased frozen IHC slide staining time by 33-50% as 
compared to manual methods; however, the results varied by protocol  
Several logistical and financial considerations need to be addressed prior 
to addition of autostainers to a Mohs clinical practice  The use of IHC for 
frozen specimens within MMS is relatively new, so many of the primary 
antibodies developed by autostainer companies only stain FFPE tissue  
However, most of these companies allow the use of third-party antibodies 
for IHC frozen specimen staining  As effort continues to be dedicated to 
shortening the time for specimen preparation and staining, the necessity 
of an autostainer with an open system that allows for protocol creation 
and third-party antibody use becomes apparent  Improved IHC protocols 
that maximize accuracy of sample staining and minimize time required for 
staining improves the patient experience and helps offset the cost of the 
autostainer machine and expensive IHC reagents 

Summary: The use of IHC autostainers within a Mohs practice can 
improve efficiency and decrease costs but must be evaluated in light of the 
limitations of current automation processes and IHC protocols  Our review 
is limited by literature review and companies’ product statements  Future 
in vitro and in vivo research studies are needed to evaluate the efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness of semi- and fully-automated IHC stainers for Mohs 
surgery 

 

Primary Author: Quoc-Bao Nguyen, MD, MBA, Resident, Anderson Cancer 
Center / University of Texas Houston, Friendswood, TX

Co-Authors: Imran Baig, BS; Kyle Lauck, MD

Retrospective Analysis of a Modern Cohort of Dermatofibrosarcoma 
Protuberans from 2000 to 2018

Purpose: To summarize characteristics of patients with 
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP), assess prognostic factors, and 
evaluate the impact of treatment modality on their overall survival 

Design: We investigated DFSP using data for 4692 patients with 
histologically confirmed cases of DFSP diagnosed between 2000 and 
2018 from the 18 US regional registries of the National Cancer Institute’s 
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program  The analysis 
was performed in July 2022  The primary outcome measures were tumor 
characteristics, prognostic factors, and overall survival in months 

Findings: There were 4692 cases of DFPS examined  After controlled 
analysis, older age (hazard ratio [HR], 6 48; 95%CI, 3 54-11 9; p < 0 001), 
male sex (HR, 2 53; 95%CI, 1 34-4 75; p = 0 003), and not being married 
(HR, 2 45; 95%CI, 1 32-4 55; p = 0 043) were significantly associated with 
worse overall survival  Non-Hispanic whites had a lower percentage of 
having larger tumor size (≥ 3 cm) than the others (44% vs 54%, p < 001)  
Overall survival was not affected by treatment modality; however, different 
treatments were associated with patient characteristics  Younger age (96% 
vs 94%, p = 0 015), small tumor size (96% vs 94%, p <  001), and location 
other than head/neck (p < 0 001) were associated with patients receiving 
surgery only instead of surgery and radiation  Additionally, female patients 
(14% vs 11%, p = 0 012), non-Hispanic white patients (14% vs 11%, p = 
0 002), and patients with a higher (≥ $60,000) median household income 
(14% vs 9%, p <  001) were more likely to have Mohs micrographic surgery 
performed over excision 

Summary: Age at presentation, male sex, and marital status appeared to 
be notable prognostic factors for DFSP  Although treatment modality did 
not significantly influence patient survival, certain patient characteristics are 
associated with different treatment modality 

 

Primary Author: Keegan O’Hern, MD, Resident, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, 
MN

Co-Authors: Addison Demer, MD; Walter Liszewski, MD; Nahid Y  Vidal, MD

No Survival Benefit with Wide Margin Mohs Micrographic Surgery for 
Melanoma: A National Cancer Database Analysis

Purpose: Optimal treatment strategies for melanoma remain controversial, 
including resection margins in Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS)  The 
objective of this study was to evaluate factors associated with surgical 
margin utilization and associated outcomes of MMS with narrow margin 
versus wide margin approaches for the treatment of melanoma in situ (MIS) 
and invasive malignant melanoma (MM) in the United States 

Design: A retrospective analysis of patients with MIS and MM undergoing 
MMS utilizing data from the National Cancer Database (NCDB) from 2004-
2019  Variables were categorized into patient (age, sex, race/ethnicity) 
and lesion (size, Breslow thickness, stage) characteristics for analysis  
The dependent variable of interest in this analysis was MMS surgical 
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margins, which were categorized by the NCDB into narrow (≤1 cm), wide 
(>1 cm) margins, and margins not otherwise specified (NOS)  A bivariate 
comparison between the dependent variable–MMS surgical margins, wide 
and narrow–and independent variables (age, ethnicity/race, anatomic 
location, Breslow thickness, lesion stage) was performed using chi-squared 
analyses  A logistic regression to assess odds ratios was also performed 
to analyze the likelihood of each of the independent variables being 
associated with the MMS margin approach  A cox regression analysis was 
performed to assess survival; survival analyses excluded melanoma in situ  
A p value of < 0 05 was considered statistically significant 

Findings: In total, 9,829 cases of melanoma treated by MMS were included 
in this study, including 7,761 (79%) treated with narrow (≤1 cm) margins 
and 2,068 (21%) treated with wide (>1 cm) margins  Most patients were 
white (98 5%) males (60 1%) with a Charlson/Deyo comorbidity score of 
0 (88 3%)  The mean age of the study population was 64 7 years  These 
characteristics did not vary significantly between groups  A majority of 
lesions were located on the head and neck (54 6%)  Patients undergoing 
MMS with wide margins had a higher preponderance of being uninsured 
(2% vs 1 2%) and on Medicaid (49 7% vs 48 3%)  Patients undergoing 
wide margin MMS were more likely to have advanced stage (p< 0 001), 
with a higher rate of stage 2 (9 8% vs 4%), stage 3 (5 4% vs 2 2%), and 
stage 4 disease (0 6% vs 0 2%)  Overall, the most common tumor type 
was described as other (49%)  Patients treated with MMS with wide 
margins had a higher percentage of nodular (4 3% vs 1 9%) and acral 
(0 8% versus 0 5%) subtypes than patients treated with narrow margins  
The mean Breslow thickness of lesions treated with wide margins (0 7 mm) 
was thicker than that of lesions treated with narrow margins (0 4 mm)  After 
controlling for potential confounding variables, there was not a statistically 
significant difference in 5-year survival for patients with melanoma treated 
with MMS performed with narrow vs wide margins (HR=1 037 [95% CI 
0 903-1 191], p=0 604)  The 5-year all-cause survival rate was 93 3% 
for patients treated with narrow margins vs 93 0% for wide margins  A 
sensitivity analysis was performed comparing MMS NOS and MMS with 
known margins; no difference in overall survival was observed 

Summary: Our results indicate that there was no difference in 5-year 
all-cause survival between invasive melanoma treated with narrow (≤1 
cm) versus wide (>1 cm) margin MMS  A limitation of this study is the 
retrospective database study design and the relatively limited number of 
melanoma cases treated by MMS with known treatment margin  These 
results suggest that complete circumferential peripheral and deep margin 
assessment during MMS tends to provide adequate removal of melanoma, 
resulting in similar outcomes even when wider margins are taken  Future 
randomized prospective trials are necessary to further guide margin 
recommendations when treating melanoma lesions with MMS 

 

Primary Author: Daniel O’Connor, MD, Mohs Surgeron, Dermatology and 
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Co-Authors: Fadi Murad, MD MPH; Neera R  Nathan, MD; Jeffrey Tiger, 
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Complication Rate Associated with Trainee Participation During Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery and Reconstruction: A Retrospective Cohort 
Study

Purpose: Trainee involvement in dermatologic surgery is a cornerstone 
of ACGME-accredited dermatology residency and Micrographic Surgery 
Dermatologic Oncology (MSDO) fellowship, including participation as 
primary surgeon  While complications related to trainee participation 
have been investigated in other surgical fields, little is known about the 
association, if any, between the participation of a trainee during Mohs 
micrographic surgery and occurrence of complications 

Design: To determine any association between trainee participation and 
surgical complication rate, we performed a retrospective cohort study 
using data from a high-volume academic tertiary care center  The trainees 
in our department include dermatology residents and MSDO fellows  Data 

from Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) and reconstruction procedures 
performed by four fellowship-trained surgeons at an academic institution 
was collected from December 2013 through May 2022  The primary 
surgeon on the MMS and reconstruction was analyzed (attending versus 
trainee)  Complications included in the analysis were bleeding, dehiscence, 
and infection  A multivariate logistic regression was employed to model 
the data while accounting for covariates  This study was exempt by the 
institutional review board of Mass General Brigham 

Findings: Our cohort contained 12,435 Mohs procedures with associated 
reconstructions, including 10,184 (81 9%) linear closures and 2,385 (17 4%) 
flaps/grafts  Of these, trainees performed 3,764 Mohs layers (30 3%) and 
7,109 (57 2%) of reconstructions  There were 183 (1 5%) complications 
reported, of which 97 (0 8%) were infections  Trainees were more likely to 
have treated older male patients and slightly more likely to have performed 
linear repairs  On multivariate modeling, no difference in complication rate 
was found with the primary surgeon for the Mohs layer  However, trainees 
were found to have a higher rate of infection when they served as primary 
surgeon for the reconstruction (odds ratio = 1 5, confidence interval 1 1-
2 0, p < 0 02)  No significant difference in reconstruction complication rate 
was found between fellows and residents 

Summary: The overall complication rate for Mohs micrographic surgery 
and reconstruction at an academic institution is very low and comparable 
with other centers  Trainee participation did not appear to increase the 
surgical complication rate in Mohs micrographic surgery in our cohort; 
however, there was a significant increase in complication rate when 
the trainee was the primary surgeon on the reconstruction  Additional 
studies are needed to further investigate the role of trainee participation in 
dermatologic surgical procedures and complication rate 
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Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans with fibrosarcomatous change: an 
uncommon variant with prognostic implications

Purpose: To present a case of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP), 
highlight the role of Mohs histopathologic analysis in managing these 
complex tumors, and review the prognostic significance and treatment 
implications of fibrosarcomatous change in DFSP

Design: A case report

Findings: A 45-year-old, previously healthy woman presented with a 
several-year history of a 9 x 9 cm, slow-growing, indurated, multinodular 
tumor on her superior thoracic back  Skin biopsy demonstrated 
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP)  Given the size of the tumor 
and concern for deeper invasion, the patient underwent staged excision 
in the operating room under general anesthesia with Mohs micrographic 
tissue read  The tumor was cleared in two stages down to the level of 
the musculature and the final surgical defect measured 15 x 14 cm  The 
defect was repaired by plastic surgery in the operating room with an 
advancement flap closure for the majority of the defect with the central 
portion allowed to heal by second intention  Utilizing both hematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) and CD34 as an adjunctive immunohistochemical (IHC) stain, 
Mohs tissue read demonstrated high-grade fibrosarcomatous (FS) change 
in approximately 30% of the tumor  The potential role of adjuvant radiation 
therapy (RT) and chemotherapy was discussed with the patient  However, 
after multidisciplinary consultation, adjuvant therapy was deferred with 
the plan for periodic postoperative surveillance  The patient has been 
followed clinically and with MRI of the primary tumor site and CT chest 
every 6 months without evidence of local recurrence or metastatic disease 
to date  DFSP is a rare, low-grade, dermal sarcoma  Although DFSP is 
locally invasive, there is low potential for metastasis and death  There 
is a high rate of local recurrence, ranging from 10-60%, especially after 
wide local excision (1-3)  For this reason, first-line treatment for localized 
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disease is complete surgical resection with complete deep and peripheral 
en face margin evaluation by Mohs histology processing  Recurrence 
rates using the Mohs technique are significantly lower at an estimated 
1 5-3% (1-3)  For large tumors requiring resection in the operating room, 
this typically requires multi-specialty coordination between Mohs surgery, 
surgical oncology, and plastic surgery  For the Mohs surgeon, these 
cases are time-intensive both from a tissue processing and pathology 
interpretation standpoint  At our institution, these cases typically require the 
full-time effort of one to two histotechnologists for an entire day to process 
the pathology specimen with both H&E and CD34 IHC  The pathology 
interpretation takes multiple hours by the Mohs surgeon and is typically 
reviewed in consensus with a dermatopathologist  Although this requires 
considerable advanced coordination, it is the opinion of the authors that 
this method should be considered for all DFSPs regardless of size given 
the improved margin control, decreased recurrence rates, and reduced 
functional and cosmetic morbidity with Mohs histopathology complete 
margin assessment (4)  Typical histopathologic features of DFSP include 
a storiform arrangement of spindle cells with minimal cytologic atypia, 
low mitotic activity, and positive IHC staining with CD34  FS change is 
identified in up to 20% of DFSPs, and these areas display a herringbone 
arrangement of cells with more prominent atypia and a high mitotic index  
IHC frequently shows a reduction or loss of CD34 positivity as well as 
increased p53 expression  FS change portends a poor prognosis  Local 
recurrence is reported in 30-89% of tumors of this variant, compared 
to 14-20% of traditional DFSPs  The risk of metastasis is 10-15% and 
mortality approaches 15% in DFSP with FS change, which is significantly 
higher than the < 1% risk of metastasis and mortality in DFSP without 
FS change (5-7)  Currently, there is no consensus on whether the degree 
of FS change impacts morbidity and mortality from DFSP  Therefore, 
all patients with this finding warrant an early and aggressive treatment 
approach  In addition to coordinating care with other surgical specialties, 
multidisciplinary consultation with radiation oncology and medical oncology 
is also beneficial for DFSP patients with FS change  Adjuvant RT can be 
combined with surgical resection with the potential for benefit although 
there are no clear studies to support this in tumors with FS change  In 
conventional DFSP, adjuvant RT has been shown to reduce local recurrence 
rates, particularly in cases with positive surgical margins (8)  More recently, 
as more about tumor biology is being elucidated, translocation t(17;22) has 
been identified in 85-90% of DFSPs, including those with FS change (9)  
This rearrangement encodes the collagen 1A1 (COL1A1)-platelet derived 
growth factor-beta (PDGFB) fusion protein, which results in the activation 
of the PDGFB receptor (PDGFRB), a tyrosine kinase (TK) protein  Imatinib 
mesylate, a TK inhibitor, acts on PDGFRB as targeted therapy in DFSP  
Imatinib is most often used for tumors not amenable to surgical resection 
or for metastatic DFSP (10)  It has been shown to reduce tumor size and 
metastatic disease burden, with complete response in 5 2% of patients, 
partial response in 55 2%, stable disease in 27 6%, and progression in 
9 2% (11)  DFSP with FS change has a similar initial response to imatinib 
but the response is typically short-lived (10,12)  All patients with DFSP 
should be monitored closely for local recurrence and metastasis  Routine 
follow-up examination of DFSP patients with thorough clinical examination 
of the primary tumor site is recommended every 6 months for the first 
three to five years, then annually for life  The most common site of distant 
metastasis in DFSP is the lung (13)  Surveillance imaging is typically not 
pursued for localized DFSP unless there are specific signs or symptoms to 
suggest metastatic spread  However, for recurrent tumors and those with 
FS change, MRI of the primary tumor site and CT chest to evaluate for lung 
metastases should be performed every 6 months for the first three to five 
years  Additional imaging may be considered based on specific symptoms 
(14) 

Summary: DFSP is an uncommon, low-grade tumor with low rates of 
metastasis and death  Mohs histopathology interpretation is the gold-
standard of treatment for complete peripheral and deep margin control of 
this tumor  FS change, although an infrequent finding, is a poor prognostic 
indicator with increased rates of locoregional recurrence, metastasis, and 
death  Patients with this variant of DFSP necessitate early intervention 
with a multidisciplinary approach to treatment  These patients require 
close follow-up with routine clinical surveillance and imaging to monitor for 
recurrence and metastasis 
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Melolabial interpolation flaps: Is waiting three weeks between flap 
placement and take down required?

Purpose: Interpolated flaps transpose tissue through a temporary bridging 
pedicle and require a two-stage technique  Most commonly, the pedicle 
is divided at 3 weeks to allow for neovascularization between recipient 
and transposed tissue  For patients undergoing interpolation flaps for 
their skin cancer surgery, the period between flap placement and take-
down has been demonstrated to have the lowest quality of life scores  
At our institution, interpolation pedicles have been safely taken down at 
the 2-week or 1-week interval  We present our review of these cases and 
highlight the potential to improve patients’ experiences with interpolation 
flaps by decreasing the interval time to flap take-down 

Design: We retrospectively reviewed patients presenting to a tertiary-
care center over a 4-year period (2018-2022)  Data collected included 
age, sex, dates of surgeries, anatomic location, final surgical defect size, 
complications and scar revisions performed  A z-score test for population 
proportions was conducted to compare the groups  P-values of less than 
0 05 were considered statistically significant 

Findings: We analyzed a total of 62 patients who presented for a nasolabial 
interpolation flap, of which 30 were male and 31 were female  The median 
age was 75 (range 37-93 years)  The majority of defects were located on 
the nasal ala (46, 74%), followed by the nasal tip (11, 18%)  26 patients 
(42%) had their flap take down at less than or equal to 14 days  Within this 
group, the average take down time was 12 8 days (SD 2)  36 (58%) had 
their take down at more than 14 days, with an average take down time 
of 19 days (SD 3)  The most common scar revision procedures included 
intralesional corticosteroid and pulsed-dye laser and/or non-ablative 
fractional laser resurfacing  14% (5) of patients who had their take-down 
after 14 days required scar laser therapy compared to 12% (3) of patients 
in the shorter take-down group (p = 0 41)  11% (4) of patients in the longer 
take-down group required intralesional Kenalog, compared to 4% (1) in the 
shorter duration group (p = 0 16)  Post-op infection was seen in 6% (2) of 
the longer duration cohort, compared to none in the shorter duration group 
(p = 0 11)

Summary: Melolabial interpolation flaps remain a mainstay of complex 
reconstructions around the nose, yet the period between flap creation and 
take-down remains a challenging period for patients, both from wound care 
and quality of life standpoints  Our data demonstrates that patients who 
have their flaps taken down before 3 weeks may have similar outcomes 
compared to patients who have their pedicle divided at the standard 3 
weeks  This could represent an important opportunity to change current 
practice standards to possibly improve patient experiences and decrease 
morbidity 
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Basal Cell Carcinoma Analysis Using a Graphene Phononics Based 
Sensing Platform

Purpose: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common form of skin 
cancer and as with any other disease, early diagnosis and treatment is 
recommended  The current standard for screening includes clinical exam 
and dermoscopy while diagnosis is based on histopathology  This process 
is invasive, costly, and time-consuming  Additionally, distinguishing the 
tumor margins from the healthy adjacent skin is often a challenging task 
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at the time of surgical removal  This calls for developing an objective 
technique to assist in identifying cancer from uninvolved skin real time  
Studies utilizing Raman spectroscopy have found that this technology 
has the potential to diagnose malignancies in vivo and in vitro in various 
tissue types  Graphene possesses an ultrasensitive surface which can 
detect even a single molecule attachment and the phononic properties of 
graphene are influenced by the dipole potential of any biomaterial on its 
surface  The 2D peak position, decreases with n-doping and increases with 
p-doping while the G peak position increases with either type of doping  
The purpose of this study is to determine whether these observed changes 
in graphene can be used to identify and distinguish BCC from normal skin 

Design: We chose a prospective clinic-based study design, protocol 
approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board  Adults 
with new histopathological diagnosis of BCC without prior treatment 
were recruited for this study on the day of Mohs surgery or excision  After 
consent, two 2 mm samples were collected from the patient: one from the 
center of lesion and one from normal skin from extra tissue edges  Fresh 
samples collected were placed in sterile specimen containers moistened 
with a small amount of normal saline  These were transported to the lab 
in an ice bath for an average of 2 hours prior to analysis with graphene 
based phononics platform  For Raman measurements, graphene was 
synthesized using chemical vapor deposition over copper foils in advance, 
then transferred to indium tin oxide cover slides  Normal and tumor tissue 
were interfaced with the graphene slides and an average of 600 2D-shift 
and G Peak data points were collected from 3 predetermined areas  A total 
of 1875 points were collected of which 150-200 were analyzed for each 
sample  Lab personnel were blinded from case-control status 

Findings: A total of four BCC and respective normal skin samples were 
collected and analyzed  Our results suggest that the shift in 2D and G 
Peak position of graphene for normal tissue is greater than that for BCC  In 
cases where 2D shift for normal and cancer issue were indiscernible, the 
shift in G peak showed the difference  With combination analysis of both 
the graphene peaks together, we can distinguish between normal tissue 
and BCC 

Summary: In this study, tissue samples were collected from BCC and 
normal skin  Fresh samples were interfaced with graphene and probed 
using Raman spectroscopy  With combination analysis of both the 
graphene peaks together, we can distinguish between normal tissue and 
BCC  Further studies are in process to solidify this technology 
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Immune checkpoint inhibitors and dermatologic procedures: A 
retrospective review of safety and complications

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to review the safety of 
dermatologic surgery, including Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS), in 
patients receiving immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) therapy  Current ICI 
indications include melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma, Merkel cell 
carcinoma, lung cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma, 
and urogenital carcinoma amongst other rarer malignancies  As the 
indications for ICI therapy expand, we expect more patients to undergo 
dermatologic procedures while under this form of immune alteration 

Design: A retrospective review of all patients undergoing dermatologic 
surgery at a single institution from 1/1/2015 through 6/1/2021 was 
conducted  Patients actively receiving ICI at time of surgery were included 
in this study  Patients undergoing simple procedures such as biopsy or 
intralesional injection were excluded  Variables collected included patient 
demographics, indication for ICI, indication for surgery, postoperative 
course including complications, and length of follow-up 

Findings: 25 patients (21 male, 4 female) with a mean age 64 3 years 
(range = 31-84 years) underwent 48 dermatologic surgery procedures 

(including 23 MMS) with mean follow-up of 1 87 years (range 0 2-4 8 
years)  Procedural locations included 22 (45 6%) on the head and neck, 
17 (35 4%) on the extremities, and 9 (18 8%) on the trunk  Postoperative 
complications were incredibly rare and included infection (n = 2; 4 2%) and 
pain requiring ED visit (n= 1; 2 0%)  In the cohort studied, the rate of both 
recurrence and postoperative bleeding were 0%  Infection was treated with 
oral antibiotics without complication 

Summary: ICI do not appear to dramatically increase the rates of 
complications in patients undergoing dermatologic procedures  
Dermatologic surgery, including MMS, appears to be safe and well 
tolerated in our small cohort of patients 
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Atypical fibroxanthoma occurring in conjunction with malignant 
melanoma in situ of the left cheek and nose

Purpose: Atypical fibroxanthoma and malignant melanoma in situ arising 
in conjunction is exceedingly rare, without known reported cases in the 
literature  With collision lesions, morphologic presentation can often be 
misleading  Accurate diagnosis requires clinical and histopathological 
acuity and is often aided by immunohistochemistry  We present the case of 
an atypical fibroxanthoma arising in conjunction with malignant melanoma 
in situ of the left cheek and nose, with diagnosis supported by CD10 
immunohistochemical staining 

Design: A 72-year-old female presented to an outside dermatology 
office for evaluation of a longstanding brown patch on the left nose and 
cheek, previously treated with topical hydroquinone and tretinoin cream 
for presumed solar lentigo  Additionally, the patient reported a new 
lesion involving the left nasal ala located within this patch  She endorsed 
spontaneous bleeding and growth with this site over a 3-month duration  
Previous dermatologic history was notable for nonmelanoma skin cancer 
in addition to MALT lymphoma of the lower lip status post radiation 
therapy seven years prior  Physical exam revealed a variegated brown 
patch encompassing the left nasal ala, nasal sidewall, and medial cheek, 
measuring 3 x 2 cm  Within the patch on the left nasal ala was a 0 6 cm red 
crusted papule  Two separate shave biopsies were performed 

Findings: Histopathology of the brown patch demonstrated features of 
malignant melanoma in situ with lentigo maligna histopathologic subtype  
Biopsy of the enlarging papule of the left nasal ala revealed an atypical 
spindle cell neoplasm with neoplastic cells that stained positive for CD10 
and negative for AE1/AE3, SOX10, S100, and MSA  The presence of CD10 
positivity in the atypical spindle cell proliferation was strongly favored to 
support a diagnosis of atypical fibroxanthoma, separate and distinct from 
the existing melanoma in situ  Mohs micrographic surgery was elected by 
the patient for treatment of the coexisting tumors 

Summary: This case highlights the importance of obtaining multiple 
tissue samples in lesions with varied morphology and clinical history  
Additionally, atypical spindle proliferations can present diagnostic 
challenges from a histopathologic standpoint  In this case, the atypical 
spindle proliferation could have represented a developing desmoplastic or 
spindle cell melanoma which can arise in conjunction with lentigo maligna  
This distinction is crucial for accurate classification and staging of the 
patient’s malignancy  As CD10 staining is positive in a vast majority of 
atypical fibroxanthomas and negative in malignant melanomas, this stain 
was valuable  Additionally, S100 stain was negative in the spindle cell 
proliferation and positive in the melanocytic component, further supporting 
the diagnosis of atypical fibroxanthoma  It is unclear if any correlation exists 
between the patient’s two diagnoses  No association between atypical 
fibroxanthoma and malignant melanoma in situ has been previously 
suggested in the literature  The patient’s history of appreciable lifetime 
sun exposure is a shared predisposing factor of both entities  Radiation 
therapy to the lip seven years prior for a MALT lymphoma is noteworthy 
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as a well-documented risk factor for atypical fibroxanthoma development  
While the new malignancies are likely outside the direct area of radiation 
therapy, this may also be a predisposing factor  This case emphasizes 
how diagnosis can require multiple biopsies as well as distinction with 
immunohistochemical stains  Careful clinical and dermatopathologic 
suspicion for collision tumors is critical for accurate diagnosis in lesions 
with atypical presentation 
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Plume Generated by Different Electrosurgical Techniques: An In Vitro 
Experiment on Human Skin

Purpose: Plume generated by electrosurgical techniques is a health hazard 
to patients and dermatologists  The objective of this study is to compare 
the particle concentration generated by various energy devices used in 
dermatologic surgery 

Design: Five surgery techniques including electrofulguration, 
electrodesiccation, electrocoagulation with monopolar forceps, 
electrocoagulation with bipolar forceps, and electrocautery were tested on 
fresh frozen human tissue samples in a closed chamber  A particle counter, 
positioned at a fixed point 20 cm away from the skin sample, recorded the 
concentrations of aerosolized particles generated over seven particle sizes 
(0 3 micrometer (μm), 0 5 μm, 0 7 μm, 1 μm, 2 5 μm, 5 μm, and 10 μm)  We 
repeated the technique ten times with fresh tissue samples and dermal tips 
for each trial with smoke evacuation in between each trial 

Findings: To quantify the relative ability of electrosurgical techniques to 
produce particles, for each technique, we recorded the maximum particle 
concentration reading taken for each of the ten trials  A non-parametric 
Kruskal Wallis test was used to determine the difference between 
electrosurgical techniques by comparing the mean ranks of the groups  
To further investigate the specific differences between electrosurgical 
techniques, a post-hoc Wilcoxon test was applied to all pairwise groups  
All data was analyzed using R  Monopolar electrocoagulation created 
the greatest concentration of particles followed by electrocautery, 
electrodesiccation, electrofulguration, and bipolar electrocoagulation  
Bipolar electrocoagulation created 80 times fewer 0 3 μm particles and 
98 times fewer 0 5 μm particles than monopolar electrocoagulation  The 
lowest concentration of particles was consistently generated by bipolar 
electrocoagulation and electrofulguration, though bipolar electrocoagulation 
still produced 12 times fewer particles than electrofulguration  Across 
all electrosurgical techniques, the greatest concentration of particles 
generated were of the 0 3 μm and 0 5 μm particle size 

Summary: In an in vitro controlled experiment, the bipolar forceps 
generated the lowest concentration of plume  Increased utilization of the 
bipolar forceps in dermatologic surgery has the potential to minimize risk 
to surgeons, staff, and patients  Given the high concentration of particles 
produced in the inspiratory range, the authors recommend appropriate 
use of high filtration personal protective equipment that filter particles to at 
least a size of 0 3 μm  In addition, there are likely more scenarios in which 
bipolar forceps could be utilized in place of other electrosurgical devices by 
dermatologic surgeons 
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Broadening the Scope of Second Intention Healing of the Ear: A 
Retrospective Review and Cosmetic Analysis

Purpose: Scar appearance after skin cancer surgery influences patient 
satisfaction  There are few studies exploring the cosmetic outcome of 
second intention (SI) healing of the ear after Mohs micrographic surgery 
(MMS)  We present dermatologist-evaluated cosmetic results of SI healing 
in various regional anatomic locations of the ear  This information may 
provide practicing Mohs surgeons with additional repair options to improve 
patient management 

Design: A retrospective chart review was conducted of all patients 
who met inclusion criteria and received MMS performed by two Mohs 
micrographic surgeons (VN and TL) of the auricle, preauricular and 
postauricular regions and were left to heal by SI over a 4 5-year period  
Demographic, pathologic, and pre- and post-operative (>6 weeks) images 
were collected from the electronic medical record  Three dermatologists 
- two general dermatologists with cosmetic expertise and one Mohs 
micrographic surgeon - individually reviewed and scored these images 
using the modified Manchester Scar Scale (mMSS) 

Findings: Fifty-five cases were analyzed  High inter-rater reliability was 
observed among the dermatologists who reviewed and scored images  
The average post-operative time period among study participants was 59 5 
weeks and the median mMSS observed was 9 7  A mMSS score of less 
than 9 7 was defined as having an “optimal” outcome and scores greater 
than 9 7 were defined as having a “suboptimal” outcome  55% of cases 
reviewed healed with optimal results  Patients with a history of diabetes 
were more likely to have a suboptimal outcome (p< 0 05)  The overall 
post-operative complication rate was 9%  All complications were classified 
as minor complications based on the dermatologic surgery literature  
No statistical significance in outcomes was observed in patients with a 
prior history of Mohs surgery, other skin cancers, immunosuppression, 
or smoking  Sub-analysis of anatomic subunits suggested cases on the 
helix, concha, postauricular region, and preauricular region were most 
amenable to optimal outcomes  However, all anatomic sub-units, apart 
from the pretragal and tragal areas, demonstrated at least one defect 
with an optimal outcome  Both initial and final defect sizes were positively 
correlated with a higher mMSS score, with smaller initial and final defect 
sizes leading to lower mMSS scores  Increased time from Mohs procedure 
to assessed post-operative photograph was also associated with improved 
mMSS score 

Summary: Second intention healing is a viable option and should be 
considered for select anatomic subunits and defect sizes of the ear given 
its low complication rate and good cosmetic outcomes  By adding to 
the literature identifying additional anatomic units within the ear that are 
amenable to SI healing, we hope to expand reconstruction options for 
surgeons and patients undergoing MMS  This study ultimately provides the 
framework for future investigation evaluating patient satisfaction with the 
cosmetic outcomes associated with SI healing on the ear 
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Adipose Trimming with Zero Risk of Graft Falling on the Floor

Purpose: Surgical pearl to eliminate risk of dropping skin grafts on the floor 
during graft preparation 

Design: Traditionally, full thickness skin grafts are defatted after excision 
in the surgeon’s palm or on the surgeon’s finger  This increases the risk 
of dropping the graft on the floor  A solution that eliminates the risk of the 
graft falling on the floor is explained here and shown in an accompanying 
short surgical video  As depicted in the video, standing cones are 
superficially scored to indicate to the surgeon where the graft can be 
freely grasped with forceps  The cones are then used as anchors to create 
tension  The proximal cone is grasped by forceps, while the distal cone 
remains attached during defatting  Reflecting the graft over the finger with 
dermal side up, sharp, curved iris scissors are used tangentially to defat 
the graft  Once defatting is complete, the graft is completely excised with 
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both cones attached to the graft  After securing the graft to the defect, the 
cones are removed followed by complete attachment of the graft 

Findings: We have found that this technique provides a secure and stable 
modality for defatting grafts during preparation 

Summary: Defatting the graft while attached to the donor site provides 
counter traction, eliminates crush injury to graft, while reducing the risk of 
dropping the graft on the floor 
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Survey on Sharps Injuries during Micrographic Surgery and 
Dermatologic Oncology Fellowship Training

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: While sharps injuries continue to occur in dermatology residents, 
there is currently no sharps injury data available in the literature for those 
that continue their training in a Micrographic Surgery and Dermatologic 
Oncology (MSDO) fellowship  We conducted an anonymous survey on 
2021 MSDO fellowship graduates on sharps injury exposure and prevention 
training 

Design: An IRB-approved RedCAP survey email invite was sent to 
88 MSDO fellowship graduates  The survey consisted of 10 core 
questions and 8 possible additional questions assessing MSDO program 
demographics, sharps training, injury reporting, and medical care following 
injury 

Findings: Out of 88 fellows, 28 (32%) completed the survey  Out of 28 
respondents, 10 (35 7%) experienced at least 1 sharps injury during 
fellowship, of which only 4 (40%) reported their injury  The most common 
mode of injury was from a suture needle (n=8, 80%), while the most 
common reason for not reporting was perceived low risk of infection (n=3, 
50%)  Respondents with a sharps injury during residency were more likely 
to also have experienced a sharps injury during fellowship compared to 
those without a sharps injury during fellowship (80% vs 27 7%)  Most 
received sharps training during fellowship (n=23, 82 1%); however, the 
group with a sharps injury had a lower percent undergo training compared 
to those without a sharps injury (n=7, 70% vs n=16, 88 9%)  While most 
respondents selected immediate onsite access to medical care for sharps 
injury for increasing reporting likelihood (n=17, 60 7%), only 53 6% 
reported always having this option for sharps injuries 

Summary: Our survey findings support that risk of infection may influence 
sharps injury reporting in MSDO fellows  Those with prior sharps injury 
during dermatology residency may be more likely to experience a sharps 
injury during fellowship  Implementing a standardized safety training with 
emphasis on transmission risk may lower sharps injuries and improve 
reporting, respectively  Reporting may also be improved through programs 
providing immediate onsite medical care access for addressing sharps 
injuries  Study limitations include non-responder rate, which may include 
fellows that did not experience a sharps injury during training  Prospective 
studies are needed to evaluate methods to improve sharps injury 
prevention and reporting during MSDO fellowship 
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Staged excision for the treatment of melanoma in situ

Purpose: The treatment of melanoma in situ (MIS) is challenging because 
the tumors often present with ill-defined clinical and histopathological 
margins  As a result, there has been ongoing discussion regarding the 
superior treatment modality and ideal margins for clearance  Current 
consensus guidelines recommend wide local excision with 0 5cm to 1cm 
margins  However, previous studies report that these margins are often 
insufficient resulting in re-excision of lesions and suboptimal cosmetic 
outcomes  Staged excision, a procedure in which histopathologic margins 
are cleared prior to repairing the defect, may provide superior margin 
control and lower recurrence rates  Therefore, the primary objective of this 
study was to quantify New York University Langone Medical Center’s (NYU) 
10-year experience with staged excision for the treatment of MIS and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the currently recommended margins with wide 
local excision 

Design: A retrospective chart review was performed of all patients at 
NYU who were diagnosed with MIS and treated with staged excision from 
2012 – 2022  Photographs, notes, and pathology reports were reviewed 
to determine patient characteristics (age at time of staged excision, 
gender, skin type, and solar damage), tumor characteristics (primary 
versus recurrent, tumor location, prior treatment, pre-operative size, post-
operative size, initial margins, positive margins, margins to clearance, 
number of excisions to clearance, and upstaging), treatment (repair type), 
and prognosis (follow-up time and recurrence) 

Findings: Staged excision was performed on 130 patients with MIS over 
a 10-year period at NYU  The average age was 69 years, and there was 
a male predominance of 61%  Four cases (3%) were recurrent tumors, 
while 126 (97%) were primary tumors  Staged excision was performed 
on 93 cases (56%) located on the head and neck, as compared to 37 
cases (44%) located on the torso and extremities  Positive margins were 
seen among 23 cases (18%) following initial excision with margins of 
0 5cm or greater  The average number of excisions to clearance was 1 23 
excisions  Sixty-one cases (47%) were cleared with 0 5cm margins and 58 
cases (45%) required 0 6 – 1cm margins for clearance  Eleven cases (9%) 
required >1cm margins for clearance, which is above the standardized 
guidelines based upon wide local excision  Upstaging at the time of staged 
excision occurred in 5 cases (3%) from atypical intraepidermal melanocytic 
proliferation (AIMP) to MIS  The average pre-operative size was 1 5cm 
x 1 1cm, and the average post-operative size was 3 2cm x 2 8cm  The 
most common repair types were advancement flap (29%) and rotation flap 
(18%)  The average follow-up duration was 19 5 months, and there were no 
recurrences 

Summary: MIS may be characterized by poorly defined borders and 
variable extension, resulting in high rates of positive margins, re-excisions, 
upstaging, and complex repairs  Staged excision is an excellent treatment 
option for these unpredictable tumors as it ensures histopathological 
margins are clear prior to repairing the defect  This results in effective 
margin control, optimal cosmetic and functional outcomes, and low 
recurrence rates  A significant portion of our cases occurred in large tumors 
located on chronically photodamaged and cosmetically sensitive skin, 
such as the head and neck, further highlighting the effectiveness of this 
technique to treat even the most difficult cases  Lastly, a large subset of 
our patients required greater margins than the current recommendations for 
treatment of MIS with wide local excision 
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Staged excision for the treatment of invasive melanoma

Purpose: The treatment of invasive melanoma (IM) is often challenging 
given the large tumor burden, unpredictable subclinical extension, and 
tendency of tumors to arise in cosmetically sensitive areas  Current 
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consensus guidelines recommend wide local excision with specific margins 
based upon Breslow depth  However, in a subset of cases, these margins 
are inadequate resulting in re-excision of lesions and suboptimal cosmetic 
outcomes  Staged excision, a procedure in which histopathologic margins 
are cleared prior to repairing the defect, may provide superior margin 
control and lower recurrence rates  Therefore, the purpose of this study 
was to quantify New York University Langone Medical Center’s (NYU) 
10-year experience with using staged excision for the treatment of IM and 
challenge the adequacy of the currently recommended margins for wide 
local excision 

Design: A retrospective chart review was performed of all patients at 
NYU who were diagnosed with IM and treated with staged excision from 
2012 – 2022  Photographs, notes, and pathology reports were reviewed 
to determine patient characteristics (age at time of staged excision, 
gender, skin type, and solar damage), tumor characteristics (primary 
versus recurrent, tumor location, prior treatment, pre-operative size, post-
operative size, initial margins, positive margins, margins to clearance, 
number of excisions, and upstaging), treatment (repair type), and prognosis 
(follow-up time and recurrence) 

Findings: Staged excision was performed on 32 patients with IM over a 
10-year period at NYU  The average age was 75 years, and there was a 
male predominance of 63%  Two cases (6%) were recurrent tumors, while 
30 (94%) were primary tumors  The average Breslow depth among our 
patient population was 0 6mm, with depths ranging from 0 19 – 2 0mm  
Staged excision was performed on twenty cases (63%) located on the 
head and neck, as compared to 12 cases (37%) located on the torso and 
extremities  Positive margins were seen among 7 cases (22%) following 
initial stage of excision, and the average number of excisions to clearance 
was 1 34 excisions  Among the IM cases that had a Breslow depth 
of 0-1mm, 6 cases (19%) required >1cm margins, which is above the 
standardized guidelines based upon wide local excision  Five of the cases 
requiring >1cm margins were classified as stage T1a, and one of the cases 
was classified as stage T1b  Upstaging during staged excision occurred 
in 7 cases (22%)  One case was upstaged from atypical intraepidermal 
melanocytic proliferation (AIMP) to IM stage T1a  Four cases were 
upstaged from melanoma in situ (MIS) to IM stage T1a, and two cases were 
upstaged from MIS to IM stage T2a  Two cases (6%) of IM had increased 
depth noted following staged excision, but they did not meet criteria 
for upstaging  The average pre-operative size was 1 7 x1 4cm, and the 
average post-operative size was 4 0cm x3 3cm  The most common repair 
type was advancement flap (34%)  The average follow-up duration was 18 
months, and there was 1 (0 6%) recurrence 

Summary: The staged excision technique is an effective treatment for 
IM  This technique is simple to execute and ensures histological margins 
are clear prior to repairing the defect, preventing re-excision of previously 
repaired defects and improving cosmetic outcomes  As a result, it may be 
a superior treatment method for IM, especially among large tumors and 
tumors located in cosmetically sensitive areas such as the head and neck  
In addition, in a large subset of our patients, staged excision resulted in 
greater margins than the current recommended margins for IM leading to 
larger defects, upstaging of disease, and more complex repairs  Therefore, 
not only does this study highlight the superior margin control and low 
recurrence rates of staged excision, but also demonstrates the functional 
and cosmetic benefits of performing staged excision for the removal of IM 
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Modified cheek advancement flap for the reconstruction of defects on 
the nasal dorsum and sidewall

Purpose: Nasal reconstruction following Mohs micrographic surgery can 
be challenging given the various concavities and convexities along the 
nasal surfaces and the minimal nasal tissue reservoir  In a one-staged 

approach, cheek advancement flaps provide matched, mobile, and highly 
vascularized tissue while concealing scars within natural creases  However, 
they are underutilized because of their difficulty restoring nasal contour  
In this case series, we describe a modification to the cheek advancement 
flap that addresses this limitation by (1) removing an additional half 
standing cone inferior to the defect and perpendicular to the alar rim, and 
(2) placing an initial periosteal stitch from the undersurface of the flap to 
the lateral nasal bone  We believe these modifications reestablish nasal 
contour by preserving the biconvex nasal tips, preventing alar flaring and 
lifting, conserving the alar groove, and restoring concavity of the nasofacial 
sulcus  Therefore, the purpose of this case series is to describe a novel 
modification of a cheek advancement flap for the reconstruction of small 
and medium-sized post-Mohs defects of the nasal dorsum and sidewall  
We also illustrate the unique cosmetic advantages of this new technique, 
making it the optimal reconstruction option in selected patients 

Design: After confirming the defect was located on the nasal dorsum 
or sidewall, a pinch test was performed to ensure adequate skin laxity  
The flap was then designed by marking a full standing cone superior to 
the defect, a half standing cone inferior to the defect, and a line from 
the defect along the nasal alar groove, with potential to extend down 
the melolabial fold for larger defects  The defect and marked areas were 
incised and undermined appropriately, and hemostasis was achieved  An 
initial periosteal stitch was placed from the undersurface of the flap to the 
periosteum of the lateral nasal bone to maintain concavity of the nasofacial 
sulcus, relieve tension along the flap, and eliminate dead space  The flap 
was then advanced linearly and closed with subcutaneous and superficial 
sutures  Patients were seen 1 week following the procedure for suture 
removal and scheduled for 3–4-month follow-up 

Findings: We report a series of 9 patients who underwent reconstruction of 
small to medium-sized defects on the nasal dorsum and sidewall using a 
modified cheek advancement flap  Defects ranged from 1 2 to 2 0 cm in the 
longest diameter, and patients ranged from 71 to 88 years old  All patients 
had excellent functional and cosmetic outcomes  There was no evidence 
of nasal asymmetry, nasal distortion, flap necrosis, hematoma, or surgical 
site infections  No patients required subsequent surgical or laser revision, 
further highlighting the flap’s ability to preserve nasal contour and conceal 
scars  By aesthetically reconstructing defects up to 2cm in size, our flap 
can also decrease the utilization of two-staged repairs for medium-sized 
defects, reducing patient morbidity and improving overall healthcare costs 

Summary: In our experience, this novel modified cheek advancement flap 
provides cosmetically superior results and can be considered the first-line 
approach for repair of small to medium-sized nasal dorsal and sidewall 
defects in certain patients 
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Nano-Pulse Stimulation (NPS) Technology for Treatment of Low-Risk 
Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) - Feasibility Study Using a Treat and 
Resect Design

Purpose: This prospective, multicenter, IDE feasibility study was designed 
to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of utilizing the Nano-Pulse 
Stimulation (NPS) procedure to achieve complete histological clearance of 
low-risk superficial and nodular BCC lesions  This study evaluated the use 
of the non-surgical NPS procedure to effectively treat basal cell carcinoma 
as an alternative to standard ED&C and surgery 

Design: 30 subjects (53% female, mean age 65, Fitzpatrick Class I-IV) 
were enrolled across five locations  80% of subjects reported prior history 
of BCC lesions (1-50 lesions)  These lesions were treated with Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery (75%), Surgical Excision (63%), Curettage and 
Electrodesiccation (25%), Topical 5-fluorouracil (8%) and Cryosurgery (8%)  
37 biopsy-confirmed, low-risk BCC lesions were treated with a single NPS 
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session on the trunk (70%) and extremities  84% of BCC lesions had a 
nodular component (nBCC or sBCC/nBCC) and the remaining 16% were 
superficial (sBCC)  Adjacent placements using three different tip sizes were 
utilized and allowed for a 5mm margin  33 lesions were treated with the 
5x5mm and/or 10x10mm tip  4 lesions were treated with the 7 5x7 5mm 
tip  Subjects returned for visits at 3/7/14/30/60 days  At 60 days post-
procedure, the subject underwent standard surgical excision of the treated 
BCC lesion with a 5mm margin  Excised tissue specimens were bread 
loafed, sectioned, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and analyzed 
by a board certified dermatopathogist for evaluation of residual BCC  
Subjects then returned at 14/30/60 days post-excision 

Findings: 92% of BCC lesions (34 of 37) showed complete histological 
clearance  The three lesions that did not show complete clearance were 
found to have incomplete energy coverage of the entire BCC lesion  
Investigators rated 95% of lesions as cosmetically acceptable  Residual 
skin effects, observed at 60 days by investigators, are expected to resolve 
over time  Through Interim study analysis, the most common effects 
observed included erythema (68%), scaling (22%), hyperpigmentation 
(27%) and hypopigmentation (11%)  A majority of cases had a small focal 
area of fibrosis which appeared to emulate the outline of the tumor area or 
biopsy site at baseline  This focal area of fibrosis may occur as a natural 
response to fill the void due to loss of tumor volume or may be a result of 
the diagnostic biopsy  Of note, the treated margin area surrounding the 
BCC did not show signs of fibrosis and healed normally  There was a case 
of folliculitis that resolved without intervention within 8 days and another 
case that developed an infection which resolved in less than two weeks 

Summary: Preliminary results show that the NPS procedure is safe and 
effective for the treatment of low-risk BCC lesions  100% lesions achieved 
full histological clearance of BCC with the exception of three lesions that 
did not have full energy coverage  Favorable cosmesis was seen compared 
to surgical excision  Further studies with longer follow-up periods are being 
planned 
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Reconstructive Conundrum: A case of melanoma in situ of the central 
forehead reconstructed by V-to-Y advancement flap with a thin, 
laterally based pedicle

Purpose: The presentation of an extended v-to-y advancement flap with a 
thin frontalis muscular pedicle for reconstruction of a large forehead defect 
after Mohs extirpation of a melanoma in situ 

Design: Tumor clearance was achieved after 1 stage of Mohs surgery, 
resulting in a large 45 mm x 43 mm defect of the central forehead  
Medium to large defects of the forehead pose significant reconstructive 
challenges  Additionally, involvement of the nasal root further complicates 
reconstruction and necessitates an approach that focuses on repairing two 
cosmetic subunits individually  Approaches for forehead repairs include, but 
are not limited to, the following: full and split thickness skin graft, single or 
double advancement flaps, bilobed flaps, and single/double rotation flaps  
An ideal repair avoids anatomic distortion of structures such as the eyelid, 
eyebrow, and hairline  Secondary intention healing was not the preferred 
option because wound contraction that occurs during the healing process 
poses a high risk of anatomic distortion of the eyebrows and nasal root  
Linear closure was not feasible given the size and shape of the defect  A 
split or full-thickness skin graft may have been a suitable technique for this 
patient, though these are less ideal given the potential for graft contraction, 
graft failure, impaired wound healing of the donor site, and the potential for 
unpredictable cosmetic results related to differences in color, thickness, 
and texture mismatch between the donor-site and recipient site  Simpler 
repair options were not available without introducing the possibilities of 
local tissue distortion and aesthetic compromise 

Findings: A V to Y advancement flap repair was deemed appropriate 
because of the wound’s location and size  A vertically oriented V to Y 
advancement flap was favored over the horizontal direction to avoid 
undesirable horizontal tension vectors which would lead to brow distortion  
In general, the length of the triangle of the V to Y should be at least 1 5 to 2 
times the height of the defect  In this case, it was approximately twice the 
height of the defect  Doppler examination was then performed to delineate 
the vascular supply of the supratrochlear artery and perforators on the 
left vertical edge of the flap in order to provide as robust a pedicle as 
possible  The area was then prepped and draped in the standard fashion  
An incision was made to the level of the galea on the right edge of the flap 
and to the level of the subcutis on the left edge of the flap  The flap was 
then dissected out and these planes were maintained to preserve a laterally 
based pedicle  The pedicle included the previously identified perforators 
and as much frontalis muscle as possible  Then, the flap was thinned to a 
small, well-perfused pedicle to achieve adequate mobility to fill the defect  
The flap was then advanced and slightly rotated into the defect and the 
tail of the flap was trimmed for use as a Burow’s graft on the nasal root  
The flap was then secured into place with 4-0 and 5-0 monocryl buried 
vertical mattress sutures and the epidermis was secured using 5-0 prolene 
running superficial sutures  Preserved skin from the flap tail was used as 
a small Burow’s graft to individually preserve the portion of the defect that 
encompassed the nasal root  The graft was trimmed to fit and secured into 
place with interrupted and simple running 5-0 fast gut sutures  The patient 
was well healed at two weeks post-operatively, and the repair had achieved 
a cosmetically acceptable result at the most recent 3-month follow-up 

Summary: Surgical defects of the central forehead of all sizes can be 
successfully constructed with V-to-Y advancement flaps with a thin, 
laterally based pedicle with acceptable cosmetic and functional results  
Here we demonstrate the use of a V-Y advancement flap for a large 
forehead defect with a subsequent Burrow’s graft for the nasal root  The 
major potential drawbacks of this technique are scarring and distortion 
beyond the size of the original defect, bleeding, infection, flap ischemia and 
flap failure, leading to a protracted healing course with a poor aesthetic 
outcome 
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Postoperative post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation following Mohs 
micrographic surgery in patients with skin of color

Purpose: Post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH) is a long-lasting 
and highly distressing sequelae  Outcomes following Mohs micrographic 
surgery (MMS) are poorly studied in individuals with skin of color  Our goal 
was to identify factors that contribute to the development of PIH following 
MMS in SOC individuals to educate surgeons and optimize aesthetic 
outcomes 

Design: A retrospective study at Montefiore Medical Center, a single 
academic institution in the Bronx, NY  Electronic medical records were 
queried to identify individuals with SOC, defined as those who self-
identified as being of Hispanic, Black and/or Asian descent, as well as had 
a biopsy proven keratinocyte carcinoma treated with MMS from August 
2020 to August 2021  Patient images were assessed for the presence 
or absence of PIH by independent physician reviewers  Postoperative 
complications such as dehiscence, necrosis, infection, and hematoma were 
collected  MMS outcomes including number of Mohs stages to achieve 
tumor clearance, defect size, subcutaneous suture material and size, and 
epidermal suture material and size were also collected  Data were analyzed 
using independent t-test for continuous variables, and chi-square, or Fisher 
exact where appropriate, tests for binary variables using SPSS version 27  
Logistic regression was then used to assess the association between the 
development of PIH and demographic and clinical characteristics 
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Findings: A total of 83 cases in 72 SOC individuals was assessed  PIH 
was more common in Fitzpatrick skin types (FST) IV-VI (48 0%) compared 
to FST I-III (18 2%; p=0 006)  Grafts and granulation led to PIH more 
often (87 5%) than complex repairs and flaps (30 7%; p=0 003)  Cases 
with postoperative complications such as dehiscence, necrosis, infection, 
and hematoma presented more commonly with PIH, 81 8% of the time 
(p=0 001)  Tumor location, number of Mohs stages, and defect size were 
similar in cases with and without PIH 

Summary: When appropriate, complex repairs and flaps should be 
considered in skin of color patients opposed to grafts and granulation  
Surgeons should be aware that common post-operative complications 
such as wound dehiscence significantly increase the risk of PIH in SOC 
individuals 
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Keratinocyte carcinoma resected by Mohs micrographic surgery in 
individuals with skin of color: an observational study

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Despite lower frequency of keratinocyte carcinoma, individuals 
with skin of color experience disproportionately higher morbidity and 
mortality  Our goal was to compare characteristics of keratinocyte 
carcinoma resected by Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) in a uniquely 
diverse population of individuals, most of whom have Fitzpatrick skin types 
(FST) IV through V 

Design: We performed a retrospective cohort study at Montefiore 
Medical Center, a single academic institution in the Bronx, NY  Electronic 
medical records were retrospectively reviewed to identify individuals 
with a diagnosis of primary basal cell carcinoma (BCC) or squamous cell 
carcinoma (SCC) resected by MMS from August 2020 to August 2021  
The cohort was classified into two groups: skin of color (SOC) and non-
Hispanic white (NHW)  Aggressive subclinical extension (ASE) was defined 
as tumors requiring 3 or more Mohs stages and a final margin of ≥10 mm 
in at least one dimension  Data was analyzed using independent t-test, chi-
square, Fisher exact test and logistic regression where appropriate using 
Statistical Analysis System version 9 4 

Findings: Ninety-four SOC individuals and 130 NHW individuals were 
included in this study  Black individuals presented with keratinocyte 
carcinoma at a younger age (58 5 years) compared to NHW and Hispanic 
individuals (72 3 and 71 4 years, respectively; p < 0 01)  Tumors in high-
risk locations, categorized by Mohs Appropriate Use Criteria, were more 
common in SOC cases (52 4%) compared to NHW (43 0%), though 
not statistically significant  Black individuals presented more often with 
right-sided tumors (90%) compared to NHW individuals (52 1%; p< 
0 05)  Pigmented BCC was more frequent in SOC individuals (33 3%) 
compared to NHW individuals (3 0%; p< 0 01)  Infundibulocystic BCC 
was more common in Hispanic individuals (10 2%) compared to NHW 
individuals (2 0%; p< 0 05)  NHW individuals required a higher average 
number of Mohs stages to achieve tumor clearance (1 55) compared to 
SOC individuals (1 40; p< 0 05)  Tumors meeting ASE criteria were more 
common in NHW individuals (8 9%) compared to SOC individuals (1 9%; 
p< 0 05) 

Summary: Pigmented BCC was more frequent in SOC individuals  
Black individuals presented with keratinocyte carcinoma at a younger 
age and more often with right sided tumors suggesting a less important 
role of ultraviolet light  Further studies are needed to better characterize 
keratinocyte carcinomas in SOC individuals 
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Exploring Knowledge Gaps in the Understanding of Peripheral and 
Deep En Face Margin Assessment (PDEMA)

Purpose: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) with frozen section histology 
is employed in the treatment of various cutaneous malignancies for 
complete margin control with tissue sparing  For broader utilization, 
the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) Clinical Practice 
Guidelines in Oncology recommended a MMS equivalent method 
for permanent or frozen section analysis referred to as “complete 
circumferential peripheral and deep margin assessment (CCPDMA),” 
which has been inconsistently understood and utilized  In 2022, NCCN 
updated the phrase of CCPDMA to “peripheral and deep en face margin 
assessment (PDEMA),” which was meant to create more consistency 
across all treatment modalities; however, concerns have arisen regarding 
the interpretation and correct utilization of PDEMA among medical 
professionals  Thus, the aim of this project was to investigate the 
interpretation of PDEMA across pertinent specialties and to identify any 
existing knowledge gaps in hopes of improving clinical performance of 
institutional practice 

Design: An electronic survey was developed and distributed to 
specific medical professionals within the divisions of dermatology and 
otolaryngology at a large Midwest medical center  Mohs micrographic 
surgeons, dermatopathologists, and medical students were excluded 
from the survey collection  Resident physicians, attending physicians, and 
advanced practice providers (APPs) were instructed to answer a series of 
fifteen questions which included information regarding their level of training, 
number of years in practice, previous experience observing both vertical 
and en face section tissue processing, self-assessment of their level of 
understanding of the differences between these two techniques, and 
respondents’ familiarity with NCCN’s PDEMA guidelines, as well as seven 
knowledge-based questions on tissue processing techniques and PDEMA 

Findings: A total of 48 medical professionals, 24 in dermatology and 24 in 
otolaryngology, completed the survey  Survey respondents were primarily 
attending physicians (37 5% dermatology, 50% otolaryngology), resident 
physicians (45 8% dermatology, 37 5% otolaryngology), and APPs (16 7% 
dermatology, 12 5% otolaryngology)  The average number of years in 
training was 9 5 for dermatology (range 1-29) and 10 6 for otolaryngology 
(range 1-37)  Overall, 58 3% of dermatology respondents and 45 8% of 
otolaryngology respondents reported having observed tissue processing of 
skin utilizing vertical sections, whereas 83 3% of dermatology respondents 
and 45 8% of otolaryngology respondents reported observing en face 
section tissue processing  Despite this, 29 2% of dermatology respondents 
and 66 7% of otolaryngology respondents felt that their knowledge on the 
differences between vertical sectioning and en face sectioning was “very 
limited ” Furthermore, 20 3% of dermatology respondents and 41 7% of 
otolaryngology respondents reported that they were “not familiar” with the 
NCCN’s PDEMA guidelines  Of the seven knowledge-based assessment 
questions, dermatology respondents answered three questions with >80% 
accuracy, one question with 50-80% accuracy, and three questions with < 
50% accuracy  Otolaryngology respondents answered one question with 
>80% accuracy, four questions with 50-80% accuracy, and two questions 
with < 50% accuracy  Of the questions receiving < 50% accuracy, question 
topics related to the size of specimen that can be submitted for en face 
processing, minimum number of ink colors required to maintain orientation 
in the lab for a specimen with no epidermis, and the estimated number of 
subdivided specimens required to evaluate peripheral and deep margins 
utilizing PDEMA for a 4 cm specimen 

Summary: To our knowledge, this is the first quality improvement project 
investigating medical processionals’ understanding of PDEMA since NCCN 
Clinical Practical Guidelines implemented the change in terminology in 
2022  Despite the frequent utilization of MMS, distinct knowledge gaps 
exist surrounding the topic of PDEMA, which is the NCCN-preferred 
surgical method for locally aggressive cutaneous malignancies including 
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very high risk cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma  Further projects 
focusing on the implementation of PDEMA for non-Mohs surgical 
specialists and pathologists is warranted to improve adherence to the 
updated guidelines 
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A case of Eccrine Syringofibroadenoma

Purpose: Eccrine syringofibroadenoma is a rare adnexal neoplasm with 
only 75 cases being reported as of 2020  Typically, this neoplasm is viewed 
as a relatively benign entity; however, there have been reports of malignant 
transformation or coexistent squamous cell carcinoma  Herein we present a 
case of eccrine syringofibroadenoma in a black male with a lesion spanning 
two digits on the foot  This case highlights the importance of clinical and 
histopathologic correlation to help differentiate rare adnexal neoplasms on 
acral sites and the importance of timely diagnosis to ensure prompt referral 
for surgical excision 

Design: A case of eccrine syringofibroadenoma which was confirmed with 
clinical and histopathologic correlation  The patient has been referred for 
Mohs surgery given the rarity and the association with potential malignant 
transformation to squamous cell carcinoma 

Findings: A 68-year-old black male with a history of gout, hypertension and 
venous stasis presented with a lesion spanning the dorsal right 1st and 2nd 
toes  The lesion slowly grew over one year and did not improve with topical 
steroids  Physical examination revealed a pink, mamillated, and verrucous 
plaque, roughly 4 cm in size, on the dorsal aspect of the 1st and 2nd toes 
on the right foot  The patient experienced pain upon palpation  Histologic 
examination showed anastomosing cords and strands of uniform small 
cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm and small basaloid nuclei  These features 
were consistent with the diagnosis of eccrine syringofibroadenoma  The 
patient subsequently was advised to undergo Mohs surgery 

Summary: This case demonstrates the rare occurrence of eccrine 
syringofibroadenoma  As of 2020, only 75 cases have been reported 
(Sriharan, 2020)  The co-existence of eccrine syringofibroadenoma 
and squamous cell carcinoma has been reported  The incidence of 
the malignant transformation to squamous cell carcinoma is not well 
understood  Given the rarity and malignant potential of this tumor, a high 
index of clinical suspicion is essential to ensure that patients are offered 
surgical removal in a timely fashion, especially in patients with skin of color, 
who experience worse outcomes of squamous cell carcinoma compared 
to White patients  Excision with Mohs can be helpful to limit the size of 
excision around digits such as seen in this case 
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Efficacy and tolerability of a less frequent, low volume intralesional 
5-fluorouracil protocol for low-risk lower extremity squamous cell 
carcinoma

Purpose: Intralesional 5-fluorouracil (IL5FU) has demonstrated efficacy as 
a non-surgical treatment option for low-risk, invasive cutaneous squamous 
cell carcinoma (SCC) in patients who are poor surgical candidates 1–4 
Most reports of IL5FU for non-melanoma skin cancer describe weekly or 
even more frequent treatments with varying injection volumes 5 Possible 
adverse effects include pain, dermatitis, and ulceration, which may be 
particularly slow to heal on the lower extremities  We report the efficacy and 
tolerability of a less frequent, low-volume IL5FU protocol for low-risk lower 

extremity SCCs  Additionally, we investigate whether reactive dermatitis 
development is associated with faster clinical resolution following IL5FU 
treatment 

Design: Retrospective chart review of IL5FU for biopsy-proven or clinically 
suspicious low-risk lower extremity SCCs in immunocompetent patients 
from 12/1/2020-7/1/2022  Lesions first were anesthetized with lidocaine 
1% with epinephrine 1:100000 to limit injection pain and IL5FU absorption  
IL5FU (50 mg/mL) was injected to infiltrate the tumor at a volume of no 
more than 1mL per lesion and 5mL total  Some patients were also treated 
topically with 5FU and calcipotriene 0 005% cream for four days at the 
IL5FU injection site to augment anti-tumor response  IL5FU treatment was 
repeated every 4-6 weeks until clinical resolution  Association between 
reactive dermatitis development and clinical clearance rate was evaluated 
using the chi-square test with statistical significance set at p=0 05, a priori 

Findings: 15 patients (13 female, 2 male) received IL5FU for 37 lower 
extremity SCCs  The average age at initial treatment was 81 4 years (range: 
55-98 years)  A median of two lesions were treated per patient  An average 
of 0 68mL (range 0 1ml-1 0ml) of IL5FU was injected per lesion at first 
treatment  33/37 (89 2%) SCCs resolved clinically with IL5FU alone or in 
combination with topical 5FU and calcipotriene 0 005% cream (5 lesions)  
25/37 (67 6%) SCCs required one IL5FU treatment, while 5/37 (13 5%) 
required a second and 3/37 (8 1%) required a third for clinical resolution  
There was no evidence of clinical recurrence at an average of 5 8 months 
(range 0-16) follow-up  Adverse events were mild  Localized dermatitis 
occurred in 5/15 (33 3%) patients with 12/37 (32 4%) treated SCCs  
Dermatitis typically resolved with clobetasol ointment and did not prohibit 
additional IL5FU treatment  8/12 (66 7%) SCCs with associated dermatitis 
cleared with one treatment versus 17/25 SCCs (68%) without associated 
dermatitis (p=0 93)  Other adverse events included edema in two patients 
and pain and pruritus in one patient each 

Summary: Our less frequent, low volume IL5FU treatment protocol was 
well-tolerated and remained highly efficacious, with 89 2% of low-
risk SCCs on the lower extremities clinically clearing without surgical 
intervention  This clearance rate is consistent with other reports of 
IL5FU for SCC or keratoacanthoma 1–3 Ulceration, which may be seen 
with more frequent injection of larger IL5FU volumes, was avoided  
Dermatitis following IL5FU did not appear to indicate treatment response 
as evidenced by the similar clearance rates in patients with and without 
dermatitis  Limitations to this study include small sample size, retrospective 
nature, and that SCC clearance was not confirmed histologically following 
IL5FU treatment  Larger, prospective studies are necessary to investigate 
IL5FU’s full impact in lower extremity SCC 

 

Primary Author: Alfredo Siller, MD, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 
Department of Dermatology, Omaha, NE

Co-Authors: Sophie Gart, MS; Ashley Wysong, MD, MS

Demographic Trends of Female Mohs Micrographic Surgery Fellows 
and Program Directors from 1996-2021

Purpose: Over the past several decades, significant strides have been 
made to narrow the gender representation gap in academic dermatology  
Female program directors and fellows in surgical subspecialties such as 
Mohs Micrographic Surgery (MMS) have historically endured worse gender 
parity than non-surgical subspecialties  This study aims to illustrate and 
examine this demographic shift from the start of the MMS fellowship to the 
present 

Design: Twenty-three years (1996-2021) of self-reported sex composition 
data from the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education 
(ACGME)-registered dermatology residents and fellows were obtained from 
the National Graduate Medical Education Census (NGMEC)  Before 2004, 
data was unavailable for MMS fellows   Twenty-three years (1996-2022) of 
MMS program directors’ and fellows’ sex composition were ascertained 
from the American College of Mohs Surgery (ACMS) Previous Fellows 
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and Directors forms  The ACMS forms included both nonaccredited and 
accredited ACGME fellowships, whereas the ACGME data includes only 
accredited programs  This study was limited by self-reported data and 
unknown rates of fellowship application candidates by gender 

Findings: Overall, female representation within all groups increased over 
time  The total number of MMS fellows (37 to 92) and % female MMS 
fellows increased from 1996 to 2021, respectively  Specifically, the absolute 
number of female MMS fellows in the ACMS group increased from 9/37 
(24%) in 1996 to 36/92 (39%) in 2021, with proportions ranging from 24-
52% and a median/average of 37 7%  MMS fellows in the ACGME group 
totaled 20 in 2004 and 78 in 2021, with female representation within a 
range of 27-56% and a median/average proportion of 45 9  Similarly, for 
MMS program directors, the total number increased from 36 to 86 from 
1996 to 2021, respectively, with the number of female program directors 
increasing from 2/36 (5%) to 15/86 (17%) over the study period (range 
3-27%, median/avg 16 1%)  The Mann-Kendall test demonstrated a 
significant positive trend between the percent of female representation 
and year within all groups, with the results as follows: ACGME Fellows 
(tau=0 49, p=0 01), ACMS Fellows (tau=0 55, p< 0 0001), and Program 
Directors (tau=0 62, p< 0 0001) 

Summary: This study shows the significant demographic shift for women in 
MMS fellowship and MMS fellowship program director roles  The increase 
in representation of program directors is particularly encouraging, as 
having female dermatologists in leadership positions positively correlates 
with more females in faculty positions  Physician diversity is essential 
in mitigating healthcare disparities and aids in improving mentorship 
opportunities for other minority students  Successful mentorship has been 
demonstrated to increase retention rates, foster self-confidence, minimize 
feelings of isolation, and promote more success in work engagement  All of 
which are important to cultivate in every individual, but particularly for those 
from marginalized backgrounds  Diversity in gender among MMS fellows 
and program directors has increased remarkably over time  However, 
steps can be taken to further this progress not only for gender diversity but 
also for other underrepresented minorities (URMs)  Pairing trainees with 
culturally competent mentors that can address multiple evolving needs and 
who are cognizant of the particular barriers their mentees face is vital to 
achieving parity for all minority groups 

 

Primary Author: Robert Simonds, MD, Fellow, Cleveland Clinic 
Dermatology, Cleveland, OH

Co-Authors: Basia M  Michalski, MD; Allison T  Vidimos, RPh, MD

Squamoid Eccrine Ductal Carcinoma: Cases at the Cleveland Clinic

Purpose: Squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma (SEDC) is a poorly 
documented, and therefore rarely reported, adnexal neoplasm first 
described in 1997  Histologically, SEDC demonstrates superficial 
squamous differentiation with deeper aspects demonstrating infiltrative 
cords with sweat duct differentiation  At present, there are fewer than 75 
cases of SEDC reported in the literature  The purpose of this study is to 
add to the existing literature by describing presentation, treatment, and 
associated outcomes of SEDC managed at the Cleveland Clinic 

Design: This was a retrospective chart review  Authors utilized pathology 
and Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) logs from the Dermatology and 
Plastic Surgery Institute and Pathology Department to identify all patients 
with diagnosis of “squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma” or “eccrine 
carcinoma” from 11/2001 to 12/2021  The following data points were 
obtained through retrospective chart review: sex, age, tumor location, 
treatment (wide local excision (WLE) versus MMS versus “slow” MMS), pre- 
and post-operative size, number of layers required if MMS was performed, 
perineural invasion, depth of invasion, intraoperative change in diagnosis, 
immune status, smoking status, recurrence, post-operative radiation, 
adjuvant chemotherapy, follow-up in months, nodal metastasis, distant 
metastases, and disease-free survival 

Findings: In total, 17 cases of SEDC were identified from pathology and 
MMS logs at the Cleveland Clinic  3 patients were excluded because 
treatment was obtained at an outside institution or the patient did not 
receive treatment due to rapidly declining health, unrelated to SEDC  Of 
the 14 cases included, 7 were men and 7 were women, with an average 
age at diagnosis of 71  Tumors involved the following anatomic sites: 
scalp (5), back (4), upper lip (2), shoulder (1), waistline (1), and finger (1)  
The majority of cases were treated with MMS (11), 2 with “slow” MMS 
and 1 with WLE  The average pre-operative size was 11 5 cm2 and the 
average post-operative size was 34 4 cm2  With MMS, the average number 
of layers needed to obtain a clear margin was 2 23  Perineural invasion 
was noted in 5 cases  Intraoperative change in diagnosis occurred in 6 
cases: 4 originally diagnosed as moderately or poorly differentiated SCC, 
1 morpheaform BCC, and 1 microcystic adnexal carcinoma  10 patients 
were immunosuppressed at time of diagnosis: solid organ transplant (5), 
CLL (4), and autoimmune disease with long-term corticosteroid use (1)  The 
average follow-up time was 17 months  In that time, 3 patients developed 
recurrent disease: 1 underwent adjuvant chemoradiation, 1 underwent 
adjuvant radiation only, and 1 received no additional treatment  2 patients 
with recurrences died of disease  The remaining 12 patients were alive at 
time of chart review 

Summary: Our study describes 14 unique cases of SEDC diagnosed and 
managed at the Cleveland Clinic from 2001 to 2021  Existing literature 
reports local recurrence from SEDC in as many as 25% of patients, with 
nodal disease noted in 12 5% of patients  In our series, SEDC was initially 
misdiagnosed in 6 cases  3/14 (21%) patients recurred, 2 of whom died 
from SEDC  Finally, perineural invasion was noted in 5/14 (36%) of cases  
To avoid misdiagnosis, physicians should use a punch or excisional biopsy 
to assess both the superficial squamous and deeper eccrine component 
of this bimodal tumor  Additionally, if treating SEDC with Mohs surgery, 
surgeons should send a debulk specimen to evaluate for perineural 
invasion and to confirm diagnosis  Misdiagnosis, delay in diagnosis, and 
frequency of perineural invasion may portend poor outcomes  This series 
describes 14 unique cases of SEDC and aims to further characterize the 
challenges in diagnosing and managing this poorly documented, and often 
aggressive, neoplasm 

 

Primary Author: Gaurav Singh, MD, MPH, Milwaukee, WI

Co-Authors: Aaron Farberg, MD; Stanislav Tolkachjov, MD

Integration of the 40-Gene Expression Profile (40-GEP) for 
Management and Treatment of High-Risk Cutaneous Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma (cSCC)

Purpose: The management of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) 
based on clinicopathologic risk factors alone has been largely variable due 
to the differences between staging criteria and indistinct national clinical 
practice guidelines  This abstract aims to present a treatment algorithm 
incorporating the prognostic 40-gene expression profile (40-GEP) test into 
the current risk assessment methods of practicing dermatologists to better 
align a high-risk cSCC patient’s risk of metastasis with an appropriate 
treatment plan within broad national guidelines 

Design: The treatment algorithm of a private practice dermatologist (GS) 
was evaluated to determine the influence that 40-GEP test results would 
have on risk-aligned management alterations  The following interventions 
were studied: clinical follow-up, surveillance imaging, and discussion of a 
multidisciplinary approach 

Findings: Prior to the availability of the 40-GEP, all patients with a high-risk 
cSCC were followed with a total body skin exam (TSE) every 6 months, 
and clinical lymph node exam was performed only for Brigham and 
Women’s (BWH) Stage T2A tumors and above  Surveillance with imaging 
and increased follow-up frequency was not offered, and multi-disciplinary 
discussion was implemented only for tumors not cured with surgery 
alone  Baseline patient characteristics for patients with a primary cSCC 
having one or more high-risk factors, including immunosuppressed status, 
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prior radiated sites, tumor size > 2cm, invasion beyond subcutaneous 
fat, perineural invasion, and tumors located around high-risk areas like 
lips and ear are considered before ordering 40-GEP test  Receipt of a 
40-GEP test result has been incorporated in the following ways: 1) a 40-
GEP Class 1 result (low metastatic risk) suggests only clinical follow-up 
with TSE recommended every 6 months; 2) a Class 2A result (moderate 
metastatic risk) involves surveillance imaging with ultrasound of lymph 
node drainage basin every 6 months, an increase in TSE frequency with 
clinical lymph node examination of the lymph node drainage basin at least 
every 3 months, and a multidisciplinary discussion; 3) a Class 2B result 
(high metastatic risk) involves high-intensity management with surveillance 
imaging with ultrasound of the lymph node drainage basin every 3-6 
months, TSE every 2-3 months for 1-2 years, and a multidisciplinary 
discussion 

Summary: For high-risk cSCC patients, whose management is currently 
broad under existing guidelines, clinicians can identify risk-aligned 
treatment pathway improvements in each of the 40-GEP test results (Class 
1, 2A, or 2B) within their existing clinical practices  One such algorithm to 
incorporate the 40-GEP is presented here as a mechanism to implement 
guideline recommendations for personalized management of patients 
based on their risk for poor outcomes 

Primary Author: Partik Singh, MD, MBA, Chief Resident, University of 
Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY

Co-Authors: Sherrif Ibrahim, MD, PhD; Julie R  Wolf, PhD, MPH

Cutaneous Malignancy in Patients with Multiple Myeloma: A Single-
Center Retrospective Cohort Study

Purpose: Immunosuppressive conditions such as chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia have been shown to confer increased susceptibility to 
keratinocyte carcinoma  The purpose of this study was to investigate 
whether patients with multiple myeloma (MM) demonstrate increased 
incidence and aggressive tumor behavior for melanoma, squamous cell 
carcinoma (SCC), and/or basal cell carcinoma (BCC) 

Design: A retrospective cohort study was performed using the University 
of Rochester Medical Center record from January 1, 2011, to December 
21, 2021  International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical 
Modification (ICD-10-CM) codes were used to identify patients with a 
diagnosis of MM and an age/sex-matched control group without MM  
Our primary outcome measure compared between MM and non-MM 
cohorts was incidence (95% confidence intervals [CI], relative risk [RR]) 
of melanoma, SCC, and BCC, respectively  Skin cancers were limited to 
those developing at least two months after MM diagnosis to minimize the 
impact of pre-existing tumors  Secondary outcome measures included 
sex, race/ethnicity, smoking history, history of organ/stem cell transplant, 
occurrence of nodal/distant metastasis, and melanoma Breslow thickness  
Multivariable regression models were performed using the pooled cohorts 
to determine predictors (adjusted-odds ratios [aOR], 95% CI) of each 
skin cancer type including MM, sex, race/ethnicity, smoking history, and 
transplant 

Findings: Our analysis included 2,606 MM and non-MM age/sex matched 
controls of mean age 67 9 and with 55 4% of each group being male  
While BCC incidence was higher (RR [95% CI]) among patients with MM 
in comparison with non-MM controls (RR 3 00 [1 71-5 27], P< 0 001), there 
was no difference in incidence of melanoma or SCC (P>=0 30 for both)  
MM was an independent predictor of development of BCC (2 95 aOR 
[1 60-5 44])  By contrast, MM was a negative predictor of melanoma (0 46 
[0 26-0 82], P=0 008) and SCC (0 65 [0 44-0 96], P=0 029)  MM patients 
with melanoma trended toward tumors with greater Breslow thickness in 
comparison with non-MM controls (1 04 mm [0 13-1 95] vs  0 36 [0 05-
0 67], P=0 05)  However, incidence of nodal and distant metastasis was 
no different between MM and non-MM patients for any type of skin cancer 
(P>=0 20 for all) 

Summary: Our analysis demonstrates independently increased risk of 
BCC, but not melanoma or SCC in patients with MM  We also found that 
MM patients trended towards thicker melanomas, though metastasis 
risk did not appear to be any different  Strengths of our study include a 
large sample size and ability to control for multiple confounders, though 
identification of diagnoses using ICD-10 codes alone may be a limitation  
Further studies are needed to replicate the association between MM and 
skin cancer 

 

Primary Author: Maral Skelsey, MD, Director, Dermatologic Surgery Center 
of Washington, Chevy Chase, MD

Co-Authors: Marco Boeri, PhD; Susan Dozier, MD; Robert Glinert, MD; 
Martin M  Okun, MD, PhD; James Schiro, MD

Patients’ willingness to accept adverse event and cost trade-offs for 
reduced risk of non-melanoma skin cancer

Purpose: Oral nicotinamide supplementation in patients with a history 
of multiple non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSCs) is associated with a 
significant 23% annual reduction in rate of new NMSC formation, along 
with a 100% increase in the relative risk of severe infections (Chen et al , 
2015)  It is unknown whether this magnitude of NMSC reduction is valued 
sufficiently by patients to justify the possibility of side-effects and expense 
from nicotinamide supplementation 

Design: To quantify the risk for adverse events and magnitude of expense 
patients are willing to accept for reduction in NMSC incidence, 203 adults 
with a history of two or more NMSC within the past five years undergoing 
Mohs surgery for removal of a NMSC in four clinics in the U S  were 
recruited  Using a discrete-choice experiment, patients completed a series 
of ten choice questions with three possible answers as options: a pair of 
hypothetical treatments, and no treatment  Treatments were characterized 
by the magnitude of the reduction in incidence of NMSC, the magnitude of 
the risk of severe infections, and monthly cost 

Findings: For a 23% annual reduction in NMSC incidence, patients were 
willing to accept a 26% (95% confidence interval: 8-45%) annual increase 
in risk for severe infection and pay $8 ($2-14) monthly  A key limitation 
of the study is that not all potential side effects and benefits associated 
with nicotinamide supplementation were included in the discrete-choice 
experiment 

Summary: Patients were not willing to accept risks of severe infection 
below those observed in a clinical trial of Nicotinamide use, but were willing 
to accept costs above monthly retail cost, for the relative reductions in 
NMSC incidence observed in the clinical trial  Patients with a history of 
multiple NMSC have a low tolerance for increased risk of severe infections  
As risk of a severe infection is a potential side effect based on the current 
literature, dermatologists prescribing nicotinamide for chemoprevention 
should clearly inform patients about the possible risk  Given the 
uncertainty of the risk profile, clinicians should be cautious about routinely 
recommending nicotinamide supplementation to patients with a history of 
non-melanoma skin cancer 

 

Primary Author: Alexa Steuer, MD, MPH, Resident, Ronald O  Perelman 
Department of Dermatology / NYU Grossman School of Medicine, New 
York, NY

Co-Authors: John Carucci, MD, PhD; Maressa Criscito, MD; Nicole 
Doudican, PhD; Mary Stevenson, MD

Perineurally Invasive Squamous Cell Carcinoma treated with Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery at an Academic Center

Purpose: While most cSCCs can be cured surgically, 2-5% metastasize, 
and the risk of metastasis increases in tumors with high-risk features  
Perineural invasion (PNI) is one of such high-risk features associated 
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with increased risk of local recurrence, metastasis, and death  Our main 
objectives were to investigate the identification of PNI (on biopsy vs  
on Mohs) and to evaluate the impact of Mohs on further management 
and patient outcomes  In addition, we examined patient and tumor 
characteristics among patients with cSCC with PNI 

Design: We reviewed 2,149 cSCCs among patients treated at New York 
University Dermatologic Associates, from January 1, 2019 to January 
1,2022  Patients with histologically confirmed cSCC with PNI were 
extracted  Charts were reviewed to collect demographic information (age, 
sex, presence of immunosuppression), lesion characteristics (including but 
not limited to size, site, AJCC-8 and BWH staging pre and post-surgery, 
and histologic features), diagnostic information pertaining to perineural 
invasion, post-operative management, and patient outcomes  Data analysis 
was performed using Stata 8 (Stata Corp , College Station, TX)  Descriptive 
statistics were analyzed for all variables evaluated  Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
was used to compare tumor staging pre- and post-Mohs 

Findings: Eighteen cSCCs with PNI meeting inclusion criteria were 
identified  Average age was 77 years and 60% were male  All patients 
were White, and 26 7% were immunosuppressed  The mean diameter 
of the lesions pre-operatively was 2 2 cm and post-operatively was 3 6 
cm  Lesions occurred on all Mohs Appropriate Use Criteria Areas, with 
22 2% occurring on Area H and 50% occurring on Area M  There was a 
statistically significant upstaging of tumors when comparing tumor stages 
pre- and post-Mohs (p < 0 0003)  PNI was identified in 11% (n = 2) of 
lesions on biopsy, 11% (n = 2) of lesions on biopsy and Mohs, and in 78% 
of lesions (n = 14) on Mohs alone  Approximately one-third (33 3%, n = 
6) of the lesions had large caliber PNI (≥ 0 1mm)  All diagnoses of large 
caliber PNI were made during Mohs; none were identified on biopsy  In 
addition, 33 3% of lesions had poorly differentiated histology identified 
on Mohs and 50% had deep invasion (to muscle, fascia, periosteum, or 
>6mm)  Pathologic staging information obtained at Mohs resulted in the 
recommendation for adjuvant radiotherapy in 61 1% of cases (n = 11), 
including all large caliber PNI lesions (n = 6) and 45 5% of the small caliber 
PNI lesions (n = 5)  Seventy percent of patients completed recommended 
adjuvant radiotherapy  There were no cases of local recurrence over an 
average follow-up time of 14 months (range 3-31 months)  Poor outcomes 
occurred in three patients, all of who had large caliber PNI identified on 
Mohs  In-transit metastasis and nodal metastasis occurred in two patients, 
respectively, who did not receive the recommended adjuvant radiation 
post-operatively  Metastasis to an intra-parotid node/auriculotemporal 
nerve occurred in one patient who was immunosuppressed and on 
Azathioprine 

Summary: We found perineural invasion in cSCC identified in association 
with other high risk characteristics, including large size and high risk site, 
poor differentiation, and deep invasion  No patients in this study exhibited 
PNI symptoms at presentation  PNI was identified in 89% of lesions during 
Mohs surgery, and 78% of lesions had PNI diagnosed only at the time of 
Mohs surgery  CSCC with PNI was associated with statistically significant 
upstaging during Mohs (p < 0 0003)  Our findings suggest that high-risk 
features, including PNI, that directly impact risk stratification and post-
operative management are identified through pathologic staging at Mohs 

 

Primary Author: Mary Stevenson, MD, Associate Professor, NYU Langone 
Health, New York, NY

Co-Authors: John Carucci, MD; Maressa Criscito, MD; Nicole Doudican, 
PhD; Stephanie Jackson, MD

CD73: A biomarker of poor prognosis in cutaneous squamous cell 
carcinoma in patients with hematologic malignancies

Purpose: To examine CD73 as a potential biomarker for poor outcomes 
in CSCC in immunocompetent patients and patients with hematologic 
malignancies 

Design: A retrospective study on a cohort of patients with long-term 
follow-up  (5 9±2 2 y) who developed cSCC with (n=15) and without (n=15) 
hematologic malignancy  Tissue samples were obtained from CSCC blocks 
from Mohs micrographic surgery in areas of sun-exposed skin  Normal 
specimens were obtained from non-sun-exposed areas of patients with 
skin cancers  Using a commercially available CD73 antibody we evaluated 
the expression of CD73 protein expression in CSCC tumor cells identifying 
staining as negative, week, moderate, or intense on histopathology 

Findings: We found that CD73 expression increased in patients with 
hematologic malignancy who had poor outcomes as defined as local 
recurrence, metastasis, and disease specific death  In comparison, CD 73 
expression was decreased in patients with good outcomes or unchanged 
relative to normal skin in patients without hematologic malignancy who 
suffered poor outcomes  Expression of CD73 in patients with hematologic 
malignancy was >2-fold higher than normal skin and this was significantly 
higher in patients experiencing poor outcomes (p=0 047)   In analyzing 
the patients with hematologic malignancy, the majority of tumor cells in 
patients with poor outcomes stained positive for CD73 as compared to 
being largely negative in patients with good outcomes ((p< 0 01)  Further 
work: Given the small sample size of this initial work ongoing investigation 
in establishing a larger cohort of patients with and without hematologic 
malignancy with good and poor outcomes is being developed to further 
identify trends in CD 73 expression the tumor microenvironment  From 
January 1, 2018 to present, we have entered 3,176 patients into or Red 
Cap Database per protocol # 1000643 in collaboration with the Perlmutter 
Cancer Center at NYU  We have also expanded our database to include 
head and neck oncologic surgery, medical oncology, radiation oncology 
and surgical oncology to ensure optimal capture of poor outcome cases 
that may be treated outside of the dermatologic surgery section  Within this 
patient cohort we have 1,673 invasive SCCs and another roughly 540 SCC 
in situ  We have obtained IRB approval to perform immunohistochemistry 
for CD73 on invasive SCC and SCC in situ  From this cohort we have 
identified another 21 poor outcome CSCC tumors in patients without 
hematologic malignancy, 5 good outcome CSCCs in patients without 
hematologic malignancy, 5 additional poor outcomes CSCCs in patients 
with hematologic malignancy, and 23 good outcome CSCCs in patients 
with hematologic malignancy  This larger cohort has now been established 
and we are awaiting tumor blocks to be pulled to allow the preparation 
of tumor microarrays identifying expression of CD73 and other related 
pathway markers 

Summary: CD 73 may represent a potential biomarker with prognostic and 
therapeutic value in CSCC arising in patients with CLL and other known 
hematologic malignancies

 

Primary Author: John Strasswimmer, MD, PhD, Delray Beach, FL

Co-Authors: Hailey Grubbs, DO

Barbed sutures for Mohs surgery: a retrospective study of 492 Surgical 
Cases” The Corset repair

Purpose: Barbed absorbable sutures offer potential advantages of faster 
closures and more even distribution of wound tension tension  Data 
regarding their use in dermatologic surgery and Mohs micrographic surgery 
(MMS) is limited  With this study, we set out to evaluate the effectiveness 
of barbed absorbable sutures in dermatologic surgery  In doing so, the 
“Corseta repair” was developed to allows for little undermining, no knot 
tying, and better distribution of wound tension to close very large high-
tension wounds or very “fragile” smaller wounds 

Design: This is a single-center study that looked at the use of absorbable 
barbed sutures in 492 patients over a period of 25 months from July 
2011 to August 2013  All surgeries were performed by the same surgeon  
Surgical sites included the head, neck, trunk, and upper and lower 
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extremities including the hands and feet  Patients were evaluated at 
two months to identify proper cosmetic, functional, and complication 
outcomes  Sutures from three companies were employed and contrasted 

Findings: We successfully used absorbable barbed sutures to repair 
492 cases  Closures such as linear closures, advancement flaps, 
transposition flaps, S-plasties, and M-plasties were all performed  Of the 
492 patients who participated, only 14 patients experienced complications  
Complications included dehiscence, postoperative bleeding, and poor 
cosmesis  Eleven patients required postoperative pain medications such as 
codeine/acetaminophen and oxycodone/acetaminophen  Overall, their use 
was well tolerated and cosmetically acceptable 

Summary: In nearly 500 cased the “Corset Repair” using , absorbable 
barbed sutures has proven to be an acceptable alternative to traditional 
closure in dermatologic surgery  While the advantage of faster closures 
and fewer follow-up appointments for suture removal might help, the the 
self-locking feature allows for more evenly distributed tension in large 
wounds that traditionally would prove challenging to close without risk 
of dehiscence or tissue necrosis  Of note Several patients in our study 
complained of pain when the barbed sutures were used in the post-
auricular area  We suspect this could be the result of nerve entrapment by 
the deep dermal running suture  Additional studies would be beneficial to 
identify the optimal locations for use of barbed sutures

 

Primary Author: John Strasswimmer, MD, PhD, Delray Beach, FL

Co-Author: Hailey Grubbs, DO

Articaine for Mohs Surgery

Purpose: To demonstrate the enhanced local anesthetic effect of artaicaine 
when lidocaine is not sufficient, we will describe its use in surgical 
dermatology and relevant pharmacology 

Design: Clinical experience offer four years  We tested articaine in 
numerous clinical situations in our private, office based surgical practice  
Sterile cartridges of articaine hydrochloride 4% with epinephrine 1:100,000, 
inserted into a self-aspirating syringe, were utilized  Prior to surgery, 
patients were standardly injected with three to six milliliters (mLs) of 
lidocaine depending on the size of the lesion  If the patient still complained 
of sharp pain after twenty minutes, the area was then infiltrated with 1 to 
3 mLs of articaine  After noting its success in areas with a thin dermis and 
subcutaneous tissue, articaine was used as first-line anesthesia for areas 
such as the posterior scalp, occipital neck, and medial canthus 

Findings: We identified two clinical scenarios when articaine proved to 
be superior to other forms of local anesthesia  The first included random, 
unpredictable locations when proper anesthesia was not achieved with 
lidocaine  After the administration of articaine to these areas, patients no 
longer experienced sharp pain  The other was in more predictable locations 
including the posterior scalp, occipital neck, and medial canthus  Utilization 
of articaine alone in these areas resulted in successful anesthesia 

Summary: We discuss several uses of articaine for infiltrative anesthesia 
in our practice and scenarios when we have found articaine to be superior 
compared to lidocaine  Articaine’s pKa and concentration of 4% lead to an 
increased number of active molecules at the injection site which ultimately 
leads to greater efficacy  Its thiophene ring makes it very lipophilic and 
improves diffusion capabilities  Numerous, randomized controlled trials 
comparing articaine and lidocaine have been performed in the field of 
dentistry  However, similar trials for dermatologic surgery are lacking  
With this report, we aim to increase awareness and stimulate discussion 
regarding the use of articaine in dermatologic surgery 

Primary Author: Carolyn Stull, MD, Fellow, Department of Dermatology, 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

Co-Authors: Leora Aizman, MD; Brian Cheng, BS; Jeremy R  Etzkorn, MD; 
Cerrene N  Giordano, MD; Harold W  Higgins, MD, MBE; John N  Lukens, 
MD; Tess M  Lukowiak, MD; Christopher J  Miller, MD; John T  Miura; Mitul 
B  Modi, MD; Shannon Nugent, BS; Allison M  Perz, MD; Thuzar M  Shin, 
MD, PhD; Joseph F  Sobanko, MD

High Compliance with National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
Guidelines and Low Local Recurrence Rates for Merkel Cell 
Carcinoma treated with Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: When Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is used to excise 
Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC), National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
(NCCN) Guidelines recommend staging with sentinel lymph node biopsy 
(SLNB) and paraffin-embedded vertical permanent sections of the 
debulking excision  This retrospective case series evaluated compliance 
with NCCN Guidelines for SLNB and vertical permanent sections of the 
debulking excision for MCC treated with MMS at an academic medical 
center 

Design: This retrospective case series included patients with MCC excised 
with MMS at a tertiary academic medical center between 2009 and 2021  
The primary outcome was compliance with NCCN recommendations 
for SLNB and debulking excision permanent sections, documented via 
medical record review  Secondary outcomes included recurrence (local, in-
transit, nodal, distant) and mortality, determined via medical record review 
and telephone calls to patients 

Findings: Forty-three patients with MCC were treated with MMS  One 
patient presented with clinical node metastasis  Of the 42 patients with 
clinically negative nodes, SLNB was performed in 88 1% (37/42) of patients 
(91 9% [34/37] prior to MMS)  SLNB was successful in 78 4% (29/37) of 
patients and failed in 21 6% (8/37) of patients due to lack of radiotracer 
uptake or localization  All cases of SLNB failure were located on the head 
and neck, anatomic sites known to have aberrant lymphatic drainage 
patterns  Patients who did not receive SLNB were staged with PET-CT 
(n=4) or regional nodal ultrasound (n=1)  Reasons for not receiving SLNB 
include patients opting for observation (n=3) and comorbidities (n=2)  MMS 
debulking excisions were sent for permanent section staging in all cases  
The local recurrence rate was 2 3% (1/43) with an average follow-up time 
of 3 1 years (SD: 3 0 years)  Twelve patients (27 9%, 12/43) developed 
metastatic disease, including in-transit (7 0%, 3/43), nodal (4 7%, 2/43), 
and distant (16 3%, 7/43) metastases  One patient died from MCC-specific 
causes 2 5 years after MMS  Average time to death was 3 9 years (SD: 3 2 
years) post-surgery for all causes and 4 1 years (SD: 3 4 years) for non-
MCC causes 

Summary: Mohs micrographic surgery can be used to treat MCC with 
high compliance with NCCN guidelines for staging and low rates of local 
recurrence 

 

Primary Author: Ritu Swali, MD, Resident, University of Nebraska Medical 
Center, Omaha, NE

Co-Authors: Robert Borucki, MD; Dillon Clarey, MD; Tyler Evans, MD; 
Corey Georgesen, MD; Matthew Stephany, MD; Adam Sutton, MD; Morgan 
Zabel, BS

A Rare Case of Squamous Cell Carcinoma Presenting with Clinical and 
Histopathologic Features of Granuloma Annulare

Purpose: Granuloma Annulare (GA) is a common benign granulomatous 
inflammatory disorder of the dermis or subcutis  Localized GA presents 
as annular or arcuate non-scaly red to brown papules or plaques 
hypopigmented centrally relative to the periphery  We present a case 
of invasive squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) developing within GA  To 
our knowledge, there have been no past reports in the literature of GA 
developing around a cutaneous malignancy 
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Design: This is a case report of an unusual simultaneous presentation of 
two distinct dermatologic conditions  We discuss the case presentation, 
biopsy findings, surgical course, and end result 

Findings: A 58-year-old man presented with a 2-month history of a raised 
lesion on the right hand  Clinical examination demonstrated an annular pink 
plaque with raised borders and central erosion on the right dorsal hand  
Histopathologic examination demonstrated irregular nests of mildly atypical 
squamous epithelium present within the superficial dermis centrally  In 
addition, there was surrounding granulomatous inflammation characterized 
by palisading histiocytes around an area of central necrobiosis with 
focally increased mucin  These findings were consistent with invasive 
well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma with surrounding granuloma 
annulare  The patient was referred for Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) 
and cleared after 1 stage  The defect was partially closed using purse string 
closure technique 

Summary: GA is a common benign granulomatous inflammatory disorder 
with classic morphologic features  The absence of scale and other 
secondary features can help assist in diagnosis of GA  However, the 
presence of additional features such as increased vasculature or erosion 
should prompt a further investigation and work up to exclude potential 
malignancy  This case demonstrates how high clinical suspicion of atypical 
morphology led to the diagnosis of SCC in the setting of a well-established 
lesion of GA, resulting in proper intervention and cure with MMS 

Primary Author: Andrea Tan, MD, Resident, Stony Brook Department of 
Dermatology, Stony Brook, NY

Co-Authors: Jordan B  Slutsky, MD; Christopher Yao, MD

Utility of dermoscopy in reducing number of stages in Mohs 
micrographic surgery: A systematic review

Purpose: Dermoscopy is a well-established and valuable diagnostic 
technique for assessing cutaneous lesions, as it enables noninvasive 
visualization of structures difficult to appreciate with the naked eye  
The role of dermoscopy in Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is less 
established, however, and there is considerable heterogeneity in the 
existing literature regarding its utilization and efficacy in MMS  The 
objective of this study was to assess current literature to determine the 
efficacy of dermoscopy in reducing the number of stages in MMS 

Design: Pubmed/MEDLINE and EMBASE databases were searched 
using keywords “dermoscopy OR dermatoscopy OR epiluminescence 
microscopy” and “Mohs”  PRISMA guidelines were followed  Abstracts 
were excluded  Inclusion criteria included all English language articles 
presenting original research on the use of dermoscopy in MMS  Single case 
reports, conference abstracts, reviews, studies without a control group, 
studies combining dermoscopy with another imaging technique, studies 
without data, studies not directly comparing number of MMS stages 
required, and studies on non-standard Mohs (considered to be Mohs for 
BCC or SCC or slow Mohs for melanoma) were excluded 

Findings: The initial search strategy yielded a total of 204 articles, with 149 
remaining after duplicates were removed  After the screening of titles and 
abstracts, 20 relevant articles were identified  After full-text review of these 
20 articles, 11 articles which studied a total of 1,085 patients were deemed 
eligible  Data from 6 articles supported the use of dermoscopy in reducing 
MMS stages while 5 articles did not 

Summary: There is controversy as to whether dermoscopy increases 
MMS efficiency by decreasing the number of stages required  The utility 
of dermoscopy could also depend on several factors, including tumor 
characteristics and dermoscopic proficiency of individual surgeons  These 
factors have been difficult to control for in previous studies  Matched 
cohort studies with similar patient and tumor characteristics performed by 
surgeons of similar training could better quantify the utility of dermoscopy 
in MMS 

 

Primary Author: Justin Thrush, MD, MBA, Resident, Cleveland Clinic 
Foundation, Cleveland Heights, OH

Co-Author: Alok Vij, MD

Cutaneous Leiomyosarcoma Successfully Treated with Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: To report the case of a 52-year-old male who presented with 
a 1-year history of a painful lesion on the left upper chest wall initially 
misdiagnosed as a hypertrophic scar  Due to pain and persistence of 
the lesion, he presented to dermatology clinic and was subsequently 
diagnosed with cutaneous leiomyosarcoma  This case will discuss the 
patient’s clinical presentation, histopathological findings, and treatment, 
as well as review of the workup and treatment options for cutaneous 
leiomyosarcoma 

Design: Case report and review of the literature on the presentation, 
diagnosis, workup, and treatment of cutaneous leiomyosarcoma, a rare 
tumor encountered in dermatologic surgery 

Findings: A 52-year-old male with no significant medical history presented 
with a 1-year history of a painful and pruritic lesion on the left upper chest 
wall  He had multiple ED visits due to significant pain, and subsequently 
presented to general surgery for excision  Initial pathology reports from 
this excision were consistent with hypertrophic scar  However, due to 
pain and persistence of the lesion, he presented to dermatology clinic for 
evaluation  Examination revealed a well appearing Fitzpatrick skin type II 
male patient with firm erythematous to hyperpigmented exophytic nodules 
with a central linear surgical scar on the left upper chest  A repeat review 
of the outside histology revealed a predominantly intradermal spindle 
cell proliferation with extension to the subcutaneous tissue and skeletal 
muscle  The neoplasm was comprised of intersecting fascicles of spindled 
cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm and variably prominent nuclei with blunt 
ends  Multiple mitotic figures were seen  Immunohistochemical stains were 
performed  The lesion stained diffusely positive for desmin, focally positive 
for H-caldesmon, and negative for CD34  This was compatible with the 
diagnosis of cutaneous leiomyosarcoma  After establishing the diagnosis, 
the patient was treated with wide local excision with 1 cm margins, 
however, due to positive excision margins, he was ultimately treated with 
Mohs micrographic surgery  Mohs layer A was positive for residual tumor 
at the deep margin excised deep to the fascia, exposing the pectoral 
muscle, and with perineural invasion noted on later A  Tumor clearance 
with negative margins obtained on Mohs layer B  Given significant tumor 
extension with perineural invasion, it was recommended that the patient 
complete CT chest with contrast to further rule out underlying metastatic 
foci, however the patient was ultimately lost to follow up, presumably due 
to resolution of painful symptoms with no tumor recurrence 

Summary: Cutaneous leiomyosarcomas are rare, malignant smooth 
muscle tumors  They are commonly seen in middle-aged patients, with 
a male predilection ranging 2-4 3:1  They typically present as irregular, 
asymmetric, erythematous to violaceous nodules on the lower extremities 
or head and neck; however, they may be seen in many anatomic 
locations  Cutaneous leiomyosarcomas are considered sporadic tumors 
that typically arise de novo, however few cases of leiomyosarcomas 
arising in preexisting cutaneous leiomyomas and scars have been 
reported  Cutaneous leiomyosarcomas may further be delineated into 
superficial dermal leiomyosarcomas and subcutaneous leiomyosarcomas  
Cutaneous leiomyosarcomas arising in the superficial dermis generally 
have a good prognosis and are at a low risk for aggressive behavior  In 
contrast, primary subcutaneous leiomyosarcomas have a higher risk for 
metastasis and more aggressive behavior  Histopathologically, cutaneous 
leiomyosarcomas are spindle cell neoplasms composed of interlacing 
fascicles of spindle cells with smooth muscle differentiation and cigar-
shaped nuclei  Immunohistochemistry may be used to aid in diagnosis, 
with cutaneous leiomyosarcomas typically exhibiting positivity for desmin, 
vimentin, smooth muscle actin, smooth muscle myosin, pan-muscle actin, 
and H-caldesmon  In addition to a complete physical examination and 
lymph node examination, imaging such as CT or MRI may be considered 
to evaluate tumor extension and aid in preoperative surgical planning  
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Primary Author: Nelson Ugwu, MD, Resident, Harvard Combined 
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Co-Author: Jonathan Weiss, MD

Primary Merkel Cell Carcinoma Is Associated with Extended, 
Increased Risk of Subsequent Melanoma and Non-Epithelial Skin 
Cancer

Purpose: To assess the risk of subsequent primary melanoma and non-
epithelial skin cancers in patients with primary Merkel cell carcinoma 
(MCC) 

Design: We examined data from 17 cancer registries available in the 
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database for the 
years 2000-2019  Cases of MCC were selected using the International 
Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd Edition, histology code 8247/3  
Only diagnoses made two months or later following initial MCC diagnosis 
were included in our analyses  The expected number of subsequent 
cancers were estimated using population-based cancer rate file included 
with SEER*Stat 8 4 0 1  The observed to expected ratios (O:E) of patients 
with each subsequent cancer type was calculated using SEER*Stat 8 4 0 1  
Non-epithelial skin cancers included sebaceous (NESC) gland tumors, 
sweat gland tumors, dermatofibrosarcoma, and Kaposi sarcoma but not 
cutaneous lymphomas 

Findings: There were 9,973 patients diagnosed with MCC during the 
study period  Subsequent melanoma or NESC was diagnosed in 1 78% of 
patients  Patients with MCC had an increased overall risk of subsequent 
melanoma (O:E, 2 28, [95% CI 1 80-2 86])  This risk was highest in months 
2-11 following MCC diagnosis (O:E, 3 19 [95% CI 1 86-5 11]), and declined 
but persisted in months 12-59 (O:E, 2 04 [95% CI 1 38-2 92]) and months 
60-119 (O:E, 2 25 [95% CI 1 36-3 52])  Patients with primary MCC also 
had an elevated risk for NESC (O:E, 26 65 [95% CI 21 80-32 26])  The 
highest risk for NESC was seen in months 2-11 following MCC diagnosis 
(O:E, 33 29, [95% CI 20 86-50 40])  NESC remained high 12-59 months 
(O:E, 29 53 [95% CI 22 12-38 62]), 60-119 months (O:E, 24 34 [95% CI 
15 75-35 93]) and 120+ months (O:E, 10 94 [95% CI 3 55-25 52]) after MCC 
diagnosis 

Summary: Patients with a primary diagnosis of MCC are at increased risk 
of NESC more than 10 years after, and melanoma up to 10 years after initial 
MCC diagnosis  These findings suggest that regular, long-term skin cancer 
screening may be of significant benefit in this patient population 

Primary Author: Brittany Valk, DO, Resident, Beaumont Health Farmington 
Hills, Ferndale, MI

Co-Authors: James Fontanesi, MD; Brian Kopitzki, DO

Keratoacanthoma following radiation therapy for breast cancer treated 
with serial 5-FU injections and Mohs micrographic surgery

Purpose: There are a paucity of cases in the literature describing the 
development of KAs following radiation therapy  Additionally, there is 
no standard of care for the treatment of KAs that develop in this clinical 
scenario 

Design: A case of keratoacanthoma following radiation therapy for breast 
cancer successfully treated with a two-step regimen of serial intralesional 
5-fluorouracil (5-FU) and subsequent Mohs micrographic surgery 

Findings: A 57-year-old Caucasian female with a history of infiltrating 
ductal carcinoma of the left breast developed a KA approximately one 
month after completing radiation therapy to the left breast with a total 
dose of 4256cGy  She underwent three serial 5-FU injections to the lesion, 
followed by Mohs micrographic surgery  The KA was cleared with one 
stage and closed primarily with a linear closure 

Local recurrences are common, and more often seen in subcutaneous 
leiomyosarcomas  Treatment options include standard excision with 
0 5 – 1 0 cm margins, Mohs micrographic surgery, radiation therapy, and 
chemotherapy  Mohs micrographic surgery has been shown to be at 
least as effective, if not superior to wide local excision for treatment of 
cutaneous leiomyosarcoma 

 

Primary Author: Raghav Tripathi, MD, MPH, Resident, Johns Hopkins 
Medicine, Iowa City, IA
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Valuation of Mohs Defect Reconstruction: A Multi-Institutional Health 
Utility Study

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m.

Purpose: With rising incidence of keratinocyte carcinoma and healthcare 
expenditures, rigorous cost-effectiveness research is critical to evaluate the 
utility of Mohs reconstruction  The objective of this study was to evaluate 
the impact of surgical defects on quality of life and the societal valuation of 
reconstruction of facial defects after Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) 

Design: Patients undergoing MMS from four academic tertiary referral 
centers in the United States were surveyed in this cross-sectional health 
utility study  All patients were surveyed on the day they were undergoing 
same-day MMS and reconstruction for skin cancer in the outpatient setting 
under local anesthesia to ascertain patient- and Mohs-specific valuation  
Willingness to pay (WTP; USD) and impact on quality of life for Mohs 
reconstruction of small and large surgical defects on the nose, cheek, lip, 
and ear were evaluated  Willingness to pay per quality-adjusted life year 
(WTP/QALY) was calculated using established quality metrics  Structural 
equation modeling/path analysis and multivariable linear regression 
modeling were used to evaluate predictors for increased valuation of Mohs 
reconstruction  Validated health state utility metrics were used, including 
contingent valuation (CV), visual analog scale (VAS), standard gamble (SG), 
and time-trade-off (TTO) 

Findings: 252 patients (61 9% male, mean age 68 1 years) participated in 
this study  In structural equation modeling and regression analysis, defect 
size and location were significantly associated with valuation of surgical 
defect reconstruction  The impact on quality of life varied substantially by 
defect size and location; patients rated their quality of life as 43% lower 
than baseline (SE 3%) with a small cheek defect and 72% lower (SE 3%) 
with a large lip defect  For reconstruction of their surgical defect, patients 
were willing to pay an average of $3,940 74 (SE $648 51) for small cheek 
defects and $17,066 39 (SE $3,776 31) for large nose defects  WTP/QALY 
for Mohs reconstruction ranged from $882 85 (SE $200 72) for small cheek 
defects to $9,363 73 (SE $3,994 09) for large ear defects 

Summary: WTP/QALY ratios for Mohs reconstruction are well within 
all established cost-effectiveness thresholds, establishing Mohs 
reconstruction of facial surgical defects as a high-value intervention  
Patient valuation of reconstruction differs significantly by defect size and 
location  When contextualizing these findings in light of other diseases, 
patient valuation of Mohs reconstruction is significant and comparable to 
treatment for blindness and surgical repair of severe knee osteoarthritis  
In an era of value-based-care, these findings are critical in guiding 
healthcare policy and reimbursement guidelines for facial Mohs defect 
reconstruction  Funding: This work was supported by the American Society 
for Dermatologic Surgery (ASDS) though the Cutting Edge Research Grant 
(CERG) 
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Summary: Tumors associated with radiotherapy can be highly aggressive, 
necessitating definitive treatment involving complete margin assessment 
to ensure tumor removal  Shrinking the tumor with intralesional 5-FU prior 
to Mohs can offer better functional and cosmetic outcomes by minimizing 
the size of the defect  This is especially important in tissue affected by 
radiation where healing can be impaired  A staged treatment approach 
using intralesional chemotherapy to shrink the size of the KA prior to Mohs 
surgery can maximize both tissue conservation and cure rate 

 

Primary Author: Michael Visconti, DO, Resident, St  Joseph Mercy Ann 
Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI
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Nasal reconstructive techniques following Mohs surgery or excisions: 
a systematic review

Purpose: Numerous reconstructive techniques for nasal defects following 
skin cancer removal have been described, however, the literature lacks 
a comprehensive systematic review  Our objective was to systematically 
review nasal reconstruction methods after tumor removal via Mohs 
micrographic surgery or local excisions 

Design: Eight databases were searched for studies published in English 
from January 2004 to December 2018 containing repair data for nasal 
defects following Mohs or excision for four or more subjects  Two authors 
independently reviewed all abstracts for potential inclusion, with any 
conflicts reconciled by discussion  The remaining full text articles were 
then screened, with any discrepancies resolved by a third reviewer  
Recorded data included author specialties, study design, subject number, 
demographics, defect characteristics, procedure type, reconstructive 
methods, outcome measures, and complications  The Oxford 2011 Levels 
of Evidence Table was used to assess the included studies’ quality of 
evidence  The study was registered with the PROSPERO systematic review 
database 

Findings: One hundred and eleven studies were included  Overall, 
16788 subjects were reported  Study types included case series (73%), 
observational cohort studies (25%), and clinical trials (2%)  Most authors 
were dermatologic surgeons (61%)  Resection was most commonly 
performed via Mohs (82%)  Flaps (42%), linear closures (28%), and grafts 
(25%) were most utilized for reconstruction  Transposition flaps were the 
most common repair technique utilized in Zone I (281 cases, 26%) and 
Zone II (519, 24%)  Specifically, the most common flap reported in Zone 
I and Zone II was the bilobed flap (74% and 42% of transposition flaps, 
respectively)  Advancement flaps were the next most common repair type 
for both Zone I (230, 22%) and Zone II (396, 18%); of these, the most 
common type reported was the perialar crescentic advancement flap in 
Zone I (44%) and the island pedicle flap in Zone II (19%)  Zone III was most 
often reconstructed with FTSGs (16, 45%) 

Summary: Flaps are the most common method reported in the literature 
for nasal reconstruction  Furthermore, this systematic review demonstrates 
the wide variety of nasal reconstructive methods described in the 
literature following tumor extirpation  Although many articles have been 
published on this topic, the overall quality of evidence is low as most are 
small, observational studies lacking structured outcome measures and 
complication data  Our analysis was also limited by the inability to correlate 
defect features or patient characteristics with the reconstructive methods 
chosen; in addition, complex repair methods are likely overrepresented in 
the literature due to publication bias  To strengthen the body of literature 
on this topic, future studies should aim to utilize larger cohorts, structured 
outcome measures, and should evaluate the relationship between defect 
and patient characteristics with chosen repair methods 

 

Primary Author: Michelle Walters, MD, Resident, Harbor-UCLA Medical 
Center, Redondo Beach, CA

Co-Authors: Jennifer Herrmann, MD; Paul Shitabata, MD 

A case of cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinoma

Purpose: We report the case of a 66-year-old male with a rapidly growing 
scalp nodule, initially concern for squamous cell carcinoma  A biopsy was 
performed, and histology of the specimen revealed a tumor containing both 
basal cell carcinoma and a malignant spindle cell neoplasm, consistent 
with a cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinoma 

Design: A case report and review of the literature regarding cutaneous 
sarcomatoid carcinomas 

Findings: A 66-year-old white male was referred to dermatology for Mohs 
surgery of a nodular basal cell carcinoma of the right shin  At this time the 
patient also reported an ulcerating scalp nodule which had been growing 
rapidly for the past 3 weeks  On physical exam, a 1 5 cm erythematous 
and exophytic nodule with hemorrhagic crust was noted on the occipital 
scalp  The lesion was concerning for a squamous cell carcinoma and a 
shave biopsy was performed  Histology of this specimen revealed nests 
of atypical basaloid cells with tumor-stromal clefting, consistent with basal 
cell carcinoma  Adjacent to the basal cell carcinoma, there was diffuse 
replacement of the dermis by a cytologically malignant spindle cell and 
epithelioid neoplasm  Immunohistochemistry revealed that the tumor was 
positive for CD10, focally and weakly positive for pan-cytokeratin, and 
focally positive for p40 which ruled out atypical fibroxanthoma and was 
consistent with a malignant spindle cell neoplasm  The tumor was negative 
for SMA, CD31, S100, Melan-A, and SOX-10  The patient returned to clinic 
and the lesion was treated with wide local excision, with no evidence of 
recurrence to date 

Summary: A sarcomatoid carcinoma is a neoplasm that contains both 
malignant epithelial and mesenchymal elements  Here we present a 
case of cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinoma with basal cell carcinoma as 
the epithelial component, and a malignant spindle cell neoplasm as the 
mesenchymal component  Cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinomas are rare, 
with approximately 50 cases reported in the literature  Most cutaneous 
sarcomatoid carcinomas exhibit basal cell carcinoma or squamous cell 
carcinoma as the epithelial component of the tumor, however cases of 
malignant spiradenoma, porocarcinoma, and malignant pilomatrixoma 
have also been reported  Osteosarcoma has been noted as the most 
common mesenchymal component in various case series, with other 
tumors containing chondrosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, 
malignant fibrous histiocytoma, and atypical fibroxanthoma  Primary 
cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinomas most often develop in elderly patients 
on sun exposed areas such as the head, neck, chest, and forearms  
Systemic sarcomatoid carcinomas may occur in other locations, such 
as the breast, lung, gastrointestinal tract, uterus, ovary, and bladder, 
and often confer a worse prognosis, with higher rates of metastasis than 
cutaneous sarcomatoid carcinomas  Reports of cutaneous sarcomatoid 
carcinomas have noted successful treatment with either wide local excision 
or Mohs surgery  There are varying hypotheses regarding the histogenesis 
of sarcomatoid carcinomas  Sarcomatoid carcinomas may represent a 
collision tumor between the epithelial and mesenchymal components of 
the tumor  Alternatively, the monoclonal theory suggests that both epithelial 
and mesenchymal component of the tumor arise from an undifferentiated 
progenitor cell capable of producing multiple cells lines  A third theory, 
convergence theory, proposes that the mesenchymal component is a 
metaplastic transformation of the epithelial component of the tumor and 
thus develops later in tumorigenesis  Because of this, a different skin lesion 
may precede the development and growth of the sarcomatoid carcinoma  
The monoclonal and convergence theories are supported by studies 
revealing TP53 mutations and p53 protein expression in both epithelial 
and mesenchymal components of the tumor  Although rare, sarcomatoid 
carcinoma can be included in the differential for a rapidly growing skin lesion 
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Full-Thickness Skin Grafting Using Surgical Glue: A Standardized 
Technique

Purpose: Skin grafting is a valuable technique frequently used in Mohs 
micrographic surgery reconstruction  However, grafting can be time 
consuming and sutures can often be difficult to place  Using 15 patients 
with skin grafts in various locations, we develop a standardized technique 
for skin graft application using surgical glue 

Design: A literature review of previously successful techniques using glue 
for skin grafting and wound closures was completed  It was first suggested 
to take a full thickness donor with a 5mm margin  Next, the glue should 
be squeezed gently out of the tube and spread by spacing to prevent 
collections of fluid  Lastly, avoid wiping or rubbing the glue to minimize 
graft movement Using these basic principles, a standardized technique 
for skin graft application using surgical glue has been developed  1  
Patients should be positioned as flat as possible to reduce gravitational 
pull of glue and prevent running  2  The full thickness graft should be taken 
from the same side as the defect with a 2-3mm margin  3  Immediately 
following graft harvesting, the graft should be defatted, and placed on 
the defect  Place 1-3 basting sutures (depending on size), using 5-0 rapid 
absorbing suture, to hold the graft in place  4  Apply first layer of glue 
completely around the edge of graft  5  While the glue is drying on the 
graft, subcutaneous sutures are placed at the donor site  6  Following 
subcutaneous sutures on the donor site, a second layer of glue is applied 
to the graft  7  While glue is drying, superficial running or interrupted 
sutures are placed at the donor site  8  Following donor site closure, a third 
glue layer is applied to the graft and allowed to dry completely  9  A bolster 
with xeroform gauze is applied and allowed to remain for at least 72 hours 
prior to patient follow-up 

Findings: Skin grafting using surgical glue technique achieved positive 
results  It is effective in a variety of locations on the head including inner 
ear, posterior ear, nasal tip and scalp  All patients achieved appropriate 
wound healing  Additionally, all patients either denied experiencing any 
pain or reported only very mild tenderness that was not bothersome  Four 
patients had partial graft necrosis, however the necrosed portion of the 
graft acted as a biologic barrier for secondary intention to occur  The tip 
design of the glue applicator allows for easy application of the glue to 
locations on the ear that can be difficult to suture  Furthermore, although 
the technique was not timed, it appeared to be faster than using sutures 
only 

Summary: After the first few patients, a few adjustments and observations 
were made  First, positioning the patient more horizontally prevented the 
glue from running  Next, the graft size with margins at least 2-3mm greater 
than the defect size should be used to adjust for graft contraction  We 
felt that 5mm margins appeared to be too large and redundancies had 
to be removed  Furthermore, basting sutures were placed to stabilize the 
graft  The amount of basting sutures varied based on the size of the graft  
Additionally, using a small to moderate amount of glue worked better than 
a large amount and dried faster  While the glue was drying with each pass, 
closing the defect did not move the position of the graft and appeared to 
speed up the procedure  Lastly, the glue should be dry prior to applying a 
dressing or bolster  Further studies evaluating the time it takes to complete 
the skin graft using the surgical glue as well as the cosmetic results 
compared to the standard technique would be beneficial 

 

Primary Author: John Wuennenberg, MD, Henry Ford Dermatology, Novi, 
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Use of Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) and Reflectance 
Confocal Microscopy (RCM) to Guide the Treatment of Basal Cell 
Carcinoma (BCC) with a Long-Pulse Nd:YAG 1064 nm Laser

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to examine the treatment of 
superficial and nodular basal cell carcinoma (BCC) with long-pulse Nd:YAG 
1064 nm laser under the guidance of optical coherence tomography 
imaging (OCT) and reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) 

Design: Patients over the age of 18 with biopsy proven superficial and 
or nodular BCC on the trunk or extremities were randomized to receive 
treatment with long-pulse Nd:YAG 1064 nm Laser  Prior to treatment 
the BCC was examined clinically and with dermoscopy to determine the 
tumors extent and 5 mm margins were drawn from the edge of the BCC  
Next, OCT scans were performed centrally on the lesion and at 4 positions 
on the margins corresponding to the 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock locations  If 
tumor was detected on the marginal scans, then the 5 mm margins were 
redrawn  RCM imaging was performed centrally on the lesion and at sites 
that were suspicious sites with OCT  Margins were redrawn based on the 
RCM findings  The laser treatment was then performed  First follow up 
was at 8 to 12 weeks for repeat clinical, dermoscopic, OCT, and RCM 
examinations to assess the efficacy of treatment and repeat treatments 
were performed if residual BCC was detected  Subsequent follow ups 
were at 8-12 weeks after each treatment session, maximum allowed three 
treatment sessions, with final follow up being at 12 months from treatment 
that resulted in clearance 

Findings: Imaging with OCT and RCM provided more information about 
the characteristics of the skin lesion such as lesion depth, the subclinical 
lateral extent of the lesion, and the size and density of blood vessels  This 
information allowed for more informed selection of margins to apply laser 
treatments to the entire area of superficial and nodular BCC to help prevent 
recurrences  OCT and RCM proved to be useful in monitoring regression 
of tumors undergoing treatment, which may no longer be clinically evident, 
so that more accurate decisions were made regarding whether to terminate 
or to continue treatment  At the time of this abstracts writing 10 enrolled 
patients out of 30 have had follow up visits, and 9 out of 10 patients were 
clear of tumor with OCT at the first follow up  For the one subject that 
received a second treatment session, RCM was helpful in detecting BCC 
that was otherwise questionable with OCT 

Summary: The use OCT and RCM imaging to guide the long-pulse Nd:YAG 
1064 nm laser treatments of BCC achieves optimal efficacy with minimized 
side-effects 

 

Primary Author: David Xiong, MD, Resident, University Hospitals Cleveland 
Medical Center / CWRU SOM, Cleveland, OH

Co-Authors: Jeremy Bordeaux, MD, MPH; Scott J  Mahlberg, DO

Factors associated with treatment delays in rare cutaneous adnexal 
tumors

Purpose: The impact of treatment delays, as well as factors associated 
with treatment delays in rare cutaneous adnexal malignancies is unclear 

Design: The SEER-18 registry was queried for rare cutaneous adnexal 
malignancies  Patients with sweat gland adenocarcinomas (ICD-O-3 
8400/3), Apocrine adenocarcinoma (8401/3), Malignant nodular 
hidradenoma (8402/3), Malignant eccrine spiradenoma (8403/3), Sclerosing 
sweat duct carcinoma/Microcystic adnexal carcinoma (8407/3), Eccrine 
papillary adenocarcinoma (8408/4), Malignant eccrine poroma (8409/3), 
Sebaceous adenocarcinoma (8410/3), Eccrine adenocarcinoma (8413/3) 
and Ceruminous adenocarcinoma (8420/3) diagnosed from 1975-2016 
were included in the study (n=11149)  Patients were included only if they 
had a cutaneous malignancy (C44 0-44 9; n=7825)  Only patients with 
known delays between diagnosis and surgical treatment were included, 
and only patients with known survival times were included (n=6727)  
County-level socioeconomic status factors were abstracted from the 2013-
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2017 Census Bureau American Community Survey estimates and grouped 
into quartiles  Statistics were calculated using JMP Pro 16 0 

Findings: In total, 6727 tumors were included in the study  The majority of 
patients included in the study were older (61 7% Age 65+), male (56 3%), 
and non-Hispanic whites (78 5%)  The majority of tumors represented 
were sebaceous adenocarcinomas (51 8%) and did not have regional or 
distant spread (70 8% localized disease)  Median length of follow-up was 
60 months, and the majority of patients were alive at time of last follow-up 
(58 6%)  The majority of patients received timely treatment (mean delay 
between diagnosis and treatment 0 42 months, 22 8% of patients had 
treatment delays of 1+ months) Univariate Kaplan Meier survival functions 
did not show any significant overall survival differences between patients 
stratified by varying lengths of treatment delays (p =0 04, Log-Rank; 
p=0 17, Wilcoxon)  Median overall survival time was not significantly 
different across treatment delay groups (Overall median survival time 
across groups: 132 months, 95% Confidence interval (95% CI) 127-137; < 
1-month treatment delay: 130 months, 123-135; 1-2 months: 151 months, 
95% CI: 132-175; 2-3 months: 149 months, 95% CI 124-350; 3+ months: 
123 months, 95% CI 96-146)  A multivariable logistic regression model of 
factors associated with a 1-month or greater delay between diagnosis and 
treatment was performed  Factors associated with delays in treatment of 
one month or greater include absence of regional or distant disease spread 
(p< 0 0001), non-head/neck anatomic location (p< 0 0001), unknown 
insurance status (p< 0 0001), malignant nodular hidradenoma, eccrine 
spiradenoma, and sebaceous adenocarcinoma tumor types (p=0 0003), 
male sex (p=0 03), and worsened economic county-level socioeconomic 
status (SES) quartiles (higher percent unemployment (p=0 04), higher 
percent of persons living under the poverty line (p=0 02), and lower median 
household income (p=0 03))  Factors not associated with treatment delays 
in multivariable logistic regression modelling included marital status 
(p=0 11), non-economic county-level SES factors (Percent high school 
education (p=0 12), foreign-born (p=0 45), age >65 (p=0 55), and language 
isolation (p=0 69)), age (p=0 91), and race/ethnicity (p=0 97) 

Summary: Delays in treatment of rare cutaneous adnexal tumors do 
not seem to be significantly associated with worsened overall survival  
However, adnexal tumors should still be treated in a timely manner  
Factors associated with treatment delays in this cohort included unknown 
insurance status and worsened county-level SES measures of poverty, 
unemployment, and household income, suggesting that financial disparities 
may exist in the timely treatment of rare cutaneous adnexal tumors 
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Controlled Hyperthermia for Superficial and Early Nodular BCC: An 
Alternative for Excision / Mohs Surgery in Select Patients

Featured at the Best of Skin Cancer & Reconstruction Oral Abstract 
Session on Friday, Oct. 7 at 7 a.m. 

Purpose: Hyperthermia has been used to treat cancers for over 2000 
years  Recent advances with pulsed dye 595 nm and long pulsed Nd:YAG 
1064nm lasers have demonstrated impressive outcomes in the treatment 
of superficial and nodular BCCs  Treatment acceptance has been impeded 
by a lack of large studies with standardized treatment parameters and 
prolonged post-treatment monitoring  Results, although promising, have 
been somewhat variable and unpredictably caused ulceration and scarring 
in some tumors  Following work to characterize hyperthermia treatment of 
normal skin, a novel standardized controlled hyperthermia and mapping 
protocol (‘CHAMP’) was developed and evaluated versus the existing 
Nd:YAG treatment on superficial and early nodular BCCs with post-
treatment monitoring of 1 year 

Design: This three center study is prospective and IRB approved, with 
planned enrollment of 100 patients  Superficial and nodular biopsy proven 
BCCs were first scanned with Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) to 
map tumor margins  Patients were treated using 8 ms, 4 mm spot diameter 
scan pattern with no overlap, with randomly either 120 J/cm2 pulses, 
repeated after 3-minute intervals until tissue graying observed (as in 
previous published studies), or a novel controlled hyperthermia technique 
using repeated 25 J/cm2 pulses under thermal camera monitoring to 
maintain a consistent temperature of 55 ºC ± 5 ºC for 60 seconds  Patients 
were assessed by clinical exam and OCT at 3 months and re-treated by 
same method if residual BCC was suspected  At 1 year the lesion site was 
biopsied to confirm clearance 

Findings: To date, over 70 patients have been enrolled  In both study arms, 
the great majority were found to be free of tumor at 3 months by clinical 
and OCT examination  The standard arm, where tissue was treated to a 
grey color with tissue contraction, generally resulted in blistering and tissue 
necrosis with prolonged healing  The controlled hyperthermia arm was 
noted to have a lilac grey color with increased blood flow by dynamic OCT  
Blistering was uncommon and healing more rapid and painless 

Summary: The future of hyperthermia in the treatment of superficial and 
nodular BCCs is gaining acceptance particularly in Europe  Traditionally 
the long pulse 1064nm laser is used without the benefit of available 
devices that can provide more consistent heating of a mapped area  
The combination of tumor mapping by OCT and consistent ‘time and 
temperature’ monitoring by the thermal camera during treatment, and then 
OCT assessment at follow-up, provides optimal clearance of these tumors  
Temperatures above 60 ºC  are likely to result in blistering and prolonged 
healing, whereas temperatures less than 60 ºC achieved equal efficacy with 
a more tolerable healing phase  While this will not in any way reduce the 
great benefits of Mohs surgery for complex BCCs, it will benefit those with 
more simple superficial and nodular BCCs, particularly in those who are not 
good surgical candidates 
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Carotid sinus pressure-induced syncope following head pressure 
dressing placement after Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Purpose: To provide education and awareness for potential complications 
in patients receiving pressure head wrap placement following Mohs 
Micrographic Surgery (MMS) 

Design: Patient Clinical Case

Findings: A 66-year-old male with history of multiple prior non-melanoma 
skin cancers and past medical history significant for benign prostatic 
hyperplasia on tamsulosin presented to dermatology for an ill-defined 
white plaque with hemorrhagic crust on the right posterior ear and post-
auricular scalp, diagnosed by biopsy as melanoma in-situ  The patient was 
subsequently referred for MMS removal  During MMS, the patient received 
1% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine, buffered with 8 4% sodium 
bicarbonate (total anesthesia 15mL)  Complete excision was achieved with 
two stages, and hemostasis was obtained prior to the patient leaving the 
clinic, with estimate blood loss less than 15mL  Closure was performed 
via a double advancement flap  A pressure head wrap that extended 
from the top of the head to the neck was subsequently placed and the 
patient was discharged home  Later that evening he was brought to a local 
emergency department with a complaint of a syncopal episode at home  
Per the patient, he began to experience symptoms of lightheadedness, 
diaphoresis, and then became syncopal  He denied any chest pain, 
shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, neck pain, or significant bleeding  
CT of the head without contrast showed no acute changes, while EKG was 
significant for sinus bradycardia  Basic metabolic panels, complete blood 
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counts with differential, and troponin testing were all unremarkable  The 
patient’s other medical problems and home medications were felt to be 
unrelated  After evaluation by the emergency provider, it was concluded 
that the patient’s pressure head wrap had caused pressure on the patient’s 
carotid baroreceptors  This was supported by the fact that following 
removal of the head wrap in the emergency department, the patient’s pulse 
immediately increased by 20 points, and was followed by symptomatic 
improvement  The patient was subsequently discharged with a less-tight 
fitting head wrap and did well without future complications 

Summary: In patients undergoing MMS on areas of the head and neck, 
pressure dressings utilizing head wraps may often be used to reduce 
swelling and bleeding complications  Here, we present a case where a 
patient undergoing MMS with head wrap placement had a subsequent 
syncopal episode due to carotid baroreceptor compression  Carotid sinus 
hypersensitivity is recognized in up to 45% of elderly patients presenting 
with syncope, falls, and dizziness not attributed to cardiac causes  The 
exact pathophysiology for this is unknown  To our knowledge, no prior 
studies have reported on this complication following MMS, and given 
that a majority of patients undergoing MMS come from an older age 
demographic, this case may serve as a warning to providers of potential 
complications of pressure head wrap dressings, and to explore alternatives 
such as localized ear dressings 

 

Primary Author: George Zakhem, MD, Resident, NYU Langone Health 
Ronald O  Perelman Department, New York, NY

Co-Authors: Lisa Akintilo, MD; Jeremy Freedman, MD; Michelle Juarez, 
MD; Efe Kakpovbia, MD; Jo-Ann Latkowski, MD; Vignesh Ramachandran, 
MD; Emily Yin, MD; Julie Wu, MD; John Zampella, MD

Increasing Rates of Follow Up for Total Body Skin Exams in Surgical 
Patients at an Urban VA

Purpose: The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) is one of the largest 
healthcare systems in the United States and skin cancers are among 
the most prevalent conditions in the VHA population  Screening with a 
total body skin examination (TBSE) is important in reducing morbidity 
and mortality associated with cutaneous malignancies  The National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines recommend TBSEs every 
6 months for the first 2-5 years after diagnosis in patients with a history 
of keratinocyte carcinomas, and every 3 months for the first 2 years in 
patients with a history of melanoma  In this study, we attempted to increase 
follow-up rates for TBSEs in an urban veteran population that had recently 
underwent surgical treatment of a cutaneous malignancy using a system of 
reminder phone calls 

Design: We identified all patients who underwent standard excision (SE) 
or Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) for a skin cancer at the Manhattan 
Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) between July 1, 2021 and 
November 30, 2021  Once identified, dates for the next dermatologist 
recommended TBSE were extracted from electronic medical record (EMR) 
physician notes  Patients were subsequently called by a resident physician 
3 to 6 weeks prior to their date of recommended TBSE to remind them of 
their appointment and confirm that an order for their visit was placed in the 
EMR  Identified patients who received this phone call were considered to 
be part of the prospective intervention group  We next identified patients 
in our retrospective control group who had underwent surgery for a skin 
cancer between July 1, 2018 and November 30, 2018 using historical 
surgical logs  Groups were compared using chi-squared analyses 

Findings: Our study included 49 patients in the prospective intervention 
group and 83 patients in the retrospective control group  Among those 
in the intervention group, 51% of patients had been treated initially for 
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), 43% for basal cell carcinoma (SCC), 
and 6% for melanoma in situ (MIS)  Similarly, in the retrospective control 

group, 35% were initially treated with BCC, 58% with SCC, and 7% 
MIS  The groups differed in percentage of patients undergoing surgical 
excision vs MMS; 45% underwent MMS and 55% underwent SE in the 
intervention group compared to 26% and 74%, among controls  Patients 
in the intervention group had a higher rate of presentation for TBSE at 
the physician recommended interval than controls, which approached 
statistical significance (P = 0 1233)  Interestingly, our data demonstrate a 
statistically significant and markedly increased rate of presentation after 
reminder phone calls in patients undergoing MMS (77% vs 41%, P = 
0 01417)  We also observed higher rates in the intervention group when 
stratifying by cancer type (MIS: 100% vs 67%, P = 0 2568; SCC: 76% vs 
63%, P = 0 2496; BCC 67% vs 55%, P = 0 4129) and among those treated 
with SE (70% vs 62%, P = 0 4420) 

Summary: Calling veterans prior to recommended interval of TBSEs 
increased compliance with follow up, especially among patients treated 
with MMS  Theoretically, this could reduce the potential morbidity 
associated with delayed time-to-surgery and increase patient satisfaction 
with care  Our study provides foundational evidence for implementing 
similar programs at other medical centers within the VHA  
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Mohs surgeons’ utilization of gene expression profiling as a prognostic 
test for high-risk cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma: a clinical 
impact study

Purpose: Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is often cured with 
surgery; however, due to its high prevalence, this disease results in more 
deaths than melanoma annually  Accurate risk assessment for patients with 
SCC allows clinicians to make risk-aligned patient management decisions  
DecisionDx-SCC (a 40-gene expression profile [GEP] test) has been 
independently validated to improve risk stratification over clinicopathologic 
information or traditional staging systems alone and has demonstrated 
the ability to guide risk-aligned patient management decisions  As Mohs 
surgeons are a clinical specialty likely to see high-risk SCC patients on a 
frequent basis, a clinical impact study was performed within this population 
to determine how patient management decisions are impacted by use of 
DecisionDx-SCC 

Design: An anonymous survey was distributed to current American College 
of Mohs Surgery (ACMS) members  The study consisted of demographic 
questions, inquiries about familiarity with and use of NCCN guidelines, 
AJCC-8 staging, BWH staging, and DecisionDx-SCC  After being provided 
with background on the validation of DecisionDx-SCC, the participants 
evaluated the use of risk factors for the assessment of SCC patients within 
their practice and which risk factors were concerning enough to warrant 
the use of DecisionDx-SCC  Study participants were then presented with 
a high-risk SCC patient vignette and asked for their risk assessment and 
treatment approaches pre- and post-DecisionDx-SCC test results 

Findings: Approximately half of the study participants have been in 
practice at least 10 years, with 54% of the respondents seeing more 
than 500 cases of SCC per year, indicative of a physician population with 
extensive experience in treating SCC (n=39 responding surgeons)  They 
were twice as likely to utilize BWH staging when compared to AJCC-
8, with 74% following the recommendations of the NCCN “Always” or 
“Often ” 97% of respondents were at least “Somewhat” familiar with gene 
expression profiling for SCC, with 33% having used the DecisionDx-SCC 
test  When ranking clinicopathological risk factors for greatest influence to 
cause metastasis, all NCCN very-high risk factors, immunosuppression, 
and neurological symptoms were chosen as the riskiest  Multiple risk 
factors were identified by surgeons as those they feel would benefit from 
the additional prognostic information provided by DecisionDx-SCC, 
with invasion beyond the subcutaneous fat or >6mm selected most 
frequently  Regarding a variety of treatment modalities for a high-risk SCC 
patient vignette, participants elevated their management intensity as the 
DecisionDx-SCC results indicated an increased risk of metastasis (Class 
2A or Class 2B)  A Class 1 test result (low risk of metastasis), however, 
consistently caused changes from the intermediate baseline level to a 
lower level of management intensity  The confidence of surgeons in their 
management of this vignette increased when incorporating each of the 
DecisionDx-SCC class results 

Summary: Use of a high-risk SCC patient vignette showed that with 
integration of DecisionDx-SCC results the study participants choose to 
make risk-aligned management decisions and have increased confidence 
in these choices  Overall, DecisionDx-SCC can focus treatment options 
in a risk-aligned manner, thus, supporting an optimization of healthcare 
resources and improved patient outcomes 

 

Primary Author: Suzie Cheng, PhD, Colgate-Palmolive Company, 
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Skin Repair Efficacy and Tolerability Evaluation of EltaMD Skin 
Recovery Night Mask in Chinese Females

Purpose: This clinical study was designed to demonstrate the skin repair 
efficacy of EltaMD Skin Recovery Night Mask on the cheeks of Chinese 
females with naturally occurring facial skin damage and with self-perceived 
sensitive skin  The study was performed by the Guangzhou Landproof 
Testing Technology Co  Ltd in Guangzhou, China and provides the Chinese 
State Council with a potential clinical method to consider for inclusion in 
the Cosmetics Supervision and Administration Regulations (CSAR)  EltaMD 
Skin Recovery Night Mask contains a proprietary amino acid complex 
(AAComplex) known to reduce skin irritation and redness 

Design: Thirty-four females between 18 and 60 from Guangzhou, China 
signed the Informed Consent and enrolled into the study  The subjects 
were required to have self-perceived sensitive skin, visible redness on the 
cheek due to natural causes, and have transepidermal water loss (TEWL) 
values >10 g/m2/h at baseline  The study protocol and Informed Consent 
were reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of Guangdong Daily 
Chemical Industry prior to the initiation of the study  The study followed 
a monadic design in which the subjects applied EltaMD Skin Recovery 
Night Mask to their entire face, once daily at night for 28 days  All testing 
parameters were evaluated at baseline, as well as 14 and 28 days later  
TEWL measurements were made with the Tewameter  The VISIA-CR was 
used to capture the facial images and Image-Pro Plus analysis software 
determined skin redness (a*) values  Adverse events were assessed by 
the Study Dermatologist, and subjects were requested to indicate any 
discomfort that they experienced  Analyses of the differences between 
the baseline value and the values 14 and 28 days later were performed by 
repeated measures ANOVA (statistical significance defined as p ≤ 0 05) 

Findings: TEWL decreased from 17 04 g/m2/h at Baseline to 16 08 g/
m2/h after 14 days, a 5 60% statistically significant decrease and to 13 88 
g/m2/h after 28 days, a 18 52% statistically significant decrease  Lower 
TEWL indicates improvement in skin barrier function and higher skin barrier 
integrity  Skin redness using a* values increased from 16 19 at baseline to 
16 48, a 1 8% statistically significant increase after 14 days; followed by 
a decrease to 16 09, a 0 69% non-statistically significant decrease from 
baseline after 28 days indicating an overall maintenance of skin redness  
Additionally, an overall decrease in skin redness was observed in the VISIA-
CR images  The product was safe and well-tolerated with no reported 
product-related adverse events 

Summary: This clinical study supports the repair efficacy and skin 
tolerability of EltaMD Skin Recovery Night Mask on Chinese females 
with naturally-occurring facial skin damage and self-perceived sensitive 
skin over 28 days  Repair of the skin barrier function without a negative 
impact on skin redness has been observed based on bio-instrumental 
measurements and Study Dermatologist evaluations  The EltaMD Skin 
Recovery Night Mask, containing AAComplex, is an efficacious addition to 
the EltaMD Skin Recovery line of products and is specially designed for use 
at night 

 

Primary Author: Sebastian Cotofana, MD, PhD, PhD, Associate Professor 
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Visualizing the Arborisation of Subdermal Septa: A Closer MRI View 
Into the 3-Dimensionality Behind Cellulite

Purpose: Recently, Cotofana and Kaminer (1) postulated in their anatomic 
review the 3-dimensionality of the subdermal architecture, integrating septa 
in cellulite into the superficial fascial system  Despite previous studies by 
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Hexsel and others (2-6) that have presented magnetic resonance images 
of cellulite, a comprehensive understanding is still elusive  The aim of this 
analysis was to describe the 3-dimensional structure of subdermal septa 
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the gluteal and thigh region 

Design: As part of a clinical trial of collagenase clostridium histolyticum-
aaes (CCH-aaes; Qwo® [Endo Aesthetics, Malvern, PA, USA]) for the 
treatment of cellulite, MRI images were captured  Post-hoc analyses of the 
subdermal architecture deep to cellulite dimples were conducted using 
Horos DICOM viewer software 

Findings: A total of 6 female patients were evaluated; 2 dimples per patient 
were assessed either for the gluteal or the posterior thigh region  Three-
dimensional MRI reconstructions revealed that septa were integrated within 
a highly organized, complex 3-dimensional network  Septa originated from 
deeper structures and showed a highly variable branching pattern before 
inserting at the dermal undersurface 

Summary: This post-hoc analysis evaluating MRI images of the gluteal and 
posterior thigh regions confirmed previous findings which have suggested 
a 3-dimensional arrangement of septa in cellulite  The analyzed branching 
pattern provides additional support for the integration of septa into the 
superficial fascial system  Future studies should continue to investigate 
the 3-dimensional aspect of septa to allow for a better understanding 
and for the development of better treatment options  REFERENCES 1  
Cotofana S, Kaminer MS  J Cosmet Dermatol  2022;10 1111/jocd 15087  2  
Hexsel D, et al  Dermatol Surg  2009;35(10):1471-1477  3  Hexsel D, et al  
Dermatol Surg  2013;39(12):1877-1886  4  Hexsel D, et al  Dermatol Surg  
2016;42(5):693-696  5  Querleux B, et al  Skin Res Technol  2002;8(2):118-
124  6  Mirrashed F, et al  Skin Res Technol  2004;10(3):161-168 
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LetibotulinumtoxinA Attenuated the Psychological Burden of Glabellar 
Lines and was Associated with High Subject Satisfaction: Results from 
a Phase 3 Clinical Trial

Purpose: Hyperfunctional glabellar frown lines can transmit facial miscues 
that adversely affect emotional communication and facial attractiveness, 
increase perceptions of age, and diminish self-esteem  A secondary 
objective of the BLESS III phase 3 clinical trial was to evaluate the efficacy 
of letibotulinumtoxinA in mitigating the negative psychological impact 
associated with glabellar lines and to assess subject satisfaction with 
treatment outcome 

Design: This was a prospective, randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled, multicenter phase 3 clinical trial (N=355) evaluating the safety 
and efficacy of letibotulinumtoxinA (20U) in the treatment of moderate to 
severe glabellar lines  Baseline and post-treatment assessments were 
made using the following validated subject-administered instruments: 
Modified Skindex-16 GL-QoL Scale; FACE-Q Appraisal of Lines Between 
Eyebrows Scale; FACE-Q Age Appraisal VAS Scale; and FACE-Q 
Satisfaction with Outcome Scale 

Findings: LetibotulinumtoxinA was superior to placebo in reducing 
glabellar line severity post-treatment and was well-tolerated as previously 
reported (Mueller et al  Aesthet Surg J 2022;42:677-688)  Enrolled subjects 
were mostly female (>90%) with a mean (SD) age of 51 5 (11 58) years  
LetibotulinumtoxinA subjects experienced significant improvement on 
the Modified Skindex-16 GL-QoL Scale, a 7-item questionnaire that 
assesses the effect of glabellar lines on health-related quality of life  The 
mean (SD) improvement from baseline to Week 4 for the overall score 
was -38 4 (31 08) for letibotulinumtoxinA subjects compared to -0 7 
(22 37) for placebo subjects (p< 0 001)  Improvements in ‘emotional’ and 
‘social functioning’ domain sub-scores at Week 4 were -42 3 (34 48) and 
-33 1 (33 19), respectively, for letibotulinumtoxinA subjects compared 

with 0 5 (20 43) and -2 2 (31 09) for placebo subjects (p< 0 001 for both 
comparisons)  On the FACE-Q Appraisal of Lines Between Eyebrows 
Scale, which measures the level of subject bother associated with glabellar 
lines, mean (SD) improvement from baseline to Week 4 was 46 4 (28 62) 
for letibotulinumtoxinA subjects compared to -2 9 (21 60) for placebo 
subjects (p< 0 001)  On the FACE-Q Age-Appraisal VAS Scale, the change 
from baseline to Week 4 mean (SD) perceived age was 2 3 (4 2) years 
younger than actual age for letibotulinumtoxinA subjects compared to 
0 2 (3 42) years for placebo subjects (p< 0 001)  LetibotulinumtoxinA 
subjects were highly satisfied with the results of treatment based on the 
FACE-Q Satisfaction with Outcome Scale  For example, at Week 4, 89% of 
letibotulinumtoxinA subjects agreed with the statement, “I am pleased with 
the result” compared to 6% of placebo subjects 

Summary: LetibotulinumtoxinA, a formulation of highly purified 900 kDa 
C  botulinum type A neurotoxin complex manufactured by Hugel, Inc , 
significantly improved the negative psychological burden associated with 
glabellar frown lines in this phase 3 study  Treated subjects experienced 
improved quality of life, younger perceived age, and satisfaction with 
treatment outcome 
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Nutrafol Growth Activator ashwagandha (Withania somnifera) 
exosomes promote ex vivo human hair growth

Purpose: Stress is becoming a more widely recognized source of hair 
loss, potentially causing up to 70% of anagen phase hair to transition into 
the telogen phase, which has been associated with increased circulating 
cortisol levels  Recently, human-derived exosomes have become an 
intriguing hair loss therapeutic treatment modality  However, availability 
and standardization difficulties have limited the use of human-derived 
exosomes  Therefore, plant-derived exosome-like nanovesicles represent 
a promising natural cosmeceutical alternative  The ashwagandha plant 
(Withania somnifera) is widely considered an “anti-stress” adaptogen and 
may function to limit cortisol levels  Thus, the purpose of this study was 
to determine the impact of ashwagandha seed-derived exosome-like 
nanovesicles directly on human hair follicle growth cycles ex vivo 

Design: Microdissected ex vivo hair follicles from healthy human donors 
were treated with 2 0 x 10E09 ashwagandha-derived nanovesicle particles/
mL or 0 2% phosphate buffered saline vehicle control for 5-8 days  
The follicles were macroscopically analyzed for hair shaft production, 
assessed for hair cycle staging, hair matrix keratinocyte proliferation Ki67 
staining, and apoptosis TUNEL staining with DAPI nuclei counterstain by 
quantitative immunohistomorphometry 

Findings: Ashwagandha-derived exosome treatment significantly increased 
hair shaft production in anagen and catagen ex vivo hair follicle culture 
days 3 and 5 (n=33-35 follicles/group, 4 pooled donors; unpaired t-test, 
day 3 p=0 0041 and day 5 p=0 0177; Mann-Whitney test, not significant)  
Percent anagen phase hair follicles at the end of culture also significantly 
increased with Ashwagandha-derived treatment (hair cycle score 
assignment analysis; n=35-36 follicles/group, 4 pooled donors; unpaired 
t-test, p=0 04; Mann-Whitney test, p=0 0356)  Ashwagandha-derived 
exosome treatment did not affect hair matrix keratinocyte proliferation and 
apoptosis (fold change % Ki-67 or TUNEL positive cells normalized to 
vehicle control; n=34-35 follicles/group, 4 pooled donors; unpaired t-test, 
not significant; Mann-Whitney test, not significant) 

Summary: Ashwagandha-derived exosome treatment significantly 
increased hair shaft production and the percent of anagen phase ex 
vivo cultured human hair follicles  Interestingly, anagen prolongation was 
not associated with hair matrix keratinocyte proliferation or decreased 
apoptosis  This suggests an alternative mechanism of action, potentially 
associated with hair growth factors and dermal papilla fibroblast inductivity  
This study indicates that ashwagandha-derived plant exosomes represent 
a novel cosmeceutical ingredient for reducing hair loss and thinning 
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A Multicenter Open-Label Trial Evaluating Efficacy and Tolerability 
of an Advanced Topical Antioxidant Containing Allyl Pyrroloquinoline 
Quinone in Subjects with Mild to Moderate Facial Photodamage

Purpose: Evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of an advanced topical 
antioxidant containing allyl pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ; TAP) designed 
to counteract intrinsic oxidative stress and the effects of skin aging in 
subjects with photodamaged skin 

Design: Investigators evaluated the efficacy and tolerability of twice-daily 
application in subjects aged 40-65 years with mild (3) to moderate (6) 
photodamage based on a 10-point grading scale (0=None to 7-9=Severe 
Photodamage)  Changes in the appearance of lines/wrinkles, skin texture, 
skin tone, skin dullness, and erythema were assessed from baseline at 4, 
8, and 12 weeks along with subject satisfaction  Histological evaluation 
and grading of skin biopsies (0=No Staining [Target Protein] to 5=Maximal 
Staining [Target Protein]) obtained from the left dorsal forearm in subjects 
following twice-daily application occurred at 6 and 12 weeks 

Findings: Forty-four (44) subjects were enrolled in the study with 39 
subjects completing evaluations of facial photodamage and 4 subjects 
undergoing biopsy evaluations  Mean subject age was 54 years, and 
most subjects presented with moderate photodamage  Significant mean 
improvements from baseline were observed as early as 4 weeks in skin 
texture and skin dullness (each, p< 0001); skin tone and lines/wrinkles 
(each, p= 01)  Significant mean improvements were demonstrated 
from baseline in all categories measured at 12 weeks (p< 0 0001) with 
greatest visible improvements occurring in skin dullness (42%) and skin 
texture (35%)  After 12 weeks of use, >90% of subjects reported overall 
improvement in the appearance of their skin, and brighter, radiant and 
healthier-looking skin with visible improvement in sun damage  The study 
product was well tolerated  The majority of AEs were mild and transient; 1 
subject reported a moderate amount of burning upon product contact with 
the eyes  Histologic evaluation from baseline demonstrated reductions in 
solar elastosis at weeks 6 (33%, p= 01) and 12 (60%, p= 002) 

Summary: Twice-daily application of an advanced topical antioxidant 
containing allyl pyrroloquinoline quinone significantly improved the visible 
effects of photodamage skin from baseline, demonstrated early histological 
improvements in solar elastosis, and was highly tolerable over 12 weeks 
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Capturing Cellulite: A Practical Photography Guide for the General 
Aesthetics Practice

Purpose: Clinical photography is a critical component of cellulite treatment 
and research that helps patients and clinicians evaluate the effects of 
treatment [1] However, accurately capturing the depth, diameter, and 
volume of individual cellulite dimples across body contours is technically 
challenging, and standardized guidance is needed  This report, based on 
clinical trial experience and expert opinion, aims to provide practical, easy-
to-adopt best practices for cellulite photography 

Design: Standardized procedures for clinical photography were developed 
as part of a clinical trial of collagenase clostridium histolyticum-aaes (CCH-
aaes; Qwo® [Endo Aesthetics, Malvern PA, USA]) for the treatment of 
cellulite  We share strategies for using accessible photography equipment 
(eg, digital cameras and smartphones/ tablets) and lighting or lighting 
techniques for ensuring photographic consistency to capture informative 
and directly comparable clinical images of cellulite 

Findings: This discussion provides equipment reviews, procedural 
guidance, and workflow suggestions to help clinicians integrate 
photography into their cellulite treatment approaches  Regardless of 
camera or setting, there are three primary goals to keep in mind for 
photographing cellulite: 1) maximize contrast/shadowing on the cellulite 
depressions to show depth, 2) minimize shadowing in the perineal region, 
3) limit overexposure of the upper buttocks 

Summary: Clinical photography is a key component of aesthetics care 
and research  Incorporating a standardized photography process into 
routine clinical practice need not be an intimidating or expensive endeavor; 
careful attention to simple photographic variables including studio setup, 
equipment selection, lighting, patient positioning, image indexing, and 
data storage makes the collection of high-quality cellulite images more 
accessible  By following best practices, any clinician can integrate effective 
photography into their cellulite treatment protocol  REFERENCES 1  Sola 
CA, Fabi SG  Dermatol Surg  2019;45(12):1747-1748 
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A clinical impact study of dermatologists’ use of MyPath Melanoma 
and DiffDx-Melanoma: diagnostic gene expression profile tests guide 
surgical excision and enhance management plan confidence

Purpose: To understand how dermatologists utilize the results from 
ancillary diagnostic gene expression profile (dGEP) testing with MyPath 
Melanoma and DiffDx-Melanoma to determine optimal patient management 
strategies 

Design: Dermatologists who regularly treat patients with difficult-to-
diagnose melanocytic lesions and had previously initiated dGEP testing at 
least 3 times were eligible to complete the questionnaire in this Institutional 
Review Board-approved study  There were 24 randomized vignettes 
presented covering a spectrum of cases with diagnostic/clinical uncertainty 
such as atypical melanocytic proliferation, dysplastic nevus with regression, 
deep penetrating melanocytic neoplasm, and atypical intraepidermal 
melanocytic proliferation  Respondents were provided with a clinical 
impression and diagnosis in the context of a narrative pathology report 
with/without a re-excision recommendation; cases were also described 
without (baseline) and with a dGEP test result (likely benign or likely 
malignant)  Anonymous responses concerning the patient management 
plan including excision and follow-up recommendations and confidence 
were captured  Statistical significance was calculated by nonparametric 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction 

Findings: In total, 32 dermatologists (84% in a private practice setting) 
completed the survey, with 50% indicating additional dermatopathology 
specialization  Approximately 44% of respondents indicated they 
performed 10-50 biopsies of melanocytic lesions per month, and 31%, 
greater than 100 per month  When dGEP results were provided, there was 
an overall increase in management plan confidence, regardless of which 
dGEP result was provided (benign dGEP 26 2%, malignant dGEP 24 7%)  
Also, when dGEP results were provided, changes in surgical excision 
recommendations were statistically significant in 75% of scenarios tested 
(p < 0 02)  Clinical impact was assessed by quantifying the directional 
shift in treatment in relation to the dGEP result  With regard to excision 
recommendations across vignettes, benign dGEP results prompted 
29 7% of clinicians to decrease their margins or forgo excision altogether  
Malignant dGEP results prompted 63 5% of clinicians to increase their 
surgical excision recommendations  Appropriate alterations in patient 
follow-up frequency were observed, with 18 8% of clinicians reducing 
and 43 2% increasing follow-up frequency for patients receiving benign or 
malignant dGEP results, respectively 
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Summary: The addition of dGEP testing to diagnostic scenarios with 
confounding clinical features and uncertainty in optimal management 
prompted important changes in recommendations regarding the need 
for excision, appropriate margins, and follow-up-frequency  The MyPath 
Melanoma and DiffDx-Melanoma dGEP tests help to guide clinical 
decision-making for dermatologists in a variety of otherwise diagnostically 
ambiguous or clinicopathologically discordant scenarios 
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Dermal Repair Cream rapidly reduces moderate to severe erythema in 
rosacea and inhibits cytokine release by the action of low molecular 
weight heparan sulfate analog (HSA)

Purpose: Rosacea is a chronic inflammatory skin condition that affects 
blood vessels and pilosebaceous unit (1)  The phenotypes of rosacea 
include recurrent flushing, central facial erythema, and telangiectasia 
that arise from angiogenesis from preexisting vessels (2)  These 
changes are a result of an immune mediated response as well as the 
angiogenic properties of the LL-37 peptide, which has a high prevalence 
and expression level in rosacea patients (3)  This peptide induces an 
inflammatory signal that activates the NLRP3-mediated inflammasome, 
triggering skin inflammation, new blood vessel growth, and rosacea 
pathogenesis (4)  In addition, LL-37 induces the secretion of Th1-inducing 
cytokines, generation of reactive oxygen species, and inhibition of bacterial 
growth  The LL-37 peptide has previously been shown to be inhibited by 
binding to heparan sulfate, a naturally occurring glycosaminoglycan that 
is found on many cell surfaces (5, 6)  Heparan Sulfate Analog (HSA) is a 
proprietary low molecular weight analog of heparan sulfate that has been 
formulated into a Dermal Repair Cream (DRC) specifically to aid in such 
immune mediated responses  Herein, the potential of HSA to attenuate 
LL-37-induced inflammation has been investigated in addition to a clinical 
evaluation looking at the efficacy and tolerability of DRC containing HSA to 
reduce and improve moderate to severe erythema in rosacea patients 

Design: In vitro - Primary normal human epidermal keratinocytes 
(NHEK) were cultured on a flask containing keratinocyte growth medium 
(KGMc)  The sample was collected then seeded on 96 test wells  When 
cells reached 80% confluence, the medium was replaced by 3 different 
concentrations of LL-37: 2μg/mL, 5μg/mL, and 10μg/mL and incubated 
for 24h or 48h at 37°C (5% of CO2)  Thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide 
(MTT) assays were used to determine the minimal dose of LL-37 and time 
(24h or 48h) required to induce inflammation, specifically interleukin-8 
(IL-8) production, without cell toxicity  Furthermore, to assess the effects 
of HSA on cytokine release, 5μg/mL of LL-37 was placed into 4 different 
concentrations of HSA: 0μM (negative control), 10μM, 100μM, and 1mM 
prepared in KGMc and incubated for 48h at 37°C (5% of CO2)  Changes 
in IL-8 were quantitated by a human enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) kit  The mean and the variation percentage between the different 
wells with the same treatment were recorded  The average percentages of 
variation between treated and control wells were determined, and data was 
analyzed with student’s t-test for statistical analysis  Clinical - This single-
center, randomized double-blind trial included 16 subjects (Fitzpatrick skin 
types I-IV) who had a clinical diagnosis of type 1 rosacea  The cohort of 
individuals also experienced moderate to severe facial erythema related 
to their rosacea in accordance with the Clinician Erythema Assessment 
(CEA) scale  All study participants were undergoing PDL treatment for their 
rosacea but were then randomly assigned to one of two groups, Group 
A-control included PDL plus cleanser, moisturizer, and sunscreen (SOC), or 
Group B-test product included PDL plus SOC with DRC in place of control 
moisturizer  Facial erythema was assessed at baseline, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 
and 8 weeks using the following assessment measurements: Investigator 
Assessment (CEA scale), and Self-Assessments (SAT-RFR), as well as 
Tolerability, and Satisfaction  An endpoint of at least a 1-point improvement 
in CEA was required to achieve successful outcomes 

Findings: In vitro - The results of the MTT test showed cytotoxicity of 
LL-37 at 10μg/mL with viability results at 24h and 48h, respectively of 
32 8 ± 6 5% and 37 0 ± 8 1%  The optimal results were observed using 
LL-37 at 5μg/mL at 48 hours (cell viability of 70 2 ± 5 7% and 37% IL-8 
release)  This concentration was utilized for the remainder of the testing  
The final results indicated a decrease in the release of IL-8 in the KGMc 
culture, directly proportional to the concentration of HSA  Specifically, at 
48h HSA (concentration of 1000μM) significantly decreased the release 
of IL-8 by 40% compared to the control with 0μM HSA  Clinical - At week 
2, a 19% improvement in facial erythema was noticed for the DRC group 
as compared to 4% in the control group  By week 4, 100% of subjects 
in the DRC group had achieved the required end point with an average 
1 125 reduction in CEA (34 61% reduction for DRC vs  7 98% in the 
control group)  At 8 weeks the DRC group exhibited a 42 31% reduction 
in erythema compared to 23 96% in the control group  The control group 
did not achieve the required endpoint of a 1-point improvement in CEA 
throughout the study  100% of subjects in in the DRC group were satisfied/
very satisfied with their outcomes compared to only 37 5% in the control 
group  Scaling, itching, and burning was not experienced by any patients 
in the DRC group but was experienced in the control group  Dryness was 
experienced by both groups, however, only 12 5% of patients experienced 
dryness in the DRC group compared to 62 5% in the control group 

Summary: The in vitro study demonstrates the ability of HSA to block LL-
37-mediated inflammatory IL-8 cytokine release  This mechanism of action 
may be one of the key pathways associated with the clinical outcomes 
observed when using HSA based topical products  The clinical study 
shows DRC was efficacious in reducing moderate to severe erythema 
associated with rosacea when used as an adjunct to PDL therapy  The 
study also demonstrates that DRC improves the tolerability of PDL therapy 
and reduces post therapy irritation  HSA and this mechanism of action may 
help reduce the potential inflammatory response and redness observed 
in many inflammatory skin conditions  Future studies are warranted to 
better understand the full potential of this unique molecule  References: 
1  Farshchian M, Daveluy S  Rosacea  StatPearls  2022  2  Lee HJ, Hong 
YJ, Kim M  Angiogenesis in Chronic Inflammatory Skin Disorders  Int J 
Mol Sci  Nov 7 2021;22(21)doi:10 3390/ijms222112035  3  Croitoru DO, 
Piguet V  Cathelicidin LL-37 Ignites Primed NLRP3 Inflammasomes in 
Rosacea  J Invest Dermatol  Dec 2021;141(12):2780-2782  doi:10 1016/j 
jid 2021 04 024  4  Yoon SH, Hwang I, Lee E, et al  Antimicrobial 
Peptide LL-37 Drives Rosacea-Like Skin Inflammation in an NLRP3-
Dependent Manner  J Invest Dermatol  Dec 2021;141(12):2885-2894 e5  
doi:10 1016/j jid 2021 02 745  5  Alalwani SM, Sierigk J, Herr C, et al  The 
antimicrobial peptide LL-37 modulates the inflammatory and host defense 
response of human neutrophils  Eur J Immunol  Apr 2010;40(4):1118-26  
doi:10 1002/eji 200939275  6  Baranska-Rybak W, Sonesson A, Nowicki 
R, Schmidtchen A  Glycosaminoglycans inhibit the antibacterial activity of 
LL-37 in biological fluids  J Antimicrob Chemother  Feb 2006;57(2):260-5  
doi:10 1093/jac/dki460 
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Efficacy and Tolerability of Novel Topical Pigment-Correcting Serums 
with Biweekly Diamond Tip Microdermabrasion Treatments on Facial 
Hyperpigmentation (HP), Including Melasma and Post-inflammatory HP

Purpose: To assess the cosmetic changes after a combination of a series 
of 6 DiamondGlow treatments with a novel brightening infusion serum 
(DGHP) and a take-home regimen consisting of LYT3 (novel hydroquinone 
[HQ]-free, multimodal, pigment-correcting serum) and Spot Tx (novel 
pigment-correcting spot treatment gel suspension cream) in subjects with 
mild to severe facial hyperpigmentation (HP) 
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Design: A 12-week, open-label, single-center clinical study was conducted 
in females 18–65 years of age (Fitzpatrick skin type [FST] I–VI) with mild to 
severe facial HP, including dark spots, melasma, and post-inflammatory 
HP  Participants received 6 in-office DGHP treatments every 2 weeks with 
at-home application of LYT3 twice daily (AM/PM) and Spot Tx once daily 
(PM)  Investigator assessments (modified Griffiths scale, 0–9) of overall 
HP, radiance (face), and tactile roughness (face); Melasma Area and 
Severity Index (MASI); instrumentation measures (skin hydration levels); 
Antera 3D image analysis for facial skin roughness and pore count plus 
pigmentation level, contrast, and uniformity of participant’s self-identified 
most-bothersome spot; and tolerability assessments (0–3 scale) were 
performed at baseline, immediately post-treatment (15 minutes), on day 3, 
and biweekly from weeks 2 to 12  Subject self-assessment questionnaires 
were completed at all visits except baseline  Significance was assessed 
with paired Student’s t test 

Findings: Eighteen women (majority FST III [67%] or IV [17%]; 56% 
Caucasian, 39% Asian, 6% Hispanic) were enrolled  Treatment was 
well tolerated with significant improvements from baseline observed 
for overall HP from week 4 through week 12 (mean change at week 12, 
21%; P< 0 011), MASI from day 3 through week 12 (40%; P< 0 03 all 
timepoints), radiance from week 2 through week 12 (19%; P< 0 04), and 
tactile roughness immediately after (28%) and on day 3 (36%) after 1 
treatment and weeks 4–12 (27%; all P< 0 02)  Significant improvements 
immediately after 1 treatment were seen for skin hydration instrumentation 
measures  Improvements from baseline in Antera 3D imaging parameters 
were observed throughout the study  Immediately following DGHP, 94% of 
participants agreed that the treatment “reduced the appearance of pores, 
blackheads, post-acne scars/marks  ” At week 12, ≥77% of participants 
stated that the treatment “made my skin look 5+ years younger,” “took 5+ 
years of sun damage off my skin,” and “improved current and helps prevent 
future uneven pigment in the skin ,” and ≥93% of subjects were satisfied 
with results from week 2 onward 

Summary: DiamondGlow HP in combination with LYT3 and Spot Tx was 
well tolerated and provided immediate skin hydration improvements in 
subjects with mild to severe HP  Significant improvements in overall HP, 
MASI score, facial radiance and roughness, and pigmentation parameters 
of participants’ most-bothersome spot were observed throughout the 
study  This combination in-office and at-home regimen was consistently 
highly rated by participants 
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Durability of Collagenase Clostridium Histolyticum-aaes Treatment 
of Buttock Cellulite in Women: Open-Label Extension Study Results 
Through 3 Years

Purpose: Collagenase clostridium histolyticum-aaes (CCH-aaes; Qwo®) 
for injection is indicated for the treatment of moderate to severe cellulite in 
the buttocks of adult women  The current aim was to evaluate the durability 
of CCH-aaes treatment effects in this patient population 

Design: Women who completed 1 of 2 identically designed, phase 3, 
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials (RCT [RELEASE-1 or 
RELEASE-2]) were eligible to participate in a 3-year open-label extension 
(OLE) study  During the RCT, left and right buttock cellulite was treated 
with CCH-aaes 0 84 mg/buttock or placebo on Days 1 (baseline), 22, and 
43; Day 71 was RCT end-of-study (RCT-EOS)  During the first 180 days 
of the OLE study, participants and investigators remained blinded to RCT 
treatment  After unblinding at Day 180, placebo-treated participants were 
withdrawn from the study and participants treated with CCH-aaes were 
identified based on RCT-EOS results as 2-point composite responders 
(2-level improvement in either buttock on Patient Reported Photonumeric 

Cellulite Severity Scale [PR-PCSS] and Clinician Reported Photonumeric 
Cellulite Severity Scale [CR-PCSS]) or 1-point composite responders 
(1-level improvement in either buttock on both PR-PCSS and CR-PCSS)  
Durable response was defined as a PR-PCSS and CR-PCSS rating that 
did not return to RCT baseline (pretreatment) or worse  Data were recorded 
through OLE Month 36 

Findings: 202 participants (mean ± SD age, 48 8 ± 10 7 y) treated with 
CCH-aaes completed OLE Day 180, of whom 106 were 2-level (n=20) 
or 1-level (n=86) composite responders  Overall, for the 106 composite 
responders, durable response was observed in 96 2% (102/106), 90 2% 
(37/41), 96 2% (25/26), 95 0% (19/20), and 92 3% (12/13) of participants 
at Months 6, 12, 18, 24, and 36, respectively  In the 2-level composite 
responders subgroup, durable response was observed in 100% of patients 
(n/n) at all timepoints evaluated: Month 6 (20/20), Month 12 (14/14), Month 
18, (10/10), Month 24 (8/8), and Month 36 (5/5)  Among 1-level composite 
responders, durable response was observed in 95 3% (82/86) at Month 6, 
85 2% (23/27) at Month 12, 93 8% (15/16) at Month 18, 91 7% (11/12) at 
Month 24, and 87 5% (7/8) at Month 36  Safety assessments showed no 
long-term safety concerns 

Summary: This OLE trial demonstrated that initial RCT improvements in 
buttock cellulite after CCH-aaes treatment were observed for at least 3 
years, with no long-term safety concerns identified 
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Synchronous Ultrasound Parallel Beam Technology for Eyebrow and 
Submental Lifting 

Purpose: Ultrasound technology can treat fine lines and wrinkles as well 
as lift lax skin  Recently, new-generation of Ultrasound device (Sofwave, 
Yokneam, Israel) was developed to safely target the mid-dermis to 
maximize neocollagenesis and neoelastogenesis, while incorporating 
feedback-controlled skin cooling and energy deposition  This ultrasound 
device utilizes synchronous ultrasound parallel beams to deliver seven 
beams of thermal energy at once to the mid-dermis at 0 5-2mm with center 
of treatment effect at 1 5mm depth, increasing tissue temperatures to 60-
70 degrees Celsius 

Design: Prospective, self- controlled study assessed the utility of this new-
generation ultrasound device to lift lax skin of the eyebrow and submentum 
and improve facial wrinkles  Fifteen subjects underwent 2 treatments and 
were followed at 3 and 6 months post last treatment  All subjects but 3 
were treated on 3 subareas of the face: forehead and temples for eyebrow 
lift, submentum and neck for lax submental lift and the checks including 
perioral for wrinkle reduction  The investigator assessed the improvement 
and subjects reported their satisfaction  VAS scale was used to document 
subjects’ comfort during the treatment  Immediate responses and safety 
aspects were recorded throughout the study visits 

Findings: All treated areas were improved in at least one of the follow-ups  
High improvement rates were obtained at 3-months follow up: 80% for 
forehead for eyebrow lift and 100% for the cheeks/chin/perioral and for lax 
submental and neck tissue lift  6-months post treatments, the improvement 
rates remained high: 93% (eyebrow lift), 93% (cheeks/chin/perioral) and 
92% (submental/neck)  As well, subjects reported on high satisfaction 
rates: 87%, 93% and 92% on the eyebrow lift, cheeks/chin/perioral and 
on the submental/neck, in at least one of the follow-ups  Pain level was 
5 6±1 8  Tissue responses were limited to slight erythema and edema  One 
mild AE (facial peeling) resolved spontaneously within 3 days 

Summary: This new-generation ultrasound device was demonstrated to 
safely provide lifting of lax skin of the eyebrow and submentum as well as 
improvement of the facial wrinkles 
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Design: To evaluate the effect of the PCA SKIN® Resurfacing Serum 
formulation in protecting the stress response, inflammation, pigmentation, 
and hydration, skin explants were treated with the complete or basel 
formula over a period of 6 days  On the 7th day, tissues were collected 
and biomarkers were assessed, by quantifying protein or gene expression 
levels 

Findings: Topical application of the PCA SKIN® Resurfacing Serum 
formulation to skin explants stimulated the expression of skin barrier 
protein, Loricrin, and desquamation protein, Kallikrein-7, compared to the 
base formula  Further, quantitative PCR analyses showed a stimulation 
of genes associated with skin hydration and antioxidant/oxidative stress 
response, and a reduction in IL-1ρ, which is associated with irritation  
Additionally, the formulation decreased tyrosinase activity, which may result 
in skin with a more even tone 

Summary: This study provides strong evidence that application of the 
PCA SKIN® Resurfacing Serum formulation containing a combination of 
AHAs, PHA, along with a natural desquamation active, impacts multiple 
biomarkers, and may result in hydrated, non-irritated, radiant skin with 
stronger barrier protection 
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Efficacy and Safety of the High-Intensity, High-Frequency Parallel 
Beam Ultrasound Treatment for Facial and Neck Skin Laxity

Purpose: Recently, new high-intensity parallel beam ultrasound with 
Synchronous Ultrasound Parallel Beam SUPERB™ technology was 
develop (Sofwave, Yokneam, Israel) to deliver energy into the skin at the 1 5 
mm depth which is the mid-dermis layer  Therefore, this ultrasonic system 
targets is aimed at stimulating neocollagenesis and elastin remodeling in 
the dermis causing skin tightening and rejuvenation without causing fat 
atrophy, while the epidermis is protected by the cooling system of the 
device  The objective of this study is to evaluate the efficacy and safety of 
the high-intensity parallel beam ultrasound device at the depth of 1 5 mm 
for improvement of skin laxity of lower face among Asian population 

Design: A total of 36 participants (mean age 55 ± 10) were enrolled 
in prospective nonrandomized trial in one medical center in Bangkok, 
Thailand  Digital photographs and Antera 3D photographs were taken 
at baseline, 1 month and 3 months post treatment  The depression of 
nasolabial folds and marionette lines in each visit were evaluated using 
Antera 3D imaging program  Any side effects from the procedure that 
were reported by the participants or observed by the study staff were 
documented and examined by a dermatologist 

Findings: Thirty-six participants were evaluated using Antera 3D imaging 
analysis  Compared to baseline, statistically significant mean changes of 
nasolabial folds and marionette lines were found at 1-month and 3-months 
after the procedure  The mean percentage improvements 1-month after 
the treatment for right and left nasolabial folds and right and left marionette 
lines were 11 85 (Confidence interval (CI) 5 78, 17 92), 9 97 (CI 1 6, 18 35), 
9 58 (CI 2 01, 17 16), 13 92 (CI 7 75, 20 09)  At 3-month follow-up, the 
improvement levels remained significant compared to baseline and similar 
compared to 1-month, with mean improvements of 12 54 (CI 6 4, 18 67), 
11 12 (CI 4 7, 17 54), 15 68 (CI 8 01, 23 36), 15 92 (CI 9 82, 22 02) for right 
and left nasolabial folds and right and left marionette lines respectively  No 
adverse events were recorded during the study course 

Summary: This new-generation ultrasound device was found clinically 
safe and effective for skin laxity in lower face  Significant improvement in 
nasolabial folds and marionette lines was observed as early as the 1-month 
follow-up and the improvement remained significant also at 3-months post 
treatment 

 

Primary Author: David Goldberg, MD, JD, Director of Cosmetic 
Dermatology, Skin Laser & Surgery Specialists, Schweiger Dermatology 
Group, Hackensack, NJ

Lifting Eyebrow and Lax Submental and Neck Skin Hight Intensity 
Ultrasound Technology 

Purpose: Ultrasound technology can treat wrinkles as well as lift lax skin  
Synchronous parallel Ultrasound (US) beams device (Sofwave, Yokneam, 
Israel) was developed to safely target the mid-dermis to achieve maximal 
collagen remodeling  This device delivers seven ultrasound beams in 
parallel and, cause thermal injury at once to the mid-dermis at 0 5-2mm 
depth, increasing tissue temperatures to 60-70 degrees Celsius, in a 
fractional manner  The objective of this clinical study was to assess the 
efficacy and safety of the Synchronous parallel Ultrasound treatment to lift 
lax tissue on face areas (including lift the eyebrow and lift lax submental 
and neck tissue) 

Design: Prospective, self- controlled study assessed the utility of this new-
generation ultrasound device to improve facial wrinkles and to lift lax skin 
of the eyebrow and submentum  Ten subjects from US clinic, underwent 2 
treatments and were followed at 3- and 6-months post last treatment  All 
subjects were treated on 3 subareas of the face: forehead and temples for 
eyebrow lift, submentum and neck for lax submental lift and the checks 
including perioral and chin for wrinkle reduction  Investigators assessed the 
improvement and subjects reported on their willing to undergo additional 
treatment  Subjects ranked the discomfort during treatment using a 
10-point scale (0=no pain; 10=worst pain)  Immediate responses and safety 
aspects were recorded throughout the study visits 

Findings: Ten subjects (8 females; aged 48-71 years) had 2 treatments 
and arrived to two follow-up visits  At the 3-months follow-up visit, facial 
wrinkles, eyebrows elevation and improvement in submental and neck 
lax skin were recorded in all subjects  At 6-months follow-up visit, the 
improvement rates remained high (90%) for all three indications  In similar, 
most of the subjects reported on willing to undergo additional treatment 
in all 3 areas  No adverse events were recorded during the study course  
Anticipated tissue responses following treatment were limited to slight 
to moderate erythema (90%), slight edema (100%) and slight ulceration 
(10%)  These effects resolved completely without medical intervention  Mild 
to moderate discomfort level was reported by the subjects with an average 
of 4 6±1 6 on 0-10 scale 

Summary: This new-generation ultrasound device was demonstrated to 
safely provide eyebrow lifting, lax submental and neck tissue lifting and 
facial wrinkles improvement 

 

Primary Author: Sayantani Goswami Chatterjee, PhD, Colgate-Palmolive 
Company/PCA SKIN, Piscataway, NJ

Co-Authors: Jin Namkoong, PhD; Joanna Wu, PhD

Efficacy of a PCA SKIN® Resurfacing Serum consisting of α-hydroxy 
acids (AHAs), Poly-hydroxy acid (PHA) and a natural desquamation 
stimulating extract

Purpose: Human skin naturally undergoes continuous renewal  This 
process slows, or occurs improperly, with increasing age or certain 
skin conditions, leading to a skin surface that appears dull, tired, and 
uneven  Topical application of ρ-hydroxy acids (AHAs), such as glycolic 
or lactic acid, effectively aids exfoliation by removing the top layers of the 
epidermis, reducing the appearance of dark spots, and hyper-pigmentation  
However, they are also capable of causing cutaneous irritation  The last 
step in the natural skin renewal process is desquamation, or shedding, of 
dead cells from the skin surface  In healthy skin, desquamation is invisible 
and maintains a smooth, radiant appearance  This work evaluates a topical 
skincare formulation, PCA SKIN® Resurfacing Serum, which comprises 
a combination of AHAs, PHA, and additional actives designed to improve 
desquamation, barrier function, and hydration, while mitigating irritation 
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Primary Author: Omar Ibrahimi, MD, PhD, Medical Director, Connecticut 
Skin Institute, Stamford, CT

Early commercial experience with dermal micro-coring using the 
ellacor system

Purpose: The ellacor system with mico-coring technology was recently 
FDA cleared for the treatment of moderate to severe wrinkles of the 
mid and lower face  Here, we describe the post-commercialization user 
experience of the ellacor system in dermatologic surgery settings 

Design: Prospective, multicenter observational study  Real world use of 
the ellacor micro-coring system for the mechanical removal of skin to treat 
moderate to severe wrinkles of the mid and lower face 

Findings: We describe the workflow, setup, and procedural approach to 
the ellacor micro-coring system (see figure below)  A complete patient 
history and physical including other procedures or treatments that could 
have an impact on outcomes are important when setting expectations  
The number of procedures required to achieve the patient’s goals may 
vary from patient to patient and should be discussed up front  The use 
of injectable local buffered lidocaine with epinephrine achieves minimal 
procedural discomfort for the patient while also providing hemostasis  
The ability to adjust needle depth settings from 0 0 to 4 0 mm in 0 5 mm 
increments and to set the percentage of skin removal from 1%, 3%, 5%, 
7% and 8% provides a customized experience for each patient  The higher 
the percentage of skin removal, the more aggressive the treatment and 
assessing the patient’s skin will guide treatment parameters  We will be 
presenting procedural experiences from several early commercial users of 
this new, innovative technology with a roadmap for best use practices as 
well as tips and tricks for optimizing patient outcomes  Before and after 
images and patient reported outcome scores are currently being collected 
and analyzed and will be presented for consideration 

Summary: The ellacor micro-coring system is a novel method for 
mechanically removing skin in a scarless fashion  Early commercial 
experience shows several advantages to this method for treating lower face 
rhytides with high patient satisfaction 

 

Primary Author: Michael Kaminer, MD, Managing Partner, Skincare 
Physicians, Chestnut Hill, MA

Co-Authors: Christopher C  Capelli, MD; Elizabeth L  Tanzi, MD

Mechanism for improvement in the appearance of skin laxity resulting 
from a single treatment with acoustic subcision: Induction of new 
collagen (Type III) and elastin

Purpose: Investigate the induction of new collagen (Type III) in dermis 
from Rapid Acoustic Pulse (RAP) acoustic subcision treatment  Investigate 
the induction of new elastin in dermis from Rapid Acoustic Pulse (RAP) 
acoustic subcision treatment  Rapid Acoustic Pulse (RAP) technology 
(RESONIC®, Soliton, Inc , an AbbVie company, Houston, TX) is a non-
invasive approach to long-term improvement in the appearance of cellulite 
and skin laxity through acoustic subcision [1]  New collagen and elastin are 
critical for improvement in skin laxity  The purpose of this single site animal 
study is to investigate RAP induction of new collagen (Type III) and elastin  
[1] E  L  Tanzi, C  C  Capelli, D  W  Robertson, B  LaTowsky, C  Jacob, O  
Ibrahim and M  S  Kaminer, “Improvement in the appearance of cellulite 
and skin laxity resulting from a single treatment with acoustic subcision: 
Findings from a multicenter pivotal clinical trial,” Lasers Surg Med, vol  
https://doi org/10 1002/lsm 23448, pp  1-8, 2021 

Design: Two Gottingen minipigs (~30 Kg) were anesthetized and selected 
flank sites were treated with RAP (50 Hz at 3,000 V) for 1-3 minutes  Sites 
on an untreated pig served as controls  Biopsies were obtained day-0 and 
-81  Tissue samples were stained with Herovici stain (HR) and Garvey’s 
modified elastic tissue-Masson trichrome stain (GMMT)  Increase in % 
mean area of new collagen (HR) and new elastin (GMMT) in the tissue 
samples were quantified using ImageJ software and compared using 

t-tests (paired, two-tailed) 

Findings: Histological assessment of RAP-treated tissue (n=9) on day-81 
demonstrated statistically significant increase in % mean area in tissue 
samples for both new collagen (M=3 09, SD=1 74) t(8)=5 331, p= 0007 
and new elastin (M=3 12, SD=2 796), t(8)=3 344, p= 0102)  The Control 
tissue (n=3) demonstrated a non-significant increase for both new collagen 
(M=0 43, SD= 7506), t(2)=1 00, p=0 4226) and new elastin (M=-0 03, 
SD=3 323) t(2)=0 0174, p= 9877 

Summary: A single non-invasive RAP acoustic subcision session 
demonstrated statistically significant induction of new collagen (p< 0 001) 
and elastin (p< 0 05) in the dermis  This may account for the improvement 
of skin laxity seen in RAP clinical studies  Additional induction is expected 
with multiple RAP treatments  Human clinical trials to verify this are 
planned  Originally presented at the American Academy of Dermatology 
(AAD) Annual Meeting, March 25-29, 2022, Boston, MA

 

Primary Author: Ghaidaa Kashgari, PhD, Research Scientist, AVITA 
Medical, Irvine, CA

Co-Authors: Katie Bush, PhD; Summer Gallentine, PhD; Sohail Jahid, PhD; 
Heather Powell, PhD

Characterization of Autologous Skin Cell Suspension prepared using 
RECELL® Autologous Cell Suspension System and Evidence of 
Melanocyte Transfer

Purpose: Cellular transplantation techniques offer the potential for rapid 
repigmentation outcomes for patients with stable vitiligo through transfer 
of healthy non-cultured autologous melanocytes and keratinocytes to 
areas of depigmented macules where functional melanocytes are absent  
Although effective, current transplantation strategies (i e , melanocyte-
keratinocyte transfer, suction blisters, punch blisters) require laboratory 
equipment and processes and can take a significant amount of time to 
prepare the cells to transplant  The RECELL® Autologous Cell Suspension 
System (ACSS) was designed to enable the preparation of autologous skin 
cell suspension (ASCS) from a small skin sample at point-of-care with all 
components required to isolate skin cells provided in the kit  Currently the 
device is under clinical investigation to evaluate safety and effectiveness in 
the treatment of stable vitiligo lesions (NCT04547998)  In the U S , RECELL 
is approved for treatment of acute thermal burns and use of RECELL in 
other indications is either (1) limited by U S  law to investigational use; or (2) 
otherwise prohibited 

Design: ASCS was prepared from excised discarded healthy donor 
tissue at a 1:20 (donor skin to treatment site) ratio  Briefly, a thin skin 
sample, which includes the entire epidermis and top region of the papillary 
dermis (0 006-0 008”) was placed in an enzyme solution to promote 
breakdown of cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesions, including those at the 
dermal-epidermal junction  When the layers could be separated, the skin 
was scraped to completely disaggregate the skin sample, suspended in 
buffer solution, filtered, and analyzed  The ASCS was characterized to 
determine phenotypes, cellular density, viability, apoptotic activity, and 
aggregates  In order to confirm the transfer of melanocytes from ASCS, 
a three-dimensional in vitro model system using engineered dermis 
was used  ASCS was added on top of the engineered dermal template 
and allowed to adhere to the dermis, proliferate and regenerate the 
epidermis  Keratinocytes (only) from the same donors were utilized as a 
Control  Scientific evaluation of melanocyte transfer was determined by 
a) Melanocyte-specific and b) Melanin-specific staining of the developed 
three-dimensional skin 

Findings: The mean total number of cells in ASCS prepared from three 
donors was 8 32E+06 (SEM± 6 26E+05) cells/ml  Out of total cells, 
4 82E+06 cells/ml (SEM±4 46E+05) were detected as live and 3 50E+06 
cells/ml (SEM±2 48E+05) were detected as dead, making the percent 
viable 57 4% (SEM± 1 5%)  On average, there were few cell aggregates or 
apoptotic cells in ASCS  Samples of regenerated epidermis formed from 
autologous skin cell suspension were stained with fixable viability dye, 
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fixed, permeabilized and stained with antibodies specific for the skin cell 
types  The antibodies used were specific for PMEL, a melanocyte protein, 
vimentin, a fibroblast protein, and pan-cytokeratin, a family of keratinocyte 
proteins  The expression of these markers was analyzed by flow cytometry  
Across all three donors, an average (mean ± SEM) of 10 9% ± 4 3% of 
total live single cells were identified as melanocytes, 28 3% ± 11 0% of 
total live single cells were identified as fibroblasts, and 34 9% ± 11 1% of 
total live single cells were identified as keratinocytes  Immunofluorescence 
staining of melanocyte-specific marker (Tyrp1) and Melanin-specific 
staining (Fontana-Masson) of three-dimensional in vitro skin (24 days post 
application of autologous skin cell suspension) showed successful transfer 
of functional melanocytes, indicated by the presence of melanocytes and 
melanin in the epidermis regenerated from autologous skin cell suspension 
and absence of melanocytes and melanin in the epidermis developed by 
keratinocyte-only control 

Summary: Cell suspension prepared using the device contains a high 
proportion of single cells with high viability  The population of cells 
harvested consists of a mixed population of melanocytes, keratinocytes, 
and fibroblasts  Successful transfer of melanocytes was observed in 
the three-dimensional in vitro model system  ASCS can be prepared at 
point-of-care in 30 minutes and consists of large numbers of viable cells 
including keratinocytes, melanocytes, and fibroblasts  Application of 
ASCS on engineered dermal templates resulted in regenerated epidermis 
including functional melanocytes  A clinical trial is underway to evaluate 
safety and effectiveness of this technology for the treatment of stable 
vitiligo 

 

Primary Author: Joely Kaufman-Janette, MD, Director, Skin Associates of 
South Florida, Coral Gables, FL

Co-Authors: Michael H  Gold, MD; Carrie Lewis, MS; James P  Tursi, MD; 
Gongfu Zhou, PhD; David Hernandez, MD; Saji Vijayan, MBBS, D  Diab 

APHRODITE-1: A Phase 2 Open-Label Study of Bruising Following 
Different Interventions With Collagenase Clostridium Histolyticum-
aaes Treatment for Cellulite of the Buttocks in Women

Purpose: Collagenase clostridium histolyticum-aaes (CCH-aaes; Qwo®) 
for injection is indicated for the treatment of moderate to severe cellulite 
in the buttocks of adult women  Injection-site bruising was the most 
common adverse event in a pooled analysis of two randomized, phase 3 
trials in women with cellulite in the buttocks treated with CCH-aaes (84%) 
or placebo (21%)  Although injection-site bruising following CCH-aaes 
administration typically resolved within 21 days, bruising was bothersome 
to some women and may be related to subsequent skin discoloration  
Therefore, a trial was designed to evaluate bruising and its associated 
consequences following different potential interventions  The objective was 
to assess, using a self-control study design, bruising of the buttocks of 
women with moderate to severe cellulite after different interventions with 
CCH-aaes injection 

Design: APHRODITE-1 (a phase 2, open-label, self-controlled study of 
bruising following different interventions with CCH-aaes treatment) aims 
to enroll approximately 180 women aged 18 to 60 years with a body 
mass index of 18 to < 32 kg/m2 and with moderate or severe cellulite on 
both buttocks (rating of 3 or 4 on the Clinician Reported Photonumeric 
Cellulite Severity Scale)  Up to 30 participants will be allocated to 1 of 6 
cohorts using an interactive response technology system  The 6 cohorts 
are designed to assess a different CCH-aaes dose, different CCH-aaes 
concentrations, different injection techniques (including depth of injection), 
and a diluent additive  The study construction will enable the addition of 
new intervention cohorts if desired  Both buttocks will be treated in the 
study, with the right buttock serving as the control and the left buttock as 
the investigational side  The investigational interventions to be evaluated 
include 50% of the US prescribing information (PI)–approved CCH-
aaes dose (0 42 mg; Cohort 1); ~5-fold diluted concentration (Cohort 
2); shallower injection depth of ¼ inch (Cohort 3); ~2 5-fold diluted 
concentration at a shallower injection depth (¼ inch; Cohort 4); 50% 

of the PI-approved dose (0 42 mg) with lidocaine and epinephrine as a 
diluent additive (Cohort 5); and 25% of indicated dose (0 21 mg) at 50% of 
indicated concentration (0 12 mg/mL; Cohort 6)  Cohorts 1 to 5 will receive 
3 treatment sessions separated by ~21 days and Cohort 6 will receive 2 
treatment sessions separated by ~42 days  Injection site bruising will be 
monitored and photographed throughout the study  The trial will include 
4 follow-up visits after each CCH-aaes treatment session (1-2 days, 3-5 
days, 6-9 days, and 10-14 days post-treatment) for additional assessments 
(eg, cellulite severity) and standardized digital photographic documentation 

Findings: Bruising severity will be determined using the Investigator 
Assessment of Bruising Severity Scale (IABSS; 5-point scale [0 = “no 
or almost no bruising”; 4 = “very severe bruising”), with each buttock 
individually evaluated to enable comparison  The primary endpoint is the 
proportion of participants whose left buttock (investigational treatment) has 
an IABSS score at least 1 level lower than that of the right buttock (control 
treatment) 3 to 5 days after the first CCH-aaes treatment (second follow-up 
visit)  Injection-site reactions will be monitored in each buttock 

Summary: APHRODITE-1, utilizing a self-control design, is intended to 
evaluate whether different interventions (eg, dose, concentration, injection 
technique) result in a difference in injection-site bruising after CCH-aaes 
treatment for cellulite in the buttocks  The study has been created with the 
flexibility to add cohorts in order to test additional interventions over time 

 

Primary Author: Justin Jefferson, BS, MB( ASCP), HTL(ASCP), Director of 
US Sales, Novodiax, Inc , Hayward, California

Co-Author: Sarah Richardson, MS; Shuo Chen, PhD; David Hagebush, BS, 
BA; Song Zhao, MD, PhD, MPH

A Comparison between Manual and Automated Q-STAIN® X 
Immunostaining in Skin Cancer

Purpose: Immunohistochemistry (IHC) demands for intraoperative surgery 
to support definitive surgical care have increased during a time of staff 
shortages in histology laboratories  These added demands are driving the 
need to shift from manual IHC testing to automated IHC to increase the 
volume of slides tested, enhance the standardization of staining protocols 
while alleviating labor pressures and decreasing processing time  Rapid 
automated IHC testing may help overcome insufficient human resources 
and help reduce human error while decreasing test turnaround times 
and improving overall laboratory efficiency  This combination of rapid 
automated IHC testing and quality results on frozen tissue sections may 
thereby benefit intraoperative surgeries such as Mohs micrographic surgery 
(MMS)  Melanocytic markers such as Melanoma antigen recognized 
by T cells (MART-1) and SRY-related HMG-box 10 (SOX10) are often 
used to identify melanoma during extraction of malignant tissue during 
MMS  MART-1 and SOX10 antibodies stain malignant melanocytes and 
normal background melanocytes that serve as internal controls  MART-1 
is a cytoplasmic marker commonly used as an adjunct to Hematoxylin 
and Eosin (H&E) frozen sections to detect junctional and focal dermal 
melanocytic proliferation on frozen sections  SOX10 is a nuclear marker 
and has historically been considered the standard for desmoplastic and 
spindle cell melanomas  Cytokeratin 5 (CK5) is a high molecular weight 
keratin expressed in squamous cell epithelium, myoepithelial cells of the 
breast, mesothelium, and the basal cells of the prostate  CK5 is a rabbit 
monoclonal antibody (mAb) that binds specifically to basal and squamous 
cell carcinoma of skin, and it also binds to squamous cells of epidermis 
and hair out-root sheath cells, sebaceous glands, and basal cells of eccrine 
and apocrine ducts  These properties make CK5 antibody a reliable marker 
for both basal cell (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of skin  In 
the present study, we aimed to demonstrate the use of Novodiax (Hayward, 
CA) anti-MART-1, anti-SOX10, and anti-CK5 antibodies with polymerized 
Horseradish Peroxidase (poly-HRP) technology to achieve optimal IHC 
staining results with frozen skin cancers (melanoma and non-melanoma) 
using manual staining with a comparison to the novel Q-STAIN®X (QSX) 
autostainer  The staining results were reviewed and graded by an in-house 
pathologist to assess staining quality 
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Design: Poly-HRP combined with MART-1, SOX10, and CK5 antibodies 
were used for manual and automated IHC staining  Frozen tissues were 
cut 4 microns in thickness and fixed with reagent grade acetone with 
an incubation time of 1 minute excluding melanoma tested with SOX10  
10% Neutral buffered formalin (NBF) was used as the fixative for SOX10 
staining  Slides were then transferred to a phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) wash buffer  For the IHC protocol: Blocker was applied to tissue 
samples for 1 minute, primary antibody (Mart-1, SOX10, CK5) incubation 
time was 4 minutes, Enhancer incubation time was 3 minutes, and 
3,3'-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) chromogen incubation time was 2:30 minutes  
Finally, tissues were counterstained with Mayer's hematoxylin with an 
incubation of 1 minute, dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in Xylene, and 
permanently mounted  Slide staining results were reviewed by a board-
certified pathologist with scores ranging from 0-4 5 with scores of 4 0 or 
higher considered optimal  Non-specific background staining was also 
graded with scores ranging from 0-1 with 0 indicating no background and 
scores below 0 5 considered optimal 

Findings: Manual staining was completed in less than 15 minutes 
demonstrating increased testing efficiency compared to conventional 
IHC techniques with turnaround times ranging from 30-90 minutes  QSX 
automated staining was completed in less than 20 minutes  All tissues 
tested demonstrated equivalent staining quality based on pathologist 
review and grading across the manual and automated immunostaining 
methods 

Summary: The rapid QSX autostainer turnaround time, consistent staining 
quality, and minimal need for operator interaction support its use for clinical 
intraoperative applications such as MMS  Results indicate the clinical utility 
of standardized and consistent automated IHC in intraoperative testing 
as seen with MART-1, SOX10, and CK5 to aid in rapid identification and 
removal of malignant tissues 

 

Primary Author: Cleiton Kunzler, PhD, Merz Aesthetics GmbH, Frankfurt, 
Germany

Co-Authors: Sarah Backfisch, MSc; Radia El-Banna, BA; Nadine 
Hagedorn, BA; Christian Hartmann, PhD; Thomas Hengl, PhD; Roland 
Stragies, PhD

Technical evaluation and in-vitro studies of different CaHA containing 
dermal fillers Considering the Impact of Particle Characteristics on 
CaHA Injection Tolerability

Purpose: Calcium Hydroxylapatite (CaHA) is a component of some dermal 
fillers with CaHA microspheres suspended in a polymeric gel carrier such 
as carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) or hyaluronic acid (HA)  Dermal fillers with 
CaHA are used to improve the signs of aging by restoring lost volume, as 
well as via biostimulatory mechanisms that increase collagen and elastin 1 
Several CaHA-containing products are available; understanding the 
differences between these products can help physicians select the safest, 
most appropriate treatment for their patients 

Design: In this analysis, differences in the physical characteristics and 
biostimulating properties of three CaHA-containing products, CaHA/CMC 
(Radiesse; Merz North America, Raleigh, NC), CaHA/CMC with Lidocaine 
(Radiesse+; Merz North America, Raleigh, NC), and CaHA/hyaluronic acid 
(HA) with Lidocaine (HArmonyCa; Allergan Aesthetics, an AbbVie company, 
Irvine CA) are discussed with a focus on the particle characteristics and the 
in-vitro collagen stimulation*  (*Isolated microspheres were used in in-vitro 
experiments )

Findings: Each CaHA-containing product has unique physical 
characteristics of the CaHA particles that may affect patient responses 
and tolerance  Microscopic analysis showed differences in microsphere 
regularity, size as well as the presence of small fragments: CaHA/CMC 
microspheres primarily demonstrated a smooth spherical shape whereas 
the majority of CaHA/HA microspheres had irregularities such as fissures or 
holes with broken and loose particle fragments  Almost 20% of the CaHA 

portion were fragments < 25 µm in CaHA/HA  Isolated microspheres of 
CaHA/CMC and CaHA/HA showed increased collagen III expression, but 
only particles of the CaHA/CMC filler induced strong collagen I expression 

Summary: This analysis of different CaHA-containing products found 
differences in particle characteristics and their respective biostimulating 
properties  Such data indicate that microspheric injectable products should 
be carefully evaluated for the effect of particle characteristics on patient 
safety to ensure immunologic reactions are minimized  REFERENCES (1) 
Yutskovskaya Y, et al  J Drugs Dermatol  2014;13(9):1047-52 
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Efficacy of Novel Multimodality Pigment-Correcting Serum for 
Moderate to Severe Facial Hyperpigmentation, Including Melasma, in a 
12-Week, Split-Face, Double-blind, Randomized Controlled Trial

Purpose: To assess the efficacy and tolerance of a novel hydroquinone 
(HQ)-free, multimodal, pigment-correcting serum (LYT3) compared with 4% 
HQ in women with moderate to severe facial hyperpigmentation 

Design: A split-face, single-center trial was conducted in females 30–65 
years of age with Fitzpatrick skin phototypes (FST) I–VI and moderate to 
severe hyperpigmentation on both sides of the face with ≥25 participants 
each who were African American/Black, Hispanic White, Asian, and 
Non-Hispanic White, and including ≥30 participants with epidermal facial 
melasma (FST III–VI; score of ≥2 on the Melasma Severity Rating Scale)  
Participants applied LYT3 topically on a randomly assigned facial side 
and 4% HQ on the opposite facial side twice daily  Efficacy endpoints and 
tolerability were recorded at baseline, weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12  Investigator 
assessments of overall hyperpigmentation and skin tone evenness were 
recorded for each facial side using a modified Griffiths 10-point scale  
The melasma subgroup was assessed using the Modified Melasma Area 
and Severity Index (mMASI) and Melasma Quality of Life (MelasQoL) 
questionnaire  Participants completed self-assessment questionnaires at 
weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12  Changes from baseline and treatment comparisons 
were evaluated using Wilcoxon signed-rank test or paired t test 

Findings: Participants in the overall population (n=113) and melasma 
subgroup (n=44) were African American (27% and 20%, respectively), 
Non-Hispanic White (28% and 27%), Hispanic White (22% and 27%), 
and Asian (22% and 25%)  Treatment with LYT3 was well tolerated and 
demonstrated significant improvements in overall hyperpigmentation and 
skin tone evenness versus baseline starting at week 2 and continuing 
throughout the study (both P< 0 001 at week 12)  Results were similar 
across all ethnicities, with significant improvements versus baseline starting 
at week 2 or 4 and continuing through week 12  Across all ethnicities, 
LYT3 achieved comparable results to 4% HQ, with a ≤3 1% mean change 
difference between the 2 treatment groups for each parameter  In the 
melasma subgroup, LYT3 significantly improved mMASI and MelasQoL 
scores versus baseline from week 2 through week 12 (both P≤0 001 at 
week 12)  At week 12, LYT3 was highly rated by participants for efficacy 
(95% reporting ≥25% improvement) and overall satisfaction (89%)  At all 
visits, participants preferred LYT3 over 4% HQ (week 2, 67% vs 33%, 
respectively; week 4, 60% vs 40%; week 8, 65% vs 35%; week 12, 57% 
vs 43%) 

Summary: LYT3 significantly improved facial hyperpigmentation, including 
melasma, as early as week 2, with continued improvement through 
week 12 in a broad range of ethnicities and skin types and a high rate of 
participant satisfaction with treatment  Results were comparable to those 
of 4% HQ, with a majority of participants preferring LYT3 over 4% HQ 
throughout the study 
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Efficacy of a Targeted Pigment-Correcting Spot Treatment Cream for 
Solar Lentigines and Post-inflammatory Hyperpigmentation in a 12-
Week, Single-Center Clinical Study

Purpose: To assess the efficacy and tolerance of a novel targeted pigment-
correcting spot treatment gel suspension cream (Spot Tx) when used over 
the course of 12 weeks by women with mild to moderate dark spots (ie, 
post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation [PIH]/acne marks and/or age spots/
solar lentigines) on the face 

Design: A 12-week, single-center clinical trial was conducted in females 
25–65 years of age with mild to moderate hyperpigmentation (score 
of 3–6 on a modified Griffiths 10-point scale) who had at least 1 PIH/
acne mark (Fitzpatrick skin type [FST] III–VI) or at least 1 age spot/
solar lentigo (FST I–III) measuring ≥3 mm  Participants applied Spot Tx 
once daily in the evening onto the dark spots only, avoiding normal skin  
Investigator evaluations (using a modified Griffiths 10-point scale) of overall 
hyperpigmentation; skin tone evenness; and target dark spot size, intensity, 
and contrast; and tolerability assessments were recorded at baseline 
and weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12  Participant self-assessment questionnaires 
were completed at weeks 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12  Changes from baseline were 
evaluated using Wilcoxon signed-rank test  All statistical tests were 2 sided 
at significance level alpha=0 05 

Findings: A total of 41 participants completed treatment (age spot 
subgroup, n=22; PIH subgroup, n=19)  Participants were mainly Non-
Hispanic White (29%), Hispanic White (29%), African American (25%), 
and Asian (12%)  Significant improvements versus baseline were 
observed starting at week 2 and continued through week 12 for overall 
hyperpigmentation, skin tone evenness, and target dark spot intensity and 
contrast for the overall population and both subgroups (all P< 0 001 at 
week 12)  Significant improvements beginning at week 4 and continuing 
through week 12 were also observed for dark spot size for the overall 
population and the PIH subgroup (P< 0 001 at week 12 versus baseline)  
Improvements in investigator assessments of skin efficacy parameters were 
accompanied by participant self-perceived efficacy for fading “even the 
most stubborn spots on my skin” (>71%) and overall improvement (85%) at 
week 12, as well as consistently high overall satisfaction (≥85% at all visits)  
Spot Tx was well tolerated, with mean scores for all tolerability parameters 
below mild at all study visits 

Summary: A novel targeted pigment-correcting spot treatment gel 
suspension cream provided significant improvement in dark spots from 
PIH/acne marks and age spots/solar lentigines as early as week 2, with 
continued improvement through week 12 in a broad range of participant 
races, ethnicities, and skin types  Participant satisfaction was consistently 
high throughout the study 

 

Primary Author: Brian Martin, PhD, Senior Scientist, Castle Biosciences, 
Incorporated, Houston, TX

Co-Authors: Christine N  Bailey, MPH; Kyle Covington, PhD; Matthew S  
Golberg, MD; Sarah Kurley, PhD; Valentina I  Petkov, MD, MPH

Incorporating the 31-gene expression profile test stratifies 
survival outcomes and leads to improved survival compared to 
clinicopathologic factors alone: A SEER Program collaboration

Purpose: The 31-gene expression profile (31-GEP) test for cutaneous 
melanoma (CM) is a validated prognostic test that stratifies patients with 
stage I-III CM into groups at low (Class 1A), intermediate (Class 1B/2A), 
and high (Class 2B) risk of recurrence or metastasis  In collaboration with 
the National Cancer Institute’s and Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End 

Results (SEER) program (covering 34% of the U S  population during the 
study period), the study’s objectives were to (a) confirm the performance 
of the 31-GEP for risk stratification in an unselected, prospectively tested 
cohort and (b) compare survival outcomes between patients tested with the 
31-GEP versus patients not tested with the 31-GEP 

Design: Patient data, including melanoma-specific survival (MSS) and 
overall survival (OS), provided by SEER registries (diagnosis 2013-2018), 
was linked to data for patients with stage I-III CM tested with the 31-GEP 
(n=5,226)  Kaplan-Meier analysis with log-rank test was used to analyze 
patient survival  To assess if patients tested with the 31-GEP had higher 
survival rates than untested patients, a cohort of 31-GEP tested patients 
(n=3,621) was matched to untested patients (n=10,863) by 11 covariates 
in a 1-to-3 ratio  Matching cases were limited to diagnosis in 2016 and 
forward, controlling for potential access to adjuvant therapy 

Findings: Patients with a 31-GEP Class 1A result had higher 5-year MSS 
(99 2% vs  85 4%) and OS (95 2% vs  74 5%) than patients with a Class 2B 
result  A Class 2B result was a significant predictor of MSS (HR=8 51, p< 
0 001) and OS (HR=2 48, p< 0 001) in multivariable analysis  Age (HR=1 05, 
p< 0 001), Breslow thickness (HR=1 18, p< 0 001), and a positive SLN 
(HR=2 26, p=0 004) were significant predictors for MSS, and age (HR=1 09, 
p< 0 001), Breslow thickness (HR=1 15, p< 0 001), an unknown SLN status 
(HR=1 47, p=0 013), and positive SLN (HR=1 56, p=0 032) were significant 
predictors for OS  After developing a matched cohort of 31-GEP tested 
and untested patients (matched by patient age, median follow-up time, 
T-stage, year of diagnosis, sex, mitotic rate, socioeconomic status (Yost 
index), SLN assessment and positivity rates, primary tumor site, and race), 
patients tested with the 31-GEP had a 27% (HR=0 73, p=0 028) and 21% 
(HR=0 79, p=0 006) MSS and OSS survival benefit, respectively, compared 
to untested patients 

Summary: Consistent with prior retrospective and prospective studies, 
in a large, unselected, prospectively tested cohort of patients with stage 
I-III CM, the 31-GEP stratified patient mortality risk  Most importantly, 
patients with 31-GEP test results in addition to traditional clinicopathologic 
factors had improved survival compared to patients with only traditional 
clinicopathologic factors available to determine their treatment and follow-
up plan 

 

Primary Author: Lisa Metler, PA-C, Associate Director, Medical Science 
Liason, Endo Aesthetics LLC, Malvern, PA

Co-Authors: Brad Bengtson, MD; Serena Chase, MBA; Jill Edgecombe, BS

Direct Visualization of Dermal Thickness, Cellulite, and Fibrous Bands 
Using High-Resolution Ultrasound

Purpose: As both the understanding of the pathophysiology of cellulite 
and treatment strategies continue to evolve, there is an unmet need for 
tools to allow in vivo correlation between subsurface anatomy and the 
skin surface appearance of cellulite  One potential approach is the use 
of high-resolution ultrasound (HRUS)  The aims were to evaluate HRUS 
as a noninvasive tool for visualization of cellulite morphology in real time, 
to assess potential cellulite anatomic variances in the buttock versus 
posterolateral thigh, and to confirm previous findings (Whipple LA, et al  
Plast Reconstr Surg  2021;148[3]:375e-381e) 

Design: A wireless handheld ultrasound scanner with an ultrahigh 
frequency to 20 MHz (Clarius L20 HD [Clarius Mobile Health]; depth to 4 
cm) was selected to assess dermal thickness and fibrous band location, 
orientation, and depth in skin, with or without moderate cellulite, in the 
buttock and posterolateral thigh 

Findings: This case study showed that dermal thickness and subdermal 
architecture could be clearly visualized with HRUS to a tenth of a millimeter  
The cellulite anatomy on the buttock and posterolateral thigh was most 
often oriented in an oblique angle to the surface of the skin, as an individual 
band or multiple bands, versus straight vertical orientation  Fibrous 
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bands appeared to originate in the superficial fascia, beginning 4 to 6 mm 
below the dermis, with a plexus or a tree-branching network of multiple 
attachments continuing to the deep fascial layer  The appearance of 
vascular structures was most commonly observed in the superficial fascia 

Summary: These data support that an oblique rather than vertical 
orientation of fibrous bands is observed more often in skin with cellulite  
Real-time noninvasive visualization with HRUS is a potential approach for 
better understanding of cellulite and internal evaluation of its treatment  
Mounting evidence supports a need to re-evaluate thinking regarding the 
more complex subdermal banding architecture and structure responsible 
for cellulite 

 

Primary Author: Ludmila Prudkin, PhD, ISDIN, Morristown, NJ

Co-Authors: Ana Fcabezudo, PhD; Marta Furnmancyk, PhD

Clinical efficacy and safety of a skin brightening complex designed 
(Melaclear advanced) to target multiple steps of the melanogenesis 
pathway

Purpose: As we age, or as a consequence of certain conditions or 
hormonal changes, skin color becomes more heterogeneous  Disorders of 
hyperpigmentation have a significant impact on an individual’s quality of 
life and are a common reason for seeking treatment  Current treatments 
are not satisfying as they are ineffective or have a low efficacy to control 
the pigmentation or have side effects that can compromise their use on a 
regular basis  The objective of this work is to evaluate safety and efficacy 
of a rationally designed skin brightening complex containing tranexamic 
acid, 4-n-Butylresorcinol, niacinamide, gluconolactone, mandelic , salicylic 
and phytic acids in gel-serum format (Melaclear Advanced), targeting 
main components of the melanogenesis pathway, to attenuate melanin 
production and reverse hyperpigmentation clinically 

Design: Clinical efficacy and skin compatibility following twice daily 
application of Melaclear Advanced for three months was determined in 
30 subjects with slight to moderate facial hyperpigmentation by clinical 
(mMASI, clinical score, IGA for hyperpigmentation and photodamage, 
GAIS), instrumental (VISIA, Mexameter) and subjective evaluation was 
evaluated at Day 14 (D14), D28, D56, D84 ,and at D112, after one more 
month of product use cessation  Skin compatibility and acceptability was 
also evaluated 

Findings: Melaclear Advanced daily use significantly improved Luminosity 
(clinical score) by 29,7% on D28 and 79% on D84 and was maintained 
during 28 days after product discontinuation  Hyperpigmentation (mMASI) 
was significantly reduced on D28 by 31,9% and 63% on D84 after daily 
product use and was maintained 28 days more after its discontinuation  
Hyperpigmentation and photodamage (IGA) was significantly reduced by 
more than 10% from D28 to more than 40% at D84 after daily product 
use and was maintained during 28 days after product discontinuation  
Significant reductions in melanin index (Mexameter) was observed from 
D14 (11,4%) to D84 (31,1%) and effect was maintained 28 after product 
discontinuation  Brown spots (VISIA) count and area showed improvement 
from D14 compared to baseline, going from 16,7% (D14) to 40,3% (D84) 
for area and 9% (D14) to 28,4% (D84) for count  Visible spots count (VISIA) 
was significantly reduced from D28 and UV spots count from D14 of 
daily product use as compared to the baseline and, as for the rest of the 
parameters evaluated, the effect was maintained 28 days after product 
discontinuation  All mentioned parameters achieved statistical significance 
(p< 0,05)  Cosmetic efficacy as well as cosmetic quality of the product were 
highly evaluated by the subjects  Moreover, Melaclear Advanced was non-
irritant and had very good skin compatibility and tolerability 

Summary: Melaclear advanced, a skin brightening complex designed 
to comprehensively target the biological processes regulating skin 
pigmentation clinically demonstrated rapid, robust, and sustained 
pigmentation control  It is well tolerated, and its desirable cosmetic 
qualities make it an effective option for hyperpigmentation 
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In vitro efficacy and skin irritation potential of a skin brightening 
complex (Melaclear Advanced) designed to target multiple steps of 
melanogenesis pathway

Purpose: The diverse causes of hyperpigmentation and complex 
nature of melanogenesis make it a challenge to regulate  The objective 
of this work was to evaluate the in vitro efficacy and skin irritation 
potential of a rationally designed skin brightening complex (Melaclear 
Advanced) containing tranexamic acid, 4-n-Butylresorcinol, niacinamide, 
gluconolactone, mandelic , salicylic and phytic acids in a gel-serum format 

Design: The ability of Melaclear Advanced to reduce melanin production 
and distribution was determined in a melanocyte-containing reconstructed 
human epidermis model (RHEm)  Viability was also determined  Skin 
irritation potential was assessed in a reconstructed human epidermis (RHE) 
according to OECD 439 guideline 

Findings: Topical application of Melaclear Advanced reduced melanin 
levels in RHEm by 50 0±7 1% on D14 (p< 0 001), and by 67 0±7 5% on 
D21 (p< 0 001), compared to untreated control tissue  No cytotoxicity was 
observed with Melaclear Advanced indicating that melanin reduction is due 
to a bona fide inhibition of melanin biosynthesis and distribution, rather 
than through any cytotoxic effect on melanocytes  The product was non-
irritant in the in vitro setting evaluated 

Summary: Melaclear Advanced was designed to comprehensively 
target the biological processes regulating skin pigmentation  Our work 
demonstrates the ability of the product to affect pigmentation by inhibiting 
melanin production in vitro  Moreover, it is predicted to have low skin 
irritation potential 

 

Primary Author: Deanne Robinson, MD, Modern Dermatology, Westport, 
CT

Co-Authors: Joely Kaufman, MD; Diane Nelson, RN, MPH; Mitchell 
Wortzman, PhD

A Dual-Center, Open-Label Clinical Trial Evaluating the Efficacy and 
Tolerability of a Neck Cream in Subjects with Mild to Moderate Lines 
and Wrinkles

Purpose: The objective of this dual-center, open-label, 12-week, clinical 
trial was to assess the efficacy and tolerability of a new neck cream, 
Techno™ Neck Perfecting Cream (NC), designed to enhance nitric oxide 
availability to the skin to visibly improve signs of aging and overall quality of 
skin of the neck and décolleté 

Design: To meet the unique needs of aging skin of the neck, a new NC has 
been developed  The efficacy and tolerability of a new NC was assessed 
over 12 weeks in women with mild to moderate lines and wrinkles of the 
neck based on a 10-point grading scale (0 [no wrinkles], 1-3 [fine wrinkles], 
4-6 [fine to moderate depth wrinkles, moderate number of lines], and 7-9 
[fine to deep wrinkles, numerous lines, with or without redundant skin]) 
The study evaluated improvements from baseline of neck skin following 
twice daily application of the NC (Group 1, N=26, mean age 54 years)  A 
second group of subjects (Group 2, N=10, mean age 50 years), enrolled 
with mild to moderate lines and wrinkles and photodamage of the neck and 
décolleté according to a 10-point grading scale (0 [no pigmentary changes, 
brown spots, patches or discoloration; no wrinkles], 1-3 [mild amount of 
hyperpigmentation, visible brown spots, patches or discoloration; fine 
wrinkles and number of lines], 4-6 [moderate amount of hyperpigmentation, 
visible brown spots, patches or discoloration; fine to moderate depth 
wrinkles, moderate number of lines], and 7-9 [Severe amount of 
hyperpigmentation, visible brown spots, patches or discoloration; fine to 
deep wrinkles, numerous lines with or without redundant skin]) applied 
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the NC (AM/PM) in combination with a double-conjugated retinoid/
AHA, AlphaRet® Overnight Cream, (AHA-Ret; PM) to both the neck and 
décolleté over 12 weeks  Self-assessment questionnaires were used to 
evaluate subject satisfaction 

Findings: In Group 1, subjects demonstrated significant visible 
improvements from baseline in the neck of 21% (p= 007) for wrinkles and 
lines, 27% (p= 004) for skin texture and 26% (p= 003) for skin tone at 12 
weeks  Significant, early improvements were also observed at 4 and 8 
weeks  In Group 2, significant improvements were observed from baseline 
in the neck and décolleté areas with a 34% (p= 01) visible improvement in 
photodamaged skin in the décolleté area  The NC and retinoid/AHA cream 
were well tolerated with few mild, transient adverse events  After 8 weeks, 
subjects reported high levels of satisfaction when using the NC alone and 
in combination with AHA-Ret with 96% and 100% of subjects reporting 
visible improvements in Groups 1 and 2, respectively 

Summary: A new NC formulated to enhance nitric oxide availability to the 
skin was well tolerated and provided statistically significant improvements 
in several measures of skin appearance of the neck and décolleté, 
most notably in lines and wrinkles, skin texture, and skin tone  These 
improvements were observed as early as 4 weeks when applied alone or in 
combination with a double-conjugated retinoid/AHA cream in the evening 

 

Primary Author: Kristine Romine, MD, Founder & CEO, Advanced Medical 
Skin Care, Phoenix, AZ

New Insights to Prevent and Minimize Bruising After Cellulite 
Treatment Using the Targeted Verifiable Subcision ™ Procedure

Purpose: It has been demonstrated that the appearance of cellulite 
is durably improved through Targeted Verifiable Subcision™ (TVS) of 
fibrous septa using an innovative device, Avéli™ in a pivotal study that 
confirmed the efficacy and safety of the device for the long-term reduction 
of cellulite in the buttock and thigh areas of adult females through one 
year of observation  This single, in-office procedure is performed under 
local anesthesia and manually targets and releases the septa responsible 
for the cellulite depressions  The CONtrolled Focal Fibrous Band Release 
Method (CONFFIRM) pivotal study assessed this novel, minimally-invasive 
one-time procedure using the Avéli device  In this study, ecchymosis 
occurred in 86 8% of participants with a mean duration of 37 4 days and 
median, 27 0 days  All ecchymosis were considered mild and were treated 
with simple measures such as ice and compression  Most procedures 
utilized a limited dilute lidocaine technique with a lidocaine concentration of 
0 3% administered with an auto-refilling syringe and a 20G spinal needle  
Although post operative bruising is expected and considered mild after 
the TVS procedure, it is valuable to evaluate proactive measures to treat 
and prevent bruising to enhance the patient’s recovery experience  The 
objective of this case series was to evaluate measures to not only ensure 
minimal bruising, but to potentially prevent it 

Design: In this case series, real-world experience was documented for 
the first 3 female patients treated at a single site by the author with the 
TVS procedure using Tranexamic acid (TXA) and self-adhering foam pads 
applied to the right buttock/thigh of the patients  The left buttock/thigh 
served as the control  TXA was added to the local anesthesia (5 mL or 10 
mL of TXA in 500mL 0 9% NaCl, 100ml or 200mL Lido 1%, 2 mL Epi and 
24mL Sodium Bicarb) and injected locally into all the planned treated areas 
before the device was inserted through the skin entry site  Following the 
TVS procedure, self-adhering foam pads were positioned with the adhesive 
side applied to the treated areas on right buttock/thigh of the patients for 3 
days  Post-treatment follow-up was performed at 1 week and 1 month 

Findings: Three female patients with a mean age of 26 years old and mean 
BMI of 23 presenting with moderate cellulite were treated by the author  
A mean of 16 depressions (range, 11-19) were treated  Two participants 

were treated in both their buttocks and thighs and the other participant 
was treated in the buttocks only  One patient had 10mL TXA and the other 
2 patients had 5mL TXA added to the local anesthesia  All 3 patients had 
self-adhering foam pads applied to the treated areas on the right buttock/
thigh  Bruising was mild on all treated areas (right and left buttocks/thighs) 
but was less visible and resolved more rapidly on the right buttock/thigh at 
1 week where the self-adhering foam pads were applied  The mild bruising 
was uniform across all 3 patients and resolved by the 1 month visit 

Summary: The results from this 3 patient case series highlight the first 
insights into TXA as a standalone bruising mitigation measure, as well as 
in combination with other mitigation measures to prevent bruising after 
the Targeted Verifiable Subcision (TVS) procedure  Further studies are 
warranted to confirm these results 
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Hydroquinone-Free Skincare Treatment for Hyperpigmented and 
Photodamaged Facial Skin

Purpose: Over-the-counter hydroquinone treatments have been pulled 
off shelves as part of the 2020 Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security (CARES) Act  This decision by the FDA has left physicians with 
very limited treatment options that can effectively target hyperpigmentation 
skin concerns across a broad patient population  The objective of this 
dual-center clinical study was to evaluate a hydroquinone-free skincare 
treatment consisting of a vitamin C serum (VCS) formulated with 30% (w/w) 
Tetrahexyldecyl (THD) Ascorbate and a 0 5% (w/w) retinol serum (RS) for 
the treatment of moderate hyperpigmented and photodamaged facial skin 
in healthy women 

Design: The VCS was formulated with a synergistic blend of antioxidants 
including lipid-soluble THD Ascorbate and prebiotic technology in an oil-in-
water emulsion for morning and evening full facial application  The RS was 
formulated with a time-released retinol polymeric carrier and the broad-
spectrum antioxidant Bakuchiol to boost retinol efficacy and tolerance for 
evening application  An institutional review board (IRB)-approved 12-week 
dual-center, open-label, cross-over clinical study was conducted  Thirty 
female subjects aged between 35 to 65 years with Fitzpatrick skin types 
I – VI and moderate global face hyperpigmentation and photodamage were 
recruited  Subjects were instructed to follow a cross-over skincare regimen 
that consisted of phase 1 (baseline to week 6), phase 2 (week 6 to week 
8), and phase 3 (week 8 to week 12)  During phase 1, subjects applied the 
VCS to the global face twice daily  During phase 2, subjects applied the 
VCS twice daily and the 0 5% RS every other evening to the global face  
During phase 3, subjects applied VCS twice daily and 0 5% RS every 
evening to the global face  Live clinical grading of efficacy parameters, 
objective tolerability assessments, and Global Aesthetic Improvement 
Scale (GAIS) scoring were conducted by the clinical investigators, board 
certified dermatologists, at baseline and weeks 6, 8, and 12  Clinical 
photography and subjective tolerability assessments were also performed 
at all timepoints  Subject self-assessment questionnaires were completed 
at weeks 6, 8 and 12 

Findings: A progressive improvement was observed over the course 
of the study from baseline to week 6, week 8, and week 12  The facial 
treatment regimen produced a highly statistically significantly improvement 
visual radiance, global face overall photodamage, global face clarity / 
brightness, global face hyperpigmentation (mottled), and global face skin 
tone evenness (redness) at weeks 8 and 12 compared to baseline (p < 
0 001)  For example, there was a 17 5% average improvement in global 
face mottled hyperpigmentation in phase 1 after 6 weeks, which increased 
to a 27 9% average improvement in phase 2 after 8 weeks and to a 35 7% 
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average improvement in phase 3 after 12 weeks  Clinical photography at 
both clinical testing sites corroborated live clinical grading assessments  
Products were well tolerated and perceived by subjects, where 94% and 
93% of subjects experienced little to no redness and irritation, respectively  
Additionally, 100% of subjects favorably agreed that “My skin texture 
looks improved”, “My skin looks and feels healthier”, and “My overall skin 
appearance is improved”  The majority of subjects from both study sites 
would continue to use the VCS and RS after the clinical study to maintain 
results 

Summary: Due to the recent ban of over-the-counter hydroquinone 
treatments by the FDA in the CARES Act of 2020, there is a consumer need 
for products that effectively and safely address facial hyperpigmentation 
and other photodamage skin concerns  An optimized vitamin C serum 
formulated with 30% (w/w) THD ascorbate paired with a 0 5% (w/w) 
retinol serum produced clinical improvements in subjects with moderate 
global facial hyperpigmentation and photodamage  These findings provide 
health care providers a safe and efficacious treatment regimen for patients 
concerned with facial skin hyperpigmentation and photodamage 

 

Primary Author: Robert Walsh, MD, MBA, FCCP, FAHA, Medical Safety 
Physician, AbbVie Inc, Mettawa, IL

Co-Authors: Maureen Newman, RN, BSN; Joesph M  Purpura, MD, MS; 
Robert Walsh, MD, MBA, FCCP, FAHA

Delayed-onset nodules following Vycross hyaluronic acid filler 
treatment: reported rates from global post-marketing surveillance

Purpose: Dermal filler treatments can be associated with adverse events 
which can occur at various time points following injection, such as bruising, 
injection site mass, edema, or nodules  The purpose of this analysis was 
to examine global post-marketing surveillance data on the reported rates 
of delayed-onset nodules presenting ≥4-weeks after injection of hyaluronic 
acid fillers based on the Vycross technology platform 

Design: This analysis reports worldwide post-marketing surveillance data 
on delayed-onset nodules associated with dermal fillers based on the 
Vycross technology platform reported to Allergan Aesthetics, an AbbVie 
company, from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2021  Delayed-onset 
nodules, defined as onset ≥4-weeks post-dermal filler treatment, were 
reported and classified as inflammatory nodules (including granulomas 
confirmed by biopsy) and non-inflammatory nodules  Data were collected 
for the following Juvéderm products: VYC-15L (Volbella), VYC-17 5L (Volift/
Vollure), VYC-20L (Voluma/Voluma XC), and VYC-25L (Volux)  Reported 
rates were calculated as the number of nodules divided by the total number 
of syringes sold globally  Rates are reported for each nodule type and 
product  Statistical comparisons between nodule type and product were 
not included in this analysis  As a passive surveillance system, post-
marketing surveillance has limitations including incomplete, inaccurate, 
untimely, unverified, or biased data in the reports  In addition, the incidence 
or prevalence of an event cannot be determined from this reporting system 
alone due to potential under-reporting, duplicate reporting of events, and 
lack of verification that the device caused the event 

Findings: Of a total of 33,756,999 syringes sold worldwide, 5,333 
delayed-onset nodules were reported, corresponding to an overall 
reported rate of 0 016%  Non-inflammatory nodules were reported more 
frequently (n=3,913) than inflammatory nodules (n=1,420, including 
n=233 granulomas)  For VYC-15L, the overall reported rate was 0 034% 
(non-inflammatory: 0 025%; inflammatory: 0 008%)  For VYC-17 5L, 
the overall reported rate was 0 020% (non-inflammatory: 0 015%; 
inflammatory: 0 005%)  For VYC-20L, the overall reported rate was 
0 010% (non-inflammatory: 0 007%; inflammatory: 0 003%)  For VYC-
25L, the overall reported rate was 0 012% (non-inflammatory: 0 006%; 
inflammatory: 0 006%)  In most cases, these events resolve with treatment 
with intralesional steroids, antibiotics and/or hyaluronidase  In all cases 

where the outcome has been reported, events resolved spontaneously 
or following treatment with intralesional steroids, antibiotics, and/or 
hyaluronidase 

Summary: These post-marketing surveillance data on reports over 15 
years demonstrate that the global reported rate of delayed-onset nodules 
associated with the dermal fillers on the Vycross technology platform is 
low (< 0 02%)  Inflammatory nodules, which typically require intervention/
treatment,1 were reported less frequently than non-inflammatory nodules  
Globally, event rates have been noted to increase with early adoption of 
individual products, then decrease as utilization increases with the specific 
products 
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Multi-Country Study to Evaluate Patient Satisfaction with Dual 
Applicator Cryolipolysis System for Non-Invasive Fat Reduction in 
Abdomen, Flanks, Upper Arms, Inner Thighs, Outer Thighs, Submental 
Area

Purpose: This prospective, multi-country, open-label, nonrandomized, 
post-marketing study is designed to evaluate participant satisfaction, 
safety, and clinical effectiveness of cryolipolysis treatment to the 
midsection and additional body areas using the novel dual applicator 
cryolipolysis system  Cryolipolysis is a non-invasive, clinically proven 
fat-reduction treatment that selectively targets adipocytes using patented 
cooling technology  A new device with dual applicators (CoolSculpting® 
Elite, Allergan Aesthetics, an AbbVie Company, Pleasanton, CA) was 
developed to support simultaneous or sequential cryolipolysis treatments 
to reduce the overall time in the clinic and improve overall treatment 
efficiency when considering one or more body areas for treatment  Market 
and clinical research indicate that patients most commonly seek treatment 
for the abdomen and/or flanks, and there is often a demand to treat 
additional body areas beyond the midsection  However, limited clinical 
data exists on the treatment of multiple body areas at the same time or in 
the same treatment visit  The present study is thus designed to reflect real-
world treatment consultations from clinics across the globe where patients 
receive treatment for the midsection as well as additional body areas using 
the new dual applicator cryolipolysis systems  Patient-reported outcome 
(PRO) instruments were also modified to assess overall patient satisfaction 
comprising multiple body areas for treatment 

Design: Approximately 110 participants are expected to enroll across 
8 sites globally  Participants who are 22-65 years of age will receive 
treatment to the abdomen and flank areas (midsection) with up to 2 
treatment sessions spaced 8 weeks apart  Other body areas comprising 
upper arms, inner thighs, outer thighs, and submental area will also be 
assessed for treatment in those sessions  At the investigator’s discretion, 
up to 8 treatment cycles can be administered to the midsection in each 
treatment session  Additionally, if applicable, up to 2 treatment cycles to 
the submental area and up to 4 cycles each to upper arms, inner thighs, 
and outer thighs can be administered per treatment session  Clinics can 
use either 1 or 2 cryolipolysis systems for simultaneous treatment plan 
administration as per clinical practice 

Findings: The primary effectiveness endpoint will be the proportion of 
participants who are “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the results of 
the procedure on their midsection using the Cryolipolysis Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (CSQ) 12-weeks after the final treatment session  Secondary 
endpoints will include satisfaction by individual and overall treated body 
areas for participants that received treatment to additional body areas 
beyond the midsection and the correct identification of baseline vs  12-
week post final treatment images by blinded, independent reviewers as an 
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indication of visual improvement  Exploratory endpoints include 3D imaging 
of volumetric changes, assessments at 4-weeks post-initial treatment 
session, and psychosocial and procedural questionnaires  Safety will 
be monitored and documented throughout the study period  This trial is 
registered at clinicaltrials gov (NCT04897867) 

Summary: The present study will be the first large-scale, multi-country 
study evaluating the participant-centric outcomes and clinical effectiveness 
of the novel dual-applicator cryolipolysis system for non-invasive fat 
reduction to the midsection as well as upper arms, submental area, inner 
thighs, and outer thighs  Because of the diverse study population, primary 
focus on PROs, and design based on real-world treatment patterns, results 
from this study are expected to assist physicians in providing a more 
personalized consultation and treatment approach when considering fat 
reduction in multiple body areas  Originally presented at the Tennessee 
Society for Laser Medicine and Surgery - Symposium for Cosmetic 
Advances & Laser Education (SCALE), May 11-15, 2022, Nashville, TN, 
USA
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Efficacy and Safety of High-Intensity, High-Frequency, Parallel 
Ultrasound Beams for the Treatment of Upper and Lower Facial Laxity 
in Asian Population: A Pilot Study

Purpose: Ultrasound technology can treat fine lines and wrinkles as 
well as lift lax skin  Although early technology was less than optimal, a 
new-generation device (Sofwave, Yokneam, Israel) can safely target the 
mid-dermis to maximize neocollagenesis and neoelastogenesis, while 
incorporating feedback-controlled skin cooling and energy deposition  This 
ultrasound device utilizes synchronous ultrasound parallel beams to deliver 
seven beams of thermal energy at once to the mid-dermis at 0 5-2 0mm 
depth, increasing tissue temperatures to 60-70 degrees Celsius  The 
purpose of this study is to evaluate efficacy and safety of high-intensity, 
high-frequency, parallel ultrasound beams for the treatment of upper and 
lower facial laxity among the Asian population 

Design: Thirty-five (35) Asian subjects (31 females and 4 males; age 
32-56 years old; Fitzpatrick Skin Type III or IV) from one clinical site at 
Bangkok, Thailand were enrolled into a prospective, pre-post controlled 
clinical study  Subjects received single treatment to entire face and neck 
(including submental; the area below the chin) and be followed one-month, 
three months and six months post treatment  Both study investigator and 
subjects ranked the improvement using 6-Point Scale  Safety aspects were 
recorded, and subjects ranked the pain they felt during the treatment using 
10-Point Scale 

Findings: A total of 35 Asian subjects completed the treatment phase and 
33 subjects arrived at one month follow-up visit  Study is on-going and 
interim results indicate on high level of safety and efficacy  Immediately 
after treatment, tissue response was limited to erythema, which observed 
following 4 treatments (11%)  Adverse events were not recorded  Most of 
the subjects (67%) reported on mild to moderate pain during treatment  
One month after treatment, 82% of the subjects reported on improvement 
of the lower face and of the upper face skin laxity 

Summary: This new-generation ultrasound device was demonstrated 
to safely provide clinical improvement in facial lax skin among Asian 
population  


